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ABSTRACT
The edition contains a study of the life and works
and the literary background of Jean Robertet (died c.1502)
and his son François Robertet (died c.1527-50), together with 
the texts of their works. The sources of their texts are some 
thirty fifteenth and sixteenth-century manuscripts and tv;o 
printed editions, which have been studied, with particular 
regard to connections between the copyists of the manuscripts 
and the Robertet family, to the question of authenticity in 
poems attributed to the tv;o Robertet, and to the choice of the 
most reliable text.
Biographies of both Jean and François, based largely, 
on original documents and on infomation found in their works, 
are given.
Each poet is studied separately from the point of
view of versification, verse forms and style, in which both
adopt the conventions of the Rhétoriqueurs, and from the point 
of view of their sources, themes, importance and influence.
A detailed study of Jean Robertet’s sources, partly 
medieval French and classical, but especially Italian - 
Boccaccio and Petrarch in particular - shows Robertet’s 
importance as an innovator in the use of new sources, and in 
the influence which these had on his philosophical ideas. This
5is seen in Robertet’s treatment of traditional medieval themes, 
which is discussed with particular reference to those aspects 
which point forward to the Renaissance, especially the themes 
of death, fame and immortality, and in the developing theory 
of the poet’s function, i^tudy of Jean Robertet’s influence 
shows the extent to which his contemporaries and successors, 
with particular reference to Jean Lemaire, imitated Robertet, 
and shows Robertet’s influence in the spread of ideas to 
become important in the French Renaissance.
A discussion of François Robertet’s work shows few 
innovations; his main interest lies in his satirical work, 
reflecting the rise of the bourgeoisie and criticism of court 
life.
A full glossary is given, covering both authors.
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J1 manuscrit français l?l6, Bibliothèque Nationale.
J2 manuscrit français 1717, Bibliothèque Nationale.
J5 manuscrit français 1721, Bibliothèque Nationale.
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Antoine Verard, c. 1501. (Rés. Ye. 168, I69, Bibl. Nat.)
T1 manuscrit français 5065, Bibliothèque de l ’Arsenal.
T2 manuscrit français 12424, Bibliothèque Nationale.
U manuscrit français 12788, Bibliothèque Nationale.
V manuscrit français 22558, Bibliothèque Nationale.
W Le recueil des espistres dovide translaté en françoys,
Rés. p. Yc. 1567, Bibliothèque Nationale.
X Le Chevalier Délibéré, Vélins 2251, Bibliothèque Nationale.
Y manuscrit français 17527, Bibliothèque Nationale.
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Jl, 32, J3 (B.N. mss, fr. 1716. 1717, 1721)
Mss. on paper, 200 x 285 mm. Sixteenth century. Jl has 98 ff.,
J2 has 97, and J^ has 119 ff. They were part of the collection of
« '
Betbune and have its red morocco binding and the arms of Béthune on 
the cover.
At the end of the sixteenth century they were probably in the
possession of one Caspar du Pont. On f°. $1 r^. of he has written
"Caspar du Pont serviteur de Magdelaine Boutrelean Damlle.", and the 
motto *Un seul lien nous puisse lier."
All three manuscripts have the same origin: they were copied by
one Ja. Robertet. On f°. 21 r^. of £2 there is a note signed by him,
and Jl, J2 and J3 are all clearly written by the same hand.^ There is
unfortunately some uncertainty as to the identity of Ja. Robertet. He 
has sometimes been confused with a son of the poet Jean Robertet, Jean- 
Jacques, who held among other positions that of Bishop of Albi, but who 
cannot however be identified with the copyist of the manuscript, since 
he died according to some sources, in 1^18, in 1519 according to others. 
(The latter date is more probably correct since it is given in a letter
1. Of. H.Cuy, Histoire de la Poésie Française au XVI^ siècle, Biblio­
thèque littéraire dé la Renaissance, Nouvelle Série, t.17, Paris, 
Champion, 8°, I9IO, t.I l'Ecole des Rhétoriqueurs, S 81 b.; and 
P.Champion, Histoire Poétique du Quinzième Siècle, Bibliothèque du
XV« siècle, t. XXVII, XXVIII, Paris, Champion, 80, 1923, t. II,
pp.297-8 .
See also plattes 1, 2, 3*
8by Plorimond Robertet, his brother, to the Admiral Bonnivet^). The 
manuscripts Jl, J2 and J3 were, however, still being copied as late 
as 1528.
The copyist Ja. Robertet can most probably be identified as Jean
Robertet, the son of François Robertet and Colette de la Loyre or
Lue re, in his lifetime "seigneur de la Mothepluis" or Mothe-J olivet,
and of Charlieus, "sieur des Bullions, bailli d'Usson et de Vienne".^
The fact that documents refer to him as Jean and not Jacques does not
really present any difficulty; it is obvious from Plorimond’s letter
to the Admiral Bonnivet that Je an-Jacques was the full name of Jacques
Robertet, Bishop of Albi. This is quite probably true of his nephew
also. The biography of Jean Robertet, "seigneur de la Mothepluis",
is to a certain extent known to us. He is first heard of in I5IO,
when he became "clerc des comptes" for Forez, an office which he was
as yet too young to exercise.^ In 1521 he became "contrôleur des
parties casuelles".^ In August 1522 he took over the function of
"trésorier de Prance" and "secretaire des finances" for his uncle
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Plorimond Robertet during the latter*s absence. He is mentioned in
1527 as "chevalier, conseiller, secretaire d'Etat, de chambre et des
6 7Finances", and as "notaire et secretaire du roy", and in the same
Q
year be became "grand chambrier de Preince". In August 1529 be
1 . B.N. ms. fr. 5756, f°. 30v°.
2. B.N., CaBine-t d'Hozier 292, f°. 69 r°.; Dossiers Bleus 569, fO. 6rO.} 
Pièces Originales 2501, no.90; Fauvelet du Toc, Histoire des Secre­
taires d'Estât, Paris, G. de Sercy, 1668, 4°, p.Ill; L.-P.Uras, Les 
Fiefs du Forez, Revue Porézienne, 1869» Saint Etienne, p.181.
3. Pièces Origs. 2501, no.95*
4. P.Marichai. Catalogue des Actes de François ler, Collection des Or­
donnances des Kois cLe France, Pari s, imprimerie Nationale, 4®> 
1887-1908, VII, 93» 2367b.
5. Ib. I, 302, 1635. 6. Fauvelet du Toc, op.c ^ ., p.41.
7 . Marichal, op.cit. I, 542, 2854. 8 . Ib., I, 525; 27b4.
------------- — ----------------------- ^ ____________________________ i
■became "conseiller maître à la Chambre des Comptes de Paris",^ but must 
have fallen ill at the end of this year and died some time in 1530: the
last-mentioned post was taken over in January 1530 by Jacques Boucher. 
In the document relating to Jacques Boucher’s appointment, Jean is not 
yet referred to as "feu" Jean Robertet; but on 24 December 1530 his 
wife "Dame Jehanne le Viste, vesve de feu messire Jehan Ro'bertet", is 
given the guardianship of their two children, Plorimond and Marie.^
During his life Jean occupied also the offices of "maître des
mayrequêtes" and "maître lay à la chambre des comptes à Paris".^ Jean
have been the author of a defence of the French king against the 
Emperor, published in 1528.^ Finally, it is to this Jean Robertet that 
Clément Marot refers when he writes of Plorimond Robertet’s nephew:
"Et ung nepveu, qui d’esprit, forme et art 
Semble Phebus à la barbe dorée;
De luy se sert Dame France honorée 
En ses secretz, car le nom y consonne;
1. Ih.y I, 656, 3437. 2. Ib., II, 2, 3842.
2501, no.9 0.)
4 . C. Le Laboureur, Les Mazuies de 1 ’abba^ royale de l ’Isle-Barbe lez 
Lyon, Paris, J.Couterot, 1651, 40, p.bol.
5 . J.M. de la Mure, Histoire Universelle, Civile et Ecclésiastique du 
Pays de Forez, Lyèn, Posuel, l6/4, 4^ .^ p.315. Pièces ürigs. 25O1, 
no.1 7.
6. La deffense du roy treschrestien contre l’esleu en empe^ur délayât 
le combat d’entre eulx, Paris, Galliot du Pré, s.d.(1528), 4°. Cf'. 
Bibliothèque des Ecrivains Foréziens, t.II, Société de la Diana,
Recueil de Mémoires et Documents sur le Forez, Montb^ison, t.14, 1915,
p .3 0 5.
le
xaict son sens, sa pleunie, et sa personne."^ 
ihc latest dates assignable to any oi the poems in the 
manuscripts ^ , J2 and ^  coincide with the approximate date of 
Jean’s death, fot there are no works composed later than 152?.^
There was in fact another Jean Robertet alive in 1565; of him 
nothing is known except that he was "guidon de la compaignie de 
monsieur de Birague, cappitaine de cinquante lances".^ He was 
probably a member of some other branch of the Robertet family. No
genealogical document ofiers any information on him, and it seems 
unlikely that he could have been the copyist of the manuscripts:, 
whose contents would have been much more readily available to the 
son of François Robertet.
There is, unfortunately, no identifiable example of the hand­
writing of Jean-Jacques Robertet, François’s son, so that there can 
be no absolute proof that he was the copyist of manuscripts J2 
and J5; it is, however, very probable that this is the case. The 
dates of his life coincide with the dates of the poems in the 
manuscripts, and his position in the Robertet family would give him 
access to poems by Jean and François; it can be assumed with 
comparative certainty that he was the copyist of the manuscripts.
1. Cf. A. Rau, l ’Edition Originale de la Déploration sur le Trespas 
de feu messire Florimond Robertet par Clément Marot, Paris, Rau, 
1958, v°.
2. The epitaph of François Robertet may possibly be a little later, 
towards 1530, but^ts date is by no means sure; cf. p. 288.
3. Pièces Origs. 25'1, no. 45.
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Jl) entitled Vers du temp du roy Louis XII, is probably older than 
J2 and , since it contains earlier poems, mostly of the fifteenth 
century, with the exception of a rondeau and ballade (f°. 29r^.-30r°.) 
by Jean Marot, à monseigneur le duc de Vallois, lors qu’il fut retenu 
en son service, which was written in 1514.
The manuscript contains poems by Jean d'Auton, Alain Chartier,
Jean Marot, Henri Haul de, and Molinet, and has four poems by Jean 
Robertet:
f 1 r°. - 9r°* Gomplaincte faicte par maistre Jehan Robertet, 
secretaire du roy et de monseigneur de Bourbon, bailly d’Usson, de la 
mort de maistre George Chastellain, tresclair orateur en langue vulgaire 
gailique,
"Estant couché soubz ung myrthe plaisant..."
fo. 75 r°. - v°. Ballade de maistre Jehan Robertet pour une dame 
appellee la Serise,
"Divers fruictz sont sur la terre naissans..."
f°. 75v°. - 77r°* Rondeau et lectres envoyées à messire Palmier, 
fol de monseigneur de Bourbon, faiet par maistre Jehan Robertet. The 
rondeau is in latin,
"Domine mi, Galmerius ..."
"Je ne vous parle point de noise..."
J2 has the title Vers du temp du dernier duc de Bourg [ogn^ ,
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but in fact contains poems of a letter date, including Clément Marot ’ s 
Dizain de mai, dated 1527, "le roy estant au bois de Vincennes", and his 
Déploration of Plorimond Robertet which cannot be earlier than I527.
J2 is a collection of poems in French and Latin, including poems by 
Chastellain, Gilles des Ormes, René Tardif, Jean and Clément Marot,
Henry Baulde, Guillaume Cretin, Octovien de Saint Gelais, Faustus, 
Andrelinus and Jean Lemaire. It contains six poems by Jean Robertet: 
f°.12v°. Rondeau faict par maistre Jehan Robertet, secretaire 
du roy et de monseigneur de Bourbon, envoyé à ung cordelier observantin, 
"Allez dehors ennemys de nature..."
f°. 63v°. Bon rondeau fait par maistre Jehan Robertet,
"Je voy sans yeulx sans oreilles j’escoute..." 
f°. 66v°. - 77r°* Responce de Robertet [à ung quidam à luy 
incongneu] faicte sur le champ,
"Quelque sçavoir qu’on ait qui n ’a richesse..."
f^. 85r^. - 87v°. Ensuivent les six triumphss de Pétrarque faietz 
par maistre Jehan Robertet, secretaire du roy, greffier de l’Ordre et 
bailly d’Usson (in Latin and in French),
"Cupidon a de son dart prosternez..."
f°. 95r°. Soubz une meschante paincture faicte de mauvaises 
couleurs et du plus meschant' peinctre du monde par maniéré d’yronnie 
par maistre Jehan Robertet,
"Pas n’approchent les faictz maisti'e Rogier..."
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f 9 1 v ° .  - 92r°. in Latin, Epigramme dudit Robertet à la Vierge
Marie.
The manuscript contains also three poems by François Robertet: 
f 13 r°.-v°. Two rondeaulz faictz sur la devise de la feue 
royne Anne de Bretaigne,
"Non mudera moins que le pol antique..."
"Non mudera pour quelque vent qui vente..."
f 6 5 r ° .  - 66r^. Responce aux lectres précédantes de Molinet 
faicte par maistre François Robertet, notaire et secretaire du roy et 
de monseigneur le duc de Bourbon, esleu du Bas Aulvergne et receveur 
pour le roy en Forestz, pour et au nom dudit Florimond son frere, in 
prose and in verse,
"Apres lecture de 1'envoy et epistre cydevant posée..."
"Par le souffliz du doulx vent zephirin..•"
f°. 68v°. - 70v°. Responce dudit Robertet audit Cretin,
"J'ay ton escript receu non en seigneur..."
On f^. 91v°. there is Jean Robertet’s epitaph, and on f^. 83r° - 
84v°. the ballad of doubtful attribution, Bsillade poétique de maistre 
Jehan Robertet,
"En regardant la beaulté de Venus..."
It is also in this manuscript on f^. 21r . that we find the note signed
by Ja. Robertet:
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"Ce livre, composé de toute pieces pour donner plaisir, passe 
temps et recreacion à ceulx qui le liront, est à celluy qui l’a, par 
faulte d’autre meilleure occupacion, assemblé et rédigé en ceste forme 
et maniéré, ainsi que les oeuvres des singuliers facteurs en langage 
françois de son temps se sont à luy présentées pour estre enregistrées 
au cathalogue des excellens engins qui, pour des invencions subtilles 
et monumens de leur langue melliflue, ont mérité user en la mémoire de 
leur postérité jusques à present, esperant que les modernes studieux, 
ensuivans leurs vestiges, n'auront leur temps en vain consummé, mais 
vivront semblablement par louange et recommandacion en mémoire 
perpétuelle.
Ja. Robertet. ^
J35 entitled Vers du temp du roy Crarl (èsj |pi^ 8, contains some
poems also of the time of François I. There are three poems written
as late as 1527* Clément Marot’s ëpître au roy, written from prison,
his qÈhalambm for Renée de France, and an anonymous epitaph of the
Constable of Bourbon. The epitaph of François Robertet (f^. 103 r°.)
may possibly be of a slightly later date: the date of his death is
2
somewhat uncertain, but at the latest towards 1530.
The manuscript contains poems by Jean Marot, le Bailly d’Estellan, 
Estienne Clavier, Jean Lemaire, Henry Baulde, Molinet, Octovien de
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Saint Gelais, Thomassin, J, Colin, Guillaume Crétin, Pierre Danthe
and Clément Marot. There are two pieces by Jean Robertet;
2 v*^ . - 3 r^. Epitaphe de messire Palmier, fol de monseigneur 
de Bourbon, faict par maistre Jehan Robertet,
"Messire Galmier fuz qui de Forestz fuz né..." 
f°. 50r^. - 51r°. Bxclamacion et regret lamentable pour le 
desuartement de Estiennette de Paris, fait à Tours par maistre Jehan 
Robertet, secretaire du roy et de monseigneur de Bourbon, et bailly 
d’Usson, in prose,
"Où est le cueur de mortelle creature..."
J3 contains also two poems by François Robertet: 
f°. 38r°. - 40v°. Les triumphss Pétrarque en rondeaulx faitz 
par maistre François Robertet, secretaire du roy et de monseigneur le
duc de Bourbon, et receveur de Forestz,
"Soubz Gupido sont prosternez les roys..."
f°. 51r°. - 57r^' Le débat du boucanier et du gorrier faict par 
maistre François Robertet, secretaire du roy et de monseigneur de 
Bourbon, esleu d’Aulvergne, receveur de Forestz et trésorier de 
Bourbonnais et bailly d ’Usson,
”Ung jour passé dans le parc du Plessis..."
This manuscript contains also on f 103 r^. - v^. François Robertet’s 
epitaph, and on f°. 51r^* the notes by Gaspar du Pont already referred 
to.
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F. (BN.ms.fr.12490) Ms. on paper, 28l x 202 mm. Sixteenth century.
It has 170 ff. According to a note on f^. 3v^., it was given to the 
Bibliothèque Royale by the abbé Lenglet-Dufresnoy on 25 April 1744.
The binding dates from the time of Napoléon I.
Entitled Recueil de J. Robertet, this manuscript has in actual 
fact no connection with those copied by Jacques Robertet (Jl, J2 and J3 ). 
The writing is not that of Jean-Jacques but of François Robertet. His 
initial signs the motto "Quod satis est oui contingit nichi1 araplius 
optet", on f*^ . lr°., and his signature is found twice on f .^ 67v^. - 
beneath the concluding lines of Le Queux’s Doleance de Megere, which 
is copied in François’s normal handwriting, and then beneath the four 
latin lines of the Triumphus Amoris, which are written in the humanist 
script he adopts for latin texts throughout F. ^
The latest dated piece in F is of 1514 - the Rondeau et ballade de I 
maistre Jehan Marot à monseigneur d’Angolesme peu avant son advenement ' 
à la couronne de France, c’est assavoir l’an mil et quatorze. Since 
this is the last poem copied into the manuscript, and since it is of a 
later date than the majority of the others (all other poems which can 
be dated are of the fifteenth century, the latest assignable date being 
that of the epitaph of Charles VIII, 1498) it seems possible that this 
may in fact mark the year of the manuscript’s completion, though this 
inevitably remains hypothetical. F must in any case have been 
completed at the very latest by about 1530, the approximate date of 
François Robertet’s death.
1. Cf. plate 4.
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The manuscript is a collection of various French poets of the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, including Le Queux, the Grand 
Seneschal, Baude, Molinet, Cretin, Villon, Chastelain, Octovien de 
Saint Gelais and Jean Marot. It contains six pieces hy Jean Robertet;
f 4 r ° .  - 40v°. Les Douze Dames de Rhétorique,
"Se par long espace de temps j'ay flotté comme nacelle sans 
gouvernail..." (F contains only three of the pieces by Jean Robertet
in this series; the two letters to Chastelain in French prose and
verse, and the second letter to Montferrand. The othertlirfiC are
missing.)
f 73r°. - 75?°' Responce de Robertet au Seneschal,
"Mon oeil ne puet à si hault ray attaindre..."
f°. 75?°' Rondeau fait par maistre Jehan Robertet le pere,
"Quant je treuve soubz fresche herbe fleurie..." 
f°. 7&v°' L’espitaphe de Basque, chien du roy Loys, without the 
author’s name here,
"Je fuz filz de Gascart qui de Briquet fust filz..." 
f 7 7 v ° .  “78?°' Fait à l'encontre j d e Moline"^ par Robertet, 
"Souffle Faustus en fleute pastourine..."
f°. Il6r°. - 117r°. Triumphes de Petrarche en frangois, without 
the author’s name,
"Cupido a de son dard prosternez..."
This manuscript has also, on f 8 2 r ° .  - 83r ., an incomplete
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version of the ballade poétique whose attribution is uncertain:
Ballade faicte par maistre Jehan Robertet, notaire et secretaire du roy 
et de monseigneur de Bourbon,
"En regardant la beaulté de Venus..."
G^. (BN.n.a.f.10262) Ms. on paper. 185 2: 265 mm. Sixteenth century. 
310 ff. Brown leather binding. It was the gift of Comte B oui ay de 
la Meurthe.
Nothing is known of the history of this manuscript. In content 
it is a collection very similar to the three manuscripts copied by 
Jacques Robertet (Jl, J2 and J3), though with some omissions and 
additions. Even the order of the poems is comparable, so it seems 
highly probable that there is a connection between _G and the £ group. 
The poems include some of a later date than Jl, J2 and J3: at the end
of the manuscript a group of poems by Clément Marot includes the 
épître présentée à la royne Lyenor à son entrée à Bordeaulx, 1530, 
and the épître au roy ... parland de ses mauvaises fortunes ("On dit 
bien vray que la mauvaise fortune..."), written towards the end of 1531, 
The inclusion of these later poems makes it very unlikely that Jl, J2 
and could have been formed in part on G, but the contrary may 
possibly be the case, in view of the similarity of content and order. 
Unfortunately the identity of the copyist is unknown, so that the value 
of G for versions of poems by Jean and François Robertet is uncertain.
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However, this manuscript contains none of their poems which are not to 
be found elsewhere in signed manuscripts, so that it need not be relied 
upon for texts.
The manuscript contains ten poems by Jean Robertet; 
f°. lr°. 7 llr°. Complainte faicte par maistre Jehan Robertet, 
secretaire du roy et de monseigneur de Bourbon, sur la mort de maistre 
Georges Chastelain, trescler orateur en langues frangoise,
"Estant couché soubz ung myrrthe plaisant..."
f°. 6lr°. - 63v°., in latin and in french, Autresvdietz pour mectre 
en paincture ou tapisserie, et premièrement les six triumphes de 
Pétrarque faictz par feu maistre Jehan Robertet, secretaire du roy et de 
monseigneur de Bourbon,
"Cupidon a de son dart prosternez..."
f - 78?°' Dit composé par maistre Jehan Robertet soubz 
une me8chante paincture faicte de mauvaise couleurs et d'un mauvais 
paintre, par maniéré de mocquerie,
"Pas n ’approuchent les faictz maistre Rogier..." 
f°. 79r°. - v°. Balade par maistre Jehan Robertet pour une dame 
appellée la Serise,
"Divers fruictz sont sur la terre naissans..."
f^. 80r°. - 82r°. Rondeau et lectres par le de s sus ^ ct Robertet 




"Je ne vous parle point de noise..."
f°.109r^. - v°. Responce par ledit Robertet j^à ung homme à 
luy incongneiij ,
"Quelque savoir qu'on ait qui n'a richesse..." 
f°. 109v°. - llOr^. Rondeau par ledit Robertet,
"Je voy sans yeulx sans oreilles j'escoute..." 
f°. Il8v°. - 119v°. Interpretation des couleur^sj par maistre 
Jehan Robertet,
"Entre toutes couleurs suis la premiere..." 
f°. 140r°. - v°. Rondeau envoie par luy à ung cordelier 
observantin, in which the last line is missing,
"Allez dehors ennemis de nature..."
f°. 227?°. - v°. Epitaphe du fol de monseigneur de Bourbon, 
without the author’s name,
"Messire Galmier fuz qui de Forestz fuz né..."
This manuscript also contains the dictier poetical, which may be by 
Robertet;
f I 8 4 v ° .  - l86v°. Balade poétique par maistre Jehan Robertet, 
"En regardant la beaulté de Venus..."
This is one of the rare complete versions of this poem. G contains 
also Jean Robertet’s epitaph, on f°. 140r°., and four poems by 
François Robertet:
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f°. 107r°. - 108v°. Responce par maistre Jehan Robertet pour 
son frere Florimont [^à Moline-^ . It is here mistakenly attributed to 
Jean Robertet,
"Apres lecture de 1'envoy et epistre cydevant posée..." (in prose)
"Par le souffliz du doulx vent zephirin..."
f°. 112v°. - 114v°. Responce par ledit Robertet jk Guillaume 
CretinJ ,
"J'ay ton e script receu non en seigneur..."
f^. 275?°. Autre frondeaij sur ladite devise jde la roine Annÿ 
par maistre François Robertet,
"Non mudera pour quelque vent qui vente..."
f°. 177?°. - v°. Les triumphes Petrargue mis en rondeaux par 
maistre François Robertet,
"Soubz Cupido sont prosternez les rois..."
H. (BN.ms.fr.24461). Vellum. 295 2: 230 mm. Bound in red velvet. 
Vol. in-fol.
The manuscript is a collection of poems and drawings all of which 
are anonymous in the manuscript. They include a very great part of 
the work of Baude - his Dietz pour mettre en tapisserie - and several 
anonymous items, together with three pieces by Jean Robertet:
f^. 2v°. - 7?°. Les six triumphes de Pétrarque (frenc^ and latin 
texts),
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"Gupido a de son dart prosternez..."
"Ecce coronati telo sternuntur amoris..."
f°. 108r^. - 112r°. L ’exposition des couleurs,
"Entre toutes couleurs suis la premiere..."
f°. Il6v^. - 128r°. Ce sont les XII Sebilles,
"Du pais fuz extraicte qui s’apelle Libie..."
The authorship of the manuscript presents some difficulties.
There are illustrations in gouache and colour and line drawings, 
executed by certainly two and possibly three artists. The poems are 
copied in part by François Robertet. His writing is found on several 
pages of the manuscript, including f°. 115r°., which shows the arms of
the Robertet family,^and f^. 141r°., in a poem celebrating the Constable
of Bourbon at the Battle of Agnadel. (The drawings on these two pages 
and on some others of the manuscript were probably executed also by 
François Robertet.) The writing on these pages compares satisfactorily 
with the writing of manuscript F, signed by François Robertet. The 
poems by Jean Robertet are in a different and perhaps anterior hand
which unfortunately cannot be identified.
H may have been copied for Charles, Constable of Bourbon; his 
various mottoes are found on f°. 140v^. ("Esperance Bourbon", etc.) 
and there is a poem celebrating him at the Battle of Agnadel (f . 
141r^.). It cannot be certain, however, that the manuscript was
1. Cf. plate 5*
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copied for Charles — it may well have been already begun before he
became duke of Bourbon. Although the manuscript is not mentioned in
the catalogues of the Bourbon library of I507 or 1523, this would not
necessarily exclude it from the library. The I507 catalogue was
compiled before the completion of the manuscript, and the 1523
inventory is not as reliable as the first.^
It is difficult to assign a precise date to the manuscript. It
seems possible that H was produced gradually over a period of several
years. The unidentified hand is in an earlier style of writing than
François’s, and it would be easy to assume that the poems in this hand
were completed before François Robertet had any part in the manuscript.
However, these pages contain nothing by which they can be dated with
certainty, and they could well be contemporary to François in spite
of the different style of writing. Furthermore, François’s hand is
not confined to the later pages of the manuscript but is found before
the XII Sebilles which are in the unidentified hand, so it seems that
the two copyists must have worked on the manuscript simultaneously.
On f^. 139?°* there is an inscription "Divus Alphonsus Rex.
2
MCCCCXLVIIII. Triumphator et Pacificus." However, this has no 
relevance in assigning a date to the mgrnuscript, since it is in
1. See Le Roux de Lincy, Catalogue de la Bibliothèque des ducs de 
Bourbon, Société des Bibliophiles Français, Mélanges de littérature 
et d’histoire, Paris, I85O, pp.70, 72.
2. Alfonso V the Magnanimous, king of Aragon, Naples and Sicily.
The date probably represents a scribal error, 1458, tthe year 
of Alfonso's death, being intended.
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François's hand, and the date 1449 is almost certainly prior to his 
birth.
The earliest date of any value is indicated on f°. 141r°. Charles 
de Bourbon is here represented in a drawing and in a poem, at the 
Battle of Agnadel, 1509* The whole manuscript must, however, have 
been finished almost certainly before 1525 at the latest. On f 
138v .^ François I is represented with the inscription "Franciscus 
Primus H. F. Invictissimus". It is very unlikely that he would have 
been described in this way after the disaster of Pavie on 24 February
1525.
It is further probable that the manuscript was completed prior to 
the Constable’s flight from France in 1523. It is unlikely that his 
emblems and praises would be so much in evidence after that date.
The fact that Charles de Bourbon is nowhere referred to as 
Constable in the manuscript might be taken to imply that at least a 
large part of the manuscript was completed before he received that 
honour, which would surely be mentioned in a manuscript copied by 
someone connected with the house of Bourbon. But in fact the principle 
references to Charles de Bourbon occur in two poems (the poem on 
Agnadel, and the Constable’s epitaph) which, written for specific 
occasions, were copied without headings into the manuscript, and 
therefore without the usual enumeration of offices and titles.
Charles de Bourbon’s epitaph, the last entry in the manuscript
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(f°" 141v°.), might seem to remove to a still later date the possible 
completion of the manuscript, since he died in I5 2 7. The epitaph is, 
however, in a completely different and later style of writing from the 
two hands hitherto mentioned in connection with the manuscript. This 
hand is nowhere else found in the manuscript; it seems therefore highly 
probable that the epitaph is a later addition to the manuscript.
There exist two copies of this manuscript, HI and H2, though 
perhaps only El is a copy at first hand. H3_ is also possibly 
affiliated to this group, but has several textual dissimilarities.
It might be argued that all the manuscripts in this group, including 
H itself, might be copies of yet another, earlier, manuscript, now 
lost, but in view of the undisputably superior execution of ÏÏ, 
especially of the illustrations (and after all the illustrations have 
at least as great an importance in this type of collection as have the 
texts, and perhaps greater) it seems much more probable that ÏÏ should 
be the original. This is borne out by the fact that many of the 
emblems, etc. have a precise reference to the house of Bourbon. What 
is more probable than that they should have been originally conceived 
and executed by François Robertet (in whose hand they are), who had 
some skill in design and drau^tsmanship, ^  and was for a long time 
closely linked with the house of Bourbon?
1. He designed some rings and chains for Anne de Bretagne in 1492. See 
Le Roux de Lincy, Vie de la Reine Anne de Bretagne, Paris, Curmer, 
1860, 30, t.IV, p.20 (Argenterie de la Reine, An 1492-3).
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HI (Arsenal ms.fr.5066). Parchment. 314 x 242 mm. 128 ff. 
Sixteenth century. Bound in fawn merocco. In the collection of 
Charles-Adrien Picard in 174^, it afterwards came into the possession 
of M. de Paulmy. The manuscript’s earlier history is unknown.
This manuscript is a copy of H. It contains the same poems and 
drawings in precisely the same order as they are to be found in H.
The drawings in HI are of inferior quality, but there can be no doubt 
that they are copied.^ This is supported by the fact that all the 
drawings in El are in the same hand, whereas in H they are the work of 
two or possibly three artists. Further, the drawing of Hercule 
enchaîné (f^. ll$r°.) contains only an incomplete sketch of the 
Robertet arms, whereas H has this complete in François Robertet’s 
hand.
Les Six Triumphss de Pétrarque are on f°. lv°. - 8r°.,
1 ’Exposition des Couleurs on f^. 108r^. - 112r°., and the XII Sebilles 
on f°. Il6v°. - 128r^.
H2 (Chantilly 509)* Manuscript on paper. 210 x I50 mm. Early 
sixteenth century. 40-ff. Bound in brown calf.
According to a note on f°. 1, the manuscript belonged in I585 
to Gilles Bélyard and afterwards, according to a note on the guard 
leaf, to M. de Loue. In the seventeenth century it came into the 
possession of Louis, Prince of Condé.
1. See Champion, Histoire poétique du XY® siècle, p.280.
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The manuscript is a collection of texts and drawings, without a 
title, and is probably a copy in part of ÏÏ.. Not only are most of the 
texts found in H, but the ink drawings too are taken from E's 
illustrations. The illustrations are of a quality much inferior to 
those found in H, or even HI, being mere sketches, small and hastily 
executed. The copyist has made two additions to the items copied 
from H (two pieces probably by Baude), and has omitted several others. 
Of the pieces by Jean Robertet only the Triumphes de Pétrarque 
are found in this meuiuscript (f°. 34r°. - 38v°.), and without the latin 
texts found in E and HI. As in the case of HI, althou^ it is 
impossible to prove that this manuscript was in fact copied largely 
from H, the indications are that this is probably the case. It is 
much more likely that a manuscript in the hands of the Bourbons or of 
the Robertets should be the original.
H3 (Chantilly 510)» Manuscript on paper. 997 % 210 mm.
Sixteenth century. 55 ff» Covered in purple velvet. Without title.
The manuscript was executed for Anne de Montmorency between
1535 - 1540, and is in the same hand as produced a copy of Clément
1
Marot for the Constable of Montmorency.
1. See E. Picot, Catalogue du Cabinet de Livres de Chantilly,
Manuscrits, 1900, p.l09. Picot also attributes the manuscript of 
Saint Gelais (no. 523) to the same copyist, but the similarity is 
less evident.
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The manuscript is a collection mainly of pieces hy Baude (as 
are all the manuscripts in the H group) • The pieces are in much the 
same order as in hut include of Jean Robertet's poems only the 
Triumphes de maistre Prançoys Pétrarque (f°. 12r°. - 13r°.), without 
the latin texts, whereas there are several additional poems by Baude.
This manuscript has no illustrations to the poems,^ and it is 
uncertain whether it can have been based directly on E. In any case, 
in view of the later date of execution, and of the lack of any direct 
connection with the Robertet family, H3 could not be relied upon in 
preference to the other manuscripts for its version of the Triumphes.
It should be said in conclusion about this group of manuscripts 
that the drawings and texts in H and El, at least, were intended as 
designs for tapestries (G, it may be remembered, contained some of the 
material of H under the heading Autres dictz pour meetre en paincture 
on tapisserie, et premièrement les six triumphes de Pétrarque faictz 
par feu maistre Jehan Robertet). One tapestry at the Victoria and 
Albert Museum shows that this intention was realised, for although 
different in the detail, it has the same basic design as the Triumph 
of Death in H.^
1. It has, however, a series of ink drawings of medallions on ffo.
Iro. - lOvo.
2. The use of the three Fates to represent Death, instead of the figure 
of Death with his scythe (almost universal at that time in illustra­
tions of the Trionfi), makes the design of H and its derivatives 
highly distinctive. See V.Masséna and B.Miintz, Petr argue, ses études 
d'art, son influence sur les artistes, Paris, Gazette des Beaux Arts, 
1902, gr. in 4®, p.237* Other tapestries of the first decade of the 
I6th century are known, where Jean Robertet*s texts are incorporated, 
but where the design is not that of E; cf. p*26l
See also plates 6 and 7-
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E" (B.N., Vélins 1792). An edition of Symphorien Champier's 
La Nef des Daines, Lyon, J. Arnollet, I5 0 3.
La nef des dames // vertueuses composée par maistre Simphorien 
Charnpier docteur // en medicine contenant quatre livres. Le premier 
est intitulé la // fleur des dames. Le second est du regime de 
mariage. Le tiers est // des prophéties des sibilles. Et le quart 
est le livre de vraye amour.
Colophon: Cy finist la nef des dames vertueuses com=//posée par
maistre Simphorien Charnpier // docteur en medecine. Contenant quatre 
li-//vres. Le premier est intitulé la fleur des da=//mes. Le second 
le regime de mariage. Le ti*//ers les ditz et vaticinations des 
sibiles. Et // le quart est le livre de vraye amour. Impr-//imé à 
Lyon sur le Rosne par Jaques Arnollet.
Volume in-4°; vellum; 86 unnumbered ff., sign, a-v x 4, X x 6; 
gothic type, printer's mark at the end. 120 woodcuts, of which several 
are duplicated.
The Nef des Dames was partly intended perhaps to counteract the 
effect of Champier's anti-feminist work of the preceding year, the 
Nef des Princes, for it contains exclusively pieces defending women 
against their detractors: an invective contre les mesdisans des
dames (f°. b2); les louenges, fleurs et deffensoir des dames (f°. 
b3 v^.); le gouvernement de mariage (f^. L4) and les prophéties, ditz
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et vaticinations des sibilles translatez ... de latin en rethorique 
françoise par maistre Simphorien Charnpier (f^. p2 v°.). The latter 
piece is followed on f°. 32 by Jean Robertet *s work;
Les ditz prophétiques des sibilles tirésc. du latin et composés
par feu messire Jehan Robertet, en son vivant notaire et secretaire du
roy nostre sire et de monseigneur de Bourbon, greffier de l'Ordre et du
parlement dalpiirnal,
Sibille Persique.
"Je fus de Perse née, d'ou Persique appellée...
Robertet*s work is found also inasubsequent edition; of the Nef
des Dames.^ Charnpier included Robertet*s poems perhaps at the request
of Anne of France, Duchess of Bourbon, Robertet*s patron, or perhaps
as a gesture of homage to her. Charnpier must either have had, or
hoped to obtain, the favour of the Duchess of Bourbon: the first two
books of the Nef des Dames are dedicated to Anne of Bourbon and her
daughter Suzanne of Bourbon respectively, and the volume contains a
genealogy of the house of Bourbon. Further, one of the miniatures
represents the author, kneeling, presenting his book to Anne of France
(f°. bll5 v°.), and the copy of the work found in the Bibliothèque
2
Nationale (Vélins 1792) was a presentation copy for her.
1. Paris, for J. Delagarde, 1515 (British Museum 251. 1. 26.)
2. See J.B.B. Van Praet, Catalogue des Livres Imprimés sur Vélin de la 
Bibliothèque du Roi, 1822, etc, t.III, p.44, no.59.
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ij 11? 12 (Cambridge, University Library, Nn, III, 2; BN.ms.fr. 
1174; Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, codex gallicus 13)• These 
are three almost identical manuscripts of Les Douze Dames de 
Rhétorique. They contain exactly the same pieces, disposed in very 
much the same way, and with very nearly identical miniatures in each, 
with slight variations only on the detail, colour and quality of 
execution. None of the copyists are known.
I_. Manuscript on vellum, in-fol., 30 lines to a page.
11-^  X %  inches. Fifteenth century, written in an early slanting hand. 
62 ff. of which several are blank; f^.32 is missing. There are 
fifteen miniatures and were originally sixteen, one being lost on 
f°.32. Bound in brown leather. The clasps have the arms of
o o
Hontferrand on them in enamel, and the arms are also found on f . 9r •> 
so the manuscript, although the copyist is unknown, must have been 
executed for Montferrand, one of the authors of the literary corres­
pondence found in it. This is supported by the fact that the title 
of the first letter contains more details of Montferrand's offices 
than are found in any other manuscripts of the Douze Dames. The 
manuscript was given to Cambridge Library in 1715 By the King; its
earlier history is unknown.
The miniatures are excellent examples of the late French Flemish 
style. Of the fifteen, the first depicts the delivery of Robertet's
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epistles, the second and third show the twelve companions of 
Rethorique with Montferrand; the next eleven show eleven of the ladies 
individually (there was a twelfth now lost); the final one is a small 
hlstoriated irntialdepicting a man working in his study, and is perhaps 
intended to represent Chastelain.
The manuscript contains the entire correspondence between 
Robertet, Chastelain, Montferrand and Rière,  ^together with Mont­
ferrand' s Enseignes des Douze Dames. The pieces by Robertet are:
A. f^. 9r . - lOr^. Lectres envoyées par maistre Jehan 
Robertet, secretaire de monseigneur le duc de Bourbon, à monseigneur 
de Monferrant, chevalier, conseillier et chambellan de monseigneur le 
duc de Bourgoingne, et gouverneur de monseigneur Jaques, filz et frere 
des ducs de Bourbon,
"Monseigneur de Monferrant, je me recommende à vous..."
B. f°. lOr^. - v°. Lectre envoyée par maistre Jehan Robertet à 
monseigneur de la Riere, escuier d'escurrie de madame de Bourbon,
'^Monseigneur de la Riere, je me recommende à vous..."
C. f°.10v°. - llr°. Without title, an epistle in french prose, 
to Chastelain,
"Se par long espace de temps j’ay flotté comme naisselle sans 
gouvernail..."
f°. llv°. - 13r^. An epistle in latin prose, to Chastelain.
1. On Montferrand and Rière, see pp.3 6 6^
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^ ^  • 13V • — l6v • Without title, a verse epistle to 
Chastelain,
"Seul le ressort et resplendeur de ton lume..."
E. f . 48r^. - 49v^. Without title, poem and letter to
Montferrand,
"Frappé en l'oeil d'une clarté terrible..."
"Où est l'oeil capable de tel object visible..."
F. f^* 49v°. - 50r°. Without title, poem and letter to Riere,
"Je demeure en mon peu de savoir..."
"Monseigneur de la Riere, je me recommende à vous..."
The manuscript must almost certainly have been completed in the
lifetime of Montferrand, who died towards 1467»
II. Manuscript on vellum. In-folio. Fifteenth century. 46 ff. 
There are fourteen miniatures and must originally have been a fifteenth, 
Covered in rose velvet. Copied in an early slanting hand. The 
copyist of the manuscript is unknown, but it must have been executed 
for Louis de Bruges, "seigneur de la Gruthuyse": his arms appear on
the border of f°. lr°., in a banner held by a trumpeter. They were 
probably formerly at the foot of the first page also, but were covered 
over by the arms of France. It is not known how or when the 
manuscript, with others from the library of Gruthuyse, came into 
Louis XII's possession and into the library of Blois, but on a page at
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the beginning is the note: "Des histoires et livres en françoys
pult° 4° contre la muraille de devers la court", which shows that the 
manuscript was in the library of Blois.^
The miniatures depict the same subjects as those in I, with only 
slight variation in the execution, and with the omission only of the 
final small initial miniature representing a man in his study.
Entitled, Les Douze Dames de Rhétorique, the manuscript contains 
exactly the same pieces as Jj the titles and incipit are the same as 
in with two exceptions: the first piece is entitled Lettres envoyées
par maistre Johan Robertet, secretaire de monseigneur le duc de Bourbon, 
à monseigneur de Monferrant, gouverneur de monseigneur Jacques de 
Bourbon, and the verse epistle to Chastelain begins 
"Seul le resort resplendeur de ton lume..."
Louis de Bruges, "seigneur de la Gruthuyse ", one of the most
considerable persons at the Burgundian court under the Dukes Philippe
and Charles, possessed a magnificent library, remarkable especially
2
for the illuminated manuscripts which were executed at Bruges.
Manuscript II must have been completed before 1492, the year of 
Gruthuyse*s death, but probably some years earlier in fact, at much the 
same time as I_.
1. These marks indicate the position of volumes in the Blois library; 
see J.B.B. Van Praet, Recherches sur Louis de Bruges, seigneur de la 
Gruthuyse, Paris, 1831, 8°, p.83»
2. Cf. Van Praet, Recherches sur Louis de Bruges, pp.11, 81-3»
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12. Small manuscript in-folio. 57 ff., with miniatures. Vellum. 
Written in a late fifteenth century Flemish hand. The manuscript 
belonged to Philippe de Clèves (1456-1528).^ In the eighteenth century 
it was in the library of the .Elwtar Karl Theodor at Mannheim, and 
came into the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, with the other contents of the Kurfurst's library.
The manuscript contains Les Douze Dames de Rhétorique, with again 
the same pieces exactly as found in The titles and incipit are
again the same as in I^, with two exceptions: the first piece is
entitled Lettres envoiesz par maistre Johan Robertet secretaire de 
monseigneur le duc de Bourbon, à monseigneur de Monferrant, gouverneur 
de monseigneur Jaques de Bourbon, and the poem to Chastelain begins
"Seul le ressort replendeur de ton lume..."
Since the manuscript was in the possession of Philippe de Clèves, 
it is probable that it was executed for his father Adolphe de Clèves, 
lord of Ravestein and Wiznendael, knight of the and
contemporary to Jean Robertet.
The existence of these three almost identical manuscripts, made 
for prominent members of the Burgundian court, is interesting for the 
proof it gives of the enthusiasm aroused by the poems and epistles 
exchanged by Robertet and Chastelain.
1. See P. Durrieu, Notes sur Quelques Manuscrits Français ou d'Origine 
Française conservés dans les Bibliothèques d'Allemagne, Bibliothèque 
de l'Ecole des Chartes, t.53, 1892, pp.129-130.
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In addition to the lay-out of the text, which is similar in each
case, the miniatures show very little difference. Manuscript I seems
to be superior to the other two in execution, being carried out with
great delicacy.^ Manuscripts II and I_2 vary only slightly in detail,
colour and execution; is the closest to %, and is clearly copied
from it. I_l's miniatures are of rather better quality than those in 
2
12, but diverge more from In the first miniature, for instance,
depicting the delivery of Jean Robertet*s epistles, a space in the
foreground is filled in 1 and I^ by a dog, a detail absent from II,
which also differs slightly in the number and disposal of the figures.
In view of these similarities, and of the interest and admiration
at the Burgundian court, it seems more than probable that the three
manuscripts were executed very soon after the correspondence took place
(c. 1464)5 either to be offered to the various members of the
Burgundian court who had indirectly played a part in the correspondence,^
or at their own command. It is almost certain that they must have
been made soon after the correspondence, whilst interest in it was at
its hei^t. 1 at least must have been complete by about I4 6 7.
A study of the variants in these manuscripts makes it clear that
4
none of the three has a text copied from one of the others, although
1. See manuscript notes on 1, in the Cambridge University Library.
2. See P. Durrieu, op.cit., p.131.
3 . by their admiration of Robertet's work, and their encouragement of 
Chastelain to uphold the Burgundian honour. Cf. p. 117
4. Cf. pp.S3
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the miniatures may well be copied. It is probable that each 
manuscript was taken from a further, original, text, now lost, and 
that the miniatures were duplicated in each of these presentation 
copies. Quite possibly the texts may have been taken in each case 
from the text sent by Jean Robertet to Chastelain; this is especially 
likely in that the manuscripts were executed so soon after the 
correspondence took place.
13 (Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Ms.Laur.Med.Palat.,
120). Manuscript gr. in-fol. Sixteenth century manuscript of 6l8 ff.,
with miniatures. The manuscript belonged to Claude Bouton^ (died
15 56): f 3 r ^ .  has the note: "Ce livre est l'original des oevres
de Messire George Chastellain, Chevalier, Conseiller, et Historiographe
des Ducs de Bourgogne Philippe le Bon et Charles le Hardy, venant de
la Librairie de Messire Claude Bouton, Chevalier, Sieur de Corbaron,
et de Sainct Bevery, Conseiller et Chambellan de l'Empereur Charles V
grand, et premier maistre d'hostel de l'Archiduc Ferdinand son frere,
et Roy de Boheme..."
The manuscript came into the Laurentian Library in 1783, together
with other manuscripts in the Lotaringio-Palatina Library of the Grand
2
Dukes of Tuscany.
1. Claude Bouton was himself a poet, a favourite of Marguerite d'Aut­
riche, and the author of a Mirouer des Dames. See Guy, op.cit.§ 6 0.
2. For a description of the manuscript, see A.M. Bandini, Bibliotheca 
Leopoldina Laurentiana seu catalogue manuscriptorum, Florence, Typis 
Regiis, fol., t.III, col.342.
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The manuscript is a volume of the works of George Chastelain; its 
copyist is unknown. It contains on ff. 247-386 Les Douze Dames de 
Rethorique; the pieces by Robertet are:
A. f c c x l v i i  v°. - ccxlix v°. Copie des lettres envoyées par 
maistre Johan Robertet, secretaire de monseigneur de Bourbon, à 
monseigneur de Montferrant gouverneur de feu monseigneur Jacques de 
Bourbon que Dieu absoille. A cause d'une epistle que ledit Robertet 
envoyoit audit Montferrant pour presenter audit messire George alors 
orateur de monseigneur le duc Philippe, Duc de Bourgoingne, etc.
B. f°. ccxlix v°. - ccli r^. Lettre envoyée par maistre Jehan
Robertet à monseigneur de la Riere... etc.
C. f°. ccli r°. - cclii r^. S'ensieut la copie de l'epistre 
envoyée à George Chastellain par maistre Jehan Robertet secretaire de 
monseigneur le duc de Bourbon
f°. cclii v°. - cclvi r°. A latin epistle to Chastelain.
D. f°. cclvi v^. - cclxj r°. Without title, the verse epistle
to Chastelain,
"Seul le resort et splendeur de ton lume..."
E. f°. ûccx r^. - cccxiii v°. Renvoy fait par maistre Johan 
Robertet appres ce qu'il a veu les choses dessusdittes a luy tramises par 
ledit messire George,
"Frappé à l'oeil..."
F. f°. cccxiiii r°. - cccxv r°. Without title, the poem and
letter to Riere.
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The miniatures of this manuscript are rough coloured drawings 
only, taken clearly from some manuscript in the I^, %1, ^2 series, or 
from the same source, since the same episodes are illustrated, and with 
much the same details in the number and disposal of the persons. 
However, these sketches can in no way be compared in quality with the 
delicate, careful and finished quality of the miniatures in the other 
manuscripts, particularly those of 1.
It would be impossible to see _I or as the source of ^ * s  text
of the Douze Dames, for where there are differences between the texts
of 2  aud %1, 13 coincides with now one, now the other; for example
has, like 1, "I'esperit" and "chiery" where 21 bas "I’escript" and
"queru";^ and on the other hand it has, like 21 "messages" and "point
2
un peu" where 2 bas "messagiers" and "pour un peu". 21 further 
introduces several variants and obvious mistakes of its own.
In spite of the note on f^. 3r^., given above, this manuscript 
certainly does not contain the original texts of Qiastelai^ s-er Robertet *s 
pieces, as is proved by the innumerable scribal errors, and by the 
derived miniatures. The manuscript is of a later date, as is seen for 
example in the title of the first piece by Robertet, where Jacques de 
Bourbon, Montferrand» s pupil, is referred to as "feu monseigneur 
Jacques de Bourbon", and Chastelain as having been in the service of 
the Dukes of Burgundy.
1. XIII, A, lines 38 and 53.
2. XIII, B, lines 10 and 28.
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Finally, it must be mentioned that it is unlikely that any 
connection existed between the Robertet family and the copyist of 13, 
who probably includes Robertet's poems only for their relevance to 
Chastelain.
14 (Rouen, ms.1234). Fifteenth century manuscript on paper.
191 ff. + 3 6  pp. 290 I 210 mm. The binding is modern.
Entitled Chroniques de Normandie, the manuscript contains several 
of Chastelain's works, including on ff^. 53r°. - 100v°. the Douze Dames 
de Rhétorique. The pieces by Jehan Robertet are
A. f°. 53r^. - 54r°. Copie des lettres envoyées par maistre
Jehan Robertet, secretaire de monseigneur le duc de Bourbon, à 
monseigneur de Montferrant, gouverneur de monseigneur Jacques de Bourbon,
B. f°. 54r^. - v^. The letter to Rière.
C. f°. 55?^. - v^. Coppie d'un petit traitié transmis à Georges
Chastelain par maistre Jehan Robertet, secretaire de monseigneur de 
Bourbon,
"Se par long espace de temps..."
f^. 59 v°. - 6lv°. latin epistle to Chastelain.
D. f°. 56r°. - 59r^. without title, verse epistle to Chastelain,
"Seul le ressort et splendeur de ton lume..."
; . JB. f°. 94r^. - 97r°. The poem and epistle to Montferrand, 
Renvoy fait par maistre Jehan Robertet après ce qu'il eut veu les choses
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de3susdietes à luy transmises par ledit George,
"Frappé en l'oeil..."
p. f . 9?r • - 9ôr . The poem and epistle to Rière.
This manuscript belonged formerly to the library of the Capucins 
of Mortagne.^ Nothing is known of its copyist, but it is clear that 
his connection was with Chastelain, and that Robertet's pieces are 
included only for their relevance to Chastelain.
K. (Arras, ms.fr.692). Manuscript on paper, 210 z 290 mm.
2
Copied about 1^20. 199 numbered ff. Bound in parchment. The
manuscript was originally in the possession of the Monastery of Saint- 
Vaast: f°. 3r^. has the note "Bibl. Monast. Sti. Ved. Atrebat."
Entitled Oeuvres de Molinet, the manuscript is a collection of 
the poems of Molinet. It includes on f 2 2 r ° .  - 23r°. a ballad, 
dictier poetical, elsewhere said to be by Jean Robertet: S'ensuit ung
dictier poetical aiant refrain,
"En regardant la beaulté de Venus..."
L. (B.N., Rothschild, ms.fr.471). Manuscript on paper. 201 ff. 
Eighteenth century binding. Copied by Jehan Garet, "chapelain d'Arras" 
His signature is on f°. I6r°. with the date 3 October 1526, and on
1. See Catalogue de la Bibliothèque de Rouen (Manuscrits), p.310, 
no.1234.
2. See N. Dupire, Etude Critique des manuscrits et éditions des poésies 
de Jean Molinet, Paris, Librairie E. Droz, 1932, p.25.
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f 2 9 r ^ .  with the date 24 November 1522; on f 6'Jv^ . is the date 
13 October 1520. The last page has the note "Jo. Garet Gapellanus 
me possidet Attrebatensis".
Jean Garet appears to have been a friend or disciple of Molinet: 
manuscript L contains a loose leaf with an index of the contents, and 
at the head the following note: "Les nombres en ciffre désignent les
feuilles de mon Grand Molinet escript à la main, où il n'y a pas ce 
cifre, les vers ne sont pas en mondit grand Molinet".
A collection of poems by Molinet, the manuscript has the dictier 
poetical sometimes attributed to Robertet; f°. 46r^. - 47r^.
S'ensuit ung dictier poetical ayant refrain,
"Bn regardant la beaulté de Venus..."
M. (Tournai, Bibliothèque Communale, ms.105)• Manuscript on 
paper, 280 x 390 mm. Beginning of the sixteenth century. 456 numbered 
ff. Miniatures. Originally in the possession of the cathedral of 
Tournai.
This manuscript, which was unfortunately destroyed during the war, 
had the title Rimes sur des choses morales en très - vieux langage 
(j.Molinet, P. De Fenin). A collection of the poems of Molinet, it 
contained the Douze Dames de Rhétorique wrongly attributed to Molinet 
(ff^. 365r°. - 376v°.), and the dictier poetical whose authorship is 
uncertain (ff. 233r°. - 234r°.), of which lines 1 - 24 were missing.
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The loss of the manuscript is unfortunate; it seems, however, 
unlikely that the variants of the Douze Dames could have been of very 
great value, since the manuscript was a later one than some others 
still extant.
N. (B.N. ms.fr.2206). Manuscript on paper. 155 ^ 235 mm.
Sixteenth century. Several poems are dated, the la.test being a chant
royal to the Virgin, dated 1562 (f°. 242r^.) Nothing is known of the
history of the manuscript or of its copyist.
This very rou^ly executed manuscript is a collection of rondeaux, 
ballads, chants royaux, etc., in honour of the Virgin Mary, together 
with some other non-religious pieces.
The manuscript contains on f°. 193v°. - 195^^. Le Mariage de 
Zephirus et de Flora moralisé,
"En regardant la beaulté de Venus..."
In this manuscript it is found without the name of the author. N
contains also on f^. 195v°. - 196r°. 1»Arrest de la louenge de la dame
sans per ou sans sy,
"Pays que les dieux par leur consentement..." 
by François Robertet. The poem is without the name of the author in
this, as in the other manuscripts. N does not contain the second part
of this poem, the Appel contre la dame sans sy.
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0. (B.N. ms.fr.25458). Small volume in 8°. Vellum. ' .
271 BT. The olive morocco binding is of the eighteenth century. The 
manuscript belonged to the due de la Valliere in the eighteenth century 
and was acquired by the Bibliothèque Royale in 1784. The earlier 
history of the manuscript is unknown.
The title on the back of the manuscript is Ballades du duc 
d'Orléan. Mss, en vers sur velin. On f°.l the arms of Charles of 
Orleans are to be seen at the centre of the ornamental initial 0.
The manuscript belonged to Charles of Orleans and contains several 
poems and corrections in his writing; also the pages are numbered in 
his writing.^ The manuscript contains as a basic text the poems of 
Charles d'Orléans, copied by a single hand and classed according to 
genre, with additional poems in different hands, probably added from 
day to day, which record the poetical activities of the "Cercle de 
Blois".
Probably begun in about 1450 after Charles d'Orléans*s return
from Italy, the basic text of the manuscript is doubtless the "libellus"
mentioned in the accounts of Blois, 1455, from which his Italian
2
secretary made a copy of his poems between 1450-53.
Only one piece by Jean Robertet is to be found in Qt a ballad
1. visible now on only some of the pages; see P. Champion, Le manuscrit 
autographe de Charles d'Orléans, Bibliothèque du XV® Siècle, t.3, 
1907, pp.l-8 9. The details, given here are taken from this study of 
the manuscript.
2. See P. Champion, ed. Poésies de Charles d'Orléans, Les Classiques 
Français du Moyen Age, no. 34, 56, (1923, 19 27), t.II, p.1 9 8.
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on f I66v°. - l67r^. on the theme
"Je meurs de soif auprès de la fontaine..." 
written by Robertet and Montbeton^ in collaboration. Montbeton is 
the author of the first verse; the two final verses are by Robertet. 
This poem is in a hand found nowhere else in the manuscript.
01 (B.N. ms.fr.1104)• Small manuscript on vellum. The binding 
carries the motto of Catherine de Medicis, "per ardua surge". This 
manuscript is a copy of The poems have been transcribed page by
page, regardless of the different periods in 0 indicated by the 
different hands which made later additions. It was, however, completed 
before certain pieces were added to 0, the pieces beginning:
"Gardez vous bien du cayement..."
"Des droiz de la Porte Baudet..."
2
"Gardez vous bien de ce fauveau..."
The manuscript must have been executed for Charles d'Orléans: his
arms are on f^.l. Begun after 1458 (it contains Charles d'Orléans*s 
speech in the defence of d'Alençon), it must have been completed before 
Charles's death in 1465"
The ballad by Robertet and Montbeton,
"Je meurs de soif auprès de la fontaine..." 
is on f°. 30v^. - 31r^. At the very end of the manuscript (f^. 112v°.)
1. On Montbeton, see p. //5 ,rvote 2.
2. See Champion, ed. Poésies de Charles d'Orléans, 1.1, p.xx.
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the copyist has added on two further poems, rondeaux, not found in 0^. 
Both are in honour of the Duke of Orleans; one is by Guillaume Cadier, 
the other by Robertet;
"Ung droit Cesar en libéralité..."
Neither of these additional poems is found in any other manuscript 
except 02.
02. (Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal, ms.fr.3294)• 02 is a copy of
01, with notes by La Curne de Sainte-Palaye
P. (B.N. ms.fr.9223). Manuscript on vellum. I85 x 125 mm.
Bound in red morocco. Small volume copied in the second half of the 
fifteenth century. IO9 ff. Acquired by the Bibliothèque Nationale in
1845.
Entitled Poésies du XV^ siècle, the manuscript is a collection of
ballads, rondeaux and bergerettes by forty different authors, with at
the end a few poems added in the eighteenth to nineteenth centuries.
The manuscript, of which f°. 6v°. - 104r^. were published by G. Raynaud
2
in 1889, is the work of one copyist, and was composed after 1453 - 
there are five pieces attributed to Jean de Lorraine, son of King René,
who until 1453 would have been known by his earlier title of Duke of
Calabria.. Composed possibly by a member of the Blois Circle, the
1. Cf. Champion, ed. Poésies de Charles d'Orléans, t.I, p.xx, n.l.
2. Rondeaux et autres poésies du quinzième siècle, publ. G.Raynaud, 
Paris, Soc. des Anciens Textes Français, I8 8 9.
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manuscript was probably executed for Monseigneur Jacques de Savoie^ 
and is made up of rondeaux, etc., written little after 1450 by Charles 
d ’Orléans and poets of his circle.
Jean Robertet*s bergerette, "En actendant garison ou la mort..." 
is found on f°. 34r°. under the name Robert Tait.
(B.N. ms.fr.1719). Manuscript on paper, of 182 ff. Composed 
at the end of the fifteenth or beginning of the sixteenth century, it 
is incomplete at the beginning and at the end, and is the work of 
several copyists who have sometimes repeated each other. Entitled 
Recueil de Rondeaux et Ballades, the volume contains works, anonymous 
in the manuscript, mainly of the fifteenth century.
The manuscript falls into four fairly distinct sections; f 41-67 
contains a group of poems much the same as those found in manuscript P, 
by Charles d'Orléans and the poets of his circle. A further group of 
poems connected with the poets of Blois is found on f^. II9-I4I, with 
works by Antoine de Guise, Jehanne Filleul, Blosseville, Vaillant, 
Jencourt, Le Sénéchal, etc. Jean Robertet*s bergerette, "Bn actendant 
garison ou la mort..." is found in this group on f°. 133v^. - 134r°., 
but without its author's name. This group of poems is again linked
1. See Raynaud, op.cit. pp.4-55 P. Champion, Remarques sur un recueil 
de poésies du milieu du XV® siècle, (fr. 9223), Romania, XLVIII
(1922), p.1 0 6.
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with the contents of manuscript P.^
Of the remaining two sections of the manuscript, the first 
(f°. 1-4 0) contains pieces frequently recopied elsewhere in the 
manuscript, and the other (f^. 67-II9) contains very free pieces, with 
the addition of a few poems hy poets of the Circle of Blois.
R. (Berlin Kupferstichkahinett, Signatur 78 B I7)• Manuscript 
on parchment. I60 x 100 mm. Fifteenth century. Bound in blue leather, 
205 ff.2
The volume was executed for Louis Malet de Graville, "amiral de 
France", whose arms are found on the manuscript, and it was probably 
inherited by his daughter Anne, together with other works in his 
library, on his death in I5I6 . It came later into the possession of 
Cardinal Armand Gaston Maximilian de Rohan (1674-1749). It 
disappeared from there in the eighteenth century, and reappeared in 
1882 when it was bought with others from the Hamilton Collection^ by 
the Royal Berlin Library, to be given later to the Kupferstichkabinett 
where it is now. The existence of the manuscript was unknown until 
1913 when it was rediscovered by S. Lemm, to be published eventually 
by M. Lopelmann.^
1. See M. Schwob, Le Parnasse satyrique du quinzième siècle, Paris, 
Welter, I905, p*3 ff. for a study of this manuscript.
2. The manuscript is described by S.Lemm and M.Lopelmann, Kurzes Ver- 
zeichnis der romanischen Handschriften, Mitteilungen aus der Konig- 
lichen Bibliothek, no.14 (I9I8), Berlin.
3 . Catalogue no.674.
4 . M.Lopelmann, Die Liederhandschrift des Cardinals de Rohan XV Jahr- 
hundert, Gesellschaft fur romanische Literatur, Bd.44, 1923.
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R must have been executed towards the end of the fifteenth century, 
probably gradually over a period of several years, according to 
Lopelmann. Two ballads near the beginning of the volume were composed 
only in 1463, and another by Boucicaut near the end of the volume was 
written by 1475, since it is found in manuscripts completed by this 
date.^ This cannot however be considered conclusive proof that the 
manuscript was indeed composed between about these dates. The 
manuscript contains a miniature possibly by Jean Pouquet who died in 
1480, which would establish a date for the completion of the manuscript.
Entitled Poesies de François Villon, it is in fact a collection 
of several authors, some of the fourteenth and early fifteenth century 
(a. Chartier, died c. 1448, Pierre d'Ailly, died 1420, E. Deschamps, 
died c. 13 90), but it consists largely of poems by the members of 
Charles d'Orléans*s circle: P. Vaillant, Fredet, Antoine de Guise,
Vitri, Montbeton, etc. There are also a few poems added in a hand­
writing of the sixteenth century.
The manuscript may have served as the basis of the edition of the 
Jardin de Plaisance (_S) of I5OI. Lopelmann founds this theory on the 
fact that a copy of this edition (B.N. Res. Ye. I6 9) contains an 
eighteenth century manuscript addition giving a very complete descrip­
tion of manuscript R.
Jean Robertet's bergerette, "Bn attendant guarison ou la mort..."
1. See G. Raynaud, op.cit., pp.X-XI.
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is found on f°. 78v°. of the manuscript, without the name of the 
author.^
(B»N> Res» Ye. 168, I6 9). An edition of the Jardin de 
Plaisance by Antoine Verard, c. I5OI, Paris.
Le Jardin de Plaisance //Et fleur de Rethoricque nouvellement
Imprime // a paris.
Colophon: Cy finist la table de ce present livre // intitule Le
jardin de plaisance et fleur // de rethoricque, compose et Imprime // 
nouvellement a paris. Et le trouvera // on a vendre au palais au
premier pil»//lier devant la chappelle ou len chante // la messe de
messeigneurs les presidens // Ou au carrefour saint severin a lyma//ge 
saint jehan levangeliste.
Volume in-fol. of 260 numbered ff. (a-i x 6, 55-144, k-z x 6, 
z X 6, 131-248, aa-ss x 6, with some errors) and 8 unnumbered ff. 
Gothic type in double cols, of 49 With woodcuts and initial
letters.^
1. Lbpelmann, op.cit., p.Ill, no.119•
2. For descriptions, see J. Macfarlane, Antoine Verard, London, 
Bibliographical Society, Illustrated Monographs, no.7, I9OO, no.14; 
Sain, Repertorium, no.9366; Brunet, Manuel du Libraire, t.Ill, 
col.5 0 6; Lachèvre, Bibliographie des recueils collectifs de 
poésie du XVI^ siècle, Paris, E. Champion, 1922, pp.3-7*
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A facsimile reproduction has been made by E. Droz and A. Piaget,^
according to whom the anthology, which enjoyed a great success in the
first half of the sixteenth century, was probably compiled towards
1501 by Regnaud le Queux, whose works La Doléance de Mégère and the
2
Donnet for Charles VIII are found at the head of the volume. The
volume is confusedly compiled, poems by the same poet not being grouped
together. The anthology, which contains several pieces by members of
Charles d ’Orleans's circle, was possibly based on manuscript R; a
43-page manuscript addition to the B.W. copy Res. Ye. I69 gives a very
full description of R. There are, however, considerable textual
differences between R and in Robertet's rondeau.
Jean Robertet's rondeau or bergerette, "En attendant garison ou
la mort..." is found, without the poet’s name, under the title Autre
Rondel, on f^. Ixxxx r^. - v^.  ^ The rondeau is also found in the
following subsequent editions of the Jardin de Plaisance;
4
Paris, Verard, I504,
Paris, 15 05, 29 October,^
Paris, Michel Le Noir, 1506-20,^
7
Paris, Michel Le Noir for Jehan Petit.
1. E. Droz and A. Piaget, Le Jardin de Plaisance et Pleur de Rethoricque,
S.A.T.P., t.59, 1910, 19 24, Pirmin-Didot, Paris.
2. t.II, pp.3 5-4 0. 3 . Ib., t.II, p.184, no.308.
4 . See Macfarlane, op.cit., no.165*
5 . See Brunet, Manuel, III, col.507; Lachèvre, Op.cit., pp.7-9*
6. See Brunet, Manuel, III, C0I.507; Lachèvre, op.cit., p.9*
7. Brunet, Manuel, III, C0I.507.
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Robertet’s rondeau is not found in the later editions of the Jardin 
de Plaisance, which were less complete, several ballads and rondeaux 
being omitted to reduce the book’s dimensions.
Tl, T2 (Arsenal, ms.fr.5065; B.N. ms.fr.12424)• Manuscripts
on vellum, with numerous large, well-executed full-page miniatures.
Tl has 172 ff., plus f°. A; 348 x 210 mm . 5 bound in red morocco. T2
has 160 ff.; 350 X  215 mm.; bound in green velvet.
The two manuscripts, which date from the reign of Louis XII^
are the two volumes of an anonymous French prose translation of
2
Petrarch’s Trionfi, and contain both Latin and french texts.
Tl is entitled on f°. 2r°. Les Triumphes de Messire François 
Pétrarque, nouvellement translatées de langaige vulgaire tuscan en 
frangoiz, with a list of the six Triumphs. T2 is entitled on f°. 3r°. 
Second volumes des Triumphes Messire François Pétrarque ouquel sont les 
autres trois Triumphes. C ’est assavoir le Triumphe de Renommée, du 
Temps et de la Divinité. Tl contains the first three Triumphs, T2 
the last three; the Triumphs are preceded in each case by the four- 
lined latin verse used by Jean Robert et as a basis for his Triumphes^ 
and by a French rondeau, all anonymous in the manuscripts. Of these
1. See V. Massena and B. Muntz, Petrarque, ses etudes d ’art, son
influence sur les artistes, p.236. !
2. See G. Bertoni, Per la Fortuna dei Trionfi del Petrarca in Francia, 
Modena, 1904, pp. 51, 55*
3. Cf. p. 2S^.
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the first and last are hy François Rohertet, ^  has, without title, 
on f^. lv°. François's Triumph of Cupido;
"Souhz Cupido sont prosternez les roys..."
T2 has on f°. 150v^. François's Triumph of Eternity, entitled 
Rondeau; la Divinité parle;
"A tousjoursmais en la vie eternelle•.."
The first volumes, Tl, has on f^. A v°. the arms of Jean de
Daillon, Count of Lude,^ for whom the two manuscripts must have been
executed. Jean de Daillon, esigimr duLudb^became oauritin 1545, "Baron
d'llliers et de Briançon", etc., died 1557, was the son of Jacques de
Daillon and Jeanne d ’llliers, and brother of the Anne de Daillon who
2
married Louis d’Estissac. This is interesting for the connection it 
might appear to offer between François Robertet and the family of Lude, 
since it bears a reference to the attribution of other poems.^ However, 
it is unlikely that there was “any link between the Lude family and 
Robertet - since François is not referred to as the author of the two 
rondeaux in ^  and T2, their inclusion is probably coincidental. Were 
there any real connection with Robertet, the probability is that the 
remaining four rondeaux of the series by François would also be included
1. Cf. Martin, Catalogue des Manuscrits de la Bibliothèque de l ’Arsenal,
no.5065.
2. See G. Beauchet-Filleau, Dictionnaire historique et généalogique des 
familles du Poitou, I89I-I915, Poitiers, t.III, p.13.
3. Cf. C.A. Mayer, C.M. Douglas, Rabelais Poète, Bibliothèque d ’Humanisme 
et Renaissance, Documents et Travaux, t.XXIV, 1962; offprint adjoined 
to thesis.
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in the manuscripts in place of the other, anonymous, poems found there. 
It is extremely unlikely that the presence of these two poems in Tl 
and T2 indicates any link between the Lude family and François Robertet.
U. (bn. ms.fr.12788). Ms. on paper. 300 x 210 mm. 129 ff. 
Fifteenth century. Bound in leather. The latest piece in it is dated 
1471 (f°. 42v°.)
The manuscript, which has no title, is a collection containing 
two political works in prose, the Danse aux aveugles by P. Michaud, 
Philippe de Bourgogne’s epitaph by Molinet, and two ballads in the group 
occasioned by the revolt of the people of Liège in I467, as well as a 
group of pieces by Jean Robertet and Guillaume Cousinot:
f^. 120r°. - v°. S'ensuit I ’exclamacion et regret lamentable fait 
pour le département d’Estiennette de Paris faicte à Tours en l’année 
mil 1111° LXVIII par Robertet, secretaire de monseigneur de Bourbon.
"Où est le cuer de mortelle creature..." (in prose)
"G dames honnorées en qui vertu reluist..."
"Au nouveau feu qui mon cuer ’enflamba..."
f°. 121r^. TJng regret fait par la dessusnommée parlant à la 
personne de la dessusnommée,
"Où pourray je tant de larmes finer..."
A reply to this by Guillaume Cousinot follows;
f°. 121v^. - 124v^. Re8ponce faicte à I’exclamacion dessusdicte
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tant pour l’interest d ’icelle à qui le fait principalement touche 
comme pour toutes les aultres qui y peuent avoir interests, faicte par 
messire Guillaume Gosinout,
"Se Pasiphé fut folle..." (in prose)
"Dames honnorées
Des dieux tant amées..." (f^. 124v°. - 125r°.)
"S'Olimpias fut enchantée..." (f°. 125r°.)
Jean Robertet replies to Cousinot*s arguments in a long prose passage 
and a rondeau which close the disputes
"L’acteur imbecille qui n’en pitié..." (f^. 125v°. - 127r^.)
"Ung assaillant s’il treuve resistance..." (f^. 127r°.)
This is the only manuscript which contains the whole of this work 
(J3 has only a very small part of it). Judging by the other contents 
of the manuscript, it was possibly executed for Guillaume Cousinot. 
Each of the several items in the manuscript certainly has some bearing 
on ôousinot’s activities. The manuscript contains two pieces 
relative to the fifteenth century political relations of Prance and 
England; one refutes the claims of England to the French throne, and 
the second is an account of the conquest of Normandy by Henry V.
Gu. Cousinot played an important part in the negotiations between 
France and England from 1444-9, and took part in the campaign in 
Normandy after the failure of those negotiations. Cousinot was 
subsequently employed by Louis XI in missions relative to the Guerre
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du Bien Public and in Louis’s differences with the Duke of Burgundy;^ 
political poems relative to Burgundy are included in this manuscript.
In fact all the items of this collection have some relationship 
with Cousinot’s activities in military, diplomatic and literary spheres. 
It is not impossible that the manuscript was, perhaps not composed for 
Cousinot, but at least copied from papers in his possession. This 
must inevitably remain hypothetical, but the manuscript does seem to 
reflect Cousinot*s various activities, and such an explanation would 
account for the assembly of the apparently disparate pieces in one 
manuscript.
Should this be the case, the poems by Robertet and Cousinot, 
although not copied at first hand, are probably not too far removed from 
the originals, since it is unlikely that very many copies would be in 
demand.
V. (B.N. ms.fr. 22558). Paper. 74 pp. Vol. in-fol. Entitled 
Pieces Satiriques et Autres, it is one of three volumes of a collection 
made by Gaignieres, of satirical pieces, epigrams, sonnets, epitaphs, 
etc.
The manuscript is a collection of pieces in several different 
hands and of several different periods (up to the seventeenth century).
1. See Vallet de Viriville, Essais critiques sur les historiens 
originaux du règne de Charles VII, Bibliothèque de l ’Ecole des 
Chartes, t.18, 1857, PP.15-19*
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In view of the nature of this collection it is impossible to date 
particular pages.
f^. 5 1? which is in a fifteenth or sixteenth century hand, has 
two epitaphs, the second being entitled Epitaphe de Basque fait par 
Robertet ("Je fu né de Gasquart qui de Briquet fut filz..."). This 
version of the poem is very faulty, lines 7, 8, I5 and 16 being 
omitted.
¥. (B.N. Rés.p.Yc. I567).
Le recueil des espi//stres dovide trans//late en francoys o vray
ligne pour ligne faisans mencion de cinq loyalles// amoureuses qui
faisoient complainctes et douloureuses lamentacions// pour leurs
singuliers amys qui les avoient habandonnez pour aultres.// Cestassavoir
zenone pour paris qui ravit helaine adryane a theseus dido// a enee
philis a demophon ysiphile au vaillant iason. The edition ends
"Cy finist lapel des trois dames// Contre la belle sans sy".
16 ff. in-4^, with two columns of print to a page, gothic type. The
edition has no date or printer's name or mark. The pages are not




Following the translation of Ovid, which is by Octovien de Saint- 
Gelais; is the Epitaphe of Madame de Balsac; S'ensuit I'epytaffe de
1. See J.C. Brunet, Manuel du Libraire, 1860-65, t.IV, col.290.
2. See Le Roux de Lincy, Catalogue de la bibliothèque de M.N. Yemeniz,
1867, no.1492, p.3 2 2.
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feue ma dame de Balsac,
"Apres rnynuyt à l'eure que tout homme..."
Finally the edition contains the two poems attributed to François 
Robertet: L'arest de la louenge de la dams sans sy,
"Puis que les dieux par leur consentement..." 
and L'appel interjecté par telles nommés dedans Contre la dame sans
fZ,
"Apres 1'arrest et sentence donnée..."
X. (B.N. Vélins 2231). Manuscript on vellum. The manuscript 
is bound at the end of a copy of an edition of Olivier de la Marche's 
Chevalier Délibéré, printed by Jehan Lambert in Paris, 1493. Ed. 
in-4°, of 49 ff., not numbered. Slanting writing, 32 lines to the 
page, with twelve woodcuts.^ The edition is bound in brown leather, 
originally blue morocco.
The book begins: Le // Chevalier // Délibéré // Comprenant // la
Mort // du Duc de // Bourgongne // qui trespassa // devant // Nancy // 
en // Lorraine, (f^.al) and ends Cy finist le livre intitule le 
chevalier // délibéré. Imprime a Paris par Jehan//1ambert Lan mil 
quatre cens quat re// vingt z treze//, with printer's mark, with the 
motto "a espoir en dieu". (f°. 49r^.) F^. 49v^. is blank.
1. See A. Claudin, Histoire de l'Imprimerie en France, au XVQ et au 
XVI® siècle, 1902, Paris, 4°, t.II, p.221-3, for a full study of 
them.
2. Claudin, op.cit., t.II, p.223.
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This volume belonged successively to the library of Pont-de-Vesle, 
to the Baron d'Heiss,^ and to Chardin, and sold for 11 guineas by 
Sotheby in 1817*^
In the earlier descriptions of this edition, the manuscript's 
presence at the end of the volume was noted. The Pont-de-Vesle cata­
logue attributed all the pieces in the manuscript to Olivier de la 
Marche.^ The manuscript appears to have been later forgotten, no 
allusion to it being found in later descriptions of the edition.^ Its 
existence was rediscovered by M.-L. Polain and recorded by E. Droz in
1918-19192
The history of the manuscript is completely unknown; nothing 
indicates the identity of the copyist, euid it is not known how it came 
to be bound at the end of the Chevalier Délibéré. The manuscript
1 . Catalogue, I785, no.2 6 5.
2. cf. E. Picot, Recueil de Pieces Historiques imprimées sous le règne 
de Louis XI, 1923, Paris, p.328.
3. See Catalogue des livres de M. le comte de Pont-de-Vesle, 1774, 
Paris, 8 0, LeClerc, 2© partie, p.13, no.1725*
4 . See E. Picot, op.cit., loc.cit.; Brunet, Manuel du Libraire, t.III, 
col.78 0.; J.B.B. Van Praet, Catalogue des Livres imprimés sur vélin 
... dans les bibliothèques particulières, 1824-1828, Paris, t.II,
p.135; Claudin, op.cit., loc.cit.; Copinger, Supplement to Hain's 
Repertorium, 1895-1902, t.II, 2nd part, no.4953; Ph. Berjeau in 
Le Bibliophile Français, t.VII, 1873, p.39; H. Stein, Olivier de la 
Marche, 1888, Académie Impériale de Bruxelles, Mémoires Couronnées,
t.49, p.1 4 1.
5. See B. Droz, Notice sur un manuscrit ignoré de la B.N., Romania, 
t.XLÎT (1918-1919), p.5 0 3.
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contains four pieces; the first is a poem by Octovien de Saint-Gelais 
on the treaties of Staples (1492), Barcelona (1493), and Senlis (1493), 
f^. - 52r^., "Grace des cieux utile à toute gent...". The
second poem is a complainte by Olivier de la Marche on the death of 
Marie de Bourgogne (died 1482), f^. 53r^. - 58v^., "Ou ceste douleur 
ne soit grande..."
This is followed by the Epitaph of Madame de Balsac, f^. 59r^. - v°., 
"Des languissans soubz vostre seigneurie..."
The last poem in the manuscript, f°. 60r°. - 62r^., illustrated by a 
miniature in which the author presents an open scroll to three others, 
is entitled Larrest de la louenge de la dame sans Cy,
"Puisque les dieux par leur consentement..."
The pages 62v^. - 63v°. are blank.
The manuscript is incomplete: of the Epitaph of Madame de Balsac,
the first thirty-seven lines are missing; and the last piece is in 
fact two poems, both incomplete; the Arrest has lost the six final 
lines, and is followed by the Appel ... Contre la Dame Sans Sy, of which 
the title and the first thirty-four lines are missing, doubtless owing 
to the loss of a page.
The Arrest and Appel, attributed to François Robertet, are 
anonymous in the manuscript.
The manuscript has generally been dated late fifteenth century.
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but in fact must be of the early sixteenth century,^ since it contains
the Epitaph of Madame de Balsac. This is almost certainly Marie de
Balsac, wife of Louis de Malet, sire de Graville, admiral of France,
and mother of the famous Anne de Graville. She died in March 1^03,
2
according to the inscription on her tombstone. It is most unlikely 
that the long epitaph in the manuscript could refer to Anne de 
Graville, whose death was much later, after 1^^, for the writing of 
the copyist is that of an earlier generation, and in any case the 
epitaph is found also in manuscript Y, which appears to have been 
completed by 1 5 3 4 .^
Y. (B.N. ms.fr. 17527)* Manuscript on paper, 285 % 200 mm. 
Sixteenth century. The manuscript has 203 ff.^
1. The date of the edition cannot, of course, in any way indicate the
date of the manuscript.
2. In the church of the Celestins of Marcoussy:
"Sous cette tombe gist le corps 
De mademoiselle de Balzac, digne de recors 
Pour la saincteté de sa vie.
Qui fut de ce monde ravie
Par mort, en douloureux estroit
En mars l'an mil cinq cens et trois."
See Le Roux de Lincy, Notice d'un beau manuscrit, Paris, Labitte &
Voisin, 1877, 8o, p.5*
3. See p.
4. The manuscript is described by V.L. Bourilly; see Bourilly publ.
Le Journal d'un bourgeois de Paris sous le règne de François I, 
1515-1536, Collection des textes pour servir à l'étude e t a
1 'enseignement de l'histoire, 80, I910, Appendice, p.399*
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The manuscript came from the library of the Monastery of Saint-
o 0 '
Germain des Prés; f . Ir . has the catalogue number St. Germain 1556,
and f*^ . lv°. bears the note "Ex bibliotheca mss. Goisliniana, olim
Segueriana, quam Illust. Henricus du Cambout, Dux de Coislin, Par
Pranciae, Bpiscopus Metensis, etc. Monasterio S.Germani à Pratis
legavit. An. MDCLXXXII."
The manuscript is a Parisian chronicle of part of the reign of 
François I (1523-1534), and is a collection of historical notes, royal 
letters. Parliamentary bills, texts of treaties, items concerning the 
University, the Lutherans, etc. It contains also a few notes on events 
in the reigns of Charles VIII and Louis XII and earlier, all entered 
without any attempt at order. The second part of the manuscript is 
made up mainly of poems by Clément Marot, with a few poems by other 
authors. None of the poems by Marot is later than 1532; of the other 
pieces one (f°\ 41r°.) is dated 1534. The copyist of the manuscript 
was very probably an ardent Catholic, in view of the numerous works 
against the Lutherans, and of the moderation of the versions of Marot's 
poems.^ The copyist was also probably connected with the University.
It is unlikely that the Robertet family, active in the Parliament of 
Paris, but unconnected with the University, could have had any 
connection with the copyist of the manuscript.
1. See C.A. Mayer, La Religion de Marot, Librairie B. Droz, Geneve,
196O; pp.99-100*
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Among the poems by authors other than Clement Marot are two 
pieces by François Robertet, entitled: 1*arrest et la louenge de la
dame sans sy, f 1 5 8 r ° .  - v°.,
"Puys que les dieux par leur consentement..." 
and f°. 158v °. - 159?^. L'appel interjecté par telles nommées dedans 
comme for contre la dame sans sy,
"Apres 1*arrest et sentence donnée..."
The second of the two poems has a section of 69 lines missing (lines 
17-8 5), due to the loss of a page in the manuscript : the pages are
numbered twice in Roman and Arabic figures, of which the Roman figures 
are the original, and the modern Arabic figures take no account of the 
obvious gaps in the manuscript, which the earlier figures indicate.
The two poems by François Robertet are here, as elsewhere, not 
attributed to any author. They are preceded in this manuscript, as 
in W and X, by the Epitaphe of Madame de Balsac, here entitled 
Epitaphe pour une dame (f°. 156v°. - 158r°., "Apres minuyt à l'heure 
que tout homme..."), which has led to the mistaken identification of 
the "Dame Sans Sy".^
It is necessary to indicate a manuscript, now lost, which was
2
described in detail by Le Roux de Lincy. The manuscript was small,
1. See p.5’/j2^  Mo Le 3*
2. Le Roux de Lincy, Notice d'un beau manuscrit orné de huit grandes 
miniatures provenant de la Bibliothèque du duc de La Vallière ... 
dont la vente aura lieu le mardi 20 mars 1877* Paris, Labitte et 
Voisin, 1877, 80.
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in-folio, with its original binding of red morocco, and was executed 
in the early sixteenth century. It was entitled Epistres d'Ovide 
translatées en françois Pesant mention des cinq loyales amoureuses qui 
fesoient complaintes et lamentations, - avec l'epitaffe de ma Dame de 
Balzac, - 1*arrest pour la dame Sans Sy et l'appel des trois dames 
contre icelle, - le tout en rimes. By its title, the manuscript is 
clearly linked with the edition W, and by its contents with W and X. 
According to Le Roux de Lincy, it was executed for Queen Anne de 
Bretagne. The volume contained eight large miniatur-es, five 
representing Ovid's Epistles, one representing the death of Madame de 
Balsac, and the two remaining miniatures representing scenes from the 
Arrest and Appel. The following is Le Roux de Lincy's description of 
these miniatures:
"Dans la seconde des miniatures de cette partie, on voit une dame 
vêtue d'une robe grise, doublée d'hermine, qui dicte l'arrêt de la 
dame Sans Sy à un scribe vêtu de rouge, assis à une table couverte d'un 
tapis bleu. La scène doit se passer dans une salle du château de 
Blois. Dans le compartiment du bas, où l'on reconnaît aussi les 
vestibules du même château, se trouvent trois personnages qui semblent 
diriger leurs pas vers les appartements du haut. Enfin, la 
troisième miniature, divisée aussi en deux compartiments, nous montre 
dans le premier la reine Anne de Bretagne, vue de face en pied, assise 
sous le dais royal, entourée de ses trois dames, c'est-à-dire les
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dames de Montsoreau, de Montberon et de Tallaru. Dans le compartiment 
du bas, ces mêmes dames font comparaîtredbvant elles l'acteur ou 
poète, pour lui adresser leurs reproches. Cette scène a dû se passer 
dans une galerie du château de Blois.^
2
The manuscript, which had belonged to the Duke de La Vallière, 
was described by Le Roux de Lincy on the occasion of its being sold by 
Labitte and Voisin in March 1877. It was bought by Voisin and since 
then has disappeared,^ the only record of it being found in Le Roux de 
Lincy's description.
1. Le Roux de Lincy, op.cit., pp.5-6*
2. See de Bure, Catalogue des livres du duc de la Vallière, t.II, 
p.295, no.2873.
3. See M. de Montmorand, Anne de Graville, sa famille, son oeuvre, sa 
postérité, Paris, Picard, 1917, 8°, p.269; and ïï. Quentin-Bauchart, 
Les Femmes Bibliophiles de France, XVI®, XVII® et XVIIle siècles, 
Paris, Morgand, lÔÔé, 8®, t.II, pp.ÔO-2.
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CHOICE OF TEXT
In establishing the texts of the works of Jean and 
Francois Robertet, when there is more than one version of a 
poem, wherever possible manuscripts copied by a member of the 
Robertet family have been used. This seems to be the only
reliable criterion in the case of a writer whose works were 
not published and were probably not well-known, after his (bath 
outside a comparatively small circle.
Completely unsigned manuscripts have been rejected 
as a basis for the text of the poems, since there is absolutely 
no means of knowing what connection the copyist could have had with 
either Jean or Francois Robertet, or what access he might have 
had to reliable texts. At a period when manuscript collections 
of poems were so frequent, any unsigned version might well be 
several times removed from the original text, and correspondingly 
adulterated. This is seen for instance in the various versions 
of Jean Robertet*s Triumphe** where it seems possible to trace, 
through a series of scribal errors "corrected" by later copyists 
in their attempt to improve grammar or scansion, the develop­
ment of a new meaning in certain parts of the text^.
A few signed manuscripts, considered reliable for the
C^f. p7S~6
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works of other poets (Molinet and Chastelain), have been 
rejected for the same reason in favour of manuscripts copied 
by Francois or Jean-Jacques Robertet; original copies of Jean's 
or Francois' poems would be, with few exceptions, more readily 
available to their own son or grandson, than to an outsider.
At the same time, Chastelain's copyist for instance, would
probably expend less care on a poem by Jean Robertet which he 
was recording only for the relevance it had to Chastelain's 
own work.,
It has nevertheless been necessary in a few cases to 
emend the text as found in François' and Jean-Jacques* manuscripts, 
where, for example, a fault in the rhyme or scansion clearly 
indicates an error of the copyist.
In the case of Jean Robertet's poems, the rondeaux 
Allez dehors ennemys de nature... (l) and Je voy sans yeulx, 
sans oreilles j'escoute.. (ll), the poems Soubz une meschante 
paincture (XXl) and Response (a ung quidam incongneu) (x), found 
in J2 and G, the text of J2 has been adopted, since it is known 
to be copied by Jean-Jacques Robertet, whereas the copyist of G 
is unknown^. One emendation has been made in the rondeau. Je voy 
sans yeulx... (ll): J2 has a plural verb with the subject in the 
singular (line 5), this has been emended, £'s version being used.
In the case of the "Complaincte...de la mort de maistre
^Cf. pp.
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George Chastell&jn" (XIX), found in J1 and G, it is tolerably 
certain that an earlier version did exist, since in a catalogue 
of the library of Bourbon made in 1523, item 179 is "Le livre 
de la lamentacion de Georges Chastelain faicte par Robertet"^ . 
From this description it seems clear that it was a separate
manuscript and not incorporated in a collection. The manuscript 
is, however, untraceable, and I have adopted as the text of the 
Complaincte manuscript Jl, copied by Jean-Jacques Robertet, in 
preference to the unsigned manuscript G. This manuscript has 
been used also for the texts of the ballad pour une dame appellee 
la Serise (VIl) and of the lectres envoyées à messire Galmier 
(XIl), also found here and in G_.
In the Complaincte four emendatbns have been made in the 
text, G*s version being used. In line 94, had "trescrairs" 
for "tresclairs"; in line 123 Jl has
"Qu'il fit après escripr et compose."
Should the two verbs be completed as infinitives ("escripre" and 
"composer"), the second will not rhyme with "disposa", as it 
must. The whole line has therefore been emended from the 
version found in G_, which satisfies the needs of the rhyme:
"Qu'il sceut après escripre et composa."
In line 282, J^ has "Mar Cicero", and in line 339, "couver" for 
"couvert"; these have also been emended. Fi^ .'.l''; i : t u
^See Le Roux de Lincy: Catalogue de la Bibliothèque des ducs de
Bourbon en 1507 en 1523, p. 97*
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Still preferring manuscripts copied by members of the 
Robertet family, for the text of l ’Exposition des Couleurs 
(XVI) G and HI have been rejected in favour of H (copied 
partly by François Robertet and in his possession for some time^); 
the variants are in any case negligible. Similarly, I have 
rejected G for ^  (copied by Jean-Jacques Robertet) in the 
text of Jean Robertet’s Epitaphe de messire Galmier (XIV).
H contains also Les Douze Sebilles (XVII) and 
this version has been used for the text. El has no variants, 
being a copy of H, but variants have been given from a 
published version of the poems, which is found at tie end 
of Symphorien Champier’s Nef des Dames Vertueuses (E). The 
text in this poem has been emended in six places, E ’s version 
being used. In line 17, E has "Amalthea" by mistake for 
"Almathea", the correct version of the name; similarly, in 
line 53 H had "fief" for "fiel". In line 34 "fut", omitted 
in H, has been supplied to correct the scansion:
"En foing repouseroit, chose CfutJ moult nouvelle."
Line 4l of H has a masculine adjective qualifying a feminine
V f .  p. 22 ff
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subject, and this has been changed. In line 45, H has 
"Dominant en silence et pureté regnant", 
where E has
"Dominant en silence, en povrete^ regnant."
The latter version is corroborated by Barbieri's latin text, 
which was Robertet's source: 
fi / "Reghbit in paupertate et dominabitur in silentio"^
A- ^
and has been substituted. Line 99 of both H and E has a plural 
past participle depending on a singular verb;
"Ce jus voult Dieu et homme tant estre humiliez", 
and this has been emended.
J3 contains only a part of the Exclamacion pour le 
despartement d'Estiennette de Paris (XVIIl), which U gives ia. 
full, so that it is impossible to avoid a partial use of the 
unsigned manuscript Uy even though in the first part, from the 
omission of a complete line (XVIII, A, line 13) which destroys 
the sense and which can be corrected from J3, it is obvious that 
U is not entirely reliable. £3*s version, copied by Jean-facques 
Robertet, has been used for the first section (a ); the remaining 
and greater part is from U.
In the first section, one emendatba has been made in 
the text of £3 (A, line 6), where there is an omission which 
affects the meaning of the sentence. This is supplied from U:
"d'une telle mutacion...de (franchise en] contraincte..."
^Cf. XVII, line 45, note.
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In the remainder of the text, U *s version has been 
emended in four places. In E, line 41, "escript" has been 
changed to agree with the noun it qualifiers 
"que les cas escripts he soient...,"
In E, line 6l, "ont", followed by an adjective and not a noun, 
has been changed to "sont". Elsewhere, "pourroit" failed to 
agree with its subject and has been altered;
"ains pourroient toutes dames....,." (E, line 105).; 
Finally, "digne" (E, line 113) has been altered to agree with 
its subject;
"loyaulx amans.... sont guerdonnables et dignes...
The Espitaphe de Basque (XV) is to be found in 
manuscripts F and V. Here, the text of F has been adopted, 
since the copyist is known to be François Robertet, whereas 
the scribe of V is unknown, and in any case has given us a 
very incomplete version of the poem, lines 7, 8, 15 and 16 
being omitted.
The choice of text in the case of Jean Robertet*s 
Triumphes (XX) is difficult,. Elsewhere a choice is simplified 
usually by the existence of only one version found in a manuscript 
copied by a member of the Robertet family. Here, there are 
versions of the poems in seven different manuscripts (H, HI, H2,
H3, F. G, and J^) ; of these, three have connections with a 
member of the Robertet family; F is copied and signed by
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François Robertet, J2 by Jean-Jacques Robertet, and H is 
partly in the hand of François Robertet^. HI, H2 and G^. 
being unsigned manuscripts, and H3 being the work of a copyist 
unconnected with the Robertet family, have been rejected as a 
possible basis for the text of the Triumphes.
H and F can be examined almost as one versions there 
are only four textual differences between them (apart from 
variations of spelling and from the omission in F of the line 
which is added to the end of every verse in H, but which is not 
actually a part of the poem, and can perhaps be better understood 
as a title or a summary for the whole page, text and illustration 
together). These four differences are in fact minor ones: in
line 33, instead of "leur fait", Francois has written "leur faiz"; 
the change in meaning caused by this is slight. In line 39, 
Francois has "s' efface" for "se passe"; this does not alter 
the actual meaning of the sentence, and may be due either to a 
misreading or to a voluntary "improvement" on Francois's part, 
since this variant is found in no other manuscript. "Dure" in 
line 44 is an accidental repetition by Francois from the pre­
ceding line; there can be no doubt about this, since it 
introduces an obvious illogicality into the sentence. The 
final variant, "mancion" for "mention" in line $2 is probably
----- .11.        .1 I ■ I. ■ I ■ , , ■
Vf. PP.7ff,,
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only a matter of spelling; its meaning in either case is 
rather obscure.
There is therefore little reaj^ifference in the 
texts of H and F. It seems probable, in view of this 
similarity, that François did in fact copy the text into 
F from H, the manuscript he is known to have had at his dis­
posal. Between these two texts, therefore, H seems to be 
preferable. It now only remains to choose between the text 
of H and that of J2.
I have finally preferred to adopt the text of H 
largely from considerations of time and date. The language 
and usages at this time were undergoingfairly rapid changes, 
and it is possible that the difference of only one generation 
could have an effect on the reading of a poem which was written
no later than the turn of the century^, and probably soon after 
2
1476 . François Robertet was Jean's son, and therefore removed 
from him by only one generation. Both F and H could have been 
completed by 1515, the date of François I 's accession (the 
latest date in F is I5 1 4), and were almost certainly complete 
by at the latest 1523^. J2, on the other hand, cannot have
been finished before 1527, and Jean-Jacques, Jean's grandson,
^Jean Robertet died c. 1502-3. 
^Cf. p. 25S rvoie-s.
Vf. p. 24.
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two generations removed from him, may have been much more
influenced by later usages than was François in his under­
standing of the texts. J. Quicherat thinks it probable that 
Jean-Jacques altered the meaning in Baude's poems, due to 
contemporary changes in language and usage^, and it is more 
than likely that Jean's poems would undergo a similar process 
of "clarification". This would explain the variant in J2 
where we read "tenebres" in place of the rather unusual latinism 
"latebres" found in H and F. (line 42)
Also J2's text of the Triumphes does appear to contain 
some copyist's errors: in line 4 "Eulx triumphans" for "B'eulx
triumphant" completely destroys the sense, and in line 33, by giving 
"est" for "soit" he introduces a grammatical error.
J2's variants are not in fact very considerable and 
do not suggest that, should Jean-Jacques have had access to 
another version of the Triumphes, it contained any great textual 
differences. Of the variants not yet mentioned, two may be only 
a matter of spelling ("gite" for "gect6" in line 42, and, as in F, 
"mansion" for "mention" in line 5 2 ); a third may be the emendation
of a later style ("à la fin" for "en la fin" in line 2 5 ), and the
others could well be the result of inattentive copying ("Es fleurs" 
for "Ne es fleurs" in line 15, and "Peult sainement plus" for 
"Plus sainement peult", in line 23).
^See J. Qpicherat: Les Vers de M. Henri Baude, Paris, I856, p. 9 8.
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Finally it should be said that although the poems by 
Jean Robertet in H are not copied in Francois's hand, this 
does not materially lessen the value of H as opposed to J2.
It is unlikely that JeantrJacques Robertet would possess copies
of poems in, say, the poet's own hand, to which his father 
Francois had not access. Furthermore, it is probable that 
manuscript H, which must have been in the possession of either 
the Robertet family or the house of Bourbon, and of which parts 
may already have been completed before the death of Jean Robertet, 
was sufficiently well attested for Francois to use it with con­
fidence when he made his copy of the Triumphss in F. The text 
used is therefore that found in H.
Variants have been given from all the other manuscript*, 
though in the two copied from H (HI and H2) the variants are in 
fact negligible, there being only one in HI and two in H2 (apart 
from the omission in H2 of the additional line found at the end of 
every verse in H). The manuscript which shows the most dis­
similarity is G, which in several other poems by Robertet evinces 
unreliability by its occasional omissions and mistaken repetitions,
H3 has much the same variants as J2, with a few 
additional differences which are found nowhere else and which 
may have been introduced by the copyist in an attempt to neaten 
grammar and scansion impaired by the mistakes in the manuscript 
he was copying from.
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"Car après mort de leur faict est mémoire", 
in line 33? might have been an attempt to eliminate the 
grammatical error which the substitution of "est" for "soit" had 
introduced in J2;
"Fame suscite les haulx faitz des gens mors
Qu*après leur mort de leurs faictz est mémoire".
Again, "fleuve" for "lac", in line 35» may have been an attempt
to correct the faulty scansion which the substitution of "Lethes" 
for "Letheus" had produced in J2:
"De Lethes le grant lac d*oubliance"..
These differences, which would correct scansion and grammatical 
faults in J2  ^ may imply that H3 is in fact based on the J3 
version, but this cannot be certain.
The text of H has been emended in two places: in line 
28 "Eemommee" should obviously be "Renommée". In line 49» 
each of the texts reads as
"Sur les choses crées glorieuse", 
which lacks one syllable. Since none of the texts has a 
different version, "créés" has been altered to "créées". The 
scansion is thereby rectified, and this was probably Jean 
Robertet's version, although the use of the e mute as a syllable 
after the two accented é, is extremely ugly.
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The text of "Je meurs de soif..." (Vl) has been 
taken from the original manuscript of the poems by Charles 
d'Orléans^. ^  contains only two variants, which are 
probably copyist's errors - "je doubte" for "j'ay doubte" 
in line 9, and "que" for "ce qui" in line 2 5. 02, being a
copy^Ol^, also has these errors, and also an additional one 
in line 29» a repetition from the preceding line of "doubte" 
for "débouté".
The text of the rondeau in praise of Charles 
d'Orléans (v) is taken from 01, since the only other manuscript 
in which it is found is 02, which is clearly a copy of 01^  and
3
therefore has no variants . In 01 the first letters were
left blank to be completed by the miniaturist. These have
been supplied in the text.
The poem Bn regardant la beaulte de Venus... (IX)
is t6 be found in seven manuscripts: J2, F, G, N, K, L and M
(M was destroyed in the war). Of these, K, L and M are
collections of poems by Jean Molinet, in which the ballad is
attributed to Molinet, and whose copyists, where they are known,
4
have no connection with the Robertet family . In N the poem
^Cf. p. 4^4 ^Cf. p. 4-6
^'cf. p. 4-é. "^ Cf. pp. 4( ff.
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is given without the author's name, and again the copyist 
of the manuscript is unknown^;in F, J2 and G it is attributed 
to Robertet.
F and ^  were copied by Francois Robertet and Jean-
Jacques Robertet respectively; G's copyist is unknown., F*s
text being the earliest, it should have been preferable to J2
for the same reasons as have already been put forward in dis-
2
cussing the text of the Triumphes . However, in the case of 
this piece , F contains only a part of the text: lines 49-96
are missing. For this reason, J2's version has been used, 
since it is complete except for the last five lines. These 
have been supplied from manuscript G, which, of the remaining 
manuscripts, is the only one to have any connection with the 
Robertet family, even though the scribe is not known^..
The text of has been emended in five places: 
"Deucabion" in line l8 and "Rietimene" in line 'jQ have been 
changed to "Deucalion" and "Nictimene" respectively, since 
these are the correct forms of the names. In line 46 "on" 
for "ont" is clearly a copyist's error. In line "comu" 
fails to rhyme with "servy", and has been changed to "couvy".
In these four emendatibna, G's version has been used. The last 
mistake is found in each of the manuscripts connected with the 
Robertet family (J2, F and G), where the line
"Pour tormenter 1*espouse pardurable" (line 42)




does not fit in with the rhyme scheme; "bienheuree", found 
in K, L and h, has been substituted for "pardurable".
Three further poems by Jean Robertet exist only in 
manuscript P. The poems are the Responce au Seneschal (Xl), 
the rondeau Quant je trouve... (ill) and the ballad, Souffle 
Fg,ustus en fleute pastourine (VIIl). The texts of these three 
poems are given as found in manuscript P.
In the case of Jean Robertet*s rondeau, En actendant 
garison ou la mort (IV), found in manuscripts P, R and in 
the edition the scribes are unknown; certainly no text is 
copied by a member of the Robertet family, and none of the 
volumes has any known connection with the Robertet family.
Robertet'8 poem is found in each manuscript among 
pieces by members of Charles d'Orléans* circle; further, the 
genre of the poem, and its theme of the "amant transsi" suggest 
that the poem was written during the time of Robertet's con­
nection with the court of Blois. In view of this, the text 
copied for one of the Blois circle seems most likely to have 
had recourse to an early, if not an original, version of the 
poem. This is manuscript 2» which was copied in all probability 
for /Monseigneur Jacques de Savoie, who also took part in the 
literary activities of Blois^. The manuscript is made up 
very largely of works by poets who at some time had been at
^Cf. p. 4  7.
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Blois, whereas both Q and R contain works unconnected with 
Charles d ’Orléans circle, and are rather more general 
collections.^ A choice made on these grounds is somewhat 
unsatisfactory, but is made unavoidable by the lack of more 
precise knowledge or of a manuscript having a connection with 
the Robertet family.
It has proved necessary to emend the text in four 
lines; in each case the fault is probably due to a copyist’s
error; the omission of "si" in line 5 causes a scansion fault:
"Et [sljl n ’ay bien fors regret seulement", 
unless "bien" is to count as two syllables, which is found 
nowhere else. "Et", in line 9, is clearly written in 
mistake for "Est":
"Hellas! la cause qui tant me fait douloir 
Est raisonnable, car de mon franc vouloir..."
In line 12, the reading "anander de valloir" involves a 
construction which is found nowhere else, and which obscures the 
meaning; it has been altered to "amander et valloir". Finally,
the copyist has written "tropt" for "trop" in line l4. The text
used for the emendation is Q, for it more resembles F ’s text than 
does H, and the text of the edition S is of a later date.
Jean Robertet’s epistles found in the work given the
hf. pp. 47-9.
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collective title of Les Douze Dames de Rethorique (XIIl) are 
the only pieces in which it has seemed advisable to choose a 
version of the text by an unknown copyist in preference to 
the text copied by Francois Robertet. Francois's version of 
the text, found in F, is incomplete, three of the pieces by 
Jean Robertet being omitted (A, B and f), whereas the texts of 
I, II, 12, 13 and L4 are complete. What is more important, 
this is the only occasion on which it is unlikely that François 
had access to the best copies of his father's work, for the work 
in question was intended for presentation to George Ghastelain, 
and the presentation copy must undoubtedly have been executed 
with great care. The correspondence with Ghastelain took place 
in 1464, and Jean's long verse epistle to Ghastelain immediately 
achieved a considerable success^. The impact of Jean's work on 
the Burgundian court must certainly be the reason for the 
existence of three almost identical manuscripts (!_» II, 12) 
containing the whole exchange of letters, each made for important 
members of the Burgundian court, and all executed and illustrated 
with great skill and care. It is more than probable that each 
of these manuscripts was copied very soon after the correspondance 
between Ghastelain and Robertet, while the interest of the court 
was still at its height, and whilst the originals cf the various 
pieces were still available . This theory is supported by the
^Cf. p. 1/7.
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fact that the miniatures are executed in the late Flemish
style, the costumes in them being of the late fifteenth century.
Further, reference to Montferrand as the tutor of Jacques de
Bourbon imply that these three manuscripts were completed
before Jacques’ death in l468. Had they been copied later,
they would almost certainly have referred to him as "feu Jacques",
as is found in the later manuHCtipt 13^*
François Robertet’s text in F, on the other hand,
2
cannot have been completed before 1514 , and although he may 
have had reliable versions at his disposal, the omission of 
pieces A, E and F belies this.
The choice between manuscripts and ^2 is somewhat
difficult, since none has any direct connection with the Robertet 
family. Since, however, manuscript 1 was executed for Monfferrand, 
one of Jean Robertet’s correspondants and apparently his
3
close friend, it seems likely that this manuscript would contain
a firsthand version of the pieces by Robertet, whereas no connection
is known between Robertet and Gruthuyse or Clèves, for whom the
4
other two manuscripts were executed. These three manuscripts 
show, however, comparatively^ittle textual varia^tion, considering
^Gf. p. p8.
^Cf. p. 16.
^Cf. p. 564 ff. 
hf. pp. 53-5.
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the length of the pieces involved. Of the other texts, the 
reasons for discarding F hai^ e already been given. In the case 
of 21 and 1 4, both are volumes of George Ghastelain*s works^, 
and it is unlikely that either of the copyists (both anonymous) 
had any connection with the Robertet family, or any interest in 
preserving Robertet*s work other than for its relevance to 
Ghastelain. Indeed, several omissions and faults are found 
in both these manuscripts, and especially in 13, indicative of 
a hasty execution.
The text of 1 has been emended in several places.
There were two omissions in part A, which have been supplied;
"des grans biens [qui y sontj et que je y croy estre"
(a , line 8)
"je me suis (mizQ à descouvrir,.»" (A, line 32).
In A, line 33 "1 * esperit" for l'escript" is found only in 1, and
destroys the sense. In A line 36, "qu'il" for "que" introduces 
a grammatical illogicality and has been changed:
"se voyez que puisse seulement manifester mon amour
par icellui escript*..."
In A line 49» "m*en envoier", found in each of the other texts, 
better fits the sense than 2*s version, "m*envoyer", since it 
then refers to Ghastelain, as it should:
"pource que vous sçavez que.....je suis cellui qui
C^f. pp. 37-40-
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espoir a plus amé, chiery, prisié et recueilly par deçà les 
haulz et acomplis fais dudit George, vous prie que par les 
premiers venans vous plaise m'en envoier aucune chose"..
In B, three emendatfons have been made; there were 
faulty agreements in lines 8, where "tous le" has been altered 
to "tous les", and 23, where "baillie" has been changed to ' 
"bailliee" to make it agree with "epistre". In line 25,
"pour" should clearly be "point", as is found in the other texts: 
"je ne plainderoie point..."
In C, line 27, "desprouveu" is a copyist's error, 
and has been changed to "despourveu". In D, the first line has 
a faulty scansion:
"Seul le ressort et resplendeur de ton lume...", 
and has been changed to
"Seul le ressort, resplendeur de ton lume..."
In D, line 99, "fus" should clearly be "fut":
"Puisque d'amours après en fut yssu 
L'Outré d'Amours....."
Finally F, line 34, has "octroit" where the subjunctive, found 
in the other texts, is clearly required. In each of these cases, 
the emended version is taken from
As in the case of Jean Robertet's poems, wherever
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possible François Robertet’s works have been taken from a 
manuscript copied by a member of the Robertet family. The texts 
of the letter to Cretin (XXIV), the letter to molinet (XXV) 
and the two rondeaux on the motto of Anne de Bretagne (XXII) are 
therefore taken from J2, copied by Jean-Jacques Robertet, variants 
being given from G,whose copyist is unknown.
It has been necessary to emend the text of the letter 
to Cretin in three places. In line 9?
"Le parragon de tous ceulx qu’ont science", 
the elision of "qui" and "ont" has been avoided by the omission 
of "tous" ,’ and the substitution of "qui ont'J ‘ :
"Le parragon de ceulx qui ont science".
In line 15, "le face", found in G, gives a better reading than 
^ ’s "I’efface":
"Ce n’est offence neantmoins condanable 
Que peu d ’amende abolir ne le face".
Here, "le" refers not to "offende", but to the whole preceding 
phrase. Finally, in line 52,
"Non icelluy là qui domina Sion",
"là" has been omitted; this places the cesura correctly after the 
fourth syllable, and malies "Sion" count as two syllables, instead 
of the very unusual count of one syllable.
The Debat du Boucanier et du Gorrier (XXVI) is found only 
in manuscript J5, copied also by Jean-Jacques Robertet. Four 
emendataons have been made in this text, where there are 
copyist’s errors. In line 53, "encores", altered to "encor" by
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the copyist, has been given in the original form to satisfy the 
scansion requirements:
"En est il encores ung tel au monde".
In line 66, "avoir" has been altered to "tenir" to satisfy the
needs of the rhyme:
"A tout le moins si ne puis mieulx tenir".
In line 9 6, "chambriere" has been emended to "chambrières":
"Voz chambrières, hostesses et commeres".
Finally, in line I69, "baillé" has been emended to agree with
"terre", although this causes the rhyming together of a masculine
and a feminine ending:
"Plusieurs bagues, dont je suis bien taillé 
N'avoir en piece la terre qu'ay baillée".
The text of François Robertet's Triumphes are also 
taken from this manuscript, in preference to the anonymous 
manuscript £, and to msinuscripts ^  and T2 which have no con­
nection whatsoever with the Robertet family, are again by an 
anonymous copyist, and in any case contain only the first and 
last of the six Triumphes^. In the case of the Triumphes, 
however, J3 offers an additional problem: numerous alterations 
to the text of the last two verses have been made on this manu­
script, so that it is essential to determine the value and 
authenticity of these alterations. A study of the alterations, 
which like the rest of the manuscript are in Jean-Jacques 
Robertet's hand, shows that they gre in fact only partially 
thought out by the writer. He in some places tries more than 
C^f. p.5-4-4-
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one effect, altering, for example, "II n'en reste" in line ?2 
first to "En reste il", then to "En demeure il". Again, in 
line 64, the alteration is incomplete; the line read originally 
"Renommée deperit et se myne"; 
here, the alteration was perhaps intended to eliminate the use 
of the mute e as a syllable, for "La" is added at the front of 
the line; but "deperit" is also crossed out and replaced by 
another phrase which is again crossed out, leaving the line 
incomplete. ^
In view of this, it seems clear that Jean-Jacques 
Robertet was himself making changes intended to improve his
father's text. The alterations have therefore been disregarded, 
and the original version, still legible, used for the^ext of the 
poem. The original text is largely corroborated by the only 
other complete version of the poem, found in G^, where there are 
few variants. The alterations made by Jean-Jacques Robertet 
are indicated among the variants.
In the case of François Robertet's two poems 1'Arrest 
de la louenge de la dame sans sy and 1'Appel contre la dame sans sy, 
probably the most reliable text would have been Z, since it was 
executed for Anne de Bretagne and must very probably have been 
a first hand copy of the poems, which were composed at Queen Anns's 
court. Very little is known about any of the other versions of 
the texts; certainly the copyists are completely unknown. None
1. Cf. plate 3*
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of the texts can he thought to he copied by any member of the 
Robertet family, or to have belonged to them. In these cir­
cumstances, and in view of the unfortunate disappearance of Z, 
the only possible decision is to use the only text which has 
complete versions of both the poems; this is W, the text 
printed with Octovien de Saint-Gelais*s translation of Ovid^.
It is not unreasonable to assume that Saint-Gelais woulè have 
had a reliable copy of the two poems, since although he probably
had no part in their composition, he most certainly took part in
2
the events which occasionned the poems . On the other hand, no 
such claim can be made for N or Y. N, which contains only the 
first poem, is an anonymous and very roughly executed manuscript, 
and in any case copied at a much later date than the others^; Y 
was copied fairly early, but has a long omission in the second 
poem - lines 17-85; it further contains in the second poem a 
reading in line 106 which gives a false rhyme;
"Que celle nuyt leur appel redigay.
Par plusieurs foys en delieu de songe"
instead of
"Qu'en celle nuyt leur appel redigay.
Lequel en vers pour vous, sire, mis ay".
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X has an even more obscure origin than any of the other 
texts, its existence being a comparatively recent discovery.^ It 
also has certain omissions, lines 37-42 of the Arrest and lines 
1-34 of the Appel being omitted, and certain readings, due most 
probably to careless copying, which destroy the sense; "méritoire" 
for "territoire" in line 1 5; "partement" for "parlement" in line 
29; "sans confirmacion" for "par confirmation" in line 35 in the 
first poem; "qui de Turquin" for "De qui Turquin" in line 39 of 
the second poem.
In these two texts taken from W, it has been necessary 
to emend the Arrest in five places, and the Appel in three lines.
In line 14 of the Arrest the omission of "Faire" caused faulty 
scansion:
"Les depputez pour diligentement 
Faire I'enqueste y ont songneusement 
Employe temps..."
In line l6, ÏÏ has "Pommer Cretin", which is meaningless, whereas 
X, Y and N all have the more probable "Premier..";
"Premier Cretin, Robertet promptement..."
In line 22 the verb in the singular which referred back to the 
plural subject of "ont travaille" in line l8, has been emended, 
and in line 41 the clearly false "se" has been changed to "la"; 
"Chascun la tient par vostre eslection 
SgUlle sans per la plus belle des belles."
^Cf. p. $S-éO.
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These emendatîDhs have been made from Y.
In line 31 an emendatbn has been taken from X and 
N: the meaningless "communatoire" has been altered to "comminatoire!!
In the Appel, several emendataons have been made, X*s version 
being used. In the title, "telles nommés" has been altered to 
"Telles nommées"; in line 42 "paragron" should clearly be 
"parragon", as found in the other version of the text. In line 
53, W had "s'appelle", which made nonsense and has been emended:
"............. je m'oppose à cecy
Formellement, et pour certain appelle".
The omission of "la" in line 59 caused a scansion fault which
has been corrected;
"Mais si l'on veult mectre la controverse".
In line 63, "onir" for "noir" is clearly a printing error; in
line 90 "de" has been omitted, since the line had an extra 
syllable;
"L'amant royal portant livrée (de) noire".
A subjunctive is clearly required in line 101, so the text has 
been altered here also, "n'est" being changed to "n'eust";
"Riens n'est servi mon rappliquer pour l'eure".
In each text, all variants are given, excepting 
differences which are of spelling only. In the text, only
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such changes have been introduced as are customary or essential 
for the comprehension of the pieces; é final, où, la and a are 
given their accents; cedillas are introduced where necessary; 
i and j, u and v are distinguished (s and c, interchangeable 
at the time, have been left as they were in the original); 
capital letters and punctuation, including the use of the 
apostrophe, are used as in modern French, although where "de", 
"que", etc. are used before a vowel they have not been elided. 
Worlds abbreviated in the manuscripts, including ampersand, 
are given in their full form.
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AUTHENTICITY
The question of attribution in the case of a minor 
poet does not present too great a problem, since it is rare 
that his work is known outside a comparatively small circle, 
formed generally of people who actually knew him. As a 
criterion of the authenticity of poems, attributed to Jean 
Robertet, it has seemed reasonable to assume that any poem 
attributed to him in a manuscript copied by a member of the 
Robertet family is indeed his work. The same criterion 
has been used in considering the authenticity of Francois 
Robertet’s work.
In the case of Jean Robertet, there is every likelihood 
that François and Jean-Jacques Robertet had access to original 
versions of his poems, ànd there is no reason to doubt their 
attribution, in view of their closeness to Jean, both in 
relationship (they are his son and grandson respectively) 
and in period. For this reason poems found under Jean’s 
name in manuscripts J2, J3» E S i copied by Jean-
Jacques and François Robertet^, have been accepted as his 
work. The poems able to be classed in this way are the
1. Cf. pp. 7-18, 21-22.
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Responce de Robertet au Seneschal (Xl)^, the rohdeau
Quant je treuve... (Ill) and the ballad Souffle Faustus en
fleute pastourine (VIII) all found in manuscript F; the
Complaincte de la mort de Ghastelain (XIX), the ballad pour
une dame appellee la Serise (VII), the Lectres envoyées à
messire Galmier (XII), the two rondeaux, j£ voy sans yeulx...
(II) and Rondeau envoyé à ung cordelier observantin (I),
the Responce de Robertet jà ung quidam à luy incongne^(X)^,
the poem, Soubz une meschante iaincture (XXI), the Epitaphe
de messire Galmier (XIV), the Six Triumphes de Pétrarque
(XX), and the Exclamacion....pour le despartement d'Estiennette
de Paris (XVIII), all of which are found in manuscripts J1,
J2 or J3* Of the Ëxclamacion....pour le despartement
d'Estiennette de PRris only the first prose part is found
in manuscript it is, however, complete in manuscript U,
3
whose copyist is anonymous . Here, Jean Robertet is again 
given as the author, and there is no reason to suppose that
1. The title of the piece to which he replies is addressed 
specifically to Jean Robertet (Les loenges de ma dame Anne 
de France, duchesse de Bourbon, faictez par monseigneur le 
grant seneschal de Normandie, envolez à maistre Jehan 
Robertet, secretaire du roy et greffier de l'ordre (F, fo.
70 ro. - 72 vo.), so that there can be no question of an 
attribution to François Robertet.
2. The poem to which he replies is addressed to Jean Robertet: 
Envoyé à maistre Jehan Robertet par ung quidam à luy incongneu
(J2, fo. 66 r o . - VO.).
3. Cf. p. 34 ff.
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he did not in fact compose these additional pieces which 
form the whole of the Exclamacion.
The Six Triumphes de Pétrarque are found in six further 
manuscripts, again under Jean Robertet’s name in G, and 
anonymously in F, H, HI, H2, « The fact that the Triumphes
are anonymous in several manuscripts does not make their 
attribution less certain, since in four of these manuscripts 
(H, HI, H^, H3) all the contents are without the author’s 
name •
There are a fev/ cases of poems which are attributed
to Jean Robertet in manuscripts whose copyists are entirely
unknown to us. However, in each of these cases, the poem is
also found, although anonymously, in manuscripts copied by
François or Jean-Jacques Robertet. The Espitqphe de Basque
(XV) is one such poem, being found anonymously in F, and under
2
the title Fait par Robertet in V . There is no reason to 
doubt the attribution, even though the poem is anonymous 
in F, copied by François Robertet: several poems in this 
manuscript (including Jean Robertet’s Triumphes de Pétrarque) 
are found without the author’s name, as was not uncommon in 
manuscript collections at ihe time.
1. Of. pp. 71 ff*
2. Cf. p. 37.
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Tv/0 further v/orks, Lès Douze Sebilles (XVII) and
l ’Exposition des couleurs (XVI), are found without the
author’s name in H^, and also each in one other text,
where the poet’s name is given. L ’exposition des couleurs
is found in G; the copyist of this manuscript is unknown,
but it contains several other works by Jean and François
Robertet, and is probably linked with the manuscripts of
2
the Robertet family . In view of this connection, the
attribution is acceptable. Simlarly, the poem Les Douze
Sebilles is found in the printed edition E, an edition of
works by Symphorien Ghampier, who had several links with
the Robertet family^: there is again no reason to doubt
the attribution.
There are three poems by Jean Robertet which are
found only in manuscripts connected with the Circle of Blois
(manuscripts 0, 01, P), and in no case in a manuscript
copied by a member of the Robertet family. There were,
however, close connections between the courts of Bourbon 
4
and of Blois , so that Jean Robertet, as the secretary of
3
Duke Jean II of Bourbon , must almost certainly have 
visited Blois on occasion. The rondeau in the honour of
1. and also in the copy of this manuscript, HI.
2. Cf. p. 18.
5. Cf. p. 152, note 1; 24o, note 1.
4. Cf. p. 115, note 1.
5. Cf. p. 114.
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Charles d ’Orléans, Ung droit Cesar en libéralité (V), found 
in manuscript 01 is, in any case, signed Robertet in the 
last verse of the poem , and in view of ^nbertet’s clear 
link with the court of Blois, the attribution of the ballad 
Je meurs de soif au pres de la fontaine (VI), of which the 
second part is shown to be by Robertet in manuscripts 0 and 
01, can be accepted.
In the case of the rondeau. En actendant garison ou la
mort (IV), which is given under the heading Robert Tait in
manuscript P, although elsewhere it is always found without
the author’s name, there is similarly no reason to doubt the
attribution, since the manuscript was executed for a member
2
of the Blois CiicLe , who may well have known Robertet 
personally, and who in any case clearly had access to the 
poems written by the various friends of Charles d ’Orléans.
In the case of five of the poems so far discussed, 
the author’s name is given only as Robertet and not 
specifically as dean Robertet. The attribution to Jean rather 
than to his son François is made by reason of the date. The poem 
on the Liège rebellion. Souffle Faustus en fleute pastourine (VII) 
was written in 1468 and must Clearly be the work of Jean 
Robertet, who was then in the service of Louis XI, on whose
1. V, line 16.
2. Cf. p. 46-7.
3. Cf. p. 536.
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behalf the poem was written^, whereas François’s career
had not yet begun. The same argument can be applied to
the Espitaphe de Basque (XV); although its title in V,
"fait par Robertet" does not refer specifically to Jean
Robertet, it is much more probably composed by him than by
2François, since the poem refers to Louis XI , whose 
secretary and protégé Jean was. Similarly, the poems 
written at Blois (IV, V, VI) must clearly be by Jean Robertet, 
since they were all written before the death of Charles 
d’Orléans in 1465, and therefore before François Robertet 
began his career.
Les Douze Dames de Rethpüique (XIII) is found 
incompletely in manuscript F, completely in manuscripts 
II, 12, 13, l4. In each of these the epistles given in
3
the present edition are signed by Robertet, so that
4
there can be no doubt of the authorship • There has, 
however, been some confusion as to who composed the series 
of poems. Les Enseignes des Douze Dames, which are found with
1. Cf. p. 122-3.
2. XV, lines 4-5, 11.
3. Two epistles to Montferrand (XIII, A and E), two sent to 
a certain d ^ a  Rière (XIII, B and F), and two sent to 
George Ghastelain (XIII, C and D).
4. The attribution in manuscript M (cf. p. 42) of the whole
work to Jean Molinet can in no way be justified; each of the letters 
is signed by one or other of the authors of the correspondance: 
Robertet, Montferrand, de la Rière and Ghastelain.
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the correspondence loiovm as Les Douze Dames de Rethorqûe, 
and which in fact gave the correspondence its title. In 
one case they are attributed to ^ean Robertet; this is in 
manuscrit français I689 of the Bibliothèque Nationale, 
which contains only the Colloque des Douze Dames, that is 
the conversation between Montferrand and the twelve 
companions of Eethorique, and the Enseignes des Douze 
Dames; the other epistles of the correspondence are omitted. 
On fo. 10 ro. is the note, in a later hand than the rest of 
the manuscript, "par Jehan Robertet". An examination of 
the text shows this attribution to be false. Montferrand 
relates to Ghastelain how the twelve-companions of Rethorique 
appeared to him, offering him the Enseignes; "Montferrant, 
ce sont droit cy nos descriptions par lesqueles tu as bel 
congnoistre aussi nos natures. Si te prions que ains tost 
que tard tu les envoyés à Robertet"^. These were later 
sent to Robertet by Montferrand, who in his letter clearly 
shows that they were composed in fact by an anonymous poetess
"Je vous envoyé douze descriptions de douze dames........
Robertet vous prenderez en gré; ce n ’est ne le mien fait, 
ne celui de George, ce mistere droit cy: c ’est le vostre 
propre procuré de haulte main, mais obligié en requests.
1. See L. Batissier, Aes Douze Dames de Rhétorique (Moulins, 
1038, pp. not numbered) which contains the whole correspondence
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j’en suis l ’envoyeur.........  Se riens y a du coffre de
George, vous le trouverez à la fin, mais le principal et
le premier, c ’est ouvraige de femme que George ignore".^
The poems thus described clearly cannot be the work 
2
of Robertet , or even of Montferrand, to whom also they have
3
sometimes been attributed .
The only poem whose authorship has been seriously
disputed is the ballad En regardant la beaulte de Venus (IX),
which is attributed sometimes to Jean Robertet, sometimes to
Jean Molinet. N. Dupire claims the poem unreservedly for
Molinet, without, however, producing any argument in support 
4
of his claim • It is true that the poem is found in three 
manuscripts which are collections of poems by Molinet (K, L 
and M) and in which it is said to be written by Molinet. 
However, in one of these manuscripts (M) at least one grave 
mistake in attribution has been made, since the copyist 
claimed the Douze Dames de Rethopique as the work of 
Molinet^. It is possible that the copyist made other
1.
2. P. Champion has nonetheless accepted the attribution to 
Robertet: see Histoire poétique du XVe siècle, t. II, p. 290.
3. Robertet’s thanks sent to Montferrand probably caused ;this 
confusion: "et t’en remercie, aussi de la paine que tu 
longuement as prise au fait de ton riche envoy". (XIII E lines 
72-3)• He actually refers not to any composition by Montferrand, 
but to the trouble taken by Montferrand to procure a poem 
addressed by Ghastelain to Robertet. Gf. p. 117.
4. N. Dupire, Etude Critique des Manuscrits et Editions des 
Poésies de Jean Molinet, Paris, 1932, p. 119*
5. Cf. p. 42.
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such mistakes.
The manuscripts in which the poem is attributed to
Jean Hobertet are all well authenticated: F, copied by
François Fobertet, the poet’s son, ^  copied by his
grandson, and G which has a close connection with the
Rober&et manuscripts, even though its copyist is unknown^.
Furthermore, manuscript F at least was very probably copied
earlier than the two existing manuscripts which give the
poem to Kolinet: k and L cannot have been copied earlier
2
than about 1^20 and 1^26 respectively , whereas the last
dateable poem in F is of 1^14^1
The fact that the ballad En regardant la beaulté
de Venus is complete in neither of the Fobertet manuscripts
F and ^  cannot be taken as an indication of a false
attribution. In F such a large part of the poem is omitted
that this quite possibly indicates the loss of a complete
page in the manuscript; in J_2 only the last five lines are
missing. In view of Molinet’s habit of re-writing existing
k
works (notably the Roman de la Hose ) with the addition of 
a moral, it is perhaps possible that he in fact did this 
in the present case, and that the last verse, which contains 
the moral, is his.
1. Of. pp. 11, l6, l8.
2. Of. p. 41-2.
3. Cf. p. 16.
4. See P. Champion, op.cit., t. II, pp. 403-8.
loi
One further point makes it unlikely that the 
ballad En regardant la beaulté de Venus is by Molinet: the 
simple style is in no way typicàl of Molinet’s involved 
versification and exaggeration: nowhere in the poem are 
the punning rhymes, the "rimes couronnées", and so on, 
typical of his work. Jean Robertet, on the other hand, 
although he produced works in the pompous style of the 
Rhétoriqueurs, never adopted the more extravagant forms 
common to them, and on occasion produced poems of comparative 
simplicity, notably in those of his poems which were not 
"oeuvres de circonstance". In the circumstances, the 
simple style of the ballad Mn regardant la beaulté de Venus 
is perhaps more probably from Jean Robertet’s pen, than 
from that of Molinet.
A final indication that the attribution to Robertet 
is probably more reliable is the fact that the texts which 
attribute the ballad to Molinet are full of copyist’s errors 
and grammatiaal mistakes where, for example, verbs and their
subjects, or adjectives and the nouns they qualify, fail to
1 2 agree , and where the classical names are mutilated.
Three poems must now be discussed briefly, which have 
sometimes been said to be attributed to Jean Robertet: these
1. IX lines ko, 61, ?4, 94.
2. lines 6, 7, 28, 98.
im
are the Doleance de Kegere, iienri Baude ’ s poem, Je suis 
favour qui au son de ma trompe, and the ballad Souffle Trithon 
en ta buse argentine. E. Droz and A. liaget, in their edition 
of Le Jardin de Plaisance ,^ mention the attribution to 
Robertet of the Doleance de -^"egere in manuscript E , where 
it is found on fo. 44 ro. - 67 vo. In fact, the poem is 
not said to be by Jean Robertet in this or in any other 
manuscript. The edit^ors of the Bardin de Plaisance have 
been misled by the fact that François Robertet’s signature 
is found on (he same page as the last verses of the 
Doleance de ‘^^egere (fo. 67 vo.). However, the signature 
clearly bears no reference to the poeqj; it is repeated on 
the same page, and must be gegarded rather as the signature
2
of the copyist than as an indication of the author’s identity •
E. Picot claims that, again in manuscript F. a poem
4
by H. Baude, Je suis faveur... , is mistakenly attributed 
to Robertet. Again, the poem is not in fact given 
under Robertet’s name in this manuscript; whether Picot 
thought that the title of the preceding poem, .Jean Robertet’s
1. Le Jardin de Plaisance et Fleur de Rethomque, publ. E. Droz 
and A. Piaget, Paris, SATF\ I9IO, t. 39? pi bol
2. In view of this, it is not necessary to repeat the reasons 
brought forward by Droz and Piaget to prove that the Boleanee 
de Megere was in fact the work of Regnaud le Queux (ed.cit., p.
60 ff.).
3. E. Picot, Catalogue du Cabinet des Livres de Chantilly, 
Manuscrits, Paris, 1900, t. II, p. 113+
4. fo. 73 vo. - 76 ro.
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rondeau Quant je treuve soubz fresclie herbe fleurie, referred 
to Je suis faveur... it is impossible to say. The poem Je suis 
faveur... is, however, given without the author’s name. It 
is true that confusion has occurred in other cases as to the 
authorship of poems in this rnanuscrpt, for the name of the 
poet is sometimes placed so far above the opening line of 
the poem that it appears rather to refer to the preceding 
work. This has led H. Guy^ to suppose that the ballad 
Souffle Trithon en ta buse argentine is attributed in F to 
Jean Robertet, whereas it is in fact under Molinet’s name, 
and Robertet is the author of the next ballad, Souffle 
Faustus en fleute pastourine.
The same criterion has been used in assessing the 
authenticity of François Robertet’s poems as was used in 
the case of Jean Robertet: where a poem is found attributed 
to François Robertet in a manuscript copied by a member of 
the Robertet family, it has seemed reasonable to accept 
this attribution. This applies to four poems found in J2: 
the reply to Jean Molinet on behalf of FlorimonddRobertet
p
(}lXV) , the reply to Cretin .(kXIVjj and the two rondeaux on 
Anne de Bretagne’s motto, "Ron mudera" (XTI^). There is a further
1. I ’Ecole des Rhétoriqueurs, § 35*
2. In manuscript G, the reply to Molinet is attributed to 
Jehan Robertet, but this is clearly false, since the title
then refers to Jean as Florirnond Robertet’s brother, when he was 
in fact his father.
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rondeau on the motto, preceding the two which attributes 
to François Robertet; there is, however, no justifiaation 
for assuming that the first rondeau was also by ^rançois.
In fact, its different style, in which the "rentrement" is 
not successfully linked with the preceding line, makes it 
probable that it was composed by some other poet of the 
court of Anne de Bretagne.
In manuscript Jp, copied by Jean-Jacques Robertet, the 
attribution of the Debat du Boucanier et du Gorrier (XXVI) 
and of the Triumphes Pétrarque en rondeaulx (XXIII) to 
François Robertet can also be accepted.
The last two poems included among the works of 
François Robertet are the Arest de la louenge de la dame 
sans sy (X;:{VlD and the Appel contre la dame sans sy (XXVIII). 
Neither of these poems appears under the name of any author, 
in any of the versions of the text Imown to us. However, 
evidence within the poems enables us to attribute their 
composition with comparative certainty to François Robertet^.
The first of the two poems, the Arest de la louenge de 
la dame sans sy describes the search made by four poets for 
the "dame sans sy". The poets hominated for this task are 
named in the poem:
1. As has been done by E. Droz, Notice sur un manuscrit ignoré 
de la Bibliothèque Nationale, Romæiia, I918-I9&9., p. 303*
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"Premier Cretin, Robertet promptement,
Octovian, Bremont semblablement 
Ont travaillé pour faire 1 ’inventaire 
One of these must then in all probability be the author of 
the poem. A more precise indication of the poet’s identity 
is given when he describes how he fulfils his task:
"Je, secretaire, ay par commandement 
Prins plume et ancre, papier et escriptoire,
Et mis 1 ’arrest articulierement
2
En registre de ce grant parlement."
His reference to himself clearly indicates François Robertet, 
who alone at Ihat time, among the four poets mentioned, 
could be qualified secretary: he v/as in 14-98, the most
3
probable date for the poenfs composition , secretary to
the Duke and Duchess of Bourbon, and possibly also already 
4-
to the King •-
The second poem, the Appel contre la dame sans sy, 
which describes the poet’s reception by the ladies of the 
court, and their appeal which he registers, is clearly by 
the same poet, since he is addressed as follows by one of 
the ladies:
1. XXVII, lines I6-I8.
2. lines 26-29#
3. Cf. p. 324-, note 1.
4. Cf. p. 277.
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...... N ’estes vous pas l ’acteur
Mal informé et nouvel inventeur,
Qui tant avez une seule louée....
It is further obvious that the poet referred to in the 
Appel contre la dame sans sy could not conceivably be 
Jean Robertet, although he was still alive at iiis date; 
the following lines show that the poet is a young man;
"Pour passer temps et eschever soucy,
Comme souvent jeunes gens se^estoyent,
2
Je m ’en allé où les dames estoient..."
In view of the above evidence, the attribution of 
the Arest de la louenge de la dame sans sy and the Appel 
contre la dame sans sy to François Robertet appears 
justified, even though the tv/o poems are everywhere anonymous.
Three further poems have been attributed to François 
Robertet: the Chant Royal de la fortune et biens mondains, 
the Epit%phe de Marie, fille aisnée de monsieur d ’Estissac, 
and the Dizain de l ’Xmage de Venus armée. These are, 
however, almost certainly the work of François Rabelais^.
1. XXVIII, lines 24-26.
2. lines 3-7.
3. See C. A. Mayer and C. M. Douglas, Rabelais Poète, 
Bibliothèque d ’Humanisme et Renaissance, Travaux et Documents, 




As is the case with thqt of many of his contemporaries, Jean 
Robertet*s life, particularly his early life, is sparsely documented. 
The details of his biography before l46l, when he is first mentioned 
in an official capacity, are practically unknown to us. His own poems 
offer little enlightenment as regards his parents or wife, his early 
life, or indeed any part of his life, excepting what is found in a very 
brief sketch of his retirement in the Lectres envoyees k messire 
Galmier (XII). His poetry, largely conventional treatment of con­
ventional themes, offers little scope for personal revelation.
The name and exact status of Jean's father are uncertain. His 
naime is given variously as Robinet Robertet^, and as Jean Robertet;
the latter name is more probable, since it is found in an act by Jean 
2
II of Bourbon , and since a Jean Robertet, notary at Hontbrison, is
mentioned in a property act in l4o6^. It may be assumed that the
poet's father held also some clerical or administrative post in the
service of the Duke of Bourbon, and was a man of some means, since he
was able to send Jean for a stay of a fairly long duration to Italy.
About Jean's mother, nothing is known. It is probable that Jean was
4
born in Montbrison, the home of his family for some time. The date of
1. B.N., Pièces Originales 2501, dossier Robertet, no.94.
2. B.N. ms. fr. 20155, f°. 5 r°.
3. P.L.J. de Betencourt, Noms féodaux. Paris, 1826, no.8l6.
4. Cf. p. It'S.
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Jean's birth is unknown to us. J. Delaroa states it to be 1420^, 
but does not quote a source for this date, which no document sub­
stantiates. Delaroa further claims that Jean was the son of one
2
Louis Robertet, mayor of Montbrison . This detail, together with 
others given by Delaroa, is drawn from the funeral oration of 
Florimond Robertet, Jean's son, by the Bishop of Grenoble^. This 
source must, however, be regarded with caution, since the authenticity 
of the funeral oration is in doubt; it is found in Henri Chesneau's 
work Bury-Rostaing, which contains also the Inventaire des Objets 
d'Art composant la succession de Florimond Robertet, ministre de
f ^ A
François I, dresse par sa veuve, le 4e jour d'aout 1532. Henri
Chesneau's book, Bury-Rostaing (s.l.n.d.) is known in only one copy,
probably a trial copy whose subsequent publication was intended but
never carried out. A marginal note gives the date of the book, I65O,
and the author's name. H. Chesneau was in the service of Charles,
Marquis and Count of Rostaing, whose glorification is the sole concern
5
of his other works. Since the family of Rostaing was linked by
1. J. Delaroa, Foreziens dignes de mémoire, in Le Forez Pittoresque, 
ed. N. Thiollier, Lyon, I8 8 9 , p.455.
2. J. Delaroa, Galerie de Portraits For^siens, Saint-Étienne, I869  
p. 124. ^
5 . Oraison funebre de Florimond Robertet, foresien, par Monseigneur 
Alleman, èveque de Grenoble, publ. J. Delaroa, Vienne, I8 7 8 .
4. publ. E. Grèsy in Mémoires de la Société Impériale des Antiquaires 
de France, 3e série, t.X, I^ris, I8 6 8. , ,
5* He published the Pyramide des Rostaing, Trophées medalliques des 
seigneurs de Rostaing, etc. See E. Gresy, art.cit. for a study of 
the works of Chesneau and of Bury-Rostaing in particular.
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marriage to the Robertet family^, the work Bury-Rostaing must have 
been intended to exalt this alliance, and for this reason the 
Inventaire and the Oraison funebre de Florimond Robertet are found 
in it. H. Clougot has, however, shown the Inventaire to be a fab­
rication, drawing attention to the anomalies in it: the extraordinary
2
style, the mistaken date of Florimond Robertet*s death , the implica­
tion that Ronsard was already embarking on his poetical career at 
the age of two, the apparent friendship of Bleonor of Austria with 
Michelle Gaillard, three years before she became Queen of France, 
and finally the information that Robertet was building the Château 
of Bury six years before he had acquired the land on which it is 
built. Some, at least, of these errors were clearly caused by 
Chesneau's ignorance of the true date of Florimond Robertet's death, 
and his acceptance of the later date which until recently was 
generally supposed to be correct.^
An examination of the Oraison Funebre shows that this also con­
tains some dubious points. The Bishop asserts that Jean Robertet's
1. Françoise Robertet, a grand-daughter of the famous Florimond 
Robertet and great grand-daughter of the poet Jean Robertet, married 
Tristan de Rostaing, and^was the mother of Charles de Rostaing. See 
P. Anselme, Histoire généalogique et chronologique de la maison 
royale de France, t.IV, p.175; C. Le Laboureur, Les Mazures de
1'Ile-Barbe, Paris, l68l, pp.525-8.
2. The Inventaire gives the date as 4 August 1532 instead of 29 
November 152?.
3. On the question of the Inventaire's authenticity, see H. Clouzot's 
article, la prétendus visite de Rabelais au Chateau de Bury, in Revue 
des Etudes Rabelaisiennes, t.IX, p.462.
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wife was Magdelaine Bohier^, whilst a letter written by Louis XI 
to the Parliament of Paris in l480 refers to Jean Robertet as 
brother-in-law of Louis Chauvet:
"nostre chier et bien aymé Loys Chauvet, frere de nostre ame 
et feal secretaire et greffier de nostre ordre, maistre Jehan
It 2
Robertet...
so that there can be no doubt that Jean was married to Louise Chauvet,
as indeed most of the genealogical documents state^, and as recent
4
literary historians have been aware.
The Oraison Funebre further shows no clear idea of Jean Robertet*s 
functions, and makes mistakes even in details of Florimond Robertet*s 
own career; according to it, Florimond was taken into Charles VIII*s 
service only after Charles's return from the Conquest of Naphs in 
1494; in actual fact, Florimond had by then been in the king's 
service for some time, and accompanied him to Naples, where he took 
part in the negotiations with Pope Alexander VI^. Finally, the date 
of the funeral oration is given as "le 10 jour d'Aoust 1532" , whereas
1. ed.cit., p.5. ^
2. See J. Vaesen, publ. Lettres de Louis XI, Société d'Histoire de
France, Paris, 1883, t.VIII, p.202.
3. B.N. Pieces Grigs. 2501, doss. Robertet, nos. 91, 93, Dossiers
Bleus 5 6 9 , f°. 21; Cabinet d'Hozier 292, f°.l49. ^
4. Cf. H. Guy, Histoire de la poésie française au XVIe siècle, t.I 
l'Ecole des Rhétoriqueurs, Paris, 1910, M 32; P. Champion, Histoire 
poétique du quinaième siècle, Paris, 1923, t.II, p. 288.
5 . See D. Godefroy, Histoire de Charles VIII, roy de France, Paris,
1 6 8 4, pp. 1 6 6, 1 7 7 , 1 7 8 , 1 8 0 , 1 8 6 .
6. ed.cit., p. 1.
Ill
we know that Florimond died in 1527*^
In view of these anomalies, and since the whole work, Bury- 
Rostaing is clearly intended as an exaltation of the house of Rostaing, 
the Oraison Funebre must be classed with the Inventaire as the product 
of H. Chesneau's imagination, an attempt to glorify one of the an­
cestors of his patron, Charles de Rostaing.
Of Jean Robertet's youth and education there is no record, but 
it is likely that he studied law, and that his entire education would 
be planned with a view to his continuing the steady progression of 
his family from purely clerical work towards increasingly important 
administrative posts under the Dukes of Bourbon.
The only important aspect of Jean Robertet*s education which is 
known to us, is his visit to Italy. Antoine de Vergy, seigneur de 
Montferrand, one of Jean's correspondants in the exchange known as 
Les Douze Dames de Rhétorique^, wrote to George Chastelain, describing 
Robertet,
"Qui oultre la grace donnée en propre terroir se est allé
rendre en pays gourmant pour refection nouvelle. La où enfans
\
parlent en aubes a leurs meres, et frians d'escole, en docteur, 
sur permission de eage. La s'est allé rendre icestui, là s'est 
tenu longtemps à l'emblee soubz les arbres, et desquelz après 
avoir prins l'umbre de leurs rsdhceaulz en a rapporté aussi la
1. See P. Villey, in Bulletin du Bibliophile, 1920, p.190; Journal 
d'un bourgeois de Paris, ed. V.L. Bourilly, 1910, p.275; cf. also 




vertu et qualité de leurs natures. C'est en Ytalie.... sur qui
les respections du ciel influent aorné parler et vers qui tyrent
\ 1 
toutes doulceurs élémentaires, pour la fondre armonie."
The phrase "se est allé rendre en pays gourmant pour refection
nouvelle" implies that it was perhaps as a student that Jean visited
Italy; however, no reference to him has been found in any of the
registers of French students at Italian universities in the fifteenth
century.^
The visit to Italy is of supreme importance in Jean Robertet's 
formation. Although we know nothing of the actual circumstances or 
date of his stay, it is clear from his poetry that he was among the 
first to profit from the increased intercourse between France and 
Italy. His knowledge of the Italian language, his translation, or 
rather adaptation, of Petrarch's Trionfi (probably the earliest in 
the French language), above all, the new attitude to poetry, drawn 
in particular from Petrarch, and to art, and the positive and opti­
mistic philosophy they represented,^ must have had a profound effect 
on the literary ideals of the court of Bourbon, where Robertet was 
accepted as judge in the literary field. Some part of Jean Lemaire's 
Italianism is very probably due to Robertet's influence at the court
1. See L. Batissier, Les Douze Dames de Rhétorique, Moulins, I8 3 8, 
Colloque des Douze Dames, pp. not numbered.
2. See E. Picot on French students in Italy, in Journal des Savants, 
1 9 0 2, pp. 80 ff. and l46 ff.; E. PLcot, Les Français italianisants 
au XVIe siècle, Paris, I9 0 6, 190?.
3* These subjects are discussed in full in the chapter dealing with 
Robertet's Italian sources, p. /^/ff., and on p.;ZA-3ff.
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of Bourbon. Lemaire, already in the service of Pierre II of
Bourbon, as "clerc de finances" in 14-98, and with him until Pierre’s
death in 1303^, very probably met the ageing Robertet at the court of
Bourbon. Certainly he mentions Robertet in his works more than once:
he alludes to Robertet among the great writers, both contemporary and
classical, in the Temple d ’Honneur et de Vertus (1303) ; Robertet is
one of the Rhétoriqueurs presented as recounting the praises of
Marguerite d ’Autriche, duchesse de Savoie, in the Couronne Margarit- 
%
ique (1304) , and his death is regretted in the Plainte du Désiré 
k
(1303) • It is further clear that Robertet had a direct influence 
upon Jean Lemaire in some of the latter’s poems.
On his return from Italy, Jean was probably taken into the service
of the Duke of Bourbon. The Robertet family had long been established
in Forez, and the high positions achieved by members of the family 
under Louis XI, Charles VIII and François I were the culmination of 
long years of service and of training in official capacities under the 
Dukes of Bourbon. One Ponchon Robertet is mentionned as early as I368,
as "greffier de la cour de Montbrison, sous l’administration de Renaud
1. See P. Spaak, Jean Lemaire de Belges, sa vie, son oeuvre et ses 
meilleurs pages, Paris, 1926, p.12; J. Frappier, ed. La Concorde des 
deux langages, Paris, 194?, p.viii; J. Stecher, Notice sur la vie et 
les oeuvres de Jean Lemaire de Belges, Louvain, I89I , p .ix-x.
2. J. Lemaire de Belges, Le Temple d’Honnuur et de Vertus, ed. H. 
Hornik, Geneva, Paris, 1937, P- 90, line 1120.
3. Oeuvres de Jean Lemaire de Belges, ed. J. St&cher, Brussels, 
Académie Royale de Sciences, Lettres et Beaux Arts de Belgique, 1882-
91, p.77.
4. Cf. p. 266.
3. discussed in full on p. 267 ff*
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de Forez"^. An earlier Jean Robertet is mentioned in 139& as "clerc
Juré de Forez, prévôt et clerc du papier de Chatelneuf sous le bon
2
duc Louis de Bourbon" .
Jean Robertet, the poet, is first mentioned in an official capa­
city on 26 December l46l, when he is referred to as "conseiller, plus 
ancien auditeur et familier secretaire" of the Duke of Bourbon, and 
is appointed to the post of "greffier" of Bourbonnais, Auvergne and 
 ^ Clermont.^ He had probably been already in Duke Jean II's service
for some time, and had secured his favour, acquiring further positions 
such as "bailli d'Usson" which he held in 1467 , and "secretaire de 
confiscation", held in 1470 . Documents relating to this period of 
Jean's life are, however, few.
During his years at the court of Bourbon, Jean Robertet entered 
into all the poetical activities, the literary correspondences, 
eulogies and "competitions" common to the age. He was linked with the 
Circle of Blois, although it is unlikely that he was often enough at 
Blois to play more than a small part in the group of poets gathered 
about Charles df Orleans. It is further unlikely that his acquaintance 
with Charles d'Orléans was very great; it was due probably rather to
1. J.M. de la Mure, Histoire des Ducs de Bourbon et des Comtes de Forez, 
publiée d'aprùs un manuscrit de la Bibliothèque de Montbrison daté de
1 6 7 5. Paris. 1 8 6 0-9 7. t.I. P.4 5 3 n.
2. , t.II, p. 85 n. -
3. B.N., Pièces Origs. 2301, doss. Robertet, no.93#
4. de la Mure, op.cit., II, p.2 8 3.
3 . Pièces Origs. 2301, no.93*
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the close links which existed between the courts of Blois and
Bourbon.^ Robertet took part in the so-called "Concours de Blois",
when in about 1458, several poets produced poems on the theme "Je
meurs de soif auprès de la fontaine." Robertet in this collaborated
2
with a certain Monbeton ; whether their collaboration was the result 
of friendship or the product of circumstances is not known, though 
more probably the latter, since no other of Jean's poems shows any 
reflection of even a literary friendship with Montbeton. It may be 
that Robertet merely completed a poem that Montbeton had no more than 
begun.
It was also while Jean was attached to the Duke of Bourbon that 
the literary correspondence between Robertet, Chastelain, Montferrand 
and de la Riere took place. The ties between the courts of Bourbon 
and Burgundy were many: the dowager duchess Agnes of Bourbon was the
sister of Philippe le Bon of Burgundy, "lequel, entre toutes les
1. Jean II of Bourbon, when he was still Count of Clermont, exchanged 
verses with Charles d'Orleans, which are found in Charles d'Orleans' 
manuscripts under the name Clermondois; Jean II's younger brother, 
Pierre of Bourbon, was the adoptive son of Charles d*Orleans and Marie 
de Cleves, and for some time lived at Blois. (See P. Champion, Un 
liber amicorum du XVe siecle. Revue des Bibliothèques, 1910, p.320.
2. Nothing is known of Montbeton. There is a seigneurie of Montbeton 
in Lyonnais; and in l4ll one Jehan de Montbeton was "pannetier" to 
Philippe of Burgundy, Count of Nevers, who was one of the numerous 
poets to exchange verses with Charles d'Orleans. (See P. Champion, 
Remarques sur un recueil de poésies du milieu du quinzième siècle 
Tfr. 9 2 2 3), in Romania, XLVIII (1922), p.ioé). Montbeton is the author 
of the first verse of the ballad Je meurs de soif... (VI). He was the 
author also of three poems in manuscript R (see M. Loepelmann, Die 
Liederhandschrift des Cardinals de Rohan, Gesellschaft fur Romanische 
Literatur. Bd. 44, 1923. nos. 577. 6 3 2 . 6 5 5).
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maisons du monde aimoit ceste maison de Bourbon"^; Isabel of Bourbon, 
Jean II*s sister, was married to Charles, Count of Charolais; and
Jacques of Bourbon, Jean II*s brother, was brought up at the court
2
of Burgundy, remainin^g there until his death in 1468. His tutor
or guardian was a certain Antoine de Vergy, seigneur de Montferrand^,
and it was Montferrand who established the original link between Jean
Robertet and Chastelain.
This correspondence is the first evidence we have of Robertet*s
fame outside the court of Bourbon. Montferrand, when he first met
Robertet, had admired his work and had encouraged him to send some
example of it to Chastelain, requesting a poem from him, as is clear
4
from Robertet*s letter to Montferrand. Robertet wrote three pieces 
to Chastelain, in French prose, Latin prose and French verse, accom­
panying these with letters, largely in praise of Chastelain, sent to
 ^ 3
Montferrand and a certain seigneur de la Rière. Chastelain was at
1^ Mémoires de Philippe de Comines, publ. Petitot, Collection des 
mémoires relatifs a l'histoire de France, serie 1, t.XI, livre I, 
chap. II, p.341.
2. J.M. de la Mure, op.cit, t.II, pp. 204 n., 212 n.
3. The son of Charles de Vergy, "seigneur d'Autrey, et de Vaugrenant", 
senechal of Burgundy, and Claudine de la Trimouille, dame d'Antigni, 
Antoine de Vergy was an important person at the Burgundian court, 
where he was a knight, counsellor and chamberlain of the Duke of Bur­
gundy. According to one source, he was with Duke Charles of Burgundy at 
Liege in 1468; elsewhere, he is said to have died before l46?.
See also pp.364--€.
4. See XIII, A, lines 21-3, 48-30; cf. also B, lines 13-1?.
3» We have no definite knowledge of de la Riere's identity. I describes 
him as "escuier d'escurrie de Madame de Bourbon" (XIII, B, title), and 
it may be he who is referred to several times between l484 and 1493, as 
Bremond, "seigneur de la Riere, escuier du roy, maistre des porta et 
passages de la seneschaucée de Beaucaire et de Nismes et capitaine de 
la tour du pont". He may further have some connection with a poet who 
was Frangois Robertet's collaborator in 1498. (Cf. pp.’56é“‘t ;
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this time in retirement at Valenciennes, and for some time had pro­
duced no poetical work. The letters exchanged by Chastelain and Mont­
ferrand make it clear that Chastelain felt that his inspiration had 
left him, and he was at first unwilling to compose the poem that 
Robertet desired and that Montferrand had promised. Montferrand and 
others (unnamed) showed Robertet*s poem, which expressed enthusiastic 
admiration of Chastelain, to the Duke of Burgundy himself and a large 
gathering of nobles and friends, and their admiration was extreme; 
Montferrand describes Robertet as "la harpe en la maison de Bourgongne 
nouvellement suscitant les cuers"^. Opinion was unanimous that such 
a work demanded a reply, not only for the sake of courtesy, but to 
uphold the whole Burgundian honour, so that Chastelain received from
various quarters exhortations to reply to the honour done him by
2
Robertet. Slow in responding to these, Chastelain was finally pre­
vailed upon to reply by Montferrand, who described how Rethorique and 
her twelve companions appeared to him at Bruges, comparing Chastelain 
unfavourably with Robertet, and offering a group of poems. Les
Enseignes des Douze Dames, which Montferrand was to transmit to
us
4
Robertet.^ The Enseignes are, in fact, the work of an anonymou
poetess, composed for Robertet and sent to him through Montferrand.
1. See L. Batissier, ed. cit. Lettre final de Monferrant à Robertet.
2. , Lettres envoyees de George Chastellain k Monferrant et autres
à la cause d'un livret fait pour ledit George par maistre Johan 
Robertet.
3. Ib., Colloque des Douze Dames.
4. Cf. p.qe-g.
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The long poem eventually sent by Chastelain to Robertet, con­
sidered among his most important poetical works, modestly declined 
Robertet*s praises, and the comparisons he had made between Chastelain 
and the authors of antiquity. Modern critics have seen in this an 
implied criticism of Robertet by Chastelain, but in fact Chastelain 
only a little later makes a flattering comparison between Robertet 
and Terence and Cicero, and admires Robertet*s skill as a poet:
"0 Robertet, chier frere, noble gorge.
Mélodieux organe en voix espandre,
A quoy as trait hors de ta riche forge 
L'amoureux feu qui confond ton George,
Tu es, et vaulx, tu as estor moult rice.
Et moy je n'ay et ne suy chose nulle;
Tu as nature aimable nourrice,
Fortune à chois, faveur d'amour propice.
Vie à plaisir en honneur sans recule ;
Et as succié de Therence et de Tule ‘
Tant de doulz lait et de si noble boire.
Que tu en doibs à dieu grant los et gloire".^
The apparent rebuke is therefore seen to be little more than the
1. L. Batissier, ed. cit., Lettres dudit George envolées audit 
Robertet.
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conventional self-deprecation, a counterpart to the eulogies which, 
although they now offend, were then equally conventional. It is, 
however, true that Robertet's two short poems and letters to Mont­
ferrand and de la Rière^ on receipt of Chastelain*s poem, in the 
excess of the admiration to which they give vent, caused Chastelain
to disclaim further praise from Robertet, whilst expressing himself
2
ready to accept his friendship.
The whole exchange of letters and poems aroused great enthusiasm; 
several carefully executed manuscript versions of it were made at the 
court of Burgundy^, and it was doubtless primarily of this exchange 
that Molinet wrote in his epistle of 1303 to Florimond Robertet:
"Ton pere estoit filz de nostre matrone.
La rethorique........
George, mon maistre, et ton elegant pere.
En temps prospéré, eurent loz autenticque
4
De bien dieter, qui sur tous ars impere".
The correspondence between Robertet, Chastelain, Montferrand and de 
la Riere took place certainly after l46l^, and probably in l464.
1. XIII, E, F.
2. L. Batissier, ed. cit.. Lettres de renvoy final de George 
Chastellain a maistre Johan Robertet.
3. Cf. pp.3f-%
4. Les Faictz et dictz de Jean Molinet, ed. N. Dupire, Paris, S.A.T.F. 
1 936-9 , t. II, p.842.
5 . The poem contains a reference to "feu le bon roy Charles"
(XIII, D, line 103), died l46l.
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after Chastelain*s retirement to Valenciennes^, and before the death
in about 1464 of Martin Henriquez de Castille, chamberlain of the
2
king, mentioned by Robertet in one of his letters.
The correspondence, as well as testifying to Robertet*s success 
at the court of Burgundy, further indicates that he already enjoyed 
the position of an arbiter in all literary matters at the court of
Jean II of Bourbon. Jean II, cultured, owning an excellent library^,
4 /himself a poet , had like Charles d*Orleans, although on a lesser
scale, a small literary circle about him; Guillaume Cadier, **clerc
des comptes**, and Fraigne are known to have been poets, and it is
probable that there were others.^ Montferrand refers to this when,
putting the words into the mouths of Rethorique*s twelve companions,
he writes:
**Nous sommes les compaignes de dame Rethorique, qui un cler 
trosne a en Bourbonnois".
Montferrand further shows that among the poets of Bourbon Robertet 
occupied a very prominent position:
"Robertet est filz de nostre lait, et digne proprement de nous 
donner trosne en celle marce, qui en lui resplend  Voulons que
1. See K. Urwin, Georfee Chastelain, la vie les oeuvres, Paris, 1937, 
p. 14.
2. XIII, F, line 23-4, note.
3. See Le Roux de Lincy, Catalogue de la Bibliothèque des Ducs de 
Bourbon.
4. He exchanged verses with Charles/d*Orléans.
3. See H. de Surirey de Saint Remy, Jeqn II de Bourbon, duc de 
Bourbonnais, et d*Auvergne, 1426-1488, Paris, 1944, p.38.
o. L. Batissier, ed.cit., Colloque des Douze Dames.
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de nostre envoy il pare les royaulx palais, et que le noble duc son
maistre se sente de nos affections envers lui a sa cause.
Elsewhere Montferrand addresses Robertet as "monseigneur le beau
' 2parlier de Bourbonnois" . In fact, it is clear that Robertet ful­
filled the function of a Maecenas at the court of Bourbon; he himself 
describes how he presented Chastelain*s work to Duke Jean 11^.
Jean*s patronage must often have been sought, and he must have 
been often the rec ip ient of poems whose authors sought recognition
and furtherance of their ambitions through him. One such poem,
4
anonymous, still exists, together with Jean*s extempore reply . It 
is likely that Jean was also the protector of Henri Baude^, who 
probably sought through him the Duke of Bourbon*s favour. It was an 
epistle to the Duke of Bourbon which procured Baude*s release when he 
was imprisoned in the Chatelet in i486, and it is in manuscripts
6
copied by members of the Robertet family/ that his works are conserved. 
Jean*s protection must have become increasingly valuable, and poems 
written to him and applications for his assistance correspondingly
1. lb., id. ^
2. , Lettre final de Monferrant a Robertet.
3. XIII, E, lines 112-3.
4. X.
5. See J. Quicherat, Les Vers de M. Henri Baude, p.62; J.de Lingendes, 
Poètes bourbonnais. Bulletin de la Société du département de 1*Allier, 
t. XI, p.342.
6. Manuscripts F, J]^ , H, Hl, H2, H3; on H. Baude, see J. Quicherat, 
op.cit.; P. Champion, Histoire Poétique du XVe siècle, II, p.239 ff. 
Vallet de Viriville, Nouvelles recherches sur Henri Baude, poete et 
prosateur du XVe siècle, Paris, 1833; A. Thomas in Romania, XXXVI, 
1907, pp. 6 3-6 .
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more frequent, as hs rose to occupy posts of ever greater importance 
and responsibility first with the Duke of Bourbon, and then with 
Louis XI and Charles VIII.
For Jean was not to remain simply in the service of the house of 
Bourbon. He was the first of the Robertet family to enter the king's 
service as secretary, and to lay the foundations on which his son 
Florimond built up the important post of "secretaire d'etat", which 
was to acquire through him a supreme political importance. Jean had 
in 1463 travelled to Paris on a mission concerned with Jean II*s 
negotiations with the king^; possibly it was on that occasion that he 
came to the attention of Louis XI. In October l46y he was already
"esleu pour le roy sur le fait des aydes en 1*election de Clermont
2  ^
et Bas Pais d'Auvergne" , a post which he still held in 1477-8 . It
was usual for occupants of the post of "élu du roi" to live in Paris,
delegating, usually to a member of their own family, the duty of
living in the appointed district and there regulating the imposition
of the tax for war. Thus Robertet in 1467 was probably already with
the court, where early in the following year we find him engaged in
a long literary exchange with Guillaume Cousinot, on the subject of
Etiennette de Besanjon's elopement with the Count of Foix, which took
A
place in December 1467.
1. See Surirey de Saint Remy, op.cit., p.109-110.
2. Pieces Origs. 2301, no.3*
3. Ib. , nos. 6,7. . ùp
4. XVIII; see also pp./é? (.f/, <2^3
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Later in the same yegr, towards the end of September or in 
October, Jean composed a ballad in the series inspired by the re­
bellions (instigated by Louis XI) of the people of Liège against 
their bishop, Louis of Bourbon, and the Duke of Burgundy. In the 
Burgundian cause, George Chastelain composed a ballad on the death 
of Duke Philippe, which was imitated by Molinet who, however, intro­
duced violent attacks on Louis XI. Several poets composed ballads 
in defence of Louis XI, and Jean Robertet*s ballad is among these 
works.^
In 1469 Robertet received a further advancement, when Louis XI 
founded the royal and military Order of Saint Michael, with the 
entirely political aim of strengthening the bonds between the French 
nobles and the king. The mutual engagements of the Order were 
absolute loyalty on the part of the knights to the sovereign, against
the promise of their preferment by the king, head of the Order, in
2
the award of important posts and honours. Louis XI, with his policy 
of elevating able bourgeois as his assistants, extended this promise 
of preferment to the lower officers of the Order as well as to the 
knights, so that Jean's appointment as the first "greffier" of the 
Order, reported by J.M. de la Mure:
"Et le premier greffier de cet Ordre fut un foresien nommè^
1. VIII; see also pp. //.
2. See A. Allier, l'Ancien Bourbonnais, Moulins, 1833, P* 124.
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Jean Robertet, bailli d'Usson en Forez.
had a very real value. With other officers of the Order, he was 
assured of the king's personal protection for himself, his family 
and household:
"leurs personnes, biens et chevances et leurs serviteurs et 
familliers seront et demourent à cause de leursdis offices tant 
qu'ils vivront .... perpétuellement en la protection et sauvegarde 
du souverain et de l'ordre. Et se aucune injure, force ou violence 
leur estoit faicte ou apparant estre a faire par ledit souverain ou 
aucun chevalier de l'ordre ou autre subgect ou non subgect d'icellui 
souverain, et ilz s'en veulent soubmectre au jugement du souverain 
de l'ordre, ledit souverain et les compaignons de l'ordre seront tenuz 
de les y recevoir et leur administrer rayson. Et se la partie ne 
s'i vouloit soubmectre, en ce cas ledit souverain et les compaignons 
seront tenuz de porter et favoriser leursdis officiers tant que en 
droit et équité faire pourront."^
Jean probably availed himself of this spedial protection in May 
l48o, when Louis XI caused a lawsuit against Louis Chauvet, Jean's 
brother-in-law, to be settled quickly, and with particular regard to 
the favour in which Louis XI held him,
"pour ce que nous avons ledit Chauvet en singulière recommandacion en
1. J.M. de la Mure, op.cit., II, p.2 8 3.
2. B.N., ms. fr. I9 8 1 9, Statuts de l'Ordre de Saint Michel, f°.12 r°. 
- v^. (Louis XI's copy, executed in 1469).
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faveur de sondit frere'*.^
As "greffier" of the Order of Saint Michael, Jean Robertet
collaborated with the artist Jean Fouquet in the execution of the
2
Statutes of the Order. Fouquet was commissioned to paint the title 
miniature, and later, in December l4?0, received payment 
"pour la fa^on de certains tableaux que ledit seigneur (Louis XI) 
lui a chargez faire pour servir aux chevaliers de 1*Ordre de Saint 
Michel."^
Jean’s appointment as "greffier" of the Order was followed very 
shortly by his nomination as the secretary of Louis XI, in either
1469 or 1 4 7 0. J.M, de la Mure, recording his appointment as "greffier" 
says of him "depuis secretaire du roi", and already in July l4?0, 
Robertet signs himself secretary to the king.^ Jean prospered in
the king’s service; he received a further appointment in the year
1470 as secretary of the king’s finances.^ By 1471, he was in
addition "consdller" and "notaire" to the king, and "greffier du
/ 7Parlement de Dauphine" .
1. See J. Vaesen, Lettres de Louis XI, VIII, p.202.
2. B.N., ms. fr. I9 8 1 9.
3. See P. Wescher, Jean Fouquet and his Time, Switzerland, 1947,
pp. 22, 33" Jean Robertet is represented in the miniature, standing 
on the right of Louis XI and holding the register of the Order; see 
P. Durrieu, Les Antiquités Judaiques, Paris, 1908, p.99, pl.xix; 
see P. Durrieu, Une Peinture Historique de Jean Fouquet, Extract from 
the Gazette Archéologique, l890j for a description of the miniature.
4. J.M. de la Mure, op.cit., II, p.283*




Jean's most important poetical work was composed during these
years: the Complaincte de la mort de Chastelain ,^ which was written
in l4?6, on Chastelain's death, which occurred in either February 
2
or March l4?3 • Jean, according to his own account, found in the
work itself^, was asked (by whom, we do not know) to commemorate
Chastelain, and the long piece written in prose and verse, was
finished by the end of April l4?6.
During these years, Jean Robertet also remained secretary to
4
Jean II of Bourbon, and, according to de la Mure , whose source is
probably Robertet's own epitaph, remained secretary to the housenof
5
Bourbon under the two succeeding dukes also. However, it is doubt 
ful whether Robertet devoted much time to the service of Jean II 
during the last years of the latter*s life. After l468, when he
f
countersigned an act of Jean II , Robertet is only twice again, in
n
1470 and 1471, mentioned as secretary of Jean II. On the second 
occasion, 22 February 1471, he received the property of a certain
1. XIX.
2. See K. Urwin, Georges Chastelain, la vie, les oeuvres, Paris, 1937, 
p.l3; see also p.>43<
3. XIX, lines 32-6, 71-5, 91-2.
4.de la Mure, op.cit., II, 283*
3" Charles II, Cardinal of Bourbon, and Pierre II. Charles II was 
obliged to abdicate almost immediately after his accession, in favour 
of his younger brother Pierre of Beaujeu, who became Duke in 1488.
6. de la Mure, op.cit., II, 278 n.
7. Pieces Origs. 2301, no.93*
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Antoine Godin who had gone over to the Burgundians.^ It is probable 
that Jean spent increasingly more time with Louis XI and subsequently 
with Charles VIII, and only returned to the service of Bourbon after 
the death of both King Louis in l483 and Jean II in l488, when the 
regency of Anne and Pierre II, Duke and Duchess of Bourbon, made it 
possible to combine his duties to both Duke of Bourbon and King of 
France - a combination which the mistrust and opposition between 
Jean II and Louis XI, especially during the later years of Louis's 
reign, must have made increasingly difficult.
After the death of Louis XI on 30 August 1483, Jean continued to 
enjoy royal favour, probably rather of Pierre and, especially, Anne 
of Beaujeu, Louis XI's real political successors, than of Charles VIII.
He has been called " le poète le mieux rente* de France sous Charles
2 3VIII" . In 1492 Jean was "valet de chambre du roi" , an appointment
which signified the king's especial favour and trust, and, at his own
4
request, "examinateur du Chastelet" , where he replaced Jehan de 
Bethily.
After 1492-3, when he was still signing documents as secretary
1. B.N., ms.fr. 22299, vol.I, p.48. Jean possessed also the properties 
of Les Buillons and Feurs, the second of which he exchanged with the 
Duke of Bourbon in 1482 for the property of Charlieu. See L.-P.Gras,
Les Fiefs du Forez - Le Bullion, Revue Forezienne, I8 6 9, p.l80;
J. Luillier, Inventaire des titres du comté de î^rez 1332, Roanne, 
i8 6 0 , p.3 1 9 , no.1 0 9 2.
2. J. Quicherat, Vers de M. Henri Baude, p.9 8 .
3 . B.N., Clairambault 7 6 5 , 1 6 2.
4. Ib., f°. 1 6 2, 1 6 3.
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of the king, Jean is only once more heard of in an official capacity,
when in 1494 he countersigns a letter of Anne of France to the
Chapter of Montbrison^. It is very probable that Jean remained with 
her when Charles VIII led his first expedition to Italy in 1494,
Jean's place with the king being filled by his son Florimond, who 
also was in September 1493 "notaire et secretaire du roi" , and who 
at this time was already rising to the position of power which he was
to retain in the service of three kings of France.
Of the poems known to have been produced in these last years 
of service, one, the Responce au Seneschal (XI) shows that Robertet 
was still approached as an intermediary by those seeking royal favour 
and protection. It is a reply on behalf of the Duchess Anne of 
Bourbon, to Jacques de Breze, grand senechal of Normandy. De Breze, 
seeking Anne's favour and protection after his long persecution by 
Louis XI, sent to Robertet a long poem in her praise^. Jean's reply 
reflects the profound admiration and loyalty which Anne inspired in 
her supporters by the ability and diplomacy with which she faced the 
troubles and oppositions arising from her regency. Although allusions 
are imprecise, a few phrases in this poem, considered in conjunction 
with the warmth with which Jean had earlier championed Louis XI's
/f
policy , show that Jean's attachment to Louis XI and his successors
1. de la Mure, op.cit., III, 221.
2. Pieces Origs. 2301, no.9*
3. Cf. p. 353, Kott I; 3 53. >*-ote. (.
4. In the ballad Souffle Faustas en fleute pastourine (VIII)
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was dictated not by ambition alone, but by a loyal comprehension of
their aims. Praise of Anne's prudence and wisdom takes its place side
by side with the more usual praise of her beauty and virtue.
It was perhaps also for the Duchess Anne that Jean composed the
poem Les Douze Sebilles (XVII), which must have been written sometime
after l48l. Their composition shows that to the end of his life Jean
remained in touch with the developments of Italian literature, for
there is clearly in these poems the influence of Italian works written
as late as l48l^.
It must have been at about the time of Charles VIII*s Italian
campaign that Jean retired to Montbrison - he is next heard of in
Montbrison at the turn of the century, when he wrote an "epitre" to
2
Galmier, the court fool of the Duke of Bourbon. The latter part
of the poem sketches Jean's retirement, when he has undertaken a few
minor responsibilities in the church, and passes the time by inviting
3
Galmier to visit him at Montbrison. This epistle must have been 
written only shortly before Jean's death, for which an approximate 
date can be established from evidence within the poem. The epistle 
contains an allusion to a bell, "Sauveterre", in the church of Notre 
Dame of Montbrison, given to the church by Pierre II in 1302.
However, Jean Lemaire's Plainte du Desire, written on the death of the
1. Of. p.^//^  ^ ^
2. XII, Lectres envoyees a messire Galmier.
3. XII, lines 74-78.
4. de la Mure, op.cit., II, p.46l-2. Cf. p. 3 63 , note I.
13C
Count of Ligny early in 1304, refers to Jean Robertet as already 
dead :
"Encoire est hors de ce mondain fabricque
/
Ung mien prive, Robertet magnifique,
Qui mon feu George en grant pleur honnoura".^
A reference to Jean Robertet made by Molinet probably permits an 
even greater precision, since although he does not actually write 
"feu Jean Robertet", Molinet appears to refer to him as someone 
already dead. The allusion is found in Molinet*s letter to 
Florimond Robertet, written on 3 May 1303:
"Ton pere estoit filz de nostre matrone.
La rethorique ........................
George, mon maistre, et ton elegant pere.
En temps prospéré, eurent loz autenticque
2
De bien dieter....... "
It is clear therefore that Jean must have died in 1302 or 1303.
It has generally been assumed that his death took place at an 
earlier date,probably because official documents no longer mention 
him after 1494, but the evidence of the above-mentioned poem must 
be regarded as decisive.
1. J. Lemaire, La Plainte du Desire, publ. D. Yabsley, Paris, 1932, 
Discours de Rhétorique, p.80.
2. Les Faictz et dictz de Jean Molinet, ed. N. Dupire, Paris, 
1936-39, S.A.T.F., t.II, p.842.
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Of Jean*s marriage, we know little. His wife was Louise
Chauvet, **sortie de la maison du Plex Chauvet en Bourbonnais**^,
2
daughter of Jean Chauvet and Franpoise Baronnat. The date of 
their marriage is not known to us. There were several children:^
4 5  6
François , Florimond, Antoinette , Charles, Jacques, Louis ,
7 8Louise , and Jean . Two, Franpois and Florimond, with their des­
cendants, were destined to follow their father in progressively 
higher posts under the Dukes of Bourbon and the Kings of France.
Two more, Charles and Jacques, entered the Church and rose suc­
cessively to being Bishop of Albi.
The careers of Jean*s sons show evidence of the early Italian 
and humanist influence of their father. Charles and Jacques, while 
they were in turn Bishop of Albi (I3IO-I313 and 1313-1319 
respectively) contributed to extensive decorations in the Cathedral 
of Sainte Cécile of Albi, which were carried out by an Italian
1. Cabinet d*Hozier 292, f°. 149.
2. Pieces Originales 2301, no.93*
3 . Dossiers Bleus 3&9, f°. 7; Cabinet d*Hozier 292, f^. l49.
4. See p. ,
3 .Married Pierre de Cuizy, "seigneur de Gazenay, licencie en loix, 
natif de Verneuil, annobly par Charles VIII en 1494**. (B.N.,
ms.fr. 1 8 6 6 1, f°. 2 3 2 ; Pieces Origs. 2301,. no.91; Cabinet 
d*Hozier 292, f°. 149).
6 . Abbot of Roboy (Cabinet d*Hozier 292, f°. 149). ^
7 . Married Michel or Pierre Palmier, "visiteur de sel a Lyon"
(Pieces Origs. 2301, no.91; Cabinet d'Hozier 292, f^. 149;
Doss. Bleus 3 6 9 , f^. 7).
8 . Jean died in early childhood, and is mentioned by only one 
genealogical document: Cabinet d'Hozier 292, f^. 149#
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1 2 artist. Florimond Robertet's career is well-known ; in the
sphere of art, he is known to have possessed Michaelangelo*s
bronze statue of David (now lost)^, and his patronage of artist®
included Leonardo da Vinci, who painted for him the very beautiful
h
Madonna of the Yarn Winder. He further employed Italian archi­
tects on the construction of the Hotel d'Alluye at Blois and the 
Chateau de Bury. Poets and humanists were among his friends. Jean
5
Marot requested his aid with a ballad in 1514 ; Molinet addressed
a flattering epistle to him^; he was the recipient of a letter
7
from Robert Gaguin ; Jean Bouchet asked to be taken into Flori­
mond 's service, and appears to have obtained through him the favour
1. See J. Laran, La cathédrale d'Albi, Paris, 1931, p.88. Jacques 
was a friend of Symphorien Champier, exchanging letters with him 
(see Liber d'quadruplici vita, Lugduni, 1507, f°. Hiiij), and 
receiving the dedication of Champier*s translation of Matheolus 
in La Nef des Princes, Lyon, 1502. (See also Champier*s Duellum 
Epistolare, Lyon, 1519, f°. miiii v°.)
2. On Florimond*s^political importance, see Fauvelet du Toc,
Histoire des Secretaires d*Estat, pp. 21-3; L. Moreri, Le Grand 
Dictionnaire Historique, Paris, 1707, IV, p.422-3; Robert de la 
Marck, Histoire des choses mémorables, ed. Petitot, Collection 
complète des Mémoires relatifs à 1*Histoire de France^ sér. Î7 
"f.l6, 1 8 1 9, chap. XLII, p.2 6 3.
3 . See G. Gaye, Carteggio inedito d*artisti dei secoli XIV, XV, XVI, 
Florence, l839-40, t.II, p.102, 105; F. Reiset, Un bronze de Michel 
Ange, in Athenaeum Français, 1853, pp. 488, 516, 559*
4. See E. MÔller, Burlington Magazine, August, 1926; J . Cartwright, 
Isabella d*Este, London, 1903, I, 321.  ^ ^
5 . See H. Guy, Jean Marot, Revue des Pyrenees, 1905, p.361;
L. Theureau, Etude sur la Vie et les Oeuvres de Jean Marot, Caen,
1 8 7 3, P.1 9 9:
6. Les faictz et dictz de Jean Molinet, loc.cit.; François Robertet 
replied on behalf of his brother (XXV); see also p. 580-1.
7 . Roberti Gaguini Epistole et Orationes, publ. L. Thuasne, Paris, 
1904, t.I, p.3 1 6, no.4 3 .
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of Charles VIII, later dedicating to Florimond the Panegyric du 
Chevallier sans reproche (1527)^. Guillaume Budè was a friend of 
Robertet; his exchange of letters with Florimond*s two sons,
Claude and François, shows that it was through Florimond*s influence 
that Bude obtained a place in the king*s service, and that through 
Bude, Robertet met and entertained Thomas More.^ His letters 
further show that Robertet obtained the services of two eminent 
humanists for the education of his sons: Philippe Esmier^ and
4 3Benedetto Tagliacarne or Theocrenus , tutor of the king*s children .
Jean Robertet was buried in the church of Notre Dame of 
Montbrison, in a chapel in the Italian style, which he had built to 
the honour of Saint Michael, and where, according to his latin 
epitaph, found in the chapel:
1. ed. Petitot, Collection des Mémoires relatifs à 1*histoire de
Franc e, sér.l, t.l4, l8l9 etc- See also A. Hamon, Un grand
iS' rhétorique!r poitevin, Jean Bouchet, 1476-1557?, Paris, 1901,pp.11,13.
2. See L. ^blaruelle, Repertoire analytique de la correspondance de 
Guillaume Bude, Toulouse and Paris, 1907, letters 114, 151, 158, 
l6l, etc.
3. letter ll4.
4. letter 1 5 2.
5. Florimond*s two sons were sufficiently known for their early 
fluency in Greek and Latin for Clement Marot to refer to it in the 
Déploration de Florimond Robertet (ed. A. Rau, f . Biii); cf. also 
Cl. Rosselettus, Epigrammata, Lyon, 1537, f .6 , a dedication to
Cl. Robertet; N. Borbonius, Nugarum libri octo, Lyon, 1538, lib.iiii, 
p.2 2 8, addresses a poem to Cl.Robertet. Claude*s own son Florimond 
was the recipient of a poem by J. du Bellay, and the Hynne du
Printemps was addressed to him by P. de Ronsard, (du Bellag, Les^
Regrets et autres oeuvres poétiques, Paris (Morel), 1339, f .21,v .;
P de Ronsard, Oeuvres Completes, ed. P. Laumonier, Paris, 1914-1919,
t.iv, p.2 9 9).
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"Hec Robertetus struxi tibi sacra Joannes 
Tres reges, Michael, dum sequor, atque duces.
Hie ego avum posui, uxoremque arabosque parentes, 
Me functum terris ista sacella tegant,"^ 
he had already laid his wife and parents.
1. J2, f°. 91 v°.
VERSIFICATION 135
Metre
Almost the whole of Jean Robertet's poetry is written in
decasyllables wnich, with the octosyllabic line, in the fourteenth,
fifteenth and early sixteenth century preaominatea over all other
metrical lines. Its predominance was not really diminished until 
1
the Pleiade.
The Alexandrine was almost completely abandoned from the end 
of the fourteenth century until its revival by the Pleiade. The 
lirst real attempt to restore it was made by Jean Lemaire in the 
Temple de Minerve 11513), but Pierre Pabri still condemned it in 
1521, and Thomas Sebillet noted its infrequence. However, it 
had been used from time to time by Chastelain and itSartin Le Franc"^ , 
so that Robertet was not without precedent when he used it in the 
following four poems:
Les Douze Sebilles (,AVII)
0 Dames honnorees... (XVI11,B)
Epitaphe de Messire Ualmier (AlV)
Epitaphe de basque (AV)
The use of the Alexandrine in Les Douze Sebilles stems probably 
from the earlier widespread use of the twelve-syllable line in 
the lives of the saints and religious poetry.^
1. Cf. L.E. Kadtner, A History of French Versification, Uxford, IgU], 
p.142-4;^H. Chatelain, Recherches sur le vers français au AVe siècle. 
Bibliothèque du quinzième siecle, t.4 , I9U0 , p.234-6.
2. Cf. H. Chamard, Histoire de la Pleiade, Paris, 1939-4U, t.IV, p.117*
3. Chatelain, op.cit., p.2jb, 24U.
4. Kastner, op.cit., p.l44-C.
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The only remaining metrical line employed by Robertet is the 
octosyllabic line, which is found in the hpitre à Messire Galmier (XII). 
It was much used from the twelfth to the early sixteenth century.^
The commonest of all metres in Old French verse, whether narrative, 
didactic, religious, lyrical or dramatic, it was used by Jean Robertet 
in the épître, where it had already been used by Christine de Pisan. 
Clément Marot later used the octosyllabic line very occasionally 
in his épîtres, but only in pieces of a satirical nature.
3
The count of syllables
The count of the syllables in Robertet*s poetry is on the 
whole the same as in Modern French, but with some exceptions: 
aou in saoul is monosyllabic, due to the vowel contraction after
the disappearance of the intervocalic: satullus > saoul (VI, l4). 
ea in neant is monosyllabic (VIII, 26). 
eo in George is sometimes monosyllabic:
He/las/ c’es/toit/ le/ clai/r o/ra/teur/ George (XIX, 34) 
and sometimes dissyllabic:
Or/ prens/ en/gré/ Ge/or/ge/ mo/n e/pistre (XIII D , 133).
1. Chatelain, op.cit., p.234.
2. See Oeuvres de Christine de Pisan, ed. M. Roy, Paris, SATF, 
1886 etc., t.II, p.2 9 3.
3. Kastner, op.cit., p.4-38.
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Its value here varies also in ueorge unastelain's own use, being 
monosyllabic in the foilovang example:
(ieor/ges / en / fait / I'ad/ver/tan/ce à / tout / homme 
and dissyllabic in another line:
L'a/mou/reux / feu / qui / con/fond / ton / ue/orge.
In veons, etc., it is dissyllabic, monosyllabic in veoir X^, 2U;. 
ia or ^  is always dissyllabic, even where it would not be so in
modern Frencn, as for example in vyande ^Xli, 2 2,34;, but witn one 
exception: tne adjectival ending ial is monosyllabic (Xvil, 27;. 
iè, iez are monosyllabic except in a past participle. 
ief IS monosyllabic.
iel is a monosyllable except in vieiie ^musical instrument; (IX, 03), 
where it is dissyllabic. 
ien IS dissyllabic, with one exception: in scientificque in XIX, 35 iT:
18 a monosyllable, tnough elsewhere in sciences it is dissyllabic 
(X1X,211;. Roberte# nesitates nere, ii&e nis contemporaries.
(It could still be used either as a monosyllable or as a dissyllable 
in the sixteenth cnetury, for example in element Marot;.
1er 18 monosyllabic, with two exceptions:
lumières (in XI, 102, though elsewhere it conforms;, and 
fumieres (in XI, 1U3;. In these it counts as a dissyllable. 
ieur IS a monosyllable.
leux is dissyllabic with the exception of the noun cieulx.
1. See K-. Urwin, CjtiasteXlain. Xa vie, les oeuvres, Baris, 1937» P.117-
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io is dissyllabic, 'with the exception of viollee (AVI, zS) and chario
(in IX, jU, although elsewhere it conforms;, where it is a monosyllable 
iu is dissyllabic, as for example in the name Fabius (v, j;. 
cue is dissyllabic,
u^is a monosyllable in puerille (XlX, l6bj. 
ny is dissyllabic in bruit (AlX, 333), fuyr (XII, 4 5), 
ensuyr (XII, 4 6; and luy (IX, 4 6).
Mute e
The mute e counts as a syllable in the line in normal modern
French usage, and also in tne following cases, where modern French
does not permit it ;
a; as a final when it follows a vowel and is not elided:
heaul/te / de / corps, / vi/^ / doul/ce ou / aus/tere (AlA, 4I8 ;.
Et / â / joi/2 / re/ceu / se/rez (All, ‘]b). 
b; after a vowel and followed by s:
Tou/tes / voi/£s / s'en/tre / les / cre/a/tures (Alll,D,7u;. 
c; after a vowel and followed by nt:
Et / tous / po/etes^ / soi/_ent / d'ln/de ou/ de / Eerse (XIII,D,4 4) 
there is one exception to this;
Ueulx / qui / n'ont / yeulx / on / dit / qu'ilz / ne / voyent / goutte
(II, 12;
1• The es of poetes is not counted, due to the epic cesura.
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Jean Robertet generally observes the rule whereby in modern French, 
in the third person plural or the imperfect and conditional tenses, 
the mute e is counted as a syllable;
En / me/moi/re / se / po/voi/ent / lo/gier (Xlll,D,ob)
Que / lan/gue et / main / ne / sçau/roi/ent / ac/teindre (XIX,i35), 
but there is an exception to this:
hour / toy / tout / seul / de/ve/roient / la/bou/rer (Xlil^D,oO). 
Finally, in desmesureement (IV,4), e mute is given syllabic value.
Elision
In some cases Robertet does not elide mute e within thé line, even 
where this is not due to the cesura:
Re / ap/prou/chent / ta / haul/te/re/tho/rique (Xl,39;
Le/gi/t:^e / he/ri/tier / de / Va/lere (XIII,D,3 3;
Pom/pe,/ or/gueil / ar/ro/gant, / vei/ne / gloire (XVI, 11)
In one case mute e elides with an aspirate h:
Vac/cant / a/dez / pour / lou/er / vos/tre haul/teur (XIX,358)
In Vlll,21, la unité is not elided:
La / u/ni/té / et / un/xi/on / di/vine.
Elsewhere elision is normal.
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The Cesura^
Robertet uses tne decasyllabic line witn the exception of only rive poems. 
In the decasyllabie the cesura comes regularly after the fourth syllable. 
There are a very few exceptions to this, where the cesura comes after 
the sixth syllable, &eA as was allowed in Old ifench:
Ton / e/le/gant / par/1er // Te/ren/ce / perse (Aiii,11,4 3;
Car / mon / es/pe/rit / onques // ne / se / trou/va (AlA,16;
Trop / ri/gou/reu/se es/tes // et / de/pu/taire (AlA,2i1;
2
Four poems are written in Alexandrines. In these tne cesura 
IS always placed regularly afcer the sixth syllable. Une poem, 
the Epitre a Messire Ualmier, (All;, is written in octosyllabic 
lines, where the cesura comes after the second, third,fourth or 
fifth syllable.
Robertet follows his predecessors in the use of several types 
of cesura soon to be abolished, he quite frequently uses the 
overflowing cesura, or césure enjambante,^ where the penultimate 
syllable of a feminine word is accented and the following feminine 
e is part of the next hemistich:
Ce / qui / me / las//che / me / tient / en / son / lien (Vl,l7)
Qui / pour / m'oc/cl//re à / me / gre/ver / s'a/mort (lV,7;
1. bee Kastner, op.cit., p.02-1u6.
2 . uf. p. 135'.
3. Kastner, op.cit. p.83.
l4l
1
The lyric cesura occurs very frequently in Robertet's poetry, 
here a normally unaccented syllable is accented and precedes the 
cesura:
A / I'y/ma/ge // que / feit / Rig/ma/li/on (IX,
Re / des / painc/tres // du / feu / roy / de / ue/cille (XXl,j;
Et / gre/na/des // à / beaux / grains / rou/gis/sans (Vii,22)
2
There are also a few examples of hiatus lyric cesuras, where 
the usually unaccented mute e is accented before the cesura, and 
is followed by a vowel after the cesura, with which it does not elide:
En / sculp/tu/re // ou / let/tre / d/or / pa/tente (XI,b;
he-/ vers / ei/ie,// ou / pris / son / che/min / a (XlX,249)
The two latter types of cesura were abandoned at about the beginning 
of the sixteenth century ; already element Marot never used them.
Finally, there are several examples of the epic cesura or 
coupe feminine, where the cesura is preceded by a feminine syllable 
which cannot be elided, and which does not count as a syllable:
Car/ es / de/iices // de / Cy/pre / I'o/pu/lente (XX,14;
l»e / temps / s'a/proche // qu'il / fault / qu'il / te / mes/preigne
(VIII, 33)
»
Je/deiz / que / sours / ou/roient // mi/ra/cu/leu/se/raent (xVlI,37)
1. Kastner, op.cit. p.87-8 .
2. lb., p.00—9*
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Robertet seems to nave completely disregaraed tne grovang tendency
'I
to abandon tnis usage • in fact, althoi^h in other ways an innovator, 
Jean nohertet does not make any advance on nis predecessors in so 
far as metre is concerned, Changes in this sphere came largely 
after his death at the beginning of the sixteenth century.
Enjambement
Permissible at the time, although comparatively rare, enjambement is 
found a lirtle in Robertet. More common in octosyllabic lines at 
the time, it occurs to a certain extent in the Epitre a Messire 
Galmier (All).
Hiatus
Robertet, lixe his contemporaries, does not attempt to avoid hiatus 
in the line, and even creates some where elision would have been 
possible.
The Rhymes ^
Robertet on the whole avoids the more complicated rhymes cultivated 
by the Rhetoriqueurs. However, apart from tne "rime suffisante" and 
the “rime ricne", he uses the "rime leonine**, v/here the two final 
syllables are tne same, fairly frequently.
1. Cf. L.E. Kastner, Les rhetoriqueurs et 1‘abolition de la coupe 
feminine. Revue des Langues romanes, XLVI, 1903, p;290; T. Sebillet, 
Art poétique frangoys, publ. F. Gaiffe, Paris, SATF, 1$10, p.4Bff.
2. Cf. Kastner, op.cit., p.39-81.
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There are examples also of the “riche leonine rime", “rime 
brisée", and “rime equivoquee", but otherwise the more extravagant 
fhymes of the Rhetoriqueurs, such as the "rime couronnée", “fratrisee", 
“batelee", "senee", and so on,are not found at all in Robertet's 
works. The “riche leonine rune", where the last two syllables and 
their preceding consonant are the same, occur fairly frequently in 
the letter to Chastelain (X111,D), where Robertet was probably 
attempting to show his ingenuity, and a little less often in Les 
Douze Sebilles, e.g. humanité: divinité (XVII, 31-2). Elsewhere it 
is very rarely found.
Robertet uses the "rime brisée", where the cesuras of succeeding 
lines rhyme, in only two poems: very briefly in Xlll,D, lines b-9, 
and rather irregularly throughout ü Dames honnorees (XVI11,B).
The "rime équivoquée" where the rhyme forms a pun is the only 
complicated rhyme form which Robertet employs with any degree of 
frequency; even in this case his use of it cannot compare with that 
of Cretin and his imitators. One poem of obscure and involved style 
(X) is almost entirely rhymed in “équivoques"; otherwise this rhyme 
occurs once in Les Douze Sebilles (XVll): 
t'en semble: ensemble (lines 64-3) 
once in the Epitre a Messire Ualmier (Xli;: 
devin: de vin (lines 7-8) 
once in Au nouveau feu (XVlll,C): 
tumba: tombe a (lines 3-4)
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and a few times each in the letter to Chastelain (XIll,D), the 
Complainte de la Mort de Chastelain (XIX), and the Réponse au Seneschal (XI) 
cassez: qu'assez (XIII,D,53-4) 
en vers: l'envers (XIII,D,74-ü) 
fina: fin n'a (XlX,243-245) 
et mue: esmue (XlX,247-50) 
chemina: chemin a (XlX, 245-9) 
envers: en vers (XiX, 363-6 ) 
cymentz: si m'en tez (XI, 67-7O) 
mesdire: mais dire (XI, 76-7)
The "rime equivoques" involves in one instance the linking of a 
masculine and a feminine syllable , as was then permissible in this 
particular usa^ ge:
richesse: riche, est ce (X, 1-3)
Also allowed by contemporary usage was the rhyming of compounds, 
where the prefix modifies the meaning of the original word, and this 
is also found in Robertet's poems, as in digne: indigne (XI,(10-11)
Finally, it should be remarked that the alfcemaftion of masculine 
and feminine rhymes was not yet compulsory, and is not observed in 
Robertet's poems.
1. R.B. on one other occasion, Robertet rhymes a masculine and a




The rondeau was, with the ballad, the most popular poetic formi 
of the period, occupying the place later taken oy the sonnet . In 
the fifteenth century it began to be used increasingly lor serious 
subjects, moral, religious and political themes ; two of Jean Robertet's 
rondeaux (I,II) reflect this tendency, treating moral subjects.
Altogether six rondeaux by Jean Robertet are ioio’wn; all conf orm 
more or less exactly to one or other of the fairly well-known forms 
of the rondeau.
ung assaillant... (XVlii,P), written in decasyllables, with a 
"rentrement" of four syllables, has a first verse of four lines, and 
so is a “rondeau à quatrain" according to Raynaud's definition^.
It has the rhyme scheme
abba / abr / abbar ,
Which is found in one rondeau by Riosseville^, and in one or two cases
in the work of Gu. Alexis^. The use of the “rentrement" of four
syllables illustrates the growing tendency, accentuated in the mid-
fifteenfh century, to shorten the refrain from a repetition of the
*5first two lines of the first verse , to a repetition of one line only, 
and then only half a line^.
1. Uf. H. Guy, l'Ecole desr Rhetoriqueurs, g 216.
2. G. Raynaud, ed. Rondeaux et Autres Roésies du XVe siècle, Raris, 
Ü.A.T.F., 1089, p.xliv.
3. Ib., no. LXI.
4 . Uf. R. Chatelain, op.cit., p.2U7.
3* prescribed by, for example, Jacques negrand (died c.1425), Des Rimes, 
ed. E. Lgngiois, Recueil des Arts de Seconde Rhétorique, Raris, 1$u2,
c. Raynaud, op.cit., p.xlv-xlvii.
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Four rondeaux by Jean Robertet conform to the definition of the 
"rondeau" double", where the first verse nas more than four lines^.
Three, written in decasyllables with a first verse or five lines, have 
the same rhyme scheme v/itn differences only in the length of the refrain. 
uu pourray je ... (XVIii,D) has the scheme 
aabba / aaba / aaboaa 
where the refrain is the whole of the first line. This form is found 
in several rondeaux by members of the circle of uharies d'Urieans^.
The rondeau A ung cordelier observantin (1) has the same scheme, but 
with a "rentrement" of four syllables only: 
aabba / aabr / aabbar 
This form was used extensively by Georges Chastelain'^ and by poets of 
uharies d*Orleans* circle^, who were very probably Jean Robertet's 
model. The rondeau to Charles d'Orléans (V) follows this form aiso, 
but with the unusual addition of an "envoi/* cddc. Robertet's rondeau, 
Quant je treuve ... (ill) has again the same rhyme scheme, but appears 
to have a refrain of either one and a half lines or of the whole of 
the first verse^.
1. Raynaud, op.cit., p.xliv.
2. j^., nos. XCiX, evil, OVIli, ulX, CaII.
j. ed. K. de Lettenhove, Vlll, 309-321.
4. Blosseville and Itasse de Lespinay; Raynaud, ll,LXll,XCV,XCVil, XCVIII,
CLXllI, CLXVIl.
5. This is an unusual usage; the copyist-indicates only the first words
of the refrain, so that it is difficult to know what exactly the
poet intended, however, the first one and a half lines are necessary 
to give the refrain a sense:
Quant je treuve soubz fresche herbe fleurie 
Poignant chardon, et soubz clarté serie 
Umbre obscure, nuyaant a ma nature, 
üoubz Ron Espoir toute Malle Adventure,
Merveille n'est si mon propos varie.
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This form of rondeau, with a first verse of five lines, and
usually with a "rentrement" and not a full refrain, became increasingly
more popular (there are, for example, nineteen instances of it in
Guillaume Cretin's work), and was used almost exclusively by the poets
of the sixteenth century .
There is one example of the "rondeau double laye" in Robertet's
work - Je voy sans yeulx ... Ill) - that is, a rondeau w^ith a first
2
verse of more than four lines where the lines are of uneven length .
Here the rhyme scheme is
This rondeau has neither refrain nor "rentrement"^, and is therefore 
akin to the bergerette in form.
The bergerette
The bergerette, a rondeau in which the second verse has no refrain 
and has different rhymes from the first verse, was defined by Pierre 
Fabri :
3(cont.) Quant ma douleur est anquepres guerie 
hors nouveau mal me reprent et harie,
Qui nourissant me tue et desnature 
Quant je treuve, etc.
1. Chatelain, op.cit., p.213-4; Raynaud, op.cit., p.xlviii.
2. Raynaud, op.cit., p.xlii.
j. There is an example, oy Charles d'Orléans, of this form, but with 
a refrain: see Poésies ed. P. Champion, Les Ciàssiques l'rançais 
du Moyen Age, no.34, 3b, 1923, 1927; t.11, 26 7.
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"Bergerette est en tout semblable à l'espèce de rondeau excepte que
le couplet du mylieu est tout entier, et d'autre lisiere, et le peult
l'on faire d'autre taille de plus ou moins de lignes que le premier
baton ou semblable a luy"^• There are innumerable variations on this 
2
form , Robertet's poem En actendant>.. (IV) belongs to this group, 
and is a "bergerette double laye", having a first verse of more than 
four lines, with lines of varying length, it has the rhyme scheme
This scheme appears to be unique in its variation on the bergerette 
form.
The ballade
Th^^v balladeyby Robertet are known to us. Je meurs de soir... (Vl), 
written in verses of nine decasyllabic lines, has the rhyme scheme 
ababbcdcd, with an "envoi" cdcd.
3
Christine de Pisan had used this form extensively , and Charles d'Orleans
made use of it, although without the "e n v o i J e a n  Robertet very
probably imitated Charles d*Orleans in using this form of the ballad#,
5
since J e meurs de soif... was composed at Blois .
1. P. Fabri, Le grand et vray art de plaine rethoricque ed. Estienne 
Caveiller, Paris, 1389, f. xxxii.
2. Cf. Chatelain, op.cit., p.197.
3 . lb., p.174.
4 . ed.cit, 1, 4 2, 190-2 .
3 . Of. p. jys
14-9
Two ballades, Souffle# Faustus... (VIII) and the ballade pour une dame
anpellee la Serise (VII), are written in verses of ten decasyllabic
lines, with the rhyme scheme
ababbccdcd, with an ''envoi" ceded.
The same rhymes are used in each verse throughout the poem. Souffle
Faustus... was imitated from Chastelain’s poem, Lyon rampant en croppe
de montagne ,^ and lilce the majority of the other poems written on the
2
theme of the Liège rebellion, it adopts Chastelain’s metre and form .
This rhyme scheme was, however, very common among the Rhetoriqueurs and
their predecessors, being used by Christine de Pisan, Charles d ’Orléans
Cretin, holinet,and so on, and being prescribed by Deschamps in his 
3
Art de Dictier .
One further poem. En regardant la beaulté de Venus (IX), is 
entitled "ballade" by the copyist of the manuscript. 7/ritten in 
verses of twelve decasyllabic lines, it has the rhyme scheme: 
ababbccdded£, without an "envoi".
The poem has, hov/ever, eight stanzas, and has not a repetition of the 
rhyme from stanza to stanza, so that it does not conform to the 
definition of the ballad, which should have three stanzas and 
usually, by the second half of the fifteenth cehtury, an "envoi". The 
poem similarly cannot be described as a "double ballade", which has 
six stanzas arid an "anvoi", or as a "chant royal", which has five 
stanzas and an "envoi".
1. ed. Lettenhove, t.VIII, p.208.
2. Cf. p. 232-4.
3. Cf. Chatelain, op.cit., pp. 173, 167•
1^0
Rhyming couplets
Jean Robertet employs rhyming couplets in several poems. In octo­
syllabic couplets, the poem Lectres à Messire dalmier ^XIl) iollows the
precedent oi' Christine de Risan's .bJpître à lAistache Morel, written also 
1
in this form . The Complaincte de la Mort de Chastelain is written
partly in decasyllabic rhyming couplets (XlA, lines 1-48j, wmch were
in common use from the thirteenth century. The two epitaphs of Galmier
and basque (XIV, XV; are in Alexandrines arranged in rhyming couplets,
as are also parts of Les Douze Sebilleg (XVllj, where this usage stems
2
probably from the use earlier of rhyming couplets in Mysteries . Robertet
uses rhyming couplets also in the Six Triumphes de Pétrarque (XX), where
they are divided into verses of eight decasyllabicslinesf a very 
uncommon usage.
Tercets
Jean Robertet employs this form, on a single rhyme, once only, in 
Alexandrines, in the poem U dames honnorees... (XVIil,B, lines 1-3}
Quatrains
Jean Robertet uses quatrains once in Alexandrines written on a single 
rhyme, the rhyme Changing with each verse (0 dames honnorees... XVIlI,b,4-15) 
a usage found also in Martin Le Franc.^ Twice quatrains are used in 
decasyllabic lines with the rhymes abba ("rime embrassée"): in the 
Complaincte de la Mort de Chastelain (XIX, 399“414} and in the Exposition
1. Ed. cit., t.ll, p.295*
2. On the use of the rhyming couplet, see Chatelain, op.cit., p.03 ff
3. IB., p.86.
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des Couleurs (XVI). Their use here, where each quatrain is independent 
of the others and makes a separate statement, recalls a similar use in
1
Guillaume Cretin, where the quatrain is reserved for didactic statements.
Seven-lined verse
The seven-lined verse terminating in a proverb was much used in
2
the fourteenth to slitteenth centuries, for example by Guillaume Cretin . 
Jean Robertet uses it once in this way, in decasyllabic rhymes with 
the rhyme scheme
ababbcc (X, 10-23}.
On one other occasion Robertet uses the seven-lined verse, in 
decasyllabics with the rhymes
abaabcc (Les Douze Sebilles, xvll, 47-53}.
H. Chatelain has no record of any other poet's using this verse form.
Eight-lined verse
The letter to Chastelain (XI11,D} is ^^itten in verses of eight 





This form was more or less unlcnown in the fourteenth century, but was 
mdespread in the fifteenth when it was popularised by G. Chastelain
who used it extensively in Le Throsne Azure, the Epistre à Jehan üastel,
^ 1 j
the Epistre a Philippe de bourgogne, and so on . Its wide use by
Chastelain must undoubtedly have been Jean Robertet's reason for using 
this verse form in writing to Chastelain.
Nine-lined verse
A large part of the Complaincte de la Mort de Chastelain (XIX,101-370) ^
is written in verses of nine decasyllabic lines with the rhymes , 
aabaabocc
which is used also in one verse of the poem Au nouveau feu... (XVlll,C,11-19}
This form had been used already by Ou, Alexis, and A. cnartier, and was
2
adopted later by Jean bouchet . Its use was, however, comparatively rare.
One verse of the poem à ung quidam incongneu (X, 1-9) is written i
i
in nine decasyllabic lines 
ababbccdd,
3
a form used otherwise only in octosyllabic lines .
Ten-lined verse
There is only one example of the ten-lined verse in Jean Robertet:
one verse of the poem. Au nouveau feu... (AVill,C,1-10}, which is in






This form was comparatively rare, hut is found used by Cretin^, and was
recommended by the author of an anonymous Art et Science de Rhétorique
2
Vulgaire, written in the early sixteenth century .
Eleven-lined verse
Jean Robertet uses the eleven-lined verse in only one poem, the 
long Response au Seneschal (Xi;, where the verses of eleven decasyllabic 
lines have the rhyme scheme 
aabaabbccdd,
R. Chatelain has no record of this verse form oeing used by any other poet
Twelve-lined verse
In a few poems(XI11,E,1-12j the Complaincte de la Mort de Chastelain 
XIX,415-4 2 6; Soubz une meschante paincture,AXl} Robertet employs verses 
of twelve decasyliaoic lines withtthe rhymes 
aabaabbceded.
This form had been used already by G. Chastelain, whom Jean Robertet 
was very probably imitating^.
1. lb., p.136.
2. E. Langlois, op.cit., Vll, p.276, no.l8. 
j. cf. Chatelain, op.cit., pp. 126,170.
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Conclusion
Robertet on the whole avoids the more complicated, rhyme schemes or 
the Rhetoriqueurs and rarely varies the versification ^/âthin the poem.
He modelled himself largely on Chastelain, and may have helped to 
popularise Chastelain's verse form abaabocc, which he used in his 
highly esteemed Complainte de la Mort de Chastelain (XIX). Two of 
his strophic forms appear to De his invention (H. Chatelain does not 
record their use by any other poet;, but they do not appear to have been 
imitated. Robertet was not, in fact, an innovator in strophic form.
The"Epitre"
In the fifteenth cçntury, a great diversity of poems was covered by 
the title of “epitre"; the "epitre" was not yet considered a distinct 
verse form: the first author of an Art de Rhétorique to refer to it as a 
separate form appears to be the anonymous author of the Art et science 
de Rhétorique Vulgaire of the early sixteenth century, who makes a very
I
brief reference to it .
The pieces by Jean Robertet which can be entitled "epitres" fall 
into the class described by h. Guy as "epitres naturelles", that is, 
verse letters composed by a living person for someone who can really 
receive and read them, as opposed to the "epitre artificielle", supposedly 
written oy a dead or a mythological person . Even within this class,
1. See E. Langlois, Recueil des Arts de seconde Rhétorique, VII, p.271
2. Cf. Guy, op.cit., § 16b, 171.
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however, the small number of Robertet's "epitres" cover a wide field, 
ranging from the Kesponce au Seneschal (Xl), which has a set strophic 
form and consists largely of a eulogy of Anne de France, to the Lectres 
à messire Galmier (XII), which is an epistle in the true sense, treating 
on the whole personal matters, and written in octosyllabic rhyming couplets.
'j
There are five prose epistles by Jean Robertet , written in the 
involved style imitated from George Chastelain; their interest is small.
Robertet wrote three "epitres" in precise verse forms: the verse 
letter to Chastelain (XIli,D), the Responce au Seneschal (Xi; and the ^
Responce a ung quidam incongneu (X). These are typical of the works 
addressed by the Rhetoriqueurs to their patrons, or to people with whom 
they were not on an intimate footing, and contain the main faults of such 
works : the exaggerations, flattery and excessive self-deprecation. The 
Responce au Seneschal and the letter to Chastelain have their interest, 
which lies however, not in the verse-form, but in the ideas. In the 
history of the "epitre" 's development in I’rance, their interest is 
minimal. ,
The Lectres à messire Galmier alope can interest by their form.
Here, Jean uses the rhyming couplets which were to be the form associated 
with the "epitre" in TTance^. There was a precedent for this use in 
Christine de Risan's Epistre . à Eustace Morel  ^ (HU3Ü, Dut there the 
missive was of a comparatively formal nature, whereas Jean Robertet's
1. The letters to Montferrand, de la Riere and Chastelain in Les Douze 
Lames de Rethorique, Xlll,A,B,C,E,P. ^
2. Cf. Guillaume Cretin (K.^Chesney, ed. Oeuvres poétiques, Raris, 1932, 
p.xxviii;, as well as clement Marot.
3. ed.cit., 11, p.295.
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poem has to a certain extent the personal tone which distinguishes Clement 
Marot‘s epistles (although without Marot's art;, and treats the "choses 
familières et domestiques" for which J. du nellay was later to criticise 
the "epitre"\
The "Complainte" or "ueploration*‘
The "complainte" was a literary form popular as early as the eleventh
2
century. Lyrical at the time of Christine de Risan , it Decame in the 
hands of the Rhetoriqueurs a lengthy and involved funeral oration, in which 
certain traditionalodevices, the allegories and di-eams, the apostrophes 
of Death, the classical allusions and, inevitaoiy, the lengthy eulogies 
of the dead person, reappeared unfailingly in every case^.
Jean Rooertet's complaincte de la mort de Chastelain is typical of 
the genre, with its involved style, enumerations and apostrophes, and its 
coraoination of prose and verse, the "magnum opus" in which the Rhetoriqueurs 
were accustomed to develop their most important themes^. Robertet gives 
a slightly similar treatment to the ironical Exclamation et Regret Lamentable 
pour le despartement d'Estiennette de Raris (XVIll), hut in neither of 
these cases does the form have any particular interest; the Complaincte de 
la mort de Chastelain only is interesting for the ideas it contains.
1. J. du Bellay, La Leffence et illustration de la langue frangoyse, 
ed. H. Chamard, Paris, I904, p.215-7•
2. cf. the Complaintes Amoureuses, C. de Risan, ed.cit., 1, p.281 ff.
3. Examples are the Complaincte faicte de la mort de maistre Jaques Millet 
written by Simon Grehan in 1466, (found in Ji, f°. 15 v°.} and the
several "complaintes" written hy Jean Molinet.
4* Cf. H. Guy, op.cit., I 159.
5. although here the parts written in verse are short poems which could
easily be separated from the prose text, nbt being an integral part
of it; the work therefore does not entirely conform to the usual type 
fhe ^  of^" complainte ".
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The Epigram
One of Jean Robertet's poems, Soubz une meschante paincture...(XXIj,
has been described as an epigram, indeed as probably the earliest epigram
in the French language^, it is, however, uncertain with what justice
this title can be given to the poem. The epigram first began to be
cultivated in Erance at the end of the fifteenth century, largely due
to the influence of Seraphino Aquilano's "strambotti*". The "stramootto"
was at first a short poem of eight lines, with two rjiymes alternated
four times; later it often took the form of two rhymes alternated three
2 ^
times and followed by a rhyming couplet . Maurice âcève and Meiiin de 
Saint-Gelais were among the first to imitate the "stramborto" in France, 
the latter varying the number of lines.
Jean Robertet's poem does not employ any or the forms mentioned 
above, since it has two six-lined verses with the rhymes aabaab / Deeded. 
Although Thomas bebillet later included twelve-lined epigrams in his 
definition of the genre, this rhyme scheme is not among those to which 
he refers^.
The main claim of Robertet's poem to be described as an epigram
lies in the lact that the poem is satirical and has the pointed last
t 4 j
line later associated with the epigram . however, Rooertet's poem ms 'i
1. bur 1'epigramme de Jean Robereet contre un mauvais peintre, bibliothèque 
de l'Ecole des chartes, t.vu, i846, p.69; h. Guy also describes
this poem as an epigram. Top.cit. § 33). ^
2. bee J . Vianey, Le Retrarquisme en France au Avle siecie, Montpellier,
I^ 09. p.20.
3. Art poétique, ed.cit. p.n3.
4 . lb., p. 114 n.
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not in fact entitled epigram in tne manuscript , and this fact, although 
Robertet's source for the poem may have been Italian^, implies tnat 
Jean Robertet cannot be credited with an early introduction of the 
epigram to France.
Tne Epitaph
The epitaph was in the sixteenth century associated v^itn the 
epigi'am oy Thomas oeoillet, vmo describes tne genre as "epigra.nme^ 
sepulcnrauz" ; indeed there was a tradition of satiric epitaphs , which 
in that respect were linlced with the epigram. Remaps Jean Robertet’s 
epitaphs of Galmier and Basque (XIV, XV) can best be seen in the light 
of this tradition. They contain, however, nothing distinctive; certairily 
the Epitaphs da hasque can in no way be compared with the animal epitaphs 
later composed by, for example, l)u del lay, in his Epitaphs du chien 
Reloton and du chat helaud .
1. although another, iatin, poem found in manuscript J^ (completed by 
1530;, is entitled Epigramme dudit Robertet à la vierge Mane (f?
91 vO. - 92 rO.j. This poem has, however, 21 lines.
2. It dates from the later years of the reign of Charles VllI, and its 
subject clearly shows signs of Italian influence in the sphere of 
art. Of. p.
j. ed.cit., p.104.
4. üee h. Chamard, histoire de la Rléâade, Raris, 1939-40, 11, p.222.
5. Ib., 11, p.220-2.
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STYLE
Jean Robertet's work contains very few of the qualities of true
kas ^ poetry, button the other hand the majority of the banalities and
trivialities typical of the Rhetoriqueurs, in whose work involved
verse forms and an abundance of ornaments were used to compensate for
the lack of original inspiration. k>r this reason a study of Robertet's
poetic procedure is not of outstanding interest.
Pagan mythology plays some part in Jean Robertet's work, as it
1does in most poetry of the period ; Jean however, shows a more precise 
knowledge of such classical legends as he uses, and many of the names
(Amphion, Apollo, the muses, and so on; he introduces not as mere lists
2 ^
of names or personifications but in images of poetic inspiration or
of the power of poetry.^ mythology, in this respect, assumes a more 
important place in his work.
Jean Robertet's poetry inevitably contains the personifications 
and allegories which, due mainly to the influence of the Roman de la
X A
Rose, abounded in the work of the Rhetoriqueurs, forming what is 
almost a new mythology, a new race of gods. A few of the allegorical 
figures of the Roman de la Rose itself are found in Jean's poems; 
Mallebouche, Langier, Malle Adventure, and so on. Uther allegorical 
figures appear in Robertet's work:- Loyauté, Lestinee, Fortune, the
1. Cf. h. Guy, L'Ecole des Rhetoriqueurs, g 10$.
2. Compare the use of Venus' name to symbolise love, mars to symbolise 
war, etc. Cf. H. Guy, op.cit., loc.cit.
i. uf. v . a s i  Iff.
4. Cf. il. Guy, op.cit., g 110 ff.
5. XViii,ü,b; XVIii,ü,6; 111,4.
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1
Deadly Bins , to name only a few - out in these cases the personifications
are no more than a brief reference, in the Complaincte de la Mort de 
2
Chastelain , however, Robertet introduces the carefully developed 
allegory which was rypical of his period. At some length he describes 
the appearance of three ladies, Nature, Art and Dame ïmitacion, who 
mourn the death of Chastelain. Even in this poern^  however, where the 
framework of the whole rests on the appearance and lamentations of the 
three ladies, Robertet does not abuse the use of allegory to the same 
extent as many of his contemporaries, who introduce personages with 
such improbable names as, for instance, "Congnoissance de toy-mesme"?
In Robertet's work, the allegory remains comparatively simple, without
the long exchanges between personified figures, so often found in the
A K
works of this period . In fact, in the long speech made by Art,
the identity of the speaker is completely submerged in the development
of the philosophical ideas, so that it is no longer Art who addresses
the beven Liberal Arts,^ out Robertet who addresses the reader.
In the Complaincte de la Mort de chastelain, the allegory is
introduced, as in a large number of similar episodes in the literature
of the fifteenth century, oy a vision vouchsafed to the poet in. an
orchard^. This tradition is again due to the influence of the Roman
I Q
de la Rose , but here also, Robertet does not too greatly tax the
1. xml,A,i9; xViii,B,%7,97; xviii,a,25,96; i,4.
2. AIX.
3. found in George Chastelain's Advertissement au duc Charles, 
see K. Urwin, Georges Chastelain,la vie, les oeuvres, p.1üü.
4- Cf. R. Guy, op.cit., § 111.
5. XIA, lines 2p7-370.
b. cf. XIA, line 254 ff.
1. AIA, lines 50-67.
0 . Cf. R. Guy, op.cit. g113.
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credulity or the reader, since his introduction of the vision and the
figures IS comparatively brief, and soon gives way to the development
of tne real tneme of the Complaincte; the tneme of immortality won
by virtue during life.
Upon two other aspects of the Rhetoriqueur‘s poetry it is unnecessary
to insist; the eulogies of patrons or of other poets, often so excessive
as to seem ironical or insulting oy their very improbability, and the
conventional modesty, exaggerated to the point of self-abasement, both
are found to excess in Robertet's work,”* and are best passed over in
silence. The praise of other poets has, however, some incidental
interest, for in the conventional comparisons made betv/een the subject
of the eulogy and tne heroes or writers of antiquity , Robertet often
introduces names which were almost certainly unf'amiliar to his readers,
3
and which are an indication of Robertet's use of new sources.
A further commonplace in the poetry of the Rhetoriqueurs was the
A
use of play upon a person's name . This Robertet used very rarely ;
there are only two examples of it in his work, both being puns upon
5
George Chastelain‘s name. Robertet makes a somewhat more extensive
use of the pun in general, out oy no means abuses it to the same extent
6
as a very large number of his contemporaries .
1. for example in the letters to Chastelain and to Montferrand; 
Les Douze Dames de Rethorique, Alii,c,D,E.
2. e.g. AIA, lines 201-331.
3. Cf. p. / < j y  f f .
4. cf. h. Guy, op.cit., I 117 ff.
5 . AIA, 3 5 ; Aill,D,25. 
b. Cf. p.
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Kouertet also uses, although to a limited extent, the proverbs 
and commonplaces which were sometimes used as the subject oi a poem, 
or which very often provided the closing lines of succeeding verses 
of a poem, Uf this usage, there,are only a few examples in Robertet's 
poetry^.
2
certain procedures in composition had long oeen accepted , and
y
were generally adopted by the Rhetoriqueurs, and these are found in
Robertet's work. The traditional procedure of which Robertet makes
the most common use is antithesis, in two poems, an accumularion of
3
antithetical phrases is the basis of the poem . Elsewhere, the use
of antithesis is on the whole confined to the introduction of such
phrases as "douiceur vyoiente"^ , and so on.
Robertet makes an occasional use of alliteration - as in the line,
"La Mort mordant toute chose mortelle" - and of enumeration - in the
ballad pour une dame appellee la berise (Vlij, and in the nectres à
messire Galmier (Aii). The use of the "contentio" - the juxtaposition
Of an affirmative and a negative phrase, to give emphasis to an idea -
0
is occasionally round in Robertet's work, in prose passages and in 
7verse .
1. XIX, '140-145; X,l6.
2. i*or a study of the procedures mentioned in this and the following 






7. e.g. A i n ,D, 137”14 6•
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Robertet's prose has the typical qualities of the Rhetoriqueur‘s
prose; the lengthy involved sentences ana the attempted imitation of
the Ciceronian phrase, Robertet very probably modelled his early
1
prose (and much of his early verseJ on Chastelain ; both use a syntax
2
based on the Latin usage , and although it must be remarked that many 
of the Latin constructions (the use of "dont", from "de unde", for 
example^; were common usage at the time, some constructions must 
clearly be ascribed to an imitation of Latin style; one such is found 
in the lines:
"Montferrant, lequel après plusieurs familières conferences eues
entre nous de tes fais louables, m'a enhorté.. . " where the
construction clearly has affinities \7ith the Latin ablative absolute.
Similarly, in the phrase:
"(le) desir ardent que j'avoye de le par mes escriptz povoir 
q
honnorer", the position of the verb recalls Latin usage. Other 
comparable usages occur frequently in Robertet's prose.
Robertet also shows a preoccupation with Latin style in his 
attempt to coin words upon Latin roots; for example "clariscentes"^, 
meaning "bright" or "famous" is taken from the Latin "claresco", and 
indeficible",^ from in + "deficio", meaning "to fail", "be wanting".
1. for a study of Robertet's imitation of chasteàain, see pp. i 7 S  Ff.
2. Cf. K. Urwin, op.cit., p.10ü-9.







It must finally oe stated^the qualities of style already mentioned 
are not typical oi the wnoie of Robertet's work, in a few pieces, although 
these are in the minority, and are usually those in wnich Robertet was 
not writing for or of a patron or another poet, the pompous style is 
abandoned in favour of simplicity. This is found,for example, in the 
ballad En regardant la oeaulte de Venus... (lAj, written in a simple 
narrative style, in tne nectres a messire Galmier (Allji,, and in the 
short poem Eoubz une meschante paincture (AAi), where there is no attempt 
to make an unimportant subject appear profound by the adoption of a 
pretentious procedure. Rad Robertet's work been v/ritten entirely with 
this simplicity, it would have had considerably more poetic value.
However, in view of the banality of poetic procedure in Robertet's work, 
m s  interest lies entirely in the introduction of new ideas and the use 




As in other aspects of Jean Robertet's work, the interest of a 
study of his sources lies in the extent to which he has progressed from 
the imitation of the conventional and medieval, and found new material 
in sources which were to become important in the French Renaissance.
Robertet's themes are almost exclusively medieval, involving 
imitation of such writers as Chastelain and Charles d'Orléans, although 
his treatment of the themes varies considerably, some remaining entirely 
medieval in concept, others - the themes of death and fame especially - 
displaying in many respects new developments more typical of the 
Renaissance than of the Middle Ages.^
Similarly, Robertet's poetic procedure is largely the result of 
an imitation of medieval sources, in his use of such traditional devices 
as enumeration and comparison, in the allegories, personifications and 
dreams. The images are the same as are found in all medieval poets, 
their interest lying mainly in the occasional slightly new developments 
due to the slowly evolving concepts of the poet's function, rather than 
to any decisive innovation.
Robertet also employs the traditional medieval verse forms - the
!• This subject is discussed fully in chap. 10 pp.
2. See p. 5,53.
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rondeaux and ballads, the mingled prose and verse, and the involved 
versification which typify the work of the rhetoriqueurs and their 
pre decessors.
In one case Robertet may be an innovator; in the use of the
epigram, evolved from the Italian strambotto.^
Robertet's themes and style are largely drawn from the work of his 
predecessors, and several passages might seem to be imitated closely 
from particular authors. However, since the subjects treated (and 
also the manner in which they were treated) were completely conventional, 
and since certain authors dominating the literary scene were widely 
admired and imitated, it is inevitable that much of the work of the 
Middle Ages and of the Rhetoriqueurs should show great similarity. For 
this reason one cannot claim to recognise definite sources for a 
particular poem or image. However, a study of the similarities between 
Robertet's work and that of his contemporaries or predecessors, even 
though it cannot prove conclusively that Robertet imitated this or that
work, is valuable in that it shows to what extent Robertet used already
existing themes and expressions in his early work. For this reason a 
comparison of Robertet's work with that of certain other poets of his 
period will be made here.
There are similarities between some of Robertet's work and certain 
poems by Deschamps and Froissart. In Robertet's rondeau to Charles
1. See p.
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d’Orléans, for instance, the form of the comparisons between Charles 
d’Orléans and great names of the pasts 
"Ung droit Cesar en libéralité,
Ung grant Chaton en pure intégrité,
Ung Fabius en foy non deffaillable... 
is similar to lines in Deschamps’ ballad to Chaucers
"Seneque en meurs et Anglus en pratique,
2
Ovide grans en ta poeterie...".
However, such comparisons were extremely common, and the similarity
may well be coincidental. Similarly, the ballade pour une dame
3appellée la Serise takes its place among those conventional poems in
which the poet praises, for example, the flower or city of his choice
above all others; Deschamps and Froissart have similar passages,
4
Deschamps in two ballads in praise of Paris, Froissart in the ballad 
in praise of the marguerite. But again the echo of other medieval 
authors very probably does not denote a precise source, since such themes 
and their treatment were so generalised at the time. Such sources 
would in any case be significant only insofar as they indicate Jean's 
reliance, in his earlier works, upon the conventions of his predecessors,
1. V, lines 1-3.
2. E. Deschamps. Oeuvres Complètes, ed. Queux de Saint-Hilaire and 
G. Raynaud, Paris, S.A.T.F., 1878-1903, t.II, p.138, lines 2-3.
3. VII.
4. Deschamps, ed.cit., t.I, p.301, no.clxix, p.302, no.clxx.
5« Jean Froissart, Poésies, publ. J.A. Buchon, Collection des Chroniques 
Rationales, t.lO, 1829, p.124, Le dittié de la flour de la margherite.
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forming a contrast with the new and important developments in his 
later work.
On one particular theme, the controversy known as the ’’querelle
des femmes", to which Jean’s contribution was the exchange with Guillaume
Gousinot, 1’exclamacion ... pour le despartement d'Estiennette de Paris,^
Jean Robertet is indebted to a wide number of sources. The event which
was the immediate cause of the Exclamacion was the elopement in
December 1468 of Etiennette de Besançon, or de Paris, with Gaston IV,
2
comte de Poix; but its inspiration was the whole literature which had
so far been devoted to the '"querelle des femmes".
Robertet's Exclamacion, written in January 1469?^ regrets, with
ironical intention, the effect which the gossip and scandal surrounding
the elopement would have on the prospects of all lovers. The ideas and
the images of the Exclamacion and of the subsequent exchange with
Guillaume Gousinot, show Robertet to be influenced by a large number of
sources, and in particular by the Roman de la Rose, Christine de Pisan,
Martin Le Franc and, especially, by Alain Chartier and the imitators
of his poem La Belle Dame Sans Merci.^  Moreover in Robertet’s work,
as in all writers on the theme of women and of love at the time, we find
constantly the images of the Roman de la Rose, for example the
5
personifications of Malebouche and Dangier.
1. XVIII. 2. See pp. 4/3-7.
G O
3. the date is found in the title, as given in ms.X, f . 120r .
4. Robertet’s position in the "bataille des femmes" is discussed in chap.
10, here only the question of his sources concerns us.
5» XVIII B, line 6 . In another poem, the rondeau Quant je treuve (ill) 
we find also Malle Adventure personified (line 4).
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In Alain Chartier’s long poem, la Belle Dame Sans Merci, the poet 
describes how, in mourning for his dead mistress, he is drawn by- 
friends into the festivities he would prefer to avoid, and there 
overhears an unhappy lover pleading in vain with the lady he loves. 
Finally dismissed by her, he dies of grief. Maître Alain closed his 
poem by counselling ladies to be less cruel, lovers to be more discreet, 
less boastful. The poem had a great success, being attacked, defended 
and imitated by innumerable poets, from the moment of its composition 
(1424) for as long as forty years, and remaining popular until well 
into the sixteenth century.^ In the Belle Dame Sans Merci and all its 
imitations (many written in legal style, as prosecutions, defences and 
appeals), much the same arguments appeared in only slightly differing 
terms, and these are the basis of Jean Robertet's Exclamacion. In 
spite of some similarities it would, however, be difficult to say 
whether Jean makes borrowings from particular authors; his contribution 
must be studied in relation to the controversy as a whole, with examples 
from individual poets representing the whole group of works.
The arguments, the fruit of a long tradition developed from
Provençal poetry, of Alain Chartier*s Belle Dame and those of her lover,
echo throughout the imitations, which either uphold the lady’s prudence
and honour, or condemn her cruelty. The arguments can be reduced on
1. On the whole subject of A. Chartier*s poem and its imitators, see
A. Piaget, La Belle Dame Sans Merci et ses imitations, Romania, t.xxx
(1 901) pp.24-48, 317-^351; xxxi(1 9 0 2) pp.315-349; t.xxxiii (19 0 4) 
pp.179-2 0 8; t.xxsiv (1905) pp.3 7 5-4 2 8, 561-6 0 2.
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the one side to the lover’s protestations of enduring love, loyalty, 
proved hy long waiting and trials, discretion, and concern for the 
lady's honour above his own life. On the other side the lady's replies 
and these weigh rather more heavily with Chartier - point out that it 
usually transpires, often too late, that love sworn for ever was mere 
caprice, that a honeyed and courteous tongue concealed a false and 
wicked heart, and that former discretion is replaced by gossip and 
boastfulness, and a consequent loss of honour for which nothing can 
compensate. The two greatest enemies of love are Danger and Malebouche, 
the former causes refusals; the latter by his treachery causes mistrust 
from which the innocent and true lover suffers as much as the false and 
treacherous one. These are the arguments, reproduced monotonously for 
so long, on which Robertet's and Cousinot's exchange, with only slight 
variation, is based.
The Exclamacion itself and the three poems which follow it were 
misunderstood by Gousinot. However, seen in relation to the Belle Dame 
Sans Merci controversy, the meaning becomes clear. The Exclamacion 
called for Honour and Hyrnene to avenge the insult they had suffered.
This is not entirely an attack on Etiennette, as Gousinot thought, but 
a warning that the scandal which accompanied the elopement, with no 
attempt at concealment, of a married woman, must inevitably affect 
others: the fear of such scandal would lead to many refusals on the part
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of other women. It is for this reason that Jean warns lovers to forget
past happiness and abandon hope:
"Et abolissez tout joyeux souvenir; faites mettre en sourde
obliance toute plaisance passée, et remplissez de desespoir
l’actente des bien à venir; effacez des cueurs courageux
tout hault vouloir, et n ’y laissez plus habiter esperance."^
The passage immediately preceding this:
"0 pleurs, o lerraes douloureuses, espuisez les tristes corps
et faietes neuveaulx abismes de cruelle tristesse;
ramplisiez le grant lac d'amertume et le tenebreux gouffre
d'angoisseuse saveur; surundez pardessus toute haultesse 
2
de joye..."
is a reminiscence not only of the traditional "abisme de douleur" in
which the scorned lover finds himself, but even more of the condemnation
of the lady in La Cruelle Femme en Amour, by Achille Gaulier, to be 
drowned in tears for the cruelty of her refusals:
"....  en la chartre de dueil
Soit plongié contre son vueil,
3Et noyé ens ou puis des lermes." 
and of the execution of this judgement:
"Puis la boute, en griefment lanchant.
En la chartre où n'a qu'amertume.
1.1),line s 2.fl,line s II-IS,
3. Piaget, op.cit., t.xxxi, p.344, 11.764-6.
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Et est la chartre en un pendant 
Du périlleux ostel Fortune".^
Jean’s call for vengeance is not so much in defence of outraged 
marital honour, as in an attempt to limit the effects of a public 
scandal on others. He condemns not Etiennette’s affair, but the 
publicity which accompanied it. The poem, 0 dames honnorees... 
which follows the Exclamacion, makes this quite clear in the 
demand for secrecy:
"0 dames honnorees en qui vertu reluist,
Asses secretement povez avoir dedu.it:
Qui le fait aultrenent en fin tout mal s’ensuit."2
4
The concluding lines of the following poem, Au nouveau feu...^
express a similar concern, and finally the rondeau Où pourray je
purports to be Etiennette’s regret at the loss of her reputation.
The other ideas expressed in these poems are similarly
indebted to the Belle Dame Sans Merci and its imitations for their
ideas and expression. The debate in the Belle DameX Sans Merci of
5
the lady and her lover on the subject of love and honour was con­
tinued by many contemporaries; Jean Robertet touches on the theme in 
/ the second verse of 0 dames honnorees... The third verse of the sam^
1. Ib., id. p. 348, lines 917-20.
2. XVIII B, lines 1-3.
3. XVIII C, lines 14-19.
4. XVIII D.
3. Cf. A. Chartier, La Belle Dame Sans Mercy, ed. A. Piaget, Geneva, 
1949, lines 393-456, 553-548, 785-SÔO.
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reflects the plea that ladies should he less cruel, and the final verse 
of Robertet’s poem recommends discretion and loyalty in much the same 
way as this was expressed by Alain Chartier at the end of his poem.
This theme reappears also in the last verse of Robertet’s final rondeau 
in this series, Ung assaillant..., closing the exchange with Gousinot. 
This rondeau adopts the image of a woman’s love as a fortress to be 
stormed, common in medieval literature, since its use by Jean de Meung. 
The anonymous Traité de Reveille qui dort makes use of it,^ but, as in 
the case of other examples, this cannot be assumed to be Robertet’s 
source, but merely an indication of the themefe and imaged current, at 
the time.
In support of his arguments when he replies to Gousinot, Robertet
produces the examples brought fonward by almost every writer in the
controversy over women. These are the names of the lovers recorded in
history or myiihology, famed variously for their loyalty or infidelity,
or for the sad deaths they endured for love’s sake, quoted whatever the
poet’s position in the controversy, since they were easily adapted to
2
the exigencies of any argument.
It must be reiterated that in the Exclamacion ... pour le desparte­
ment d'Estiennette de Paris the similarities between Jean's poems and the
1. See Piaget, opccit., t.xxxiv, p.569, 11.553-60.
2. Jean de Meun referred to them; they aided Christine de Pisan in 
refuting his arguments; Achille Gaulier produced them in La Cruelle 
Femme en Amour; and Martin Le Franc quoted them in his Champion des 
Dames.
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work of many predecessors and contemporaries cannot truly be taken to 
indicate a precise source which Jean Robertet has imitated, but are the 
sign merely of the state of French poetry at the time, when themes and 
their treatment had become so traditional and conventional that original 
inspiration scarcely existed, and when the need for development, supplied 
to a certain extent by Jean Robertet in his later work, was at its 
greatest.
Two further poets, both very widely imitated at the time, predominate 
somewhat among the medieval poets in their influence on Jean Robertet's 
work: Charles d'Orléans and Georges Chastelain. It is possible to
know a certain amount about Jean's relations with them. Jean's personal 
link with the Duke of Orleans was probably never very great, but due 
rather to the friendship between the houses of Orleans and Bourbon. 
Robertet was at this time still in the service of the Dukes of Bourbon 
and not yet attached to Louis XI. Jean 11, before he became Duke of 
Bourbon in 1456, was frequently the guest of Charles Duke of Orleans, 
and is the author of several rondeaux:'.which are found in some of Orleans' 
manuscripts under the name Clermondois^ (he was Count of Clermont before 
his succession to the dulcedom). Pierre de Beau jeu, his younger 
brother, was for some time at the court of Blois as the adopted son of 
Charles and Marie de C lève s. He was there in 1456, receiving an
1. See P. Champion, François Villon, sa vie et son temps, Paris, 1913, 
Bibliothèque du XV® siècle, t.xx, xxi; t.ll, p.98.
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allowance from the Duke.^  Jean was one of a small group of poets at
Jean II’s court - Guillaume Caller and Fraigne ware also in his service -
and they too took a small part in the activities of Charles d’Orléans’ 
circle. Robertet and Cadier both composed rondeaux in honour of 
Charles d’Orléans; Robertet’s rondeau was composed probably only 
shortly before Charles d'Orléans' death in January 1465-^ It makes 
small reference to the Duke as a poet, and indeed Robertet's imitation 
of Charles d’Orleans is fairly limited, and important mainly for the 
contrast it shows between the completely medieval quality of his early 
poems, and the innovations made later when he had undergone the influence 
of the Italian poets and philosophers.
One poem, apart from the rondeau to Charles of Orleans, linlcs
Robertet clearly with the activities of the circle of Blois. This is 
the ballad, Je meurs de soif au pres de la fontaine,^ which is one of 
the poems composed in the group known as the "Concours de Blois". In 
fact, it is very improbable that there was a competition, rather a 
theme invented by Charles d’Orleans and developed by several other 
poets in the same way as the themes "Sn la forest de Longue Attente" 
and "1'habit le moine ne fait pas" (in which Jean Robertet did not take 
part, so far as we know) had been explored by more than one poet of
1. See P. Champion, Un liber amicorum du xv^ siècle, Revue des biblio­
thèques, 1910, p.327.
2. V.
3. Its last line makes use of an image taken from Chastelain’s poem to 
Robertet, written in 1462-3; see p./90-/.
4. VI.
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Charles’s entourage. In the present group there are poems by Villon, 
Berthault de Villebresme, "licencié en lois" and counsellor of the Duke, 
Jean Gaillau, his doctor, Gilles des Ourmes, his esquire trenchant, 
Simonnet Gaillau and five anonymous poets as well as the ballad by 
Robertet and Montbeton.^ A ballad which Charles d ’Orleans wrote before 
1451 contained the lines
"Je meurs de soif en couste la fontaine;
2
Tremblant de froit ou feu des amoureux."
Champion suggests that Charles d ’Orleans was reminded of the theme after 
14 March 1457, and its development by the poets mentioned above followed 
between the years 1458-60. He establishes this date from the fact that 
Villon’s ballad could not have been written before 19 December 1457, 
since the last two lines of the poem show that it was written during his 
second stay in Blois, for he requests that he again receive wages from 
Charles d ’Orléans.^
Robertet’s poem was written in collaboration with a certain 
Montbeton, of whom nothing is known.^ Montbeton is the author of the
1. See Champion, Le manuscrit autographe de Charles d ’Orléans, Biblio­
thèque du XV® siècle, t.3, 1907, P-25 ff.; and Champion, François 
Villon, t.II, p.96.
2. Charles d ’Orléans, Poésies, ed. P. Champion, Paris, 1923-7, t.I, 
p.156, C.
3. See P. Champion, François Villon, sa vie et son temps, t.II, p.9 6. 
L.Thuasne (ed. Oeuvres, Paris'^  1923, t.I, p.45), A.Longnon (ed.Oeuvres 
Complètes, Paris, 1892, p.xxvii), G.Paris (François Villon, Paris, Les 
Grands Ecrivains Français, I9OI, p.57), and I ♦Siciliano (François 
Villon et les thèmes poétiques du moyen âge, Paris, 1934, p.71 ff«) 
equally date these poems from about that time: 1458 according to 
Thuasne, the end of 1457 according to Longnon and Paris.
4* Cf. p. n o h c  Q. •
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first verse of the ballad, Je meurs de soif au pres de la fontaine;^
2
he was the author also of certain poems in manuscript R. The extent 
of Jean Robertet's acquaintance and collaboration with him is impossible 
to know.
The poems of the "Concours" being written in about 1458-60, it is 
likely that Jean’s other imitations of Charles d’Orléans date from about 
this time. The rondeau. En actendant garison ou la mort was probably 
written by Jean as a member of the Blois circle, since it is found in 
several manuscripts e,nd editions recording some of the compositions of
3Charles d ’Orléans' entourage, and since the rondeau’s theme is that
y 4
of the "amoureux transsi" found in many of Charles d'Orleans' rondeaux.
5 6 Similarly the poems, Quant je treuve..;, Je voy sans yeulx...,
7
A ung cordelier observantin, all rondeaux, are very probably products 
of the same period. Quant je treuve... employs a series of antitheses
in the tradition of Je meurs de soif... and of several poems by Charles 
d’Orléans, notably a rondeau which is similar to Robertet’s;
"Quant je voy ce que ne veuil mie.
Et n ’ay ce dont suis désirant.
Pensant ce qui m ’est desplaisant,
g
Est ce merveille s'il m ’anuye."
1. See p.
2. See M, Loepelmann, Die Liederhandschrift des Cardinals de Rohan, 
nos. 577, 632, 655.
3. See p. 44-7
4. The theme has associations also with A.Chartier's Belle Dame Sans Merci,
5. III. 6. II. 7. I.
8. Poésies, ed. Champion, t.II, p.317, no.xlix.
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The rondeau Je voy sans yeulx..., although precise comparisons cannot 
he made with Charles d’Orléans, again makes use of antithetical 
propositions in the first lines and is perhaps of the same period as 
Je meurs de soif.... Finally the rondeau A ung cordelier ohservantin 
resembles the lines by Charles d ’Orléans:
"Ton grant ourgueil, glotonnie, peresse,
Convoitise, sans justice tenir,
St luxure, dont as en abondance,
Ont pourchacié, vers Dieu de te punir 
Treschrestien, franc royaume de France!
Ne te vueilles pour tant desesperer.
Car Dieu est plain de merci a largesse.
Va t ’en vers lui sa grace demander."^
Jean’s imitation of Charles of Orleans, and his treatment of 
themes exploited by the poets of Blois is seen to be of limited impor­
tance in his work. His imitation is a sign mainly of his early 
preoccupation with conventional themes, as will be seen also in a study 
of Chastelain’s influence upon Robertet.
The main early influence upon Jean Robertet was exercised by 
Georges Chastelain, upon whose work Robertet largely modelled his
poems, as he admitted when he wrote to Chastelain, "Sur tes ditz plus
2
qu’en autres me fonde". It was Robertet’s early admiration for
1. Ib., t.I, p.258-9, no.IV, lines 14-21.
2. XIII D, line I09.
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Chastelain, which produced the correspondence between Robertet, 
Chastelain, Kontferrand and de la Rière, which is known as Les Douze 
Dames de Rethorique,^ and Robertet's pieces in this correspondence 
must represent the culminating point of his imitation of Chastelain; 
his own words show that Chastelain is his main source of inspiration;
"Seul le ressort, resplendeur de ton lurne.
Reverberant sur l ’obscurté umbrage 
De mon engin, tout l'enfÏambe et alume
2
Par les beaux rais issans de maint volume."
Robertet further refers to particular works by Chastelain; the Outré 
d’Amour, Miroir des Nobles, and Trosne Asuré.^  It was probably very 
soon after this correspondence that the influence of Italian literature 
superseded that of Chastelain in Robertet*s work. Robertet’s borrowing 
from Chastelain is seen mainly in his use of images, often images 
illustrating poetic inspiration, taken from Chastelain’s poems, and in 
the moral subjects. In Les Douze Dames de Rethorique itself, Jean 
adapts Chastelain’s image of the "miroir du monde";
1. The whole correspondence has been published by L. Batissier; Les Douze 
Dames de Rhétorique, Moulins, 1838; and in part by Kervyn de 
Lettenhove, Oeuvres de Georges Chastellain, Brussels, Académie Royale 
des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, t.VII,
p.145 ff., K.Chesney has published Robertet’s pieces A, B, C, D in 
Fleurs de Rhétorique, Oxford, 1950, p.9 ff.
On the circumstances surrounding the composition of these pieces, 
see pp.
2. XIII D, lines 1-4.
3. XIII D, lines 100, 102, 103.
l8o
"... en mes mains j'ay le miroir du monde
Duquel ce peu que j'ay d'art et faconde,
Ce tout je puise en sa béatitude;
Car tant y a de gloire à plénitude,
D'honneur, d'ememple, et de haute légende,
Que, veulle ou non, il fault que j'en amende."^
and uses it in his letter to Montferrant, describing Chastelain as
having "le miroir du monde en son regart, où il puet veoir vraie
representation des plus haultes choses du monde, où il puet estendre
ses nerfz et puissances dicibles, et plus puisier de biens qu'en nul
2
autre lieu, n'en a tant soit plain de diverse grace ou mérité."
Again Robertet takes an image first used by Chastelain to indicate
poetic inspiration:
"Je n'ay pas non les précieuses pommes,
3
De l'arbre d'or croissant en mon yergier." 
and uses it in his letter to Rière, to describe the inspiration from 
which Chastelain drew his poem, as a fruitful garden, "dont les moindres 
fueidles sont d'or, et les fruis passans la beauté et saveur des pommes 
" H e s p e r i d e s . Similarly, in a rondeau to Charles of Orleans, Robertet 
excuses his poverty of execution:
"Ces petitz vers icy vous a escriptz,
5
De rude main plus pesant q'un enclume",
1. Chastellain, Oeuvres, ed.cit., t.VII, p.178.
2. XIII ÏÏ, lines #03-9 3 . ed.cit., t.VII, p.170.
4. XIII P, lines /S-/9 5- V, lines I8-I9.
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in an image which he has taken from Chastelain's own poem to 
Rohertet:
regart an poix me desconforte
Et me rend main plus pesant que une englume."^
Robertet’s imitation of Chastelain does not, 
however, go very far beyond the imitation of his style and the use of
his images. His use of Chastelain's themes is limited to a few
rondeaux with moral themes, which show a certain similarity to lines by
2
Chastelain. The whole rondeau. Je voy sans yeulx... is strongly
reminiscent of a passage in Chastellain's Complainte de Fortune;
"Or regardons le temps qui court
Partout universelement ...
.... Honnestetet (ïïcclésiaste)
Tourne aujourd'huy avec le temps;
Beaucoup ohérient trop en haste.
Citoyens sont descongnoissans.
Plusieurs aux villes et aux champs
Sont comme tous désespérés
Et sont ainsy comme attendans
Des maulx et des dangiers assés."^
4
Similarly the epistle A ung inconnu appears to take the illustration 
of its basic idea, the futility of earthly wealth in the face of death, 
from Chastelain. Robertet's involved first verse is eventually seen to
1- ed.cit., t.VII, p.168. 2. II.
3. Chastelain, ed.cit., t.8, Complainte de Fortune, p.335*
4. X.
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be a version of the story of Lazarus, and shows an affinity to
Chastelain's treatment of the same theme in a ballad;
"0 maulvais riche plain d'iniquité,
Rude aux povres, las! que t'a prouffité
Ton riche habit et plantureuse table.
Puisque tu es povre pour ta richesse
Et as soif ores et faim insatiable
Qui tousjours dure et qui jamais ne cesse.
2
Finally, in the rondeau A ung cordelier, in which the poet banishes 
the Deadly Sins from his heart, Jean possibly imitates a passage from 
Chastelain's Le Pas de la Mort;
"En Dieu soit ta ferme esperance,
En ce faux monde peu d'arrest.
En vanité et en beubance.
En pompe et en oultreouidance,
En orgueil qui à Dieu desplait.
En luxure qui tout deffait.
En ire, paresse et envie.
En avarice et gloutonnie.
This rondeau might equally well be imitated from Charles of Orleans,^ 
however, or from almost any other medieval poet in view of the banality 
of the theme.
1. Chastelain, ed.cit., t.8, p.304, Ballade IV.
2. I.
3. Chastelain, ed.cit., t.6. Le Pas de la Mort, p. 64.
4. See p.
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Jean’s final acknowledgement of his debt to Chastelain is made in
the Complaincte de la mort de Chastelain.^  George Chastelain died in
1475, the exact date of his death being given variously as the 20th of
March, the date found on his epitaph, and as the 13th of February, the
2
date given by the "receveur" of Valenciennes. Robertet's poem rather 
implies that March should be the correct date:
"C'estoit au temps que Titan enlumine 
L'hostel Taurus, quand revolvant chemine 
Au cercle d'or où sont ses mansions,
Que je receuz ces dures passions ....
Car Atropos avoit osté la vye 
A ung suppost ......................
Helasi c'estoit le clair orateur George.
The astrological terms here indicate March.
Jean Robertet had achieved a certain fame as a poet and was known 
for his admiration of Chastelain, their names being linked by later 
poets, and so it happened that Jean was asked, by whom we do not know, 
to compose a piece on Chastelain’s death, as is made clear by Robertet 
himself in the Complaincte.^  The Complaincte was completed at the end 
of April 1476, both manuscripts containing a note to this effect at the
1. XIX.
2. See K. Urwin, Georges Chastelain, la vie, les oeuvres, 1937, p.15"
3. lines 19-22, 30-31, 34.
4. lines 91-2.
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end of the poem. In the Complaincte Jean himself restates his debt 
to Chastelain, describing himself as Chastelain's "petit escollier".^
His eulogy of the dead poet is impressive in the promise of immortality, 
which George has won by his life, but precisely this element shows that 
by the time he wrote the Complaincte, Jean had to a large extent ceased 
to find his inspiration in Chastelain and the other medieval poets, 
and was turning instead to Italian sources, and to Petrarch in particular 
Chastelain's influence on Robertet in the sphere of philosophy was not 
at any time profound, and by the date of the Complaincte had been 
entirely superseded.
It can be seen therefore that Chastelain's influence on Robertet 
rests mainly in the field of imagery. On Robertet's thought the 
influence is confined to the insignificant and banal moral subjects, 
whereas the part of Robertet's thought which is most interesting - the 
themes which show a development towards the ideas of the Pléiade - owes 
nothing to Chastelain, as it owes nothing also to Charles of Orleans 
and the other medieval sources. On the contrary it represents a 
departure from medieval inspiration and an introduction of new elements 
drawn, as will be seen later, largely from the Italian sources, whose 
influence was already noticeable to a certain extent in Robertet's poem 
to Chastelain in Les Douze Dames de Rethorique, and which almost 
entirely replace Chastelain's influence in the work which might most 




In the examination of Jean Robertet *s imitation of Charles 
d'Orleans and George Chastelain, it has been seen that Jean was much 
less a member of Charles d'Orléans’school than of Chastelain's, insofar 
as medieval inspiration is concerned. However, were Jean's sources
confined to those just discussed, his work would be of very limited
interest, and his place would remain that of a mediocre imitator of 
the two then most popular poets. In fact, his work would scarcely 
merit study, except perhaps for the fact that he was highly esteemed by 
many of his contemporaries. However, Jean's use of sources other than 
the medieval places him among those of the rhétoriqueurs whose work, 
whilst remaining largely uninspired, is interesting for the progress 
made towards the ideals which were to characterise the Pléiade. This 
will be seen to a very limited extent in a study of Jean's classical
sources, but much more fully in a detailed study of his Italian sources,




Jean R o b e r t e t k n o w l e d g e  of classical literature was 
not considerable. He lived at a moment when the names of 
hitherto unknown v/riters of antiquity were becoming known 
through the v/orks of the Italian scholars (Petrarch and 
Boccaccio especially), but before the original works had yet 
been printed. He inherited what the Middle Ages knew of 
antiquity, that is to say a limited number of authors and 
works, and a certain mythology, much of it changed from its 
original character*
Of the authors of antiquity knovm to the Middle Ages,
Robertet was acquainted probably with works by Aristotle,
Caesar, Juvenal, Lucan, Ovid, Sallust, Livy, Cicero,
Persius, Valerius and Virgil, all of which were represented
in the library of the Lukes of Bourbon, of which an
inventory has survived. Robertet could, of course, have
drawn his knowledge of many latin sources from the
thirteenth-century Li Pait des R o m a i n s . based largely on
2
Sallust, Lucan, Caesar and Suetonius, which medieval 
writers appear often to have used as a source rather than 
the latin works themselves.
1. Made in 1507, but including works acquired much earliero 
See Le Roux de Lincy, Catalogue de la Bibliothèque des Lucs 
de Bourbon en 1507 et 1 5 2 3 . p. 73 ff*
2. See L. P. Plutre, Li Pait des Romains dans les
littératures française et italiemie du XlIIe au XVIe siècle, 
î^ris, 1932. '
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The part played by classical writers in Robert *s v/ork
is small. Robertet refers to L u c a n ’s lh a r s a l i a , but
2
shows no close knowledge of it. He quotes Justin, Virgil,
'5
Sallust and Livy, but again his source may well be Li Pait 
des R o m a i n s . On the whole the classics have little part 
in his work other than in the quotation of stories or 
persons which were in any case commonplaces in medieval 
literature.
The only latin author to whoMRobertet is very clearly 
indebted is Ovid, whose Metamorphoses provide Robertet with 
a number of the legends which illustrate his work. In 
spite of the many adaptations of Ovid produced during the 
Middle Ages, of v/hich the most influential was the Ovide 
M o r a l i s e it is clear from the wealth of detail taken from 
the Metamorphoses that Robertet knew Ovid at first hand.
1. XIII, D, 38.
2. Other than in the banal references to Pompey and Julia, 
Pompey and Cornelia, and to the Battle of Pharsalus.
3. XIX, lines 407-410; XVIII, E, S7 - éo ; XIII, L, 134-6; 
XIX, 403-6. ^ ^
4* See Ovide m o r a l i s e . poème du commencement du XIVe s i e c l e , 
publ. G. de Boer, Verhandelingen der Eoninklijke 
Wetenschappen te Amsterdam. Afd. Letterkunde, Hieuwe reeks, 
1, 15, 21, 30, 37, 43, 1915, etc.; C. de Boer, Guillaume de 
Machaut et l ’Ovide M o r a l i s t . R o m a n i a , 1914, t . 43, pp. 335- 
352. The Roman de la Rose in particular owed much to the 
Ovide Moralist.
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The poem En regardant la beaulte de Venus (IX) consists
almost entirely of allusions to the M e t a m o rphoses, even
though the basic theme of the poem, the marriage of Zephirus
and Flora appears to be taken from Boccaccio. Most of the
legendary persons mentioned in the poem are among the more
2
obscure names in Ovid, and not generally quoted in medieval 
works.
The first passage of Robertet*s poem:
"En regardant la beaulte de Venus,
Au hault manoir où Saturne est aile.
Viz Jupiter le grant dieu de là sus 
Venir cy bas au mont de Oibelle,
Puis a Mercure et Athlas appelle,
Juno, Maia, Galisto, Vulcanus,
Et Europa la belle seur Oadmus.
3
Par Lactea vindrent du hault estage..." 
appears to be inspired by O v i d ’s description of the council 
of the gods:
"Quae pater ut summa vidit Saturnis arce
Oonciliumque v o c a t ; ........................
Est via sublimis, caelo manifesta serene; 
lactea nomen habet, candore notabilis ipso.
1. Of. p.
2# Eg. Olimene (line 2?), Goronis (28), Aglauros (52), 
Cornus (75), Oornix (76), Nictimene (78).
3. Lines 1-8.
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Hac iter est superis ad magni tecta Tenantis 
regalemque domum; dextra laevaqne deorum 
atria nobilinm valvis celebrantur apertis".^
Otherwise Robertet does no more than take names,
introducing the persons as guests at the wedding of
Flora and Zephirus, and not in the context of the
individual stories found in Ovid; Robertet gives at most
a brief allusive reference to the legend found in Ovid;
for instance Tityus, tormented by a vulture, becomes
2
"Thicius, son oiseau sur son poing," 
but often there is no more than the name.
The introduction of a Christian moral in the last 
verse of the ballad links the poem less with classical 
sources than with the medieval tradition of the Ovide 
Moralise. where the pagan gods and goddesses represent 
Christian allegories, Jupiter and Mercury, and so on, 
becoming variously demons and virtues, often with close
5
astrological associations.
1. P. Ovidi hasonis Metamorfoses liber p r i m u s . 1475,
P. de Lavagnia, f o l . , Mediolani, pp. not numbered.
2. Line 51.
3. Although the idea of the allegorical Christian inter­
pretation of Robertet*s poem must undoubtedly be ascribed 
to the influence of the Ovide .Moralise, no direct influence 
can be discerned; the allegory in the Ovide Moralist is given 
at length for each person and event, v/hereas in Robertet*s 
ballad, the moral is found only at the end of the poem, and 
is of a comparatively general nature. The moral may in fact 
have been added by Jean Molinet (cf. p. /oo ); the rest of the 
poem, however, has recourse to O v i d ’s original text rather 
than to the medieval French version.
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In other poems there are also occasional references 
which stem possibly from Ovid, but the majority of them 
are also a part of the common medieval inheritance, as well 
as being found in B o c c a c c i o ’s Genealogiae Deorum Gentilium. 
However, Jean Robertet to a certain extent shows a change 
from the works of his predecessors, both in a more precise 
knowledge of mythology, and a wider Imowledge of the 
ancient authors, at least by their names and the type of 
work they composed, even though he probably rarely knew 
or had the opportunity to know the works themselves. In 
this and in R o b e r t e t ’s most undoubted change from medieval 
literature, which lies in his philosophical ideas, there 
are many reflections of classical literature, and in 
particular of Cicero; but in fact, these cannot truly be 
attributed to classical sources, for the new knowledge was 
received largely at second hand, through the works of 
Petrarch in particular. The whole question v/ill be studied 
therefore in relation to R o b e r t e t ’s Italian sources, for 
it is in fact a part of the Italian, rather than the 
classical, influence on R o b e r t e t ’s work.




Although it cannot he disputed that many of the innovations made
by the poets of the Pléiade were revolutionary, nevertheless some of
the important elements of their poetry were present already to a certain
degree in the works of the Rhétoriqueurs. Of these elements many are
attributed to the Italian influence brought about mainly by the invasion
of Italy under Charles VIII, Louis XII and François I. However, it is
becoming increasingly clear that this influence was already beginning
to make itself felt in France during the reign of Louis XI. Because
Jean Lemaire’s poetry shows a considerable advance on Chastelain and
Molinet, he has often been considered the first poet in France to
illustrate the new qualities which were to become typical of the French
Renaissance.^ In fact Jean Robertet, who undoubtedly had some influence
2
upon Jean Lernaire, already possesses many of the qualities which 
distinguish Jean Lernaire and other early Renaissance poets from the 
wholly medieval school. But because of the unpromising heaviness of 
Robertet*s style, he has been generally dismissed as a "lourd 
rhetoriqueur", belonging entirely to the school of Chastelain. An
1. H. Guy, I'Ecole des Rhétoriqueurs,§ 303 ff., J . Frappier ed.
- Les Bpitres de l'Amant vert, Droz, Geneva, 1948, pp.xxxvi-xxxviii.
2. Cf. p. 266 ff.
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examination of the growth of Italian influence in France, and its part 
in Robertet's work, although it cannot redeem the faults of Robertet's 
poetry, shows him to be a precursor in some ideas of the Pléiade.
In the poets immediately before Robertet (G. Chastelain, S. Greban, 
M. Le Franc, J. Millet) there is little sign of the Renaissance. Even 
the two greatest poets of the period, Charles d'Orléans and Villon, 
are wholly attached to the Middle Ages in their themes, treatment and 
verse forms. It was during the reign of Louis XI that the way first 
became open to new influences. For Louis, although he led no campaigns 
in Italy, was from the beginning of his reign, when he received 
Florentine ambassadors, involved in negotiations in Italy. He estab­
lished widespread alliances and, apart from his aid of the Medici in 
Florence against the Pazzi conspiracy Louis's intervention was always 
that of reconciler ançl peacemaker, never that of an aggressor.^
Further, he encouraged trade between France and Italy, and established 
Italian workers at Tours and at Lyon. Relations with Italy were both 
peaceful and continuous. There were during Louis XI’s reign French 
students at Italian universities, and it was perhaps as a student that
Jean Robertet visited Italy. In any case, before 1463-4 Jean had made
2
a visit of some duration to Italy, and was sufficiently fluent in 
Italian to be able to read, quote and adapt works by Petrarch.
1. On Louis XI's policy in Italy, see A. Desjardins, Mémoi]?e sur la 
politique extérieure de Louis XI et sur ses rapports avec l'Italie, 
Paris, 1868, Imprimerie Impériale, 4°.
2. Cf. p. ///-2.
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Jean had a certain knowledge of Italian authors; Boccaccio and
Petrarch especially, and fl5eedam±Mac=sa±i Barhieri to a lesser degree.
Of Boccaccio he must have known De Casihus Illustrium Virorum, ^  although
there is little direct evidence of it in his work. He knew and made
2
use of De Claris Mulierihus and the Genealogiae Deorum Gentilium, the
first of which had been printed in Italy by 1473, the second by 1472.^
Of Petrarch's works, Jean Robertet knew the Trionfi well, and almost
certainly Rerum Memorandarum.
With the exception of the Trionfi, Robertet used these works
largely as a source of mythology and of names of the writers of
antiquity. A certain amount of Robertet‘s mythological knowledge comes
4
from Ovid's Metamorphoses, but this is supplemented by the Genealoglae 
Deorum Gentilium. The tale of Amphion for example, whose lyre music 
caused the walls of Thebes to raise themselves of their own accord, is 
taken from Boccaccio's work. Boccaccio has
"Bum autem cythara raovisse saxa in muros thebanos 
construendos dicit Albericus",
1. There were several copies of Laurent de Premierfait's translation of 
this in the Bourbon library. (See Le Roux de Lincy, Catalogue de la 
Bibliothèque des ducs de Bourbon, Moulins 1 (p.73), Aiguëperse 129 
(^p.ll2). One, executed for Jeanne de France in 1468, (ms.fr.6879)
has a note by Robertet in it (see A.P. Paris, Les Manuscrits Français). 
Others had come into the Bourbon library on the marriage of Marie, 
daughter of Jean, Duke of Berry, with Jean I of Bourbon in 1400.
2. Algo in the Bourbon library; Le Roux de Lincy, Catalogue, Moulins 
161 (p.94). ^
3. See A. Hortis, Studj sulle opere latine del Boccaccio, Trieste, 4 ,
1879, pp.757-9, 770-1.
4. Cf. P./87




"Las, que n'ay je d ’Amphion 1'eloquence,
Qui Thebes feit par doulce resonance
Faisant les pierres en rang et ordre mettre."^
The account of Zephirus's and Flora’s marriage in the ballad, En
2regardant la beaulte de Venus..., is an elaboration of what is found
3 4in the Genealogiae Deorum Gentilium and in De Claris Mulieribus.
Finally, the names of some of the obscurer gods and goddesses (Cibelle,
Dorida, Maia, Nochus) mentioned in Robertet*s poems, are very probably
taken from Boccaccio's Genealogiae. De Claris Mulieribus may be
considered the source of several of the names quoted by Robertet in the
R
Exclamation pour le Despartement de Estiennette de Paris. Although 
many of the names are commonly enough found in the works of the Middle 
Ages,^ Robertet makes a precise reference to Boccaccio's work as one
7
of his sources. Certainly it is from De Claris Mulieribus that
g
Robertet took some of the details for Les Douze Sebilles.
Robertet found in Boccaccio the place of Sibyl Erithrea’s birth;
9Robertet had "En Babillon fuz née où je faiz maint dicté..." and 
Boccaccio, in more detail:
1. XIX, lines 146-8. 2. IX.
3. Boccaccio, Genealogiae, lib.4, cap.lxi, p.72 v .
4. Boccaccio, De Mulieribus Claris, TJlme, fol., 1473, ff.lxii, Ixvi.
5. XVIII.
6. Lucretia, Portia, Cornelia, Julia, Thisbe, Medea, Dido, Cleopatra, 
Hero.
7.Eline 76. 8. XVII. 9- XVII, line 9-
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ex quibus venerabilibus omnibus banc fuisse celeberrimam
referont, et eius apud Babilonios aliquandiu ante Troyanum bellum
1
fuisse originem."
Again, the name of Sibyl Cumana or Almathea's birthplace is found in 
Boccaccio;




"De Comes fuz native, cité belle en Champaigne"
Robertet also found in De Claris Mulieribus details of the poetess 
Sappho, and in reproducing them in his poetry he established himself as 
among the first French poets to know the type of poetry she composed. 
Cretin described her as
4 5"Dame Sapho, de Pan belle amoureuse"
as late as 1496-8, whereas Robertet in 1476 already has
"Si m'envoyez 1*esperit de Saphus
Pour hault louer en langage flory
Les grans vertuz d'un corps desjà pourry"^
and
”L'exquis stille de Saphos ou Catulle
7
N'excede en riens la beaulté de ses faietz".
1. Boccaccio, De Mulieribus Claris, f^. 21 v^.. De Brithrea seu Eriphila 
Sibilla, cap.XX.
2. Ib., fo. xxvi r°. 3. XVII, line I5 .
4 . Pan is probably a corruption of the name Phaon.
5. Déploration sur le trespas de feu Okergan, line 185, see Cretin, 
Oeuvres poétiques, publ. K. Chesney, Paris, 1932, p.66.
6. XIX, lines 114-6. 7- XIX, lines 305-6.
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Earlier in the Sxclamacion (l468) he had made reference to her in
connection with her love for Phaon or Faon^, for which his source
2
was most probably Ovid’s Heroides . Since his text of 1468 shows 
no knowledge of Sappho as a poetess, it is liliely that Robertet 
first read Boccaccio between about 1468-1475, the period when he 
was probably also reading Petrarch’s Trionfi for the first time.
It is noteworthy that Jean Lernaire, who was influenced by Jean 
Robertet , has hitherto been considered the first to introduce precis# 
detail on some of these names and legends. For instance, in La 
Concorde des Deux Langages (1511) he refers to Sappho as a lyric poet: 
"Là recite on, d’invention saphicque 
Maint noble dit, cantilenes et odes
4
Dont le stille est subtil et mirificque."
In the main, Robertet’s source for the names of writers is Pet­
rarch, The Trionfi being his largest field of discovery. The pass­
age of the Complaincte de la mort de Chastelain containing an enumer­
ation of poets, orators and philosophers, including several names
1. XVIII S line 84.
2. Or possibly from B. Illicino’s commentary on the Trionfi. See 
Petrarch, Canzoniere, com. B. Illicino, Venezia, fol., 1478, 
(pp. not numbered) commentary on Petrarch’s lines beginning 
"Una giovene greca a paro a paro..."
5. Of. p. 266 ff.
4. See J. Frappier, ed. La Concorde des Beux Langages, Paris,
Droz, 19477p. 19, lines 295-7.
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such as Dicerarque (line 31l) and Carneades (line 317) which Robertet 
could not be expected to know from medieval sources, are clearly taken 
from the Trionfi. Jean in any case writes;
"J'ay regardé es Triumphes Pétrarque...
Ou j'ay trouvé maint homme de renom"7  
In the first passage of any length which Robertet takes from 
Petrarch, Petrarch's enumeration gives a certain amount of detail on 
the individuals;
"Dopo venia Demostene, che fori 
E di sperança ornai del primo loco.
Non ben contento de' secondi honori;
Un gran folgor parea tutto di foco;
Eschine il dica, che'l poteo sentire,
Quando presse al sue tuon parve già fioco.
Vidi Solon, di cui fu 1 'util pianta 
Che, se mal colta è, mal frutto produce, 
Co gli altri sei di che Grecia si vanta.
Qui vid'io nostra gente aver per duce 
Varrone, il terço gran lume romano,
Che, quando il miri più, tanto più luce;
1. Lines 326, 328.
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Crespo Salustio; e seco a mano a mano 
Un che già I'ehhe a schifo e ’l vide tort02 
Cio è'I gran Tito Livio padovano.
Con Pollion (che'n tal superhia salse),
Che contra quel d'Arpino arrnar le lingue 
Cercando ambeduo fame endegne e false.
Robertet here does no more than take the names from Petrarch, the 
details he adds are his own;
"Demostenes il alla conduisant.
Et Eschines de vertu reluisant,
Solon d'Athènes et les Saiges de Grece,
Varron, Romain, de langaige cuisant.
Les vicieux rudement accusant.
Louant les bons chascun en son espece.
Les chevalliers de force et de prouesse.
Selon son cas à chascun donnant tiltre.
Comme il appert par mainte sienne epistre.
Il approcha de près Crispe Saluste,
De doulx engin et courage robuste,
2
Et Pollion equiparable à Tulle."
1. 6 . Appel, Die Triumphe Francesco Petrarcas, Halle, Niemeyer, I9OI, 8 ,^ 
VIII Triumphus Famae III, p.259-2^0, lines 22-27, 34-42, 52-54.
2. lines 290-301.
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In the following passage of the Complaincte, however, Robertet*s 
imitation of Petrarch is much moi*e precise. The descriptive phrase 
is translated directly from Petrarch; Robertet has 
"Ung Zenocrat comme ung roc solde et dure 
S'est demonstre, trop plus ferme q'un mur 
De marbre faiet, lyé de fort cyraent^ 
and Petrarch:
"B Xenocrate più saldo ch'un sasso,
2
Che nulla força volse ad atto vile" .
Again Robertet has
"Plus curieux que Dicerarque"^
and Petrarch: "il curioso Dicearco";^ Robertet has
5
"Carneades en parler nect et prest",
where Petrarch has
"Carneade vidi in suc' studi si desto
Che, parlando egli, il vero e'I falso a pena
Si discernea; cosi nel dir fu presto".^
Finally, Robertet writes
"Et Cleantes, portant le ferme arrest
7
D'opinion veritable et tresseure" 
where Petrarch had
1. lines 308-310. 2. Appel, op.cit., p.261, 1.74-75*
3. line 311. 4. Appel, op.cit., p.262, 1.88.
5* line 3 1 7 * 6. Appel, op.cit., pp.262-3, 1*97-99*
7 . lines 318-31 9 .
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"E per fermar sua be11a intent!one 
La sua tela gentil pinger Cleante 
Che tira al ver la vaga opinione”.^
2
The remaining names in this passage of the Comolaincte are all taken 
from the same section of the Trionfi.
Clearly it is because Robertet found these names in Petrarch 
that he is able to gToup them together correctly according to the type 
of composition the writers produced. Although Robertet does not 
rise, stylistically, above the enumeration which was common as an 
ornament of style throughout the Middle Ages, the names at the time must 
have interested for their newness, and he does introduce a logical 
grouping, due to his new knowledge. Thus Sappho and Catullus are 
linked in the Complaincte, with a particular emphasis on lyric style;
"L*exquis stille de Saphos ou Catulle",^ 
this again being taken from Petrarch:
"L*uno era Ovidio, e I'altro era Catulle,
L'altro Propertio, che d* amor cantare 
Pervidamente, e l'altro era Tibullo.
Una glovene greca a pare a pare 
Coi nobili poeti iva cantando,
Ed avea un suo stil soave e raro.*'^
1* Appel, op.cit., p.263-4, 1.118-120.
2. lines 308-318, 326-332.
3. line 305.
4. Appel, op.cit., III Triumphus Cupidinis III, p.211, 1.22-27*
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Similarly, the names of orators are grouped together in lines 290-301 
of the Complaincte, and in lines 308-318 and 329-331 the names are on 
the whole those of philosophers.
Petrarch's Trionfi, however, did not represent merely an erudite
source, hut a poetic and philosophical inspiration. There were
innumerable verse summaries made of them by French poets, in which
almost without exception the personal aspects which form an integral
part of Petrarch's long poem are abandoned, and only the most basic
ideas extracted. Jean Robertet*s adaptation of the Trionfi were
composed probably at about the same time as the Complaincte de la mort
de Chastelain (1476) which, as we have seen, draws largely on the
Trionfi for its display of erudition, and which in its philosophical
ideas reflects Jean's preoccupation at that time with the Trionfi,
and Petrarch's philosophy. Thus Robertet's Les Six Triumphes de •
Pétrarque^ is the first known adaptation of the Trionfi, and very
probably precedes the French translations which later abounded.
a Robertet establishes the type of the French adaptation, which i^very
brief summary of the basic philosophical and moral themes. The later
French versions were in all probability imitated from Robertet - either
from his French texts, or from the tatin versions generally found 
2
with them.
1. XX. 2. Cf. v i s s
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Petrarch's poem was inspired partly by Boccaccio's Amorosa Visione 
and Lactantius's Be Divinis Institutionibus (lib.I, cap.xi), partly 
also by Dante's Divine Comedy in the metre, in the use of visions and 
dreams, and of a dead friend as a guide, and lastly by the Roman de la 
Rose, especially in the second triumph.^ The Trionfi are Petrarch's 
last work, and develop the ideas which had preoccupied him throughout 
his earlier poetry; Petrarch's love for Laura, and her apotheosis 
after death are combined with a picture of the destiny of mankind, which 
is exemplified by the fate of the poet himself. The most striking 
features of the Trionfi apart from the important personal element are 
the classical erudition shown in the vast enumeration of heroes and 
writers of antiquity, which far outweighs contemporary or biblical 
references; in the use of allegory; and in the moral and religious 
feeling, where classical philosophy is reconciled to Christianity.
These elements most impressed Petrarch's imitators and translators, and 
had a much greater influence than the part played by the story of 
Petrarch's love for Laura.
In Petrarch, the first triumph, Triumphus Cupidinis, has three
sections. Love appears in his chariot, leading the vast crowd of his
victims, mostly from classical mythology. Their names and stories are
recounted to the poet by the shade of a dead friend, and they include
not only well-known names such as Dido and Aeneas, but others such as
1. For the whole question of Petrarch's sources, and for a discussion of 
his Trionfi, see C. Appel, op.cit.
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Briphile and Argia, or Massinissa and Sophonisba, more or less unlmown 
at the time. Cupid drags his prisoners to Cyprus, Petrarch among them. 
The greater part of this triumph is taken up by the enumeration of 
Love's victims. Robertet omits this element from his version of the 
first triumph, summarising it in only the lines:
"Cupido a de son dart prosternez 
Jovis, Reptunne et Pluton couronnez,
Roys ensuivans folle amour et plaisance,
D'eulx triumphant nonobstant leur puissance.”^
Here Robertet takes only a few lines of Petrarch's poem:
"Non poria mai di tutti il nome dirti,
Chè non huomini pur, ma dei gran parte 
Empion del bosco e degli ombrosi mirti.
E Plutone e Proserpina in disparteÎ
2Yen catenate Giove innançi al carro."
However, by choosing the parts that relate to the gods and the world's 
rulers, Robertet expresses succinctly the basic idea that everyone, high 
and low, is subject to Love. Robertet further introduces a moral, 
counselling restraint:
1. lines 1-4.
2. Appel, op.cit♦, I, Triumphus Cupidinis I, p.l^l, I.I48-I5O, 153, I6O.
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"Princes, mettez frain à voz voluptez.
Car les ceptres qui sont immolerez
Tumbent tantost et ne sont point astables.
This is not found in Petrarch, although it is perhaps implicit in the
account he gives of Seleuchus and Antiochus, of Hannibal, Hoiofernes,
Samson and Sichem, for whom love was ruinous, bringing with it
2
destruction or defeat.
Petrarch's second triumph, Triumphus Pudicitiae, describes 
Laura's approach, accompanied by the concourse of the Virtues and those 
heroines, such as Penelope and Lucretia, who are famed for their 
resistance to Love. The poet hopes that Laura too may succumb to 
Love; however, she defeats Cupid, making him her prisoner and sets 
off to Home to leave her spoils in the temple of Chastity. Robertet 
again leaves out the lengthy enumeration of names, and confines himself 
to summarising in four lines (10-13) Petrarch's whole description of 
Cupid's defeat. Robertet's source for the reference to Ceres and 
Thetis (line 16) is uncertain; Petrarch does not mention them, and 
Robertet's exact intention is obscure.
The Triumph of Death, Triumphus Mortis, is the most personal in 
Petrarch's poem. The description in the first part of Death's gentle 
approach to Laura, and in the second part the vision of Laura
1. lines 5-7"
2. Appel, op.cit., I Triumphus Cupidinis II, lines 100-102, III, lines 
25-27, 49-60.
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comforting the poet in a dream contain moving personal recollections 
which make this the most lyrical part of the Trionfi. These aspects 
are ignored by the French adaptors, who make use of the first part 
only, which is devoted to a large extent to the medieval theme of 
Death’s inevitability and impartiality, and the vanity of worldly 
wealth. Robertet takes this idea:
"Mais en la fin il n'y a roy ne pape.
Grant ne petit, qui de ses las eschappe."^
This passage, although it could equally well have been found in any 
medieval writer, such as Villon, is probably taken from Petrarch’s lines: 
"Ivi eran quei che fur detti felici:
Pontefici, regnanti, imperadori;
Or sono ignudi, miseri e mendici.
U' sono or le richeççe? U' son gli honori?
E le gemme, e gli sceptri e le corone,
2
E le mitre e i purpurei colori?" 
where the inspiration is entirely in the medieval tradition, with its 
theme of "Ubi sunt...".
Inhere Petrarch had used a more or less traditional figure of Death,
Robertet introduces the classical group of the three Pates,^ which was
to become fairly general in French versions of the Trionfi, but apart
1. lines 25-2 6.
2. Appel, op.cit., V Triumphus Mortis, p.239, 1.79-84.
3. lines 20-21.
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from this detail, the Triumph of Death remains medieval in its 
treatment •
It is in Petrarch's Triumph of Fame, Triumphus Famae, that we find
Robertet's most important source. In it Fame appears to the poet,
accompanied by the famous spirits of the Middle Ages and, especially,
of antiquity; warriors, philosophers, historians, writers.
Robertet's version, except that he omits Petrarch's lengthy enumeration,^
is substantially the same. Petrarch describes how Fame raises the
great from death and oblivion; Robertet reproduces the same idea:
"Indite Fame n'eust jamais congnoissance
2
De Letheus, le grant lac d'oubliance." 
although the words he uses are actually taken rather from Petrarch's 
Triumph of Time:
"Poi ch'io ebbi veduto, e veggio, aperto 
II volar e'l fuggir del gran pianeta,
Ond'io 6 danni ed inganni assai sofferto,
Vidi una gente andarsen queta quêta,
Sença temer di Tempo o di sua rabbia,
Chè gli avea in guardia historico o poeta."^
In the end of the first part of Petrarch's Triumph of Fame, it is 
implicit that only the virtuous can find eternal fame (although he in
1. He makes use elsewhere of the names quoted by Petrarch; cf.
2. lines 34-35*
3. Appel, op.cit., IX Triumphus Temporis, p.268, 1.85-90.
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fact mentions the infamous as well as the famous in his enumeration): 
"Mentre che, vago, oltre co gli occhi varco,
Vidi il gran fondatore, e i regi cinque;
L ’altro era in terra di mal peso carco,
Come adiven a chi vertu relinque."^
Robertet emphasises this aspect more than Petrarch:
"Fame suscite les haulx faictz des gens mors,
2Qui par vertu ont méritée gloire."
In the following triumph, Triumphus Temporis, Petrarch describes 
how the sun, envious of Fame, accelerates its course so that even 
thought, and therefore memory and fame, are left behind. Human life, 
the search for fame and love, are transitory, the poet reminds us; 
we should strive for eternal things, for all human endeavour passes 
eventually into oblivion. Fame's eventual defeat by Time is expressed 
by Petrarch:
"In questi human!, a dir proprio, ligustri,
Di cieca oblivion che 'scuri abissil
Volgera il sol, non pure anni, ma lustri 
E secoli, victor d'ogni cerebro,
B vedra' i vaneggiar di questi illustri."^ 
and repeated by Robertet:
1. Appel, op.cit., VI Triumphus Famae I, p.249, 1.127-130.
2. lines 3 1-3 2 .
3. Appel, op.cit., IX Triumphus Temporis, p.269, I.IOI-IO5
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"Quoy que Fame indite et honnorée 
Apres la mort soit de longue durée 
Clere et luysant, neantmoings tout se passe,
Tout s’oblie par temps et long espace."^
Fame bestows a second life on those who have earned it, but Time 
eventually overcomes them in a second death, from which they cannot 
rise;
"Tutto vince e ritoglie il Tempo avaro;
Chiamasi Fama, ed è morir seconde,
Nè più che contra'1 primo è alcu^^iparo.
2Gosi il Tempo triumpho. i nomi e ’l mondo!"
This idea undoubtedly explains the apparent obscurity of lines 41-44 
in Robertet*s poem, where "vivre" must be understood in the sense of 
living in human memory:
"Longuement vivre, que t'aura proffité 
Quant tu seras es latebres gecté 
De ce vieil Temps, qui tout ronge et affine 
Et dure après que Fame meurt et fine."
A large part of Petrarch's ideas are not repeated by Robertet: the
description of the sun's envious acceleration, and the idea that all 
human endeavour is vain, are omitted by Robertet, although the last
1» lines 37-40.
2. Appel, op.cit., IX Triumphus Temporis, p.271, 1.142-145*
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idea is perhaps implicit in lines 41-44, quoted above.
Petrarch’s final triumph, Triumphus AEternitatis, again contains 
elements not found in Robertet and his followers. It describes how 
earthly things will come to an end, the sun and time stand still, past 
and future cease to exist. Man must put his trust in God, and at the 
end, true virtue will share the triumph of Eternity; the poet will be 
reunited with Laura in pure love. The personal element and the 
platonic idea of the mystic union of Petrarch and Laura have no echo 
in Robertet, who reproduces only the image of Eternity enthroned over 
all, and the idea that everything within human understanding will come 
to an end, leaving only Eternity victorious over everything. Robertet 
has:
"Je suis séant au hault triumphal throsne;
Du Temps passé porte palme et couronne.
Joyeusement comme victorieuse
Sur les choses créées glorieuse."^ 
and Petrarch:
"Non avrà loco fu, sarà ned era.
Ma è solo, in presents, ed ora, ed oggi,
2
E sola éternité raccolta e'ntera."
Petrarch’s vision of ideal and uniiindered communication between souls 
is intimated in Robertet*s last line, where the phrase "en claire
1. lines 46-49•
2. Appel, op.cit., X Triumphus Aeternitatis, p.275, lines 67-9*
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vision" would remain obscure without Petrarch’s phrase to explain it: 
"Passa il penser si come sole in vetro,
Ançi più assai, pero che nulla il tene."^
Robertet, in eliminating so much and in adopting a brief and 
precise verse form, imposes on the Trionfi a symmetry and unity of both 
form and idea which are foreign to Petrarch’s complex view of the 
human destiny. The straightforward succession of ideas in Robertet’s 
poem, where each succeeding Triumph cancels the one before, is too 
categorised and definite to depict the complex interweaving of the 
various elements in the human existence, which is reflected in 
Petrarch’s poem. For in Petrarch’s work, not only is the allegory on 
two levels, having a universal and a personal significance, but the 
six themes, far from being treated and eliminated in strict sequence, 
are inter-related, re-echoing in the several parts of the poem. For 
instance, in the second part of the Triumph of Death, Laura explains 
her love for Petrarch in a passage which could well have been a part 
of the Triumph of Chastity, and there are intimations of the conclusion 
of the poem in Laura's promises that she and the poet will be re-united 
in a perfect after-life.
Further, in Petrarch’s vision of man, the theme of love was all- 
important. Laura’s figure reappears throughout the poem; through 
Laura Petrarch is dragged down into Love’s power, yet through her he is
1. Ib., p.2 7 3, lines 34-5-
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led to strive for the highest. Laura gives him his first intimation 
of the after-life (in the second part of Death's triumph) and in 
Eternity they are reunited. Robertet, however, in reducing and 
simplifying Petrarch’s philosophical and lyrical subtleties to one 
logical sequence, eliminates all reference to Laura and to the 
individual case of the poet (Petrarch writes in the first person, and 
presents each Triumph as a vision seen by himself). In thus simplifying 
Petrarch’s poem, Robertet unfortunately eliminates the lyrical element 
which gave poetic distinction to the original.
Robertet’s Triumphes have therefore small poetical merit. Their 
interest lies in the fact that they are the earliest known adaptation 
of Petrarch’s Trionfi in France, and that they contributed largely to 
popularising that work. Of the six parts of Petrarch’s poem, the 
Triumph of Fame is undoubtedly the most important for its influence on 
Robertet. However, the theme it develops - that of immortality in 
human memory, won by virtue during life - although elsewhere in 
Robertet’s work it has a very important role,^ is given no particular 
prominence in Robertet’s Triumphes. This is doubtless due to the 
limited form of the poem and to the fact that Robertet wished to observe 
a strict sequence of ideas, thus precluding any development of new 
theories. For this reason, the importance of the Triumphes must be
1. Of. p. 24.6
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considered as secondary to that of the Complaincte de la Mort de 
Chastelain.
The subsequent French adaptations of the Trionfi, made by other 
poets, being almost certainly based on Robertet*s version,^ suffer all 
from the same fault of being a dry and limited sequence of ideas. They 
show that it was not the lyrical, but the moral and philosophical 
aspects of Petrarch’s work which first drew the attention of the French 
Ehétoriqueurs. To a certain extent they showed the way to the poets 
who followed them, by turning to Italy for inspiration, but it was left 
to the later poets to draw their inspiration from precisely the lyrical 
qualities of the Italian poets, which the Ehétoriqueurs either 
disregarded or perhaps did not perceive.
The only other work by Robertet inspired directly by Italian works
2
is Les Douze Sebilles. These poems are the product of a period when
many humanists attempted to reconcile Christianity and the ideas of the
philosophers of antiquity, for the works of the classical writers were 
essential to education and culture, but at the same time inimical to 
the Christian religion. For this reason an allegorical interpretation 
of ancient literature was adopted. Further, the very works of 
classical authors were used as proofs and supports of Christianity; the
1. Gf. p. 2. XVII.
3* This was done already by the later philosophers of antiquity. See
J. Seznec, La Survivance des dieux antiques, London, Warburg
Institute, 1940, pp.75-96.
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authors were claimed to have been prophets of Christ - among them,
Homer, Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Virgil - and this claim was made also 
of the Sibyls.
The tradition of the Sibyls began in the Greek colonies of Asia 
Minor in about the tenth century B.C. They were the oldest Greek 
literature^ and the source of Homeric poetry.^ Since they offered a 
vehicle for religious propaganda they were subjected early to fraud. 
Prophecies were forged by Jews of Alexandria in about the second to 
first century B.C., with the intention of spreading the idea of 
monotheism, and later in about the second century A.D., Christians 
added the name of Christ, and prophecies of the Virgin Birth, Christ’s ,
2 i
Passion and Resurrection, and so on. The Church Fathers gave full j 
credence to these prophecies of Christianity, and the Sibyls, with 
scenes of their prophecies, were depicted in literature and art from 
the twelfth century on. The writers of antiquity had referred to the 
Sibyls, Varro mentioning ten of them by name: Libie, Erithrea, Cumana, 
or Alrnathea, Sarnia, Cimeria, Persica, Tiburtina, Delphica, Hellespontica 
and Phrigia. Throughout the early stages of the growth of this
1. See H. F. Delaunay, Moines et sibylles dans l'antiquité judéo-grecque. 
Paris, 1074, p.123. Cf. also P. Ronsard, Ode à Michel de 
l’Hospital; Oeuvres Complètes, ed. P. Laumonier, Paris, 1914-1919,
t. II, p. I3BI
2. See A. Bouché-Leclerq, Histoire de la divination dans l ’antiquité, 
1879-82, Paris, t. II, pp. 201-6; and E. Reuss, Les Sibylles 
Chrétiennes, Nouvelle Revue de Théologie, 2 série, Paris, Strasburg, 
April-May I86I, p. I96-9.
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tradition, the Sibyls vrere little known outside Italy. However, in 
the fifteenth century two works generalised the tradition throughout 
Europe: Lactantius’ De Divinis Institutionibus, published in l46y,^ 
and Filippo Barbieri’s Tractatus de discordantiae inter Eusebium, 
Hieronymum gt Aurcustinum. published in l48l. Lactantius quotes the 
list of Sibyls found in Varro, together with their prophecies of the 
life of Christ. (These ten Sibyls are the ones known also to 
Petrarch, Boccaccio and Ficino.) Barbieri in his work mentions two 
additional Sibyls - Agrippa ànd Europe (his sources are unknown) - and 
relates the twelve with twelve apostles of the Old Testament. Their 
works, especially that of Barbieri, inspired innumerable Italian 
artists, and representations of the Eibyls by such artists -as-Baldini, 
Perugino, Ghirlandaio were common, their efforts culminating in 
Michelangelo’s work in the Sistine Chapel; these were almost always 
accompanied by inscriptions taken from Barbieri. It was also with the 
publication of Barbieri’s work that the depiction of the twelve Sibyls 
became widespread in France. Here, however, Lactantius was not 
supplanted, but his writings were combined with those of Barbierx,
1. Lactantii Firmknii de divinis institutionibus, C. Swynheym and
A. .Pannartz; in manasterio Sublacensi, fol.x, 1465; B.M., IB 17007. 
The work was Icnown in manuscripts much earlier, but in the fifteenth 
century enjoyed a renewed popularity in Italy and thence throughout 
Europe. Although in fact an early Church Father, Lactantius must 
here be studied in conjunction with the Italian Barbieri, since it 
was in Italy that his work was repopularised together with that 
of Barbieri.
2. Filippo de’ Barbieri, Tractatus de discordantia inter Eusebium, 
Hieronymum et Augustinum, Romae, J.P. de Lignamine, 4 , l48l; B.N., 
Res. B. 3650.
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producing a version of the Sibyl theme that is confined to and
generalised in France.^
Robertet’s version of the prophecies, which must be among the very
first in France, is made up from elements taken from both Barbieri and
2
Lactantius, with a few details from Boccaccio's Be Claris Mulieribus, 
and, possibly, Petrarch's Rerum Memorandarum.^  Lactantius is his 
main source; in the majority of cases he merely translates more or 
less exactly, and puts into verse, what Lactantius had written.
The prophecy of Libie:
"Je diz que Jhesuscrist nostrcjou osteroit,
A noz colz importable, et nous delieroit
4
Des loix et des liens violens et iniques." 
is translated from Lactantius:
"Jugum nostrae servitutis intollerabile in collo positum 
toilet et leges impias solvet vinculaque violenta."
The prophecy of Sibille Gumane or Almathee, which foretells the 
miracles accompanying the Crucifixion, is again taken largely from 
Lactantius, Robertet having:
"A Tarquinus Prisons neuf livres feiz d'espreuve...
1. See E. Mâle, l'Art religieux de la fin du moyen âge en France, I9O8,
p.267 ff.
2. Cf. p./?>^--5'. 3. Cf. XVII, p.4/^j note/.
4. XVII, lines 3-5* 5* Lactantius, op.cit., liber 7? cap.
xviii, p.139 vo.
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Mais je deiz que le voille du Temple se romproit.
Et à my jour la nuyt obscure se rendreit 
Par trois heures durant..."^
The first line of this is taken from the reference in Lactantius:
2
"... earaque novem libres attulisse ad regem Tarquinium Priscum" 
and the remaining lines are an almost exact translation of what 
Lactantius had:
"Templi vero velum scindetur, et medio die nox erit tenebrosa
nimis tribus horis."^
Symerie prophesies the miraculous cures which will be made by Christ:
"De resurrection de mors j’euz congnoissance;
Je deiz que sours ouroient miraculeusement,
Les aveugles verroyent, muetz pareillement
4
En ce temps parleroyent..." 
and this again is very close to a passage found in Lactantius: 
"Mortuorum autem surrectio erit et claudorum cursus velox: 
surdus audiet, ceci videbunt, loquentur non loquentes."
Persique's accusation of the Jewish race,
"Vaticynant parlay au peuple de Judée,
Car son Dieu ne congneust la sequelie dampnée.
1. lines 18, 21-3*
2. Lactantius, lib.l, cap.6, p.5 v°.
3. Lactantius, lib.4, cap.xix, p.77 
4» lines 36—9*
5* Lactantius, lib.4, cap.xii, p.72 v°.
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Qui tresorriblement, comme portent mes ditz.
Son tresprecieux chef d'espines couronnèrent 
Et de fiel et vinaigre emmeslez 1'abreverent^ 
is an adaptation of Lactantius's lines:
"Tu enim stulta deum tuum non cognovisti ludentem mortalibus 
mentibus, sed et spinis coronasti corona horridumque fel 
miscuisti",^
Also taken from Lactantius is part of the prophecy of Delphique:
"Des Troyens je parlay, ains qu'ilz fussent conquis
Par les Grectz, dont Omere maintz dictz a recite
De la perte de Troye et son adversité."^
Here a slight misunderstanding of the original is seen in Robertet*s
rendering of the phrase "et Homerum mendacia scripturum", which is
found in Lactantius's text:
"Appollodorus Erythraeus affirmât ... earn ... Graiis Ilium
petentibus vaticinatam, et periturum esse Trojam et Homerum
4
mendacia scripturum."
In this case also, Robertet attributes to Delphique a prophecy which 
according to Lactantius was made by Erithrea. Finally, the last 
prophecy, that of Phrigie, contains two translations from Lactantius 
in the reference to Christ's Passion;
1* lines 49-53• 2. Lactantius, lib.4, cap.xviii, p.76 r°.
3. lines 79-81. 4. Lactantius, lib.l, cap.vi, p.5 v°.
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"Je diz que Jhesuscrist es mains des infernaulx 
Viendroit, qui à son corps donneroient maintz travaulx 
De buffes et colaphes
Tout voult en gré souffrir, pacient, sans murmure."^
The corresponding passage in Lactantius reads;
"In manus iniquas et infidelium postea veniet, dabunt deo
2
alapas manibus incestis ... et colaphas accipiens tacebit."
From Barbieri, Robertet takes three passages, again keeping very 
close to the original. Samie's prophecy is of the Incarnation of 
Christ :
"L'avenement prediz du Celestiel Aigneau,
L'umiliacion de Dieu quant le manteau 
Il voulut revestir de nostre humanité 
Et joindre à nostre chair lors sa divinité:
Ensemble Dieu et homme, né, nourri de pucelle.
En foing repouseroit ..."^
This is an adaptation of Erithrea's prophecy as found in Barbieri's 
work:
"In ultima autem etate humiliabitur Deus et humanabitur 
proies divina jungetur humanitati divinitas. Jacebit in
1. lines 96-8, 100. 2. Lactantius, lib.4, cap.xviii, p.76 r^.
3. lines 29-34-
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feno agnus et officio puellari educabitur Deus et homo."^
Some rather obscure lines of Europe's prophecy, and a reference to the 
Virgin Birth are also taken from Barbieri;
"Que Jhesuscrist viendroit sans tarder j'annoncay;
Que mens, vaulx et Olimpe passeroit escript j'ay.
Dominant en silence, en povreté regnant,
2
Et de virginal ventre naistroit. Dieu et enfant."
Here Barbieri had:
"Veniet ille et transibit montes et colles et latices sivarum 
Olimpi; regnabit in paupertate et dominabitur in silentio 
et egredietur de utero virginis.
Lastly, Agrippa's reference to the Incarnation of Christ is adapted 
from a passage in Barbieri:
"De 1'incarnation du verbe. Dieu palpable 
En visibilité, j'escriptz maint mot notable.
....... je predisoye que Dieu naistroit de mere,
Joinct à humanité ..."^
The corresponding lines in Barbieri's work read:
"Invisibile verbum palpabitur ... et nascetur ex raatre ut Deus,
R
et conversabitur ut peccator."
1. Barbieri, op.cit., ff. not numbered. 2. lines 43-6.
3. Barbieri, op.cit. 4# lines 56-7, 59-60.
5* Barbieri, op.cit.
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Robertet mingles the passages taken from the various sources,
sometimes placing lines or phrases from more than one author in the
same verse. He was certainly among the first to treat this theme in
Pr ance using these sources. The earliest known French work containing
the twelve Sybils is the Book of Hours bequeathed to Anne de France by
Louis de Laval in 1489,^ Robertet*s poems cannot have been composed
later than the turn of the century. It could have been the Book of
Hours which suggested to Robertet the Sybils as the subject of a poem.
In pictorial representation of the Sybils in France, certain attributes
such as a rose, sword or banner and so on, came to be used for the
individual Sybils. These are first found in Louis de Laval’s Book of
Hours, and since they are used also by the artist of manuscript H in
his illustrations of Jean’s poem, this may seem further to imply a
connection. However, it is quite possible that Jean’s texts were
composed a considerable time before they were illustrated in H, which
2
may have been executed after Jean’s death. Certainly there is no 
reference to the various emblems in Jean’s texts, and his poems bear 
little resemblance to the texts found in the Book of Hours.
The poems have little value in themselves or even in their subject; 
their interest lies in the reflection of the early humanist preoccupation
1. See on this, and on the whole subject of the Sybils in France, E.Male, 
L ’Art religieux de la fin du moyen âge en France, p.267 ff.
2. Cf. p. 23-4.
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with the reconciliation of Christianity and Antiquity, and in 
illustrating Robertet's awareness of the earliest Italian influences.
The most important influence of Italian literature on Jean 
Robertet lies probably in the philosophical ideas rather than in direct 
literary influences. The vital change was the reaffirmed belief in 
man, both as a race and as an individual. The welfare of man, and his 
perfection were seen as the end of all activity, hence a cultivation 
of the civic virtues, and at the same time what Burckhardt has 
described as anarchic individualism, an exasperation of personal power: 
the complete development of the individual, where individual value 
depends not on birth or chance, but on personal effort. Man was the 
master of his own salvation or ruin, within the framework of the divine 
plan. At the source of these ideas was the optimistic belief in 
humanity and human progress. This was the basis also of the thirst 
for knowledge and the pride in erudition for its own sake. Much is 
to be attributed to the increased knowledge of antiquity, which had 
formed a comprehension of great events as engineered not by chance, but 
by outstanding individuals. History was seen as the account of the 
great men who had made it.^
It was this which led to the worship of human greatness and 
achievement, and to the consequent love of individual glory, which 
alone can give a man immortality. This admiration for individual merit,
1. For example, in Petrarch’s Be Viris Illustribus.
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and belief in the immortality it wins is clearly found in Robertet*s
works, especially in the poem sent to Chastelain,^ the Complaincte de la
2 3
mort de Chastelain, and to a lesser extent in the Triumphes; his
inspiration is Largely Petrarch. Since it was by the works of the poets,
historians and artists of antiquity that the deeds of great men were
known, the Italian humanists emphasised also the power of the poet or
artist, whose celebration of an individual’s virtue gives immortality.
For this reason patronage of the arts flourished in Italy, probably less
for the sake of beauty than for the sake of handing down a glorious name
to posterity. The theme of the great man immortalised by the poet is
found in Robertet, for example in the prose passage where he describes
the dead poet Goerge Chastelain:
"... qui vivant produisoit les belles fleurs et fruictz délectables
dont victorieux roys, haultz princes et vertueux hommes, de
mémoire et de louange dignes, ont esté decorez et selon leurs
mérités et vertuz hault louez et faictz reluisans, et par gloire
immortelle recommandez à tousjoursmais.
This cult, almost a religion, of glory, with poets (and artists)
playing the most important part, is the foundation of Ronsard’s vision of
the poet as a leader and a prophet. The doctrine of the divine
1. XIII, D. 2. XIX. 3. XX.
4. XIX, lines 391-6. For a full discussion of this subject, see also
PP* 2^6 - Z S O .
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inspiration of the poet is further foreshadowed in Eohertet, where,
although no precise source is discernible, there are echoes of Marsilio
Ficino’s neo-platonism,^ As a result of Italian influence in
philosophical ideas, Robertet therefore presages the Pléiade in his
development of some of the theories of the poet's function which were
2
to distinguish French poetry of the sixteenth century.
Finally, like many of the early humanists, Jean Robertet achieves 
a reconciliation of the moral precepts of antiquity with the teachings 
of Christianity. There were already tendencies towards this in the 
Middle Ages, with the curious mixture of medieval allegory and classical 
mythology found in, for example, the Ovide Moralisé.^  These tendencies 
were developed and made more precise by the influence of the Florentine 
Academy, especially its head, Marsilio Ficino (in De Christiana 
Religlone), which was widespread in Italy, and the earlier influence of 
such writers as Petrarch, for whom the reconciliation of Christianity 
and antiquity was an important aspect of their work. The interpretation 
of antiquity as presaging Christian thought, even prophesying the life 
and Passion of Christ - in the Christian interpretations of Homer and
4
Virgil, for instance - are too well-known to be dwelt upon. It is
1. On the part played by this doctrine in Robertet's work, see p.Zr/-2.
2. Cf. p.
3. Published by C. de Boer, Ovide Moralisé, Poème du commencement du 
XIV^ siècle, 1915 etc., Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van 
Wetenschappen te Amsterdamn Afd. Letterkunde. Kieuwe reeks t.l, 15,
21, 30, 37 , 43.
4. Cf. p.2/;2 ^
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in the light of this tradition that we must understand the mingling of 
Christian and pagan as well as Renaissance and medieval thought in such 
questions as Death, or Fame, in Robertet*s work.
In one last field, Robertet shows a very precise Italian influence.
This is in the sphere of art. The new feeling for plastic beauty was
a gradual Renaissance development in France. The patronage of art in
France during the Renaissance is indicative not only of a reawakened
interest in art, but also of the reflection of the Italian idea of art
patronage as a means of achieving immortality. Jean Robertet is not
known to have patronised any artist, although it seems certain that he
patronised men of letters, but he must have collaborated with Jean
Fouquet in making a presentation copy of the Statuts de l'Ordre de
Saint Michel for Louis XI in 1469.^  Jean's sons were to be among the
patrons of Italian artists in France: Charles and Jacques, successively
Bishop of Albi, continued work already begun on the Cathedral of Albi,
2
where considerable decorations were carried out by an Italian artist. 
Florimond Robertet, the minister of Charles VIII, Louis XII and 
François I, was a patron of several Italians: his chateau at Bury and
his house in Blois were designed by Italian architects; he commissioned 
the beautiful Madonna with the Spindle by Leonardo; and his persistence 
in obtaining Michelangelo's bronze statue of David (now lost) is well- 
known.^ Jean Robertet, although not himself a patron of artists, was
1. Cf. p./25" 2. Cf. p. /5/-^ 3. Cf. p. /3%
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early subject to the influence of the Italian artists, and his poem
Souhz une meschante paincture  ^is interesting for the light it throws
on the progress of early Italian influence on French art. Its progress
was considerably aided by the new knowledge of Italian art brought
about by the Italian campaigns of Charles VIII and Louis XII. Earlier,
Flemish art had prevailed in France (especially the work of the two
Van Eyck and Roger Van der Weyden). However, at the end of the
fifteenth century, fc^re were already some Italian artists in France -
Pietro Andrea with the Duke of Orleans, Jean and Pierre Bouté of
2
Florence at Lyon, and at the court of Jean II of Bourbon, Benedetto 
Ghirlandaio painted at least one picture after 1483.^ Soon Italian 
influence was to prevail completely, with the arrival in France of 
Leonardo, Andrea de Sarto, Hiccolb Bellini, and innumerable others in 
the early sixteenth century. However, at the time of Jean Robertet, 
Flemish and Italian art were about equal in the extent of their 
influence. This is the stage in the development of French art 
reflected in Jean's poem, Soubz une meschante paincture; here, Jean 
ironically contrasts a French primitive painter with the works of 
Roger Van der Weyden, Perugino and the miniaturists of King René of
1. XXI. This poem may also represent in its literary form a direct 
Italian influence, since it may be imitated from the "strambotti" of 
Seraphino Aquilano. This is, however, uncertain. Cf. p. IS y- S
2. See E. Picot, Les Italiens en France au XVI® siècle, Bordeaux, 8°, 
I9OI-I8, 2® série.
3. See P. Mantz, ' Gazette des Beaux-Arts, XXXIV, I8 8 8, pp.375 ff.
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Sicily. Robertet summarises in his poem two of the most important 
aspects of Renaissance art, which were closely linked with the new 
positive philosophy of the Renaissance, with its exaltation of man. 
Robertet reproaches the French provincial painter for his lack of 
perspective; the study of perspective, begun by Brunelleschi, Ucello, 
Ghiberti and Piero de’ Franceschi, contributed largely to eliminating
the oppressiveness of medieval art, where man is dn^^fed by his 
environment.^ Robertet, by selecting this aspect of the new painting 
styles, shows a just appreciation of Perugino’s work, for it is by his 
profound sense of perspective that Perugino impresses with a feeling 
of distance, space and freedom. Similarly, with the phrase, "portrayal 
of a beautiful face", Robertet reminds us that it was not until the 
Renaissance that art was sufficiently freed from the Church’s domination 
for portraiture to become common outside a devotional context. This 
was a direct result of the Renaissance cult of individualism, its 
search for immortality, and its affirmation of man in every aspect of 
his nature, including the physical.
In this way Robertet's appreciation of the new art can be seen to 
have an inherent philosophical significance, as well as an obvious 
interest because of the Italian influence which it evidences.
1. See B. Berenson, The Italian Painters of the Renaissance, London, 
Fontana, I96O, pp.149-151, 157*
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ROBERTET’S TBEATI>ItSm OF TRADITIONAL MEDIEVAL THEIvjES
It cannot surprise us that those themes most frequently exploited 
during the middle ages and hy the |ffi;iétoriqueurs - moral and religious 
subjects, the themes of love, fortune and death - should be the basis 
of Jean Robertet's poetical activity. Since these commonplace 
medieval themes appeared with monotonous regularity for several 
centuries, their interest for the modern reader lies in the extent to 
which Robertet followed the traditional approach and in what way he 
brought a fresh spirit and attitude to the old subjects.
Certain of these medieval commonplaces Robertet treats only 
briefly, and he does not return to them on any subsequent occasion.
The poems on such themes have no great importance, since they in no 
way indicate the changes found in Robertet’s work, which link him with 
the Renaissance rather than with the Middle Ages; they can therefore 
be very quickly dismissed. For example, one commonplace of medieval 
literature is found in the Lectres à messire Palmier,^ of which the 
first part is little more than a short treatise on the art of drinking, 
with an enumeration of the foods most calculated to stimulate thirst, 
and a declaration of the benefits of wine; it promotes good health, 
prosperity, intelligence and virtue. The poem, which is preceded by 
a latin rondeau on the same theme, adds little to the vast number of
1. XII.
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poems already devoted to the same subject.
A further medieval theme is that found in the Exposition des
Couleurs,  ^which is a simple expression of the symbolism of colours,
a subject which seems now insignificant, but which then was widely
known, perhaps largely through heraldic art, and was given full
2
credence. It was not infrequently a poet's theme, and even in the 
sixteenth century, Rabelais's reference to it in the Gargantua^ is 
proof of serious contemporary treatment of the subject. Here also 
the inspiration is entirely traditional, and the poem has no 
importance.
The theme of Fortune also, Jean used in an entirely traditional 
way. In the rondeau, Quant je treuve...,^ Fortune is seen as cruel 
and capricious, turning all apparent prosperity into misfortune, almost 
maliciously persecuting the poet. This is the same attitude as is
R '
found in Regnier, Villon, and so on, where the inconstant goddess 
Fortune is seen as the source of all human sorrows, all inexplicable 
ills. Like the majority of the medieval poets Jean attributes to
1. XVI.
2. e.g. "Je porte la coulleur tennée..." (ms. f.ll^v^.); Le Blason 
des Couleurs in B.ll. ms.fr. 4987? f°. 235 vo.; and several rondeaux 
by André de la Vigne in the Vergier d'honneur, Paris, Ph. le Hoir, 
fol., C.I52O, pp.19 6, 2 0 2, 203, etc.
3. Rabelais, Gargantua, ed. J. Plattard, Soc. des Belles Lettres, Paris, 
19553 chap.IX, p.35-8.
4. III.
5- Jean Regnier (c,1393 - C.I488), as a prisoner composed the Fortunes 
et Adversitéz; ed. E.Broz, Paris, S.A.T.F., 1923.
6. Cf. H.R. Patch, The Traditioh of the Doddess Fortuna in Medieval 
Philosophy and Literature, Paris, 1922, Smith College Studies in 
Modern Languages, vol. 5? no. 4.
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Fortune what is in fact the result of human weakness. Thus in the
Exolamacion _... pour le département d’Estiennette de Besançon, Jean
upbraids Fortune for Estiennette's elopement and subsequent disgrace.^
However, this theme is not a very important one in Jean’s poems.
The exolamacion was a comparatively early work (14 69); the rondeau too
is probably part of Jean’s earliest poetical activity, when he was still
imitating Chastelain and Charles d'Orléans and had not yet come fully
under Italian influence. The rondeau may, in fact, be imitated from
2
Charles d’Orléans or from Chastelain who produced several rondeaux 
on this subject, and also the Complainte de Fortune. Jean in any case 
abandoned the theme early. Elsewhere, scarcely a reference is found 
to it; indeed a theme illustrating man’s subjection to external forces 
and circumstances could scarcely be reconciled with the positive attitude 
to human destiny and capabilities, which Jean was to acquire, largely 
through the influence of Italian writers. It is true that Petrarch’s 
Trionfi, which Jean Robertet adapted, are a view of the powers which 
govern man’s life. However, in Petrarch’s poem there is no question 
of a blind or malicious force subjecting the poet to all its vagaries; 
rather, it is a vision of man’s place in the universe. The gulf is 
wide between the philosophical acceptance of changes brought about in 
human life by Fortune, found, for example, in Boccaccio’s De Casibus 
Virorum Illustrium, and the attribution to Fortune of events under human 
1. XVIII,A-lines lO-ZS 2. Gf. p. /7T
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control, found in the Exolamacion. Jean’s treatment of the theme of 
Fortune shows no progress from the medieval; the fact that he abandoned 
it so completely, to the exclusion even of passing references, when 
this is considered together with his faith in man’s ability to create 
his own immortality, is a sign of a change towards a Renaissance belief 
in the importance and power of the individual, who creates his own 
future, and whose fame and reputation are not dependent on an inconstant 
goddess.
Also like his contemporaries, Jean Robertet, although he wrote no
doctrinal, composed poems with a moralising tendency. In one rondeau,
A ung cordelier observantin,^ he banishes the deadly sins, personified,
2
from his heart, and turns to God for mercy. The poem, A ung inconnu 
has equally a moral tone; virtue only can avail us when we die, 
therefore let us live virtuous lives. Finally, the rondeau. Je voy 
sans yeulx...,^  expresses the commonplace condemnation of contemporary 
morals, of the contempt for loyalty and honesty, and of the widespread 
flattery and treachery. In the fifteenth century, moral poems were 
the most cultivated, and at the same time the most banal.^ Robertet, 
like most others of his time, is completely devoid of originality in 
his approach to the moral theme, in which he clearly imitates
R
Chastelain, making use of proverbs and "sentences", which in themselves
1. I. 2. X. 3. II.
4. Cf. H. Guy, L ’Bcole des Rhétoriqueurs, ^ 101-103. 
5* See p.
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mark the lack of original thought. These poems are probably among his 
first compositions, and have little interest, since they show no 
originality and no change from medieval poetry. Robertet in his 
later poems abandons the moral theme almost completely. The only 
indications of it are in the Complainte de la mort de Chastelain,^ 
where the accent is entirely different, virtue during life being the 
price not of escaping damnation, but of achieving immortality in men’s 
minds;
"Puisque la vie des hommes est donc si briefve 
Et bon renom ceste faulte relieve,
Vivre sans loz est plus dit mort que vye.
Claire vertu les hommes hault eslieve 
Et le vice les actraiet bas et griefve 
Et à mourir en obscur les convie.
Il fault avoir d ’estre bon telle envie 
Et faire tant pour ensuyvre vertu
2
Que d ’elle on meure couvert et revestu."
Allied often to moral themes were the political works which abound 
in the fifteenth century. Doctrinals of advice for princes, eulogies 
of the ruler, compositions on national events - all of these dictated 
usually by the poet’s circumstances rather than by strongly held 
convictions - are balanced by the numerous poems of a popular nature
1. XIX. 2. lines 344-352.
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which celebrate national or regional triumphs or sei^ ve as a form of 
propaganda.^ Jean Robertet produced none of the former type of work - 
the occasional reference to the corruption of the court, and so on, 
are commonplace and they are less likely to have been inspired by
2
historical events than by Jean's early automatic imitation of Chastelain. 
Similarly the Repense au Senechal^ is scarcely a political work, 
although in the eiulogy of Anne de France, duchess of Bourbon, a genuine 
admiration of Anne's qualities can be discerned beneath the flattery 
and the exaggerations. As well as the customary praise of her beauty 
and grace, it contains a few allusions of a slightly political nature; a
4reference to the mildness with which she disarms anger and rancour is
probably an allusion to the prudence and farsightedness which Anne
displayed during her and Pierre de Beaujeu's regency, when a continuation
of Louis XI's policy was effected without the use of his methods, and
when Anne by her diplomacy was able to overcome the plots and opposition
of the nobles, with a minimum of repressive methods.
R
The poem Souffle Faustus en fleute pastourine is the only work by
Robertet of a wholly political inspiration, and belongs to the group of
often violently nationalistic poems which formed a sort of propaganda
during the struggle between France and Burgundy. The respective
princes, especially Louis XI, were the object of frequent attack,
d« Cf. H. Guy, op.cit., § 89 ff. 2. Cf. p ./g/
3 . XI. 4* lines 25-6.
5. VIII.
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and Robertet’s ballad is one of several defending Louis against sucli
an attack.^ In I467, George Chastelain had written a ballad on the
death of Duke Philippe of Burgundy (15 June), with the refrain
2
"Lyon rampant en croppe de montaigne" .
Chastelain*s poem was imitated by Jean Molinet in either I467 or, more
probably 1468,^  in the ballad Souffle Triton en ta buse argentine,^
sometimes attributed to Chastelain. The character of the poem was,
however, completely changed, for whereas Chastelain*s ballad was largely
a eulogy of Philippe - whom Chastelain symbolised with the heraldic
device of Burgundy, a lion - containing general reflections on Death, no
reference to any precise political situation, and only one allusion to
5
Louis XI, who is referred to as the "eraigne" , Molinet*s ballad on the 
other hand was a violent attack on Louis XI. It was occasioned largely 
by the revolts of the people of Liège against their bishop, Louis of 
Bourbon, and the Duke of Burgundy, which, it was known, were incited by 
Louis XI * s agents. Molinet *s bitter attack on Louis XI, whom he 
characterised as "1*universel araigne", Chastelain*s image, and as the
1. For other poems produced by the conflict between France and Burgundy, 
see Le Roux de Lincy, Recueil de chants historiques français, Paris, 
1841, t.I, pp.331, 368 ff.; Le Roux de Lincy, Chants historiques et 
populaires du temps de Charles VII et de Louis XI, Paris, Le Trésor des 
pièces rares ou inédites, pp.80-105, 116-145; A. de la Borderie, Jean 
Meschinot, sa vie et ses oeuvres, ses satires contre Louis XI, Paris, 
Ï896, p.58 ff.
2. Chastelain, ed. Kervyn de Lettenhove, t.7, p.208.
3 . Cf. p. 536-8
4- Les Faictz et Jictz de Jean Molinet, ad. H. Dupire, Paris, S.A.T.P.,
1936-9, t.II, p.851-2 .
5• line 3 .
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”cerf volant" (the device of France, adopted hy Charles VI), recalls
Charolais’s past victory over Louis XI, Louis's treachery in turning
against the house which had protected him as Dauphin, and ends with
menaces to the people of Liège.
There were several replies to Molinet, poems all equally modelled
on Chastelain’s, hut replying on behalf of Louis XI, and written very
probably just before the interview at Péronne, and certainly shortly
before the third defeat of the Liégeois in October 1468.^ There were
2 3
five replies on behalf of Louis XI; by Gilles des Ormes, René Tardif, 
"Le Petit Dare de Rouen",^ by an anonymous poet,^ and by Jean Robertet.^ 
The anonymous poem and those by le Petit Dare, R. Tardif, Gu. des Ormes, 
threaten and call down destruction on the house of Burgundy, ireproach 
Burgundy’s treachery in attacking their feudal lord, and call on the 
French to arm themselves, and on Louis to hold back no longer. They 
reflect, in fact, the shame and impatience felt by a large part of the 
French people at Louis’s apparent toleration of the Burgundian 
depradations. Robertet’s poem follows a similar pattern; he calls for 
vengeance on the destruction caused by Burgundy, replies to Molinet’s
1. Cf. p.336-8
2. "Changez propoz, cerf voilant nostre chef...", ms.J2, f . 3r .-v .
3. "Ou zodiaque où Phebus fait son cours...", Ib., f^. 4r°.-5r°.
4. "Souffle Vulcan affin que ardant bruyne..*.", ms.X, f°. 129 v°.
5* "Souffle Ethna du vouloir proserpine...", ms.J2, f2v^ .-3 r^.
6. VIII.
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accusations of treachery on Louis's part and refers to the part played 
by Burgundy in the Ligue du Bien Public.^ He closes by warning 
Burgundy of approaching ruin. The ballad is written with a certain 
energy, and like the others in this series is clearly in no way a poème 
de circonstance, but strongly patriotic.
A final commonplace of medieval literature, which inevitably has its 
place in Robertet's work, is the conventional treatment of love.
Although his poems on this theme are few, they reflect the typical 
conventions and attitudes of the time. The figure of the "amant 
transsi", found throughout love poetry since the Provençal poets, centre 
of the tradition of courtly love, in which the lover is characterised 
by his pallor and black garments, his sorrow and tears, and his faithful­
ness to his unyielding mistress, is found in the rondeau. Bn actendant
Q
garison ou la mort. These elements are reflected in the rondeau, in 
which the lover warns his mistress of her responsibility should he die.
A further convention, the contradictions of love, also a tradition
i
Of Provençal love poetry, is found in the ballad, Je meurs de soif au pn^s 
de la fontaine,^  which is a series of antithetical constructions.
Although the use of contradictory elements (love and hate, fire and ice, 
and so on) was renewed in more sophisticated form in the poetry of, for
1. Charolois commanded at the Battle of Montlhery in 1465, which was 
also the occasion of several patriotic works; see Le Roux de Lincy, 
Chants Historiques et populaires du temps de Charles VII et de Louis 
XI, loc.cit.
2. IV. 3. VI.
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example, Mellin de Saint-Gelais and Maurice Sceve, by the influence of 
the Italian poets,^ the convention had long existed in France, in Alain 
Chartier's work, and earlier in Jean de Meun;
"Amors ce est paix haineuse".
The ballad. Je meurs de soif... is one of those written in the
so-called "Concours de Blois"; the rondeau. Bn actendant..., in view
of its inclusion in manuscripts containing poems by the circle of 
2
Blois, dates probably also from Jean Robertet's participation in the 
Blois activities.
Jean Robertet also took part in the obverse side of the vast 
fifteenth century literature on love and woman; the conflict between 
the idealisation and vilification of the feminine sex. His contribution 
to the "quérellke des femmes" is the long and laboured exchange with 
Guillaume Cousinot, the Bxclamacion ... pour le despartement d'Bstien-
3 4nette de Paris, occasioned by Etiennette de Paris’ elopement.
Jean Robertet originally wrote a brief lamentation in prose, of 
ironical intention, in which he called on Diana, Hymene, the nymphs and 
Muses to avenge Loyalty and Honour, outraged by Fortune. This was 
followed by three short poems, the first recommending to women discretion,
1. who in turn were influenced by the latin school as exemplified in 
Catullus’ "Odi et amo...". See J. Vianey, Le Pétrarquisme en France 
au XVIe siècle, Société pour l’étude des langues romanes, t.XXIII, 
Montpellier, 1909, p.50 ff.; H.Weber, La Création Poétique au XVI® 
siècle en France, Paris, 1956, t.I, p.164; H.Guy, Les Sources 
Françaises de Ronsard, Revue d ’histoire littéraire de la France,
1902, p.2 1 7.
2. Cf. 3. XVIII. 4 . Cf. .
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fidelity, and a not too great severity in love; the second is in the 
tradition of the "amoureux transsi”; the third, a rondeau, purports 
to he written hy Etiennette regretting the loss of her good name. 
Guillaume Cousinot replied lengthily to Robertet,^ in the defence of 
Etiennette and the rest of her sex; vigorously refuting supposed 
attacks on Etiennette (which, in fact, were scarcely implicit in 
Robertet’s pieces); he claims that she should not despair at being 
subject, like all human being$,to the vagaries of Fortune and occasional 
folly; she should re-establish her reputation by courage, virtue and 
patience. Further, pity should not be abandoned for the salce of 
vengeance, and Cousinot here quotes the historical examples and 
mythological names which had already served in innumerable debates of 
this sort. Cousinot's final, somewhat specious, argument in favour 
of clemency, is that should all women suffer for the fault of one, or 
be intimidated by the menace of vengeance, they might well refuse in 
future to reward those who serve them faithfully. In fact, it was the 
consideration implicit in this last argument which led Robertet, fearful 
of the effects of public scandal, to compose his heavily ironical 
lamentation, which can best be understood in relation to the sources 
of its inspiration, which are found in Alain Chartier's Belle Dame Sans
1. Cousinot's reply is found, with Robertet's pieces, in P. Champion's 
Bn Scandale Parisien au XT® siècle, l'Enlèvement d'Etiennette de 
Besançon, 1468, Paris, I9 0 7.
2. Cf. p. no-x.
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Merci and its imitations.^ Robertet's criticism is of the lack of 
secrecy and discretion, and Cousinot*s miscomprehension of his aim 
leads Robertet to elucidate his position in the controversy. Fortune, 
and not Etiennette, is to be blamed; in reply to Cousinot's list of 
names from antiquity, Robertet enumerates others, equally well-known 
and quoted, of those who suffered for love; and stresses finally 
that his intention is not to intimidate.
The exchange between Robertet and Cousinot takes its place in the 
controversy which continued throughout the fifteenth century, and which 
had its beginnings in the Arts d ’Amour, and in Jean de Meun's part of 
the Roman de la Rose. It was continued by Les Quinze Joies du 
Mariage, by Deschamps, Jean Le Fèvre, the translator of Matheolus' viol*^ i 
ent satire, Pierre Col, and innumerable others attacking women, and by 
Martin Le Franc, author of the Champion des Dames (1440-1442), Christine 
de Pisan, Jean Gerson and others on behalf of women, the defenders of
women being heavily outnumbered by those who attacked and satirised
2
them. Jean Robertet's and Guillaume Cousinot's exchange occurs in 
the midst of the controversy, which from the mid-fifteenth century was 
at its height, continuing with increasing seriousness into the 
sixteenth century, when women began to play a more important part 
socially and politically, and when the subject was treated by such a 
writer as Erasmus.
1. Cf. p./£g fj>_
2. On the "bataille des femmes", see H. Guy, L 'Ecole des Rhétoriqueurs, 
§ 189-203; F. Rabelais, Le Tiers Livre, ed. A. Le franc, 1912, etc.
p.XXX ff.
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Although the Bxclamacion is actually the only composition in which 
Robertet actively took part in the "Querelle des femmes", two other
works must be mentioned in this connection: Les Six Triumphes de
1 2 Petrargue and Les Douze Sebilles. The former work represents already
a change, though extremely limited, towards the Petrarchian concept
of love, for Petrarch's Trionfi were very strongly imbued with the
spirit of the sonnets, and with the poet's love for Laura, particularly
in its spiritual and Platonic aspects. Even though these aspects are
largely lost in Robertet's French adaptations, the inclusion of earthly
love in a poem of essentially spiritual and moral intent indicates a
progression.
Les Douze Sebilles is also to a' certain extent involved in the
controversy over women. Although there is no indication that Jean wrote
this series of poems with the intention of its being an argument in the
defence of women, it is nonetheless true that the sibyls were often
quoted as an exam%)le of feminine worth and virtue in works written for
the defence of women, such as Christine de Pisan's Cité de Darnes^  and
4
Martin Le Franc's Le Champion des Dames. It is no doubt for this
1. XX. 2. XVII.
3. See C. de Pisan, Cyte of Ladyes, London, 1521, ff. not numbered.
(There has been no French edition of this work.)
4. Martin Le Franc, Le Champion des Dames, Paris, Pierre Vidone,
1530, fo. cccxx v^. - cccxxiii v’^.
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reason that Symphorien Ghampier included these poems hy Robertet in
his work. La Nef des Dames Vertueuses, which is part of the literature
presenting the case for women, and which was probably to some extent
intended to balance the effect of Ghampier's earlier publication. La
Nef de Princes, a collection of all that the philosophers and poets of
antiquity had written against women, together with a translation of
Matheolus’ violent satire. Ghampier was linked with various members
of the Robertet family,^ which doubtless explains how he obtained the
hitherto unpublished poems by Robertet. The poems. Les Douze Sebilles,
however, apart from the circumstances of their publication are in fact
connected with the "querelle des femmes" only insofar as they are
connected with the cult of the Virgin, which appears throughout these
2
poems in references to the Virgin birth, prophesied by the sibyls.
They can therefore be said to be a part of the controversy only in the 
same way as the vast literature produced by the cult of the Virgin may 
be said to be an aspect of the idealisation of woman, which was the 
counterpart of the attacks on thera.^  The real intention of Les Douze 
Sebilles was undoubtedly religious.
This brings us to the subject in which Robertet’s poetry shows a 
precise transition from purely medieval to Renaissance thought. In
1. He was in correspondence with Jacques Robertet, Jean's son, whom he 
mentions more than once (see p./32^jjand to whom he dedicated another 
work in La Nef des Princes, yet another being dedicated to François 
Robertst (see p.^'^o).
2. lines 33-4, 46, 59? 93.
The Virgin was, in fact, very often quoted as the final refutation of 
all arguments condemning women.
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references to a religious theme, Robertet was at first entirely
medieval in his concepts, as for example in the moral poems which have
sometimes a religious theme, as in the rondeau A ung cordelier
observantin, ^  where the poet drives out the deadly sins from his heart
and begs God's mercy. Like most of his contemporaries, Jean wrote
2
also at least one poem in honour of the Virgin Mary, and returns to 
the same theme to a certain extent in Les Douze Sebilles. Here, the 
fact that pre-Christian persons are held to have prophesied such articles 
of Christian faith as the Immaculate Conception and the Virgin Birth, 
the life and Passion of Christ, is an indication of a progression in 
the intrusion of pagan sources and the attempt to reconcile them with 
Christianity. The tradition of the sibyls as prophetesses of Christ 
was by no means a recent one. They, together with Plato, Aristotle, 
Cicero and Virgil, had long been held to be prophets of Christianity, 
and the theme of the sibyls had been a subject for Italian artists since 
the end of the twelfth century. In the second half of the fifteenth 
century, the subject suddenly became widespread throughout Europe, due 
to Lactantius's work. De Divinis Institutionibus, published in I465, 
Marsilio Picino's treatise. De Christiana Religione of 1474, and 
Filippo Barbieri's Discordantiae Honnullae inter Sanctum Eieronymum et
1. I.
2. Since it is a latin epigram, it has no place in the present edition.
It is found in ms. J2, f^. ^Iv^. - 92r°.
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Aufiustinuiri of 1481; all made the same claim of prophecy and inspiration
in the sihyls.^ But the popularity of these works and of the sihyls
as a subject for artists was due to the concept of an antiquity inspired
already by the spirit of Christianity, and to the humanists' grandiose
vision of the basic unity of all thought.
There are to be found in Robertet's work intimations also of the
increasing anthropomorphism of the Christian religion, and the revolt
against medieval asceticism. There is a minor illustration of this in
a reference to the art of portraiture in the epigram, Soubz une meschante 
2
paincture..., portraits having been earlier very rare outside a 
religious context. But the increasing preoccupation with man is more 
immediately evident in Robertet's adaptation of Petrarch's Trionfi.
Les Six Triumphes de Pétrarque^ retain little of the lyrical quality of 
the original; the figure of Laura is entirely eliminated. But the 
Christian element is very largely intact. In the Triumphes we have a 
vision of man's destiny which is imbued with a spirit of Christianity, 
but one in which man is able to triumph over death by his own achievements 
during life. Even though this victory is of short duration, being- 
annulled by Time, Petrarch's poem ends with a vision of eternity in which 
man retains a purified individual identity. The medieval emphasis on 
the Last Judgement and on the eternal torments of Hell is completely 
abandoned, and virtue is no longer advocated as a means of avoiding
1. For a study of Robertet's use of these writers as a source, see
pp.
2. XXI. 3. XX.
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eternal damnation as it had been earlier,^ but for its own sake, or,
2
more often, for the sake of the glory and immortality it brings.
The preoccupation with man's destiny, and the increasing belief 
in man's ability to shape his own future had a profound effect on 
Robertet's treatment of the most common medieval theme, that of Death, 
which dominates medieval art and literature, and which influences the 
treatment of the other great themes of Love, Fortune and Religion.
It is when he is writing on this commonplace medieval theme that Jean 
Robertet shows his most decisive change towards the true spirit of the 
Renaissance.
His poems, in particular the earlier pieces imitating Chastelain, 
contain some of the traditional commonplaces of the theme: the epistle 
A ung quidam incongneu^ is entirely banal in its conception and 
expression. Jean explores very superficially the theme of Death's 
inevitability and the consequent vanity of worldly possessions: the
whole of human existence leads only towards Death; the more possessions 
a man has, the more bitter it is for him to be torn from them by Death 
which destroys all values. Death is more than a leveller, for the 
rich are brought lower than the poor who can lose nothing and so are 
rich in their poverty. The customary moral closes the first verse of 
the poem: the only thing that can avail at death is to have lived
virtuously:
1. for example in poem X.
2. cf. XIX, lines 344-352.
3. X.
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"Et s'aucun a bruyt pour estre riche, est ce 
Le povre, au près des bien fourrez, morfont.
Cil qui plus a, à plus grant remors font
Quand le temps est qu'il fault qu'à la fin meure,
Et de tous biens il n'emporte une meure 
Vaillant, sinon le bien faii-e et mesfaire.
Pourtant le mal on ne dc-ibt jamais faire.
Here the emphasis on a virtuous life is clearly made with regard to 
the Last Judgement and the fear of damnation.
Again in his Epitaphe of George Chastelain, Robertet adopts the 
common expedient of making the dead Chastelain speak, reminding the 
passer-by of his fate, the vanity of worldly riches, honour and beauty, 
when Death is ever present :
"Arrestez vous devant ce cymetiere 
Hommes vivans du monde en la misere;
Considérez que vault honneur mondain,
Beaulté de corps, vie doulce ou austere,
Puisque la Mort en jouant son mistere
2
Peult tout prandre si tost huy que demain."
However, in no other poem does Robertet treat the theme of Death
in an entirely traditional manner. His work is far removed from the
1* X, lines 3-9*
2. XIX, lines 415-420.
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poems of Villon where Death is hideous, cruel and all-powerful, an 
object of dread. Three poems in particular are important for the
expression of Robertet's attitude to Death; the long poem sent to
1 2 
Chastelain, the Triumphes de Pétrarque, and the Complaincte de la
mort de Messire Georges Chastelain.^  Each of these poems expresses a
profound belief in the ability of the individual to overcome death;
by his life he can achieve immortality.
In the Complaincte, Jean uses certain traditional expedients;
George's death is regretted as untimely; Death is represented in all
its bitterness; always the occasion of suffering, violent, an abrupt
and harsh separations
".... ..... la Mort aspre et felle.
Qui a ravy et pris dessoubz mon elle
Celluy où tant avoit perfaiction....
... Osté le m'a, que maulditte soit elle.
La murdriere de ma production.
Quand du venin de son infection
4
La vye osta d'un corps tant acomply."
Nature abuses Death, enumerating its traditional qualities and faults:
R
its cmueIty, treachery and pitilessness.
1. XIIID. 2. XX.
3. XIX. It is noteworthy that although two of the poems most important 
for Robertet's treatment of the theme of Death are directly connected 
with Chastelain, Chastelain himself treated this subject in an 
entirely traditional manner.
4. lines 200-202 ... 204-20?. 5- lines 227-244.
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As in innumerable other poems of the period, Death’s impartiality
is touched on: all ranlcs of people are her victims:
"Trop rigoreuse estes et deputaire,
Qui n'espargnez ny sceptre ny coronne.
Tout ruez jus, le bas siege et le trosne."^
Finally a bitter protest is made against Death's inevitability and
apparent absoluteness: it is at this point that Jean introduces a new
and positive element into his philosophy of death. Although for him
Death remains, as for all poets of the Middle Ages, humanity's greatest
2
enemy - for like his predecessors, he never sees death as a liberation 
there is an important change in that he believes that although Death is 
manlcind' s most powerful and apparently invincible enemy, it can be 
defeated. The body is indeed consigned to the tomb and corruption 
(although Robertet insists much less on this aspect of death than the 
majority of his contemporaries)5 man must accept this as his lot. But 
only the cessation of Chastelain's physical existence is mourned, for 
through his deeds he can achieve fame and glory, and hence immortality: 
"Digne est pource que de luy plaincte on face 
Afin que Temps par son long traict n'efface 
Sa mémoire tant digne de louange.
Decorer fault son tombel et sa place,
1. lines 231-233.
2. The occasional apparent reference to this, when the poet declares him­
self ready to die for love, are in the entirely separate tradition of 
love poetry, and cannot be considered as a true contribution to the 
medieval view of death.
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Où Lacliesis luy a couvert sa face;
A cela fault que tout homme se range.
George estoit né homme mortel, non ange.
Mais son bon loz la Mort ne peult tollir.
N'envie aussi ses bienfaictz abollir."^
In this new approach to a traditional theme, it is clear that
Robertet is much indebted to Petrarch; his adaptation of the Trionfi
presents, in a highly simplified form, the same sequence. Man cannot
resist Death physically, but he can continue to live in human memory
2
by virtue of the glory he has earned during his life.
In the Complaincte, Robertet's exposition of the idea of immortality
in human memory is followed by an exhortation to virtue, but virtue no
longer as a means of avoiding torment in the next world; as a means
instead of securing immortality in this world.^ Robertet's choice of
quotations from Petrarch, Livy, Justin and Boccaccio, with which in
4
verse form he closes the Complaincte, can leave no doubt that the 
principle of immortality through one's deeds was the heart of the 
Complaincte. It was no doubt for the emphatic expression of this 
theory that this poem was so much admired by his contemporaries, who
R
praised the honour he brought to Chastelain.
1. lines 235-343.
2. It is significant that of Petrarch's six Trionfi, the best known in 
Prance was the Triumph of Fame; it is the most frequently represented 
by the artists and miniaturists. In view of its prominence in France, 
the importance of Robertet's contribution in being one of the first to 
introduce this theme is not inconsiderable.
3. lines 344-352. 4. lines 399-414.
5- See p. /n-'l2l , 2.66.
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It is quite clear that under the influence of Petrarch, Robertet 
has become imbued with the Renaissance love of glory and enthusiastic 
search for individual fame and immortality, at the root of the cult of 
individuality. Virtue seeks a very precise reward: that of immortality
among men; there could be no more emphatic negation of the medieval 
insistence on human insignificance and transience. It is noteworthy, 
however, that unlike some writers, more especially among the Italians, 
who expressed, both in literature and in practice in their own lives, 
the belief that immortality could be won by any outstanding deeds 
whether great in virtue or in evil, Robertet expressly states that 
immortality in human memory is the reward only of virtue
In itself this philosophy of immortality is important, as it is 
one of the earliest expressions in France of such a theory, preceding 
the sixteenth century, as it does. Further it contains the germ of j
the later concept of the poet's mission.
Throughout the Middle Ages the theme, Ubi sunt... had found 
expression in innumerable poems. Jean Regnier wrote:
"Où est Artus, où est Hector de Troye,
Où sont les preux qui crierent: Montjoye?
Charlemaigne et sa grant seigneurie?
Où est Paris qui en amours eut joye.
Où est Helene, la belle simple et quoye,
Alexandre et sa chevalerie,
1. lines 344-349.
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Vaspasian qui conquesta Surie,
Et Facin Quam qui fut en Lombardie,
Sallisbury qui fut si vaillant conte,
Où est Boece et Chaton et Thobie?
Où sont ils tous? Leur puissance est faillie,
Et somme néant à la fin de mon compte."^
The examples of similar passages in Villon's poetry are too familiar 
to need quotation. Throughout the Middle Ages, the heroes of the past 
were seen as a sign of man's transience, and of the vanity of human 
fame. Jean Robertet was among the first French writers to use them 
as an example, not of human fragility, but of the durability of human 
glory when it is immortalised by a poet:
"Qui a des Grecs et des Athéniens 
Tant esieve les fais et les conquestes?
Combien qu'ilz soient bien vielz et anciens.
Plus que Rommains et Macédoniens,
Touttesfois sont merveilleuses leurs gestes.
Crispe respond que ce furent les testes 
Et clers engins qui en ce lieu fleurirent,
2
Qui si treshault comme ilz sceurent, les mirent."
He refers elsewhere to the immortality which Chastelain has created 
for the house of Burgundy by his compositions:
1. Jean Regnier, ed.cit., Ballade morale que le prisonnier fit, p.179? 
lines 25-36.
2. XIIID, lines 129-136.
2^0
"St ja soit ce que ton Suc glorieux 
Par sa vertu luisant et immortels 
Ait desservi d ’estre esieve aux cieulx,
Comme treshault prince victorieux,
Tout enchâssé en mémoire eternele.
Bien lui duisoit aussi personne tele
Que toy, George, qui de lui fist histoire
Pour pardurer à tousjoursmais sa gloire."^
Such passages make it clear that it is the poet who grants immortality
to the great man. For this reason the often exaggerated praise of 
patrons (for example, Anne de France in the Repense au Seneschal ) or 
of other poets (Jacques de Breze and, more particularly. Chastelain) 
found in Robertet’s work, is not merely the conventional eulogy which 
so often offends the modern reader, but has the intention of immorta­
lising the subject of the eulogy. This aim is quite clearly stated •
in the Complaincte in a passage in which the comparisons with the heroes
of antiquity, although they are traditional, have now an added
implication that, like the heroes of the past, the subject of the
present composition will be made immortal.^
In a further passage from the poem to Chastelain, the power and 
durability of poetry is expressed in, it is true, a style much inferior
1. XIIID, lines 113-120. 2. XI.
3. lines 326-343.
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to that of Ronsard, hut in thought and image not unlike Ronsard's poem 
A sa Muse;
"Car il n'est fer, achier, n'autre matiere 
Qu'à trait de temps ne consume viellesse;
Corps finissent en terre et cymitaire;
Tout prendra fin et pars divers rnistere.
Mais l'escript tient fais passez en jonesse 
Et fait fleurir par souvenance expresse;
Ce sont les huis et les cleres fenestres 
Dont nous veons les fais de noz ancestres."^
Robertet further has already several intimations of the theory, so 
important in Ronsard's work, of divine inspiration. Robertet is among 
the first fthetoriqueurs to use images of the poet seeking super-human 
inspiration in his invocations of the Muses:
"Dame Clio, dont j'ay tant desire 
La grace avoir, plus que de dame née.
Or est venu le temps de mon afaire.
Calioppe, que j'ay tant invoquée 
A mon besoing, et tousjours évoquée 
En mes actes quant j'ay riens voulu faire,
Je vous requiers, aidez moy à parfaire 
Ma dure plaincte....
1. XIII D, lines 121-128.
2^2
Je vous supply que ne faictes refuz
De m ’aspirer; car vous sçavez que fuz
De mon enfance de vostre laict nourry;
Sans vostre ayde je demourray confuz."^
Already these lines contain the implication that without the Muses’
inspiration, the poet can achieve nothing - one of the most important
themes to be developed later by Ronsard, in, for example, the Ode à
2
Michel de l ’Hosÿital. Robertet more than once describes another
poet’s gifts as having their source in the Muses’ inspiration, or in
3Apollo’s favour. Poets of the past are described as being 
intoxicated with the water of the Muses’ fountain:
"Vates, poetes et acteurs mille et mille,
Tous enyvrez de la source Helicone,
Langue enbasmée et pleume d ’or agille," 
which is a description very akin to the later concept of the poet’s 
divine frenzy.
At the same time, however, Robertet combines this concept of 
inspiration with the Rhetoriqueur’s admiration of technical skill,
1. XIX lines 101-108, 110-113. Cf. also XI lines 34-38.
2. P. de Ronsard, Oeuvres Complètes, ed. P. Laumonier, t.II, p.119 
Cf. also Thomas Sebillet: "Car le poete de vraye merque ne 
chante ses vers et carmes autrement que excité de la vigueur de 
son esprit, et inspiré de quelque divine affiation". "Art 
Poétique Prançoys, ed, F. Gaiffe, Paris, 1910, p.9.)
3. XIX lines 119-121; XIII E lines 39-64, 98-101; XI lines 89-91.
4. XI lines 46-8.
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patience and endeavour, together with a cultivation of erudition and a 
certain obscurity (although not as pronounced in Robertet as in some 
of his contemporaries), which are to a certain extent the basis of the 
Ronsardian concept of the poet as writing for an elite. Thus Robertet 
praises Chastelain in the following terms:
"Ses dignes faietz, où il n ’a que reprendre,
Sont si treshaultz qu'on ne les peult comprendre."^
The reader, to understand the poet, must malce an effort comparable to 
the efforts of the poet himself, in whom divine inspiration and patient 
personal effort are allied. Robertet uses images evocative of the
effort of poetic composition; carving, laboriously cultivating a
2 3
garden, and so on. The latter image was much used by earlier poets;
Robertet uses the theme in the Complaincte de la mort de Chastelain,
but lays a new and particular emphasis on the laborious effort involved:
"Tu es ortalin soigneux et labourieux cultiveur de la terre
fécondé, qui te rend les belles verdures, fresches roses et
doulces vyolettes colorées de diverse dyapreure et de
variant paincture, distinctes, plus souef sentans que les
4precieuses odeurs d'Arabe thurifere", 
and he praises other poets for their industry and effort as much as for 
their inspiration.^
1. XIX, lines 216-217. 2. XIX, lines 307-310; XIII P, linesf^-M
3. For example Deschamps in the Ballad to Geoffroy Chaucer (S.Deschamps, 
Oeuvres Completes, ed. Queux de Saint-Hilaire and G.Raynaud, Paris,
S.A.T.F., 1878-1903, t.II, p.139, lines 7-10, p.140, lines 32-33-
4. XIX, lines 78-83. 3. See XIX, lines 221-222.
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In conclusion it may be said that while Robertet’s subjects link 
him on the whole with the Middle Ages, the treatment of the most 
important of them, those which deal with man's destiny, and in particu­
lar the subject of death and immortality, points forward quite clearly 
to the Pléiade. Robertet's attitude to death, which no longer 
nullifies a man's life, no longer represents oblivion, and the theme 
of immortality in human memory, are indicative of a definite 
progression from purely medieval thought. His more optimistic 
attitude may in part be due to the increased security and peace in 
France after Louis XI's accession. It can hardly surprise that 
during the Hundred Years War death took on a terrible aspect, when it 
in fact so often came accompanied by violence and horror. However, 
this alone could not explain the progression of Robertet's thought.
The idea of immortality conferred by the poet upon the man whose deeds 
rendered him worthy of it entails an evolution from medieval philosophy, 
where man is abased, human character viewed with pessimism, and human 
activity subordinated to spirituality. An increased knowledge of 
classical literature, where history was often recounted in terms of 
outstanding lives, led to a comprehension of great events as engineered 
by exceptional individuals, a belief in man's ability to dominate events 
and his environment. The Italian Renaissance is characterised by a 
love of glory which led men to patronise the arts in the desire to hand 
town a glorious name to posterity. Jean Robertet is one of the
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earliest French poets to evidence the influence of these ideas in his 
writing. He has progressed beyond the despair and fatalism of the 
middle ages to a new an§ positive optimism.
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Jean Robertet’s name was remembered for only a short time after 
his death, so that it might seem that he had little influence or 
importance in his time. In the sixteenth century Grude de la 
Croix Du Haine gave him only a short notice, with very little 
reference to his work as a poet:
".,,.,.11 estoit grand poete et grand orateur Francois.
Le diet Jean Robertet a traduit de Latin en vers Francois
5
les Diets prophétiques des Sibylles, imprimez à Paris l'an 1531
avec le livre de Symphorien Champier intitulé la llef des Dames.
Il a davantage escrit quelques,elegies et complaintes
sur la mort de Georges, etc., desquelles fait mention Jean Le
1
Maire de Belges en ses Poemes...... "
It is clear from this that Jean's works were by this time already
largely unknown, doubtless due to the fact that they were un- 
2
published. Jean's Complaincte de la Mort de Ghastelain, one 
of his most important works, is known by no more than a vague 
reference found in Jean Lemaire's work.
In the seventeenth century, Jean was remembered by
^Grude de la Croix Du Maine, Premier Volume de la Bibliothèque du 
Sieur de la Croix Du Maine, Paris, I584, P* 262.
2
with the exception of Les Douze Sebilles (XFIl), which alone was 
known by name to La Croix Du Maine.
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Claude Le Laboureur , who knows him only through Jean Lemaire's
allusion, and. by J.-M. cle la Mure, who although a historian of
the house of Bourbon, knew of Jean Robertet only a few facts of
2
his biography, and that Jean Lemaire wrote of him as a poet ; in
the eighteenth century, Robertet was known to the Abbe Goujet,
3
whose information is taken from La Croix Du Maine' . Each of 
the above writers has clearly little idea of Robertet's poetry, 
vdiich after the death of Jean Lemaire, the most prominent of Jean's 
admirers, must have been completely forgotten. In these circum­
stances it may seem that Jean's importance and influence were small. 
However, an assessment of the value of Jean Robertet's work can be 
made from the evidence of his contemporaries - from the extent to 
which they were impressed and influenced by him. In the case of a 
poet such as Robertet, whose importance lies in the then new ideas 
found in his poems, rather than in the actual literary value of his 
work, an assessment of his direct influence is naturally of great 
importance,
The quite important part played by Robertet as Maecenas 
at the court of Bourbon, his probable patronage of Baude and other
C^. Le Laboureur, Projet de la seconde partie des Mazures de l'Isle- 
Barbe, s.l.n.d., (cl l68iy, p. 23.
2
J.-M. de la Mure. Histoire des Ducs de Bourbon, et des comtes de 
Forez, (c. I673), ed. 1860-97? Lyon, t.II, p. 283; and Histoire 
universelle civile et ecclésiastique du pays de Forez, Lyon,1676,p.314
\bbé C, P. Goujet, Bibliothèque Françoise ou Histoire de la 
Littérature Françoise, Paris, 1741-36, t.X, p. 215*
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poets, the enthusiasm aroused by his work at the court of
Burgundy, have been discussed in the notes on Robertet*s
biography^. It must, however, be recalled that one of
Robertet’s correspondants at the court of Burgundy made
specific reference to Robertet’s visit to Italy and to the
2
new knowledge he brought with him on his return , for it is 
in his contribution to the spread of Italian culture in France 
that Jean Robertet is most important.
It appears very probable that Jean Robertet intro­
duced the adaptations in France of Petrarch's Trionfi in about 
1476 .^ Since Robertet reduced the Trionfi to an extremely 
short and simple sequence of ideas, with certain distinctive 
differences from Petrarch's long work^, and since this same 
strict sequence is found in the work of other poets written not 
long after Robertet's composition, it seems clear that Robertet 
rather than Petrarch was their immediate source. In fact,
^Cf. pp. I17~IZI 
P» IlNZ.
^The Complaincte de la mort de Ghastelain, written in 1476, shows 
a close knowledge of the Trionfi, and a possibly greater under­
standing of their most important passages (from the point of view 
of their influence in France) than is found in Robertet's Triumphes 
For this reason, the probability is that Robertet's Triumphes were 
composed at about this time, and before, rather than after, 1476.
4
the elimination of Laura's figure and the recurrent theme of love, 
for example; cf. p. Z/0-%//
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Robertet wrote both French and Latin verses to summarise the 
Trionfi, the one series being more or less an exact translation
of the other^. Both of these texts are found in several manu­
scripts, the iatin text being frequently used with literal
translations of the Trionfi, as summaries of the different 
2
sections , and being on more than one occasion the basis of other 
verse summaries of Petrarch's work. Jean Molinet used them for 
his adaptation of the Trionfi in verses of six lines; a comparison 
of the text of Jean Robertet's first verses in latin and French, 
with that of Molinet will amply illustrate the use of an identical 
sequence. Robertet *s tv/o versions are:
"Gupido a de son dart prosternez 
Jovis, Heptunne et Pluton couronnez,
Roys ensuivans folle amour et plaisance,
D'eulx triumphant nonobstant leur puissance.
Almost every version of Robertet's Triumphes has with it the four- 
lined iatin verses (mss. H, F, J2, y j l Since they always appear with 
the French poems and on at least tv;o occasions are attributed to 
Robertet (in J2 and ^), the probability is that they were composed 
by Robertet; this is the more likely in that they are found in none 
M%.$r/of the^printed editions of Petrarch (first printed 1470, Venice, 
Vindelinus de Spira, quarto; see E.H. Wilkins, The Fifteenth- 
Century Editions of the Italian poems of Petrarch, reprint from 
Modern Philology (U. S.A . ) vol.. XL, no. 3, 19435 P- 226.) or in the 
commented versions of Petrarch's text. (The Trionfi, with the 
commentary of Bernardo di Pietro Lapini de Montaicino, was first 
printed in 1473? Bologna, (Hannibal Malpiglius) for Sigismundus de 
Libris; see Wilkins, art. cit., p. 231). Even if Robertet did not 
actually compose these latin texts, he was certainly the first to 
use and generalise them, but the probability is that they are his 
work, for they are given in their fullest version in mss. H and J2.
2
for example in Tl, T2, B.N. ms. fr. 12423, Arsenal, ms.fr. 648O.
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Princes, mettez frain a voz voluptez,
Car les ceptrea qui sont immodéréz 
Tum'bent tantost et ne sont point estables;
Les modérez sont fermes et durables;
Amour vainc le rnund,"^
"Ecce coronati telo sternuntur Amoris
Cum Jove Pettunus, curn Jove Pluto subit
Lora voluptati reges imponite; septra
Imrnoderata ruunt et moderate durant;
2
Araor vincit mundum." 
and Molinet's is as follows;
"Vecy comment Jupiter et Pluton
Et Heptunus, par mon dart et baton,
Sont couronnés roix, reverses en bas;
A volupté mettes bride et cordon;
Sceptres noiseux à grand hurt accorde on;
Les modérés demeurent sans debas."^
Simon Bourgoyn similarly uses the iatin texts, with poems of his
own composition based upon them, to illustrate his translation of
X^X, lines 1-9*
Cf. p. 2.
^Les Faictz et Dietz de Jean Molinet, ed, cit., t. II, p. 584-
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Petrarch's Trionfi, made early in the sixteenth century.^
Finally, Francois Robertet's versions of the Trionfi are also
2
based on Jean's French or Latin poems.
That Jean's and Francois’s Triumplies enjoyed wide 
popularity is illustrated by the fact that they are found not 
only in several manuscripts connected with the Robertet family', 
but in other versions. Two of Francois's Triumphes are found 
in tv/o volumes of a sixteenth century translation of Petrarch (Tl 
and , where they are used with cher poems and with Jean 
Robertet's latin texts, to illustrate the translation (which is 
anonymous). The texts of Jean's Triumphss are further found on 
some magnificent Brussels tapestries, depicting the Triumphes, 
woven early in the sixteenth century, and bought from the Bishop 
of Durham in 1523 by Cardinal Wolsey, and subsequently in the 
possession of Henry VIII . *
^found in B.U., ms.fr. 12423, Arsenal, ms.fr. 648O.
'^ Gf. p. 3/6-3
^see p. 71-2 
4
Bov/ at Hampton Court and the Victoria and Albert museum; there 
must have been duplicate sets, since each museum possesses the 
Triumphs of Chastity, Death and Fame. The Victoria and Albert 
Museum's Triumph of Chastity has the dates I507 and I5IO on it.
The tapestries all measure about 14& by 2? feet. These tapes­
tries bear no resemblance to the drawings in manuscript H, but a 
further, smaller tapestry, representing the Triumph of Death, is 
based on the illustration of the Triumph in H." It has no text, 
but the borders are not the original, so that very probably Jean's 
verses were formerly on it. (no. 65-I866 at the Victoria and Albert 
Mu seum).Jean's Triumphes are, of course, described in ms. G_ as
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In view of the number of manuscripts, the tapestries 
and the versions imitated from the poems by Jean Robertet, it is 
clear that in spite of their brevity, Jean's Triumphes had a part 
in the spread of Italian culture in France.
A further direct and important influence in this sphere 
was exercised by Jean Robertet's poem, the Complaincte de la mort 
de Ghastelain, written on the death of George Ghastelain in 1476. 
Guillaume Cretin, although he nowhere refers to Jean Robertet, is 
clearly indebted to him in his "complaintes". Elements of Jean’s 
poem appear in two pieces by Cretin; the Déploration sur le trespas 
de feu Okergan, trésorier de Sainct Martin de Tours (1496-8)^, ai d 
the poem Sur le trespas du saige et vertueux chevallier, feu de 
bonne mémoire messire Guillaume Byssipat (1512) • In these. Cretin 
adopts much the same procedure as is found in Jean's poem. In the 
poem on the death of Gkergan he describes, like Jean^, the vision
"Autres dictz pour mectre en paincture ou tapisserie. Et première­
ment les six triumphes de Pétrarque faictz par feu maistre Jehan 
Robertet, etc." (See plates 6-IO) .
Une final tapestry should perhaps be mentioned - a frag­
ment at Bowes Museum - since it belonged to Philippe de Gloves v/ho 
possessed one of the manuscripts of the Douze Dames de Rethorique 
(of. p. 35" ). This tapestry represents the Triumph of Time.
There are innumerable other tapestries representing the 
Trionfi,, in museums throughout Europe; possibly yet others bear 
Jean's texts. See V. Massena and E. Muntz, Pétrarque, ses études 
d'art, son influence sur les artistes, Paris, 1902, p. 207 ff., 435; 
A. F. Kendrick, Catalogue of Tapestries, Victoria and Albert Museum, 
London, Board of Education, 1924, PP- 29 ff., and bibliography.





he sees after being prostrated by the death of his friend^. 
Death’s inevitability is summarised in much the same terms. 
Where Jean Robertet had written
"0 Atropos; trop fûtes temeraire
Trop rigoreuse estes et deputaire,
Qui n ’espargnez ny sceptre ny coronne.
Tout ruez jus, le bas siege et le trosne.
De vous me plains et ne vous ayme mye,
2
Vous declarant ma mortelle ennemye" ,
Cretin has
"...•...........   la fiere Atropos,
\
Qui frappe, fiert et rue a tout propos 
Sur papes, roys, empereurs, ducs et contes;
Pensant aussi qu’elle meet en ses comptes;
Tant clercz que layz, tant nobles que villains,
Tant grans prelatz que paovres chapellains"^.
Cretin goes on, like Robertet, to protest his inadequacy at 
extolling the dead Okergan. Robertet here called on the names 
of antiquity, particularly the legendary poe3;s^; Cretin in a very
^ed. cit., p. 6l, lines 17-20. 
2 
lines 227, 231-5* 
p^. 6l, lines $-10.
4
lines 137-9, 146-153, etc.
w
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similar passage called on the great poets of antiquity:
"Je suis perplex; en l'affaire qu'ay pris
Besoing me fust que aultre acteur mieulx apris
Vint à present mon sens ressusciter.
Que n'euz je lors 1'eloquence de Tulle,
Ou de Virgile, ou ceulx qu'on intitulle
Grands orateurs et poetes laurez?
Boece où est il, qui ne me congratulle?
où est Froperce et ïihurce ou Catulle,
Pour recueillir tous leurs escriptz dorez?"^
Jean Robertet had continued to apologise for his temerity in
undertaking the task, to which his emotion drove him in spite of 
his inadequacy;
"Si trop j'emprens et follement m*advance,
Veu que je n'ay esperit ne sgavance 
Pour escripre de si claire personne,
Pardonnez moy ma folle outrecuidance,
2
Ce fait amour dont j'ay la souvenance."
Crétin again adopts the same expressions and arguments;
"Ardant desir ad ce mon cueur allume,
Mais mon gros sens, dur comme fer d'anclume, 
approche en riens le don que vous avez;
Si toutesfois quelque chose en resume.




Excusez moy si de tant je presumes
1
Affection m ’esrneut, vous le sqavez."
jn the Déploration sur le trespas de feu Okergan, the figure of
Musique fills much the same place as the figures of Art and Nature
in Robertet‘s poem; like them Musique is so overcome by emotion
2
that she can no longer speak, and like them she finally bids the 
poet record what he has seen.^
It seems clear from the above comparisons that Cretin 
had recourse to Robertet's "complainte", but in spite of his 
borrowings, it must be said that never does Cretin acknowledge any 
debt to Robertet, failing even to refer to him in his invocation 
of great writers of "complaintes"^. Further, the elements 
adopted by Cretin are those of procedure only, the allegorical 
figures and the setting, and the most banal arguments: in fact
the conventional and least important parts of Robertet's poem.
The heart of the Complaincte de la mort de Ghastelain, that is the 
idea of the poet’s divine inspiration and the even more emphasised 
theory of the poet’s ability to immortalise the individual in the 
minds of men, are absent from Cretin’s work. Of the former 
element, the only indication is the presence" in the Déploration 
sur le trespas de^Okergan of the nine muses, but whereas Robertet^
69, lines 283-'28?.
^XIX, lines 245-253, 362-4; Cretin, ed. cit., p. 62, lines 69-70.
X^IX, lines 369-70; Cretin, lines 229-30.
4
Deploratipn sur le trespas de feu Okergan, lines 265-277*
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invoked their aid without which he was helpless. Cretin merely 
depicts them singing the praises of the dead musician. Of the
second important element in Robertet’s poem, there is again only
a slight reflection:in the poem sur le trespas de Guillaume Byssipat, 
the dead knight is declared by the muses to be worthy of immortality, 
Hov/ever, the immortality he wins is a simple admission to the
company of the gods, and not the Renaissance vision of a man
glorified in human memory by the poets v/ho comrnemmorate his acts 
and virtues.
Cretin, in fact, imitated none of the most interesting 
aspects of Jean Robertet’s works. The case of Jean Lemaire is,
however, quite different. hhether or not Jean Lemaire actually 
knew Jean Robertet cannot be certain^, but at least one of his more 
important poems, the Plainte du Desire shows a clear knowledge of 
Robertet’s work. The basic idea of the poem is taken from 
Robertet’s Complaincte de la mort de Ghastelain. There can be no 
doubt that Lemaire knew and admired this work, since he refers to 
it in the Plainte du Desire, where Rethorique regrets Robertet’s 
death:
"Encoire est hors de ce mondain fabricque 
Ung mien prive, Robertet magnifique,
2
Qui mon feu George en grant pleur honnoura.’’
although it is probable that he did, since Robertet died only some 
tour years after Lemaire’s entry into the service of Pierre II of 
Bourbon. Cf. p. 113
2
Jean Lemaire, La Plainte du Desire, publ. D. Yabsley, Paris, 1932,
P* 80, lines 113-5*
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In his poem, Robertet, after invoking the aid of the
muses, describes the vision which appeared to him, of Nature
accompanied by Art and Imitation; these figures very probably
suggested to Jean Lemaire the vision of Mature, Peinture Parée and
and Riche Rhétorique in the Plainte du Desire.^  Lemaire adopts
also some of the particulars found in Robertet's descriptions of
2
the three. Robertet depicts Art pale with anger ; in Jean Lemaire's 
poem it is Dame Mature who is described thus;
"Sombre, ternie, estonnee, esbahie,
De toutes pars de courroux envahie.
Rature, in Jean Robertet's poem denounces Death's cruelty and 
treachery, her destruction of Ghastelain, Nature's most admirable 
creation^. Paincture, in the Plainte du Desire adopts this role 
of Death's accuser;
"Hal fiere mort, horrible et pestifere.
As tu osé, sans respit, sans recoeuvre,
Faire tarir ung si noble chief d'euvre?
Car tel estoit son estre et sa naissance 
Que de mieulx faire en vous n'y a puissance.
^cf. D. Yabsley, p. 32. 
dix, lines 250-3.
^ed. cit., p. 69, lines 31-2. 
dix, lines 205-8, 227-9-
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En vous n ’y a povoijr, sçavoir, ne force 
De bastir corps plus parfait, plus entier."^
Nature’s and Art’s descriptions of Ghastelain’s virtue, courtesy,
2
magnanimity, etc. , have an echo in Lemaire’s poem, where Painture 
describes Nature’s handiwork^. Death's power over all human 
beings is treated by both poets, out here it would be unwise to 
say that Lemaire actually imitated Robertet, in spite of the 
similarities between the two poets^, since the theme and the 
manner of treating it were so universal that the same images and 
ideas were inevitably found throughout the poetry of the period.
Robertet in his "complainte" had further la, ment ed his 
inadequacy before the task of commemorating Ghastelain's 
magnificence ;
"Pour telle notte ma harpe trop bas sonne.
Car la vertu du mort si habit resonne 
Que ]a, ngue et main ne s^auroient acteindre 
A la louer et dignement despeindre.
ür ne suis je sçavant ne bien apris
Pour s^avoir tistre euvre de si hault pris;
\ed. cit., p. 70, lines 62-4, 71-4 
2
XIX, lines 218-226, 263-271.
^ed. cit., p. 73, lines I6I-I7 6.
4
XIX, lines 230-5; Lemaire, ed. cit., p. 74, lines 179 ff.
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iion fitille est bas et mon parler puerille.''^ 
Lemaire puts this into the mouth of Rethorique;
"Qu’en diray je, moy, lasse, povre, humblette, 
leu affluents aux biens que vertu preste,
Et peu duysant à grant chose assener?
Mon sens petit et ma langue soorette 
Me suffiroit à si haultaine emplette;
Car point ne suis si saige ne si preste 
Que bien je sceusse ung tel cas terminer.
La où ton sens se pert et se debrise
Il ne fault ja que d'actaindre g'y vise:
2Car tel object est trop hault pour mon oeil,"
The effect here is slightly incongruous, since it now no longer 
describes the author's limitations, but those of poetry herself.
This effect is only partially alleviated by Rhétorique's complaint 
that the poets on whom in the past she had relied were now almost 
all dead^, and which is the counterpart of Robertet's regret that 
he lacks the eloquence of the poets of antiquity^. ^
^XIX, lines 133-6, 164-6.
^ed. cit., p. 77, lines 8-14, 18, 20-1.
■'S'.-rp-- 79-80j'.lines 106-119. 
dix, lines 146-163.
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A final similarity between the two poems indicates what 
is really the most important influence of Jean Robertet on Jean 
Lemaire. Robertet’s Complaincte was remarkable for its intro­
duction of the Renaissance belief that although man must die, 
his virtue during life has as its reward the gift of immortality 
bestowed by the poet. This is found in passages throughout Jean 
Robertet's poem^, and Jean Lemaire re-echoes this, although less 
emphatically, in the lines
"Le corps pourra bien retourner en cendre,
Mais le renom ne peut en oubly tendre:
Car nul bienfait jamais ne desperit.
Fourquoy vueillez, sans longuement actendre,
Tant labourer, et a ces fins prétendre,
Que du bon conte on puist le los entendre,
2
Qui partout siecle en triumphe fleurit."
Lemaire at this time had not yet visited Italy, which 
was to be such an important source of inspiration in his poetry. 
It is not possible to claim that Jean Robertet was unique in his 
influence upon Jean Lemaire, whose proximity to Lyon, and whose 
friendships in that city were undoubtedly of great importance. 
However, it seems clear, especially from Lemaire's imitation of
^for example, lines 339-352.
2
ed. cit., p. 89, lines 442— 8.
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the Complaincte de la mort de Ghastelain, that at this early stage 
in Lemaire’s career, he v/as indebted to Jean Robertet for the 
first pointers towards a different attitude to poetry and its 
function.
In his introduction of Renaissance themes, Jean Lemaire
has usually been considered the first innovator in this sphere,
the only exception to the general barrenness of the Rhetoriqueurs.^
He is indeed the only Rhetoriqueur to have had an important direct
influence upon Ronsard and Du Bellay, and to have been considered
by the poets of the sixteenth century as their only worthy fore-
runner . However, Jean Robertet, before Lemaire, introduced many
I
of the themes which were to become so important'jin the works of the 
French Renaissance. In certain aspects of Robertet’s work, where 
the medieval attitude is lost, as in his conciliation of Christianity 
and antiquity , it would be unwise to see a direct influence upon
Jean Lemaire, since a tendency towards this had long existed. 
Similarly, although Robertet’s knowledge of mythology and of the 
writers of antiquity was wider and profounder than that of his 
predecessors, it is unlikely that Jean Lemaire is here indebted to 
Robertet, although his sources were probably the same as Robertet’s, 
being mainly Petrarch and Boccaccio.
^for example, H. Guy, I’Ecble des Rhetoriqueurs, ^ 303; H. Chamard,
Les Origines de la poésie française de la Renaissance, Paris, 1920,pl^lfïà 
2
cf. Chamard, op.cit., loc. cit.; Guy, op.cit, loc. cit.
Cf. p. .2 f — %.
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However, in his ideas of the character of poetry, it 
is more than likely that Robertet was one of the first influences 
upon Jean Lemaire, since these ideas are found in the Complaincte 
de la mort de Ghastelain, which, it has been seen. Lemaire 
certainly admired and imitated. The doctrine of the poet's 
divine inspiration, found in Lemaire's La Concorde des deux 
Langage s s
"Et de là sont toutes graces infuses
Aux clers engins, et le don celestin
Le la liqueur et fontaine des Muses"^
is found in Robertet's work as early as 1463, and figures largely
in the Complaincte, where, as well as Robertet's invocation of 
2the Muses , the same image is found of poetical inspiration 
having its source in a draught from the Muses' fountains 
"Cestoit celluy qui jadis reposa 
Soubz Parnassus et sa bouch arrosa
3
Au vray sourjon de l'eau pegaseique."
Elsewhere, Lemaire's attitude to death, where J. Frappier sees him 
as a precursor of the Renaissance^, was probably first suggested 
by the Complaincte de la Mort de Ghastelain.
^ed. J. Frappier, Paris, 1947, P- 18, lines 265-7.
^XIX, lines 101-113. 
dines 119-121..
^Jean Lemaire, Les Epitres de l'amant vert, ed. J. Frappier,
Geneva, 1948, p. xxxviii.
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In conclusion, Lemaire’s imitation of one of the best
known and most important of Robertet’s poems clearly shows that
many elements of Jean Robertet’s work probably helped to in­
dicate the way to Lemaire at the beginning of his career.
Ihrther, the fact that the aspects of his work for which Lemaire 
was and is most admired, are to be found in the work of Jean
Robertet, is valuable in assessing Jean’s importance as a poet,




Less is known about Francois Robertet's life than about that 
of his father Jean or his more famous brother Florimond, for he lacked 
the political importance of the latter, and as a poet was confused 
with the former. The comparative lack of documentiation has contributed 
also to an occasional confusion of François Robertet, Jean’s son, with 
François Robertet, Florimond’s son (not to mention a grandson of 
Florimond equally called François Robertet), and has led to the first
François being completely omitted from some of the genealogical
1 ' 2 
documents. The confusion is, however, not found in recent works.
A knowledge of François Robertet’s poetry allows no doubt to remain
on this point, for François’s reply to Molinet on behalf of Florimond
makes it clear that he was Florimond’s brother.^
François was born probably at Montbrison, where Jean spent much
of his life, and was Jean’s eldest son; Fauvelet du Toc calls him
1. B.E., ms.fr. 18661, f°. 252; ms.fr. 20256, f°. 5; Doss.Bleus 569, 
ffo. 4, 615.
2. e.g. H. Guy, L ’Ecole des Rhetoriqueurs, § 78-81; P. Champion, 
Histoire poétique du XV® siècle, t.II, p.293-6.
3. Poem XXV, line 7 .
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’•frère aisné du fameux Plorimond”.^  His date of birth remains
2
uncertain; Plorimond is variously said to have been born in 1459 
and in about 1470,^ but since these dates are based on the Oraison 
Funèbre of Plorimond Robertet, probably fabricated by Chesneau,^ they 
are very probably false. It has proved impossible to find any 
documentary evidence relating to them.
5
François's mother was Louise Chauvet . The details of his
education are unknown to us; however, he must have had some sort of
legal training, for he followed his father in the service of the Dukes
of Bourbon, occupying similar posts, and later entering the royal
service, as his father had before him, and as his brother Plorimond
did. The first allusions to him are in October 1480,^ when he was a
clerk, and the next in December 1492, when he was referred to in
Anne de Bretagne's accounts as secretary of Anne de Prance, duchess 
7
of Bourbon. He was probably also already secretary to Pierre 11,
1. Pauvelet du Toc, Histoire des Secretaires d'Bstat, Paris, 1668, p.111.
2. J. Delaroa, Galerie de portraits forésiens, Saint-Btienne, 1869,
p.124; L.-P. Gras, Les Piefs du Porez - Le Bullion, Revue Porezienne,
1869, p.182, has 1457.
3. G. de Soultrait, Mémoire sur quelques jetons du Comté de Porez, 1863, 
Paris, Comité Impérial des travaux historiques et des sociétés 
savantes, p.307. • -
4. See p. /0%-lfl 5. See p. U O
6. B.N., Pièces Originales 2501, dossier Robertet 5&175, no.8.
7. Le Roux de Lincy, Vie d'Anne de Bretagne, Paris, 8 ,^ t.IV, p.20, 
no.14.
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Duke of Bourbon, at this time.^ The reference to François in Anne
de Bretagne's accounts shows that he was already at the court of France,
although probably not yet in the royal service, for he receives a
payment from Anne de Bretagne of thirty-five livres tournois for having
provided her with designs for necklaces and rings to be worn by members
of the "Ordre de la Cordelière" which Anne had founded, and with which
2
she distinguished the most deserving of her ladies of honour. François 
perhaps was known to a certain extent for his ability as an artist and 
not only as a poet. As well as the designs made for Anne de Bretagne, 
it is likely that he was the author of some of the drawings in manuscript
H, copied partly in his hand.^
Like his father, François combined service to both the royal court
and the court of Bourbon, for he is alluded to in both the king's and
4
in the Duchess of Bourbon's service in I5IO. There were close bonds 
between the two courts at first, Anne de Beaujeu being Charles VTll's 
sister. This must have facilitated François Robertet's position, 
although after the death of Louis Xll it probably altered considerably,
I. There are notes in Robertet's hand on several of the manuscripts of 
Bourbon, made at about this time, notably on the Antiquités Judaïques 
which Robertet signed for Pierre 11 de Bourbon some time between I488 
and 1503. See L.V. Delisle, Une Oeuvre Nouvelle du peintre Jean 
Foucquet, extract from the Journal des Savants, mai 1903, p.2; and 
P. Durrieu, Les Antiquités Judaïques, Paris, I908, pl.xxvi.
2. Le Roux de Lincy, Op.cit., loc.cit. (Argenterie de la Reine, An 1492- 
93, Arch. Nat., K.K., fo. 33vO.)
3 . See p.
4. Pièces Origs. 25OI, no.95-
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since Anne de Bourbon's already diminished influence was entirely lost 
with François I's accession, Louise de Savoie disliking Anne for the 
close links there had been between the Duchess of Bourbon and Anne de 
Bretagne.
As secretary of the Duke, in February 1494, François was made
"trésorier général du B o u r b o n n a i s He very probably inherited some
of his posts from his father Jean Robertet who must have retired at
2
about this time. Four years later on 28 May 1498, François became 
"esleu sur le fait des aides de 1499 en 1 'election au bas pays d'Au­
vergne ", on the recommendation of the Duke of Bourbon.^ François*s
nomination to this post was confirmed on 5 June 1500^ and he held it 
%
still in 1516. The act referring to this nomination in 1498 shows
François to be already notary and secretary to the king (which he was
still in February 1510^), so that it must have been at about this time
that he became a member of the royal court. It is at this period that
the two poems Arrest de la Louenge de la Dame Sans Sy and Appel des
7
Trois Dames contre la Dame Sans Sy were written, probably very shortly 
after François came to the court.
1. B.N., Pièces Origs. 25OI, no.95.
2. being last mentioned in 1494, when he was still secretary of the 
Duke of Bourbon; see p.
3. Pièces Origs. 2501, no.10.
4. lb., id.
5. There are receipts signed by François and dated I9 November 1512, 
and 24 January I516. (Pièces Origs. 25OI, nos. 14, 15)
6. 2k') no.95"
7. Nos. XXVll and XXtlll.
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The Arrest describes how four poets at the court of Anne de 
Bretagne, named as Octavien, Cretin, Robertet and an unknown called 
Bremond or Hemont (the name varies in the different texts) were 
nominated to choose the lady most worthy of being called 
"Dame sans sy par euvre méritoire".
After searching through all chronicles and books, they made their 
choice, which Robertet, the secretary, registered, although without 
naming the lady. The choice caused some indignation among the other 
ladies of the court : the poet describes how three of them, Jeanne
Chabot, Dame de Montsoreau, Blanche de Montberon, and Françoyse du 
Boys, Dame de Talaru, complained in turn, asking whether the "dame sans 
sy" could claim to be higher than Pallas, Lucretia, Juno, and so on, 
condemning the injustice of raising one woman above all others, and at 
their request the poet registers their appeal, to be judged by the 
"amant royal portant livrée noire", probably Duke Pierre 11 of Bourbon.^ 
The rondeaux on Anne de Bretagne's motto, "Non mudera", probably 
date from about this period too, and indeed the greater part of 
François Robertet*s literary work. He was in relationship with several 
contemporary poets and writers, besides those with whom he was linked 
when he wrote the Arre st and Appe1 . Already at the court of Pierre 11 
of Bourbon, François very probably met Jean Lemaire, who was there some 
four or five years before the death of Pierre 11. Lemaire shows that
1. See p. note /.
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François enjoyed a certain esteem in his lifetime, for he refers with 
admiration to François's ability as a poet, in the Plainte du Desire, 
where Rhétorique spealcs as follows:
"Si ay je encor quelque autre amy en regne,
Q,ui mon beau clos cultive à plaine resne,
Bt bien y scet maint plantaige rengler:
C'est ung second Robertet qui ahenne 
Tous jours dedens, et jamais ne si ternie,
Hais si tresbien y touche et y assenne 
Que c'est l'onneur de mon riche vergier."^
At the court of Anne de Bretagne, François knew André de la Vigne, who 
wrote a rondeau in his honour, containing François's name in acrostic : 
"FRANc champion de vertus excellente^
Cueur plain d'honneur et d'amour precellente.
Origine de noble extraction,
Jésus qui fist nostre redemption 
Sur tous vous doint amour benivolente.
Riche de meurs, povre d'astuce lente 
Ou centreval de doulceur consciente.
Bien estimé et dit sans fiction
Franc champion de vertus excellente.
1. Lemaire, La Plainte du Désiré, ed. Yabsley, Discours de Rhétorique, 
p.80, lines 127-133.
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Bsprit subtil, plain de valeur zelente,
Raison vous fait progredier lente,
Trestriumphante d'humble perfaiction;
Bt par ainsi ardante affection 
Tresgayement vous nommer m'entalente
Franc Champion de vertus excellente."^
In 1502 we find François in touch with Symphorien Champier, now
2
little esteemed, but an important man in his time. Champier composed
for François the Doctrinal du Pere de Famille à son enfant pour le
régir et gouverner à toute perfection, which was published at the end
of the Nef des Princes.^  The work is dedicated "À la requeste de
honorable et prudente personne messire Françoys Robertet, balif d'Usson
en Auvergne, secretaire du roy et de monseigneur de Bourbon et son
recepveur au pays de Forest". François probably acquired the position
of "bailli d'Usson" in 1502 or a very little earlier, from his father
4
who died some time in that year or early in the following year. No 
more is known of François's link with Champier.
In 1503 François wrote to Jean Molinet on behalf of his brother
1. See Le vergier dhon/neur nouvellement imprime a Paris, etc., Paris, 
Philippe le Noir, (Ï520?), B.M., C.B.i.ll., p.l?6. Le Vergier
d'Honneur contains another rondeau (p.187), probably addressed to 
François Robertet, since it is written to "Monsieur maistre Françoys", 
and contains a request for a pension or gift, which would probably 
be addressed to François as secretary of the king.
2. See P. Allut, Btude Biographique sur Symphorien Champier, Lyon, 1859*
3. Lyon, Balsarin, I502, 12 September, ff°. xlviii - liij.
4. See p.
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Florimond who had received an adulatory poem from Molinet. Plorimond 
Robertet had that year accompanied the young counts of Poix, Montpensier 
and Vendôme to Valenciennes, where they went as hostages, from 11 
February to 3 July.^ They were to guarantee a safe journey from Spain 
across France to Philippe le Beau, whose father-in-law. King Ferdinand, 
was on uncertain terms with Louis Xll, and insisted on hostages before 
allowing Philippe's return. At Valenciennes, Plorimond probably met 
Molinet, who wrote a verse epistle to him recalling the esteem in which 
Plorimond's father Jean Robertet, and George Chastelain had been held, 
and praising Plorimond's statesmanship, mentioning his closeness to the 
French king. François's reply to Molinet, also in verse, is preceded 
by a prose piece to his brother Plorimond explaining that it is at 
Plorimond'8 instance that he replies on his behalf. The poem to 
Molinet contains only the expected flattery, an imitation of Molinet's 
complicated versification, not otherwise typical of François, deprecation 
on his brother's behalf of the praise offered by Molinet, a tribute to 
the French king, and a formal reference to the three young hostages.
The poem is clearly an "oeuvre de circonstance", containing no evidence 
of any real friendship.
An entirely different picture emerges from François's epistle to 
Guillaume Cretin, written probably in the following year, 1504, where a 
genuine friendship is evident. Cretin, in the letter to which François
1. See N. Dupire, Jean Molinet, la vie, les œuvres, 1932, pp. 2, 22.
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replies, expresses his intention of leaving the court,^ so that perhaps
2
it was at the time when he became canon and then treasurer at Vincennes. 
François had already formed a friendship with Cretin in 1498 when the 
Arrest and Appel were written, and other letters must have been 
exchanged by them; Cretin's epistle clearly refers to a composition 
by François, now lost:
"Comment pourray en langue vernacule 
Eespondre aux dictz eleganz qu'as transmis?"^
Beneath the usual exchange of compliments, a real friendship is 
discernible. Cretin writing to François;
"Tu m'as fait don que fort je loue et prise 
Et dont te rens mercys à millyons;
C'est t'amytié qui tient la mienne esprise 
Tant qu'elle et moy pour bon amy lyons 
Ton cueur au myen, et si enmy lyons.
Loups ou lyepars te sçavois estre encloz
Secours avrons mais que y sceusse courir. 
Ung vray amy doibt l'aultre secourir.
Vray amy es: parquoy mon préambule
Prie et requiert que ton allyé soye.
1. See K. Chesney, Oeuvres poétiques de Guillaume Cretin, 1932, p.249- 
252, Bpistre à maistre François Robertet, secretaire du roy et de 
monseigneur de Bourbon, bailly d'Usson, esleu d'Auvergne et receveur 
de Forestz, line 4 6.
2. There are acts dated 29 and 30 December of that year. (lb. p.xii-xiii) 
3* p.249, lines 1-2.
4. lb. p.25 0, lines 19-29.
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François, closing his letter, writes:
"Revere maisti-e, mes genoulx se ployent,
Le chef enclin vers toy, ung entre cent.
Que plus j'ayme, dont mes forses s'employant 
A toy servir de cueur en lieu decent.
Voire d'amour, qui jamais ne descent 
Mais montera, croissant et augmentant.
Cretin's epistle shows also a deep admiration of François as a poet, 
for he writes:
1
"G 'est toy qui es, et puis nommer or ajce 
Ung Tite Live ou ung second Orace,
L'aultre Lucan, Ovide retrouvé:
Bon nom vault mieulx que or sur terre trouvé.
Celluy seroit par semblant bien sourd se
11 n'entendoit le doulx chant de tes muses,
Qui tant en la pegaseique sourse.
Fontaine dicte et dediée aux Muses,
Jadiz puissans qu'à bien coucher ne muses;
Car promptement ta plume d'or rédigé
Plaisant propoz, c'est doncques erré di je,
Mais trop failly qui ne les met à pris:
2
Loz doibt avoir onneur si bien apris."
1. XXIV, lines 81-86.
2. Cretin, ed.oit., p.251-2, lines 69-8I.
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With his intention of leaving the court, Cretin had expressed his
profound weariness with court life, where evidently he saw small hope
of his achieving the bishop's office which François had apparently
mentioned, and he requests instead only a curate's living.^ Cretin's
disillusion at the ambition and display of court life, where perhaps he
had not the ruthlessness necessary to achieve his own advancement, made
2
him happy to retire. François replied seriously to Cretin's comments 
on the court, on the grasping and self-seeking of the courtiers; 
although his comments here have little originality, they show his 
preoccupation with the subject of the courtier's life, which produced 
his longest known poem, the Debat du Boucanier et du Gorrier.^
François himself appears to have been largely free from ambition; 
the letter to Cretin shows a philosophical acceptance of the short 
duration of favour at court and of the necessity of making way for 
others. The Debat du Boucanier et du Gorrier, written probably at 
about this time, shows François's aversion to the extravagance and 
senseless luxury of the courtier, which inevitably rebounds on the 
peasants and the nation as a w h o l e . T h i s  poem is probably a reply to 
some of Louis Xll's detractors and to the critics of the financial 
policy of that time, for which Florimond Robertet was very largely 
responsible.
1. Ib., p.251, lines 55-63.
2. lb., p.251, lines 46-54.
3. XXVI.
4. See pp. 3 f 0-3/4 .
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Little is known of François Robertet's activities after this
date. He remained in the service of both the royal court and of the
Duke and Duchess of Bourbon - he is referred to again as the secretary
of the king and of Madame de Bourbon on 28 January I5IO when his son
Jean was given the post of "clerc des comptes general des tiltres et
enseignemens du Comté de Forest", which according to the same document
1
François had earlier held himself. Another document of 23 October
of the same year refers to François further as "conseilleur" of
2
Madame de Bourbon.
In 1511 François is again referred to as notary and secretary of
the Duchess of Bourbon,^ and he is next heard of in lpl6 when he is
"auditeur des comptes de la duchesse de Bourbon" and buys the property
of la Mothe-Jolivet from Jacques Mynart, secretary of the king.^
5
François possessed also the seigneurial properties of Parey and des 
Bullions;^ the latter was acquired from his father, the former from 
the family of his wife.
The name of François Robertet's wife is recorded by very few
1. Pieces Origs. 2^01, no.95* His son being at the time too young to
fill the post, François gave it temporarily to one Georges Ducantet, 
notary of Montbrison. On François's son Jean, see pp.S-/0.
2. I^., id. 3. Ib., no.99.
4. P.L.J. de Bétencourt, Noms Féodaux, Paris, 1826, 8^, p.8l9.
5. Pièces Origs. 2$01, no.91; B.N., Cabinet d'Hozier 292, f°. 149*
6. L.-P. Gras, op.cit., p.181.
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genealogical documents, and little is known of her or of her family.
She was Colette de la Loere or Loyre,^ and appears to have been the
daughter of Martin de la Loere, "écuyer, seigneur de Bonnefond, sieur
2
de Saint Bemy, Chambon, Soyette, Parey" in 1488, and Marguerite de
Cordeboeuf.  ^ Her family, of the Auvergne, occupied positions very
similar to those of the Robertet family. Colette's grandfather was
probably Jean de la Loere who became secretary to the king in 1450,
and had been earlier ennobled by Charles Vll in December 1445*^
Another Jean de la Loere, Colette's uncle, was conseiller au Parlement
in 1498, and her brother, also called Jean, seigneur de Bonnefond,
sieur de Parey, was secretary to the king in 1506.^
François, so far as is known, had three children; Jean, who was
7
almost certainly the copyist of manuscripts Jl, J2 and J3, Madeleine
or Michelle, who on 19 June I5I2 married Gilbert Bayard, seigneur de la 
8
Fond, and another daughter whose name is not known, but who became the 
wife of Antoine de Minart, trésorier de Bourbonnais.^
The last certain allusions to François Robertet are those mentioned
1. Doss. Bleus, 5^9, f 2 1 r ° . ;  Cabinet d'Hozier 292, f°.149; Pieces 
Origs. 2501, no.91.
2. Bétencourt, op.cit., p.579-80, B.N., Nouveau d'Hozier 212, no.2.
3. Gras, op.cit., p.181.
4. B.N., Nouveau d'Hozier 212, no.2. 5* lb., id.
6. Bétencourt, op.cit., loc.cit. 7. See pp. 7-/0.
8. Doss. Bleus 5^9, 21; Gras, op.cit., p.l8l.
9. Doss. Bleus 569, f^. 21. The same family tree refers to another 
daughter, Louise, married to Pierre Palmier, but who was in fact 
François's sister.
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above, in I5 1 6, when he was "auditeur des comptes de la duchesse de
Bourbon". After this it becomes difficult to follow his activities,
for there is increasing confusion between him and another François
Robertet, Florimond's son, who at this time was just beginning his
career. Whether François remained predominantly in the royal service
or at the court of Bourbon is impossible to say. Perhaps it is more
probable that he remained with the Duchess Anne, who was alive until
1522; his epitaph describes him as secretary to two kings,^ but, since
2
François is first referred to as secretary to the king in May 1498, 
that is, shortly after the death of Charles VIII, it is difficult to 
know whether this designates Charles Vlll and Louis Xll, or Louis Xll 
and François 1.
It was probably François's nephew François who acquired such posts 
as "conseiller et secretaire des finances" on 12 April 1526.^ It seems
possible that François the poet may have occupied the post of "bailli
4 5du Palais", since Cretin addressed him as "seigneur bailly" in his
epistle; but again the post may have been occupied rather by his
nephew; it is difficult to distinguish between them.
It is certain that François remained in Duke Charles's service for
1. of. p.290,line /^ • 2. See p. 2 7*7-
3. Marichal, Catalogue des Actes, 1, 438, 2315* Arch.Nat. P. 2536, f^. 
72vO., and P. 2580, fO. I85 vO.
4. Marichal, op.cit., 11, 1?2, 4790.
5* Although this might have referred to the fact that François was 
"bailli d'Usson".
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a time, for manuscript H, from the library of Bourbon, contains a
drawing and a poem celebrating Charles at the Battle of Agnadel (1509)^
which are in François's hand. But there is nothing to show that
François remained much longer with Charles; the later allusions to him
are as in the service of the dowager duchess Anne and not of the duke,
and it is perhaps unlikely, in view of François's links with the royal
court (his brother Florimond's favour there, and the fact that his son
Jean was employed at court rather than at Bourbon), that he remained
with Duke Charles at the time of the increasing disfavour of the latter
from 1515 onwards.
The date of François Robertet*s death is uncertain. J. Vaesen 
2
gives it as 1535, but this is impossible, as François's son Jean-
Jacques, the copyist of manuscript containing François's epitaph,
was himself already dead in 1530.^ It was probably François Robertet
the poet who still received his salary as notary and secretary of the
king in 1527, 16 January,^ but his death cannot have been much later.
Whether the François Robertet referred to as "feu François Robertet,
q
bailli du Palais" on 28 August 1532 is François Robertet the poet, or 
his nephew, is difficult to say; it seems, however, likely that 
François the poet died between 1527 and 1530.
1. 141 r°.
2. J. Vaesen, Lettres de Louis XI, Société d'Histoire de France, Paris, 
1883, t.VIII, p.202. . .
3• See p.^ .
4. Marichal, op.cit., 1, 540, 2845; Arch.Nat., Comptes de l'Epargne,
ICK 96, fO. 654.
5. Ih., 11, 192, 4790.
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François Robertet's epitaph is attributed sometimes to Jean
Lemaire de Beiges,^ who had earlier praised François as one of the poets
2
capable of honouring the Count of Ligny- If the epitaph is indeed by 
Jean Lemaire (although this cannot be proved), then François must have 
died before 1524, the latest date by which Lemaire himself could have 
died;^ in this case the act mentioned above, referring to a François 
Robertet, notary and secretary of the king in 1527, would doubtless 
indicate the poet’s nephew.
The epitaph, which expresses esteem for François both as a poet 
and as a man, and extols his divine eloquence, is found in manuscript
"S’on do/bt honneur à l'homme revestu 
Du parement d'excellente vertu,
S'on doit honneur et louanges diffuses 
4 Au familier d'Apollo et des Muses,
S'on doit honneur par vertueux mérités 
Au bienaymé des trois belles Charités,
Arreste toy, viateur, à present 
8 Pour reverer cil qui est cy gisant.
Car sans mentir il a esté en somme
1. H. Guy, l'Ecole des Rhétoriqueurs, §78.
2. See p.
3. See P. Spaak, Jean Lemaire de Belges, sa vie, son oeuvre et ses 
meilleures pages, Paris, 1926, p.136. In fact, Lemaire's death was 
probably considerably earlier than this date.
4. 103
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Autant parfaict que fut ny sera homme.
Quel est le nom de cil tant renommé?
12 Maistre François Robertet fut nommé,
Duquel le loz ne se peult ne doit taire.
En son temps fut de deux roys secretaire 
Et si obtint par son seul benefice 
16 Oultre ce point mainct honnorable office.
Mais si Fortune a rendu plus illustre
Par le renfort d'excellente prudence 
20 Accompaigné de divine eloquence,
S'il a bien fait sans blasme et contredict, 
11 a aussi bien descript et bien dit.
Car en son diet pleint de fruict et valleur 
24 Rethorique a desparty sa couleur
En tel moyen qu'on a esté en doubte 
Où gisoit plus son loz et gloire toute:
Ou s'il estoit mieulx faisant que disant,
28 Ou son dit plus gracieux que duisant.
Que diray plus? Je pence que les anges, 
Ouyans ainsi ventiller ses louanges.
Ont eu désir d'avoir fruition 
32 De ses devis et collucucion.
Et que parce ont sans dangier ny moleste
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Ravy son ame en mansion celeste.
Quant est du corps, selon loy de nature 
36 Bn terre gist en ceste sepulture,
Bt le bon loz qui jamais ne perist
Accroist au ciel et en terre florist.
Prions à Dieu que, comme l'ay pence,
40 L'arae de luy quiescat in pace.
Amen.
François was very soon forgotten; even his very existence 
disappeared from memory, due to the confusion of names, and to the 
fact that François never achieved the same political eminence as other 
members of his family who therefore overshadowed him; only a close 
comparison of the several different acts and genealogical documents 
referring to the Robertet family makes it possible to establish the 
basic facts of his life. François Robertet appears in any case not 
to have been ambitious or sought fame, but to have been content to be 
overshadowed by his brother Florimond, happy to reply on Florimond’s 
behalf, for example, to the poem sent him by Molinet. The manuscript 
copied by François (manuscript F) contains quotations and mottoes 
which he appears to adopt as his own;
"Quod satis est cui contingit nichil amplius optet. R."




His letter to Cretin and the Dehat du Boucanier et du Gorrier contain 
criticisms and ironical comments on the courtier’s life of ambition 
and outward display, but without any indication of their being dictated 
by envy or disappointed ambition. Finally, the almost complete lack 
in François’s work of the eulogies which were a conventional aid to 
personal advancement (and which Jean Robertet did not disdain) complete 
the impression of a man whose ambitions did not lie in political or 
material success, who led a life combining usefulness, although not 




In all the known poems by François Robertet, the decasyllabic 
line is used; it predominated more or less over all other lines until 
the PléiadeJ  
Count of the Syllables.
The count of the syllables in François Robertet’s poems is closer
2
to modern French usage than in Jean Robertet’s poems. The divergences 
from modern usage are as follows: in "peages’’ appears to be a
monosyllable, when it rhymes with "gaiges" and "paiges":
Ne / les / fey(nes // de / voz / fçte^Az et / péages. (XXVT, IO9)
1. Cf. p. 735' 2. Cf. p. /36-g.
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ia or %a is sometimes monosyllabic, sometimes dissyllabic: "Octovian"
counts as four syllables;
Oç^ç^j/an, // BrçÆiont / sei/bl^6lçment (XXVll, I7),
"dyable" counts as two syllables:
Je / ne / sçay / pas // qui / dyç4le / ce / sç6?oit (XXVl, I8 0)
Trois / po/vres / dyables // de / nos/tre / com/paig/nie (XXVl, 210), 
and "gorgias" counts as three syllables;
Le / gor/gi/as // se / nom/m oit / le / gor/rier (XXVl, 25). 
ief is monosyllabic;
Et / de / noz / griefz, // in/ju/res / et / com/plainctes (XXVlll,86) 
ier is monosyllabic, with two exceptions; it counts as two syllables 
in "familier";
Bn / lan/gai/ge // fa/mi/li/er / et / court. (XXVlll, 6 9), 
and in "varier";
Sans / va/ri/er, // de / ce/la / je / me / vante. (XXll, B, 5)* 
ieu(x) is dissyllabic as an adjectival ending (XXEV, 20; XXlll, 16,
22, 78, 8 3.); and monosyllabic in "mieulx" (XXIV, 46) and'lieu"
(XXIV, 5 0).
iez counts as one syllable in "aviez" (XXVI, 73). 
io is dissyllabic with three exceptions. In "possessions" and 
"donnacions" it counts on one occasion as one syllable, although 
rhyming with "pensions" where io is dissyllabic:
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Vous / vous / fi/ez // tant / en / ces / pen/si/ons
Qu'il / vous / sem/ble // que / de / voz / pos/ses/sions
ÏÏt / che/van/ces // vien/nent / ces / don/na/cions (XXVI, 186, 188-9).
Elsewhere, io in "possession" counts as two syllables;
Que / la / da/me // tien/droit / pos/ses/si/on (iXvVII, 9)•
In "cuydions" io is a monosyllable;
Car / nous / cuy/dions // nos/tre / pa/ye/ment / fait. (XXVI, 196).
iu is dissyllabic, as for example in "triumpher" (aaIV, 62, 63).
ouy is dissyllabic, for example in "oui/r" (XXV, 76) and in "ouy";
Diz / je / pas / vray? // ou/ y, / mais / pour/quo y / est-ce?
(XXVl, 219)
("est-ce" must count as only one syllable since it is here counted as a 
feminine syllable, "ce" being unaccented and rhyming with "promesse".)
Mute e . The mute e counts as a syllable in the line in certain cases 
where this is not permitted in modern French;
(a) as a final, following a vowel and not elided;
D ’es/bat / ta/restre // ou / de / jo/ye / mon/daine (XXVIII, 36) 
a / veu/ 2  / d'oeil, // je / m'en / pour/rois / tu/er (XXVI, 53)
Es/poir / crain/te, // me/ne/je / ne / pra/tique (XXII, A, 6) 
Bf/fre/ne/ 2  / jeu/nes/se // 1 'a/mou/reuse (XXIII, 29)
Ee/nom/më/ 2  // de/pe/rit / et / se / myne (XXIII, 6 4)
(b) after a vowel and followed by s:
Qu'ilz / n'ay/ent / veuz // par / me/nu/^s / par/celles (XXVII, 22).
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(c) after a vowel and followed by nts
Ja/ques / bons/homs // pay/^nt / tous / ces / pil/lages (XXVI, 112)
N ’en / sont / e/xemptz // tant / soi/e_nt / fors / et / roids
(XXIII, 5)
Qu'à / leurs / ver/tuz // ils / soi/e_nt / suc/ces/seurs (XXV, lOl)
In some cases François Robertet observes the rule whereby in modern 
French, in the third person plural of the imperfect and conditional 
tenses, the mute e counts as a syllable:
Que / tous / les / dieux // a/voi/ent / guer/don/née (XXVIII, 3) 
Di/sant / que à / moy // de/si/roi/ent / par/ler (XXVIII, 18), 
but there is one exception:
Ils / sem/bloient / gens // d'as/sez / bon/ne ap/pa/rence (XXVI, 8). 
In "guieres" the mute e is not counted as a syllable:
Sans / gui ere/s a/voir // loi/sir / de / de s/mai/ cher (XXIV, 45)
’ Ce / sont / re/ceptes // pour / ne / guiere/s ac/ que s/ter (XXVI, 153) 
In one case the final syllable of the third person plural of the present 
tense loses its syllabic value:
S'ilz / pres/tent ar/gent // pour / deux / ou / trois / quai/tiers
(XXVI,.255).
Elision.
On the whole François Robertet's use of elision is as in modern 
French. However, he sometimes does not elide mute e within the line, 
even when this is not caused by the cesura:
Que / à / tel / bras// tel/le fault / la / saig/née (XXVI, 72)
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Ou/ aul/tre/ment // la/ rei/gle/ en/ faul/droit (XXVI, 243)
Si/ l ’un/ en/ prent // l'au/tre/ en/ veu^t a/voir (XXIV, 41)
Et/ tou/tes/iois // quel/que/ aa/ge/ qu'on/ ait (XXIV, 72)
In one case, François appears to elide er and à:
Voi/re/ bons/ francs // pour/ li/vrer à/ quel/que/ fille (XXVI, 209), 
and in another he elides "ce" with the following vowel;
Pour/ce es/crip/vez // et/ mec/tez/ tout/ ce/cy (XXVIII, 93). 
Otherwise, François's use of elision is normal.
The Cesura.^
All of François Robertet's poems use the decasyllabic line, where 
the cesura comes after the fourth syllable when used regularly. There 
are, however, one or two exceptions to this rule, where the cesura comes 
after the sixth syllable, as was permissible in old French;
La/ re/traic/te/ de/ cour// ou/ la/ de/meure (]ÏXIV, 55) 
or after the fifth syllable; again found sometimes in old French poetry: 
Et/ de/a,/ beau/ sire, // qu’ont/ les/ aul/très/ fait (XXVIII, 28).
On one occasion, the cesura seems to follow the third syllable:
En/cest/ cy,// ung/ chef/ de/meu/re/ par/fait (XXVIII, 30), 
and on others, to come after the seventh syllable:
Les/ quin/ze aul/nes/ de/ ve/loux // - quelz/ co/quars (XXVI, 133) 
Like Jean Robertet, François uses some types of cesura which were
2
to be abandoned soon. The overflowing cesura, or "césure enjambante",
1. See L.E. Kastner, A History of French Versification, pp.82-106.
2. Ib., p.83.
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where the accent comes on the penultimate syllable of a feminine word,
and the following feminine e is part of the next hemistich, occurs
quite often, for example:
Mai/s il/ est/ for//ce/ qu'en/ fin/ de/ 1'an/née (XXVI, 83)
Lon/gue/ment/ vi//vre et/ a/voir/ sa/ plai/sance (^OŒII, 66)
Et/ au/ con/trai//re/ 1'aul/tre/ se/ des/porte (XXVI, 14)
The lyric cesura^ is even more frequently used; here a syllable which
normally is not accented becomes accented and precedes the cesura, as
in the following cases:
Quant/ je/ cuy/de// mon/ cas/ es/ver/tu/er (XXVI, 50)
De/ leurs/ ac/tes// ja/mais/ par/ Mort/ def/faitz (yUCIII, 50)
Plus/ ne/ res/te// que/ vos/tre in/ten/ti/on (XXVII, 38)
There are also some fairly numerous examples of the hiatus lyric 
2
cesura, where a normally unaccented mute e becomes accented before the 
cesura, and is followed after the cesura by a vowel with which it does 
not elide:
Pour/ en/ fai/re// à/ u/ne/ seul/le/ part (XXVIII, 79)
Gar/ j’en/ par/le// ain/si/ que/ fait/ clerc/ d'armes (XXIV, 6 5)
As in Jean Robertet's poetry, the use of the epic cesura or "coupe 
feminine" is still frequent, in spite of the tendency at the time to 
abandon it.^ Here the cesura is preceded by a feminine syllable which
Ib>, p.87—8. 2. Ib., p.88—9*
3. L.E, Kastner, Les rhétoriqueurs et l'abolition de la coupe féminine, 
Revue des langues romanes, XLVI, 1903, p.290.
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cannot be elided, and which is not counted as a syllables
Cueur/ mag/na/nime // ne/ doibt/ es/tre/ vo/lage (XXII, A, 4)
De/ trois/ grans/ princes// par/ Clo/tho/ de/te/nuz (XXV, 95)
Que/ vous/ fa/tistes// mec/tez/ de/dans/ voz/ tables (IDCVIII, 99)
Enjambement and hiatus
Enjambement and hiatus, both acceptable in poetry at the time, 
are found to a certain extent in François Robertet's poetry.
The Rhymes.^
With the exception of the Bpître to Cretin, François Robertet's 
poems generally do not use the most exaggerated rhymes found in the 
work of the Rhétoriqueurs. In addition to a generalised use of the 
"rime suffisante" and the "rime riche", he makes a fairly wide use of 
the "rime léonine", where the last two syllables are identical. It 
is used for example almost throughout the Arrest de la louenge de la 
dame sans sy (XXVII).
The "riche léonine rime", where the two last syllables and the 
consonant before them are identical, are found little, except in the 
letter to Cretin, Responce dudit Robertet audit Crestin (XXIV), where 
they abound, and to a certain extent in the verse letter to Molinet 
(XXV), for example
predecesseurs: successeurs. (XXV, lOO-l)
1. Kastner, op.cit., p.39-81.
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In the poem to Cretin is found also an extravagant use of the "rime 
equivoques" or punning rhyme, which François uses in almost every line 
of the poem, for example:
en seigneur: enseigneur (lines 1, 3 ) 
merveille: mer veille (6, 7) 
conscience: qu'ont science (8, 9)
Elsewhere François uses this rhyme comparatively little compared with 
many of the Rhétoriqueurs; there are only some half dozen further 
examples.^ Doubtless the use of this rhyme in the letter to Cretin was 
a concession to that poet, whose extraordinary use of the punning rhyme 
was the object of profound admiration.
In one place the use of the "rime équivoquée" involves the rhyming 
of masculine and feminine syllables, at that time admitted when used 
in this way:
est ce; promesse (XXVI, 219, 222)
Similarly permissible was the use of a compound in a rhyme, where 
the original meaning of the word is modified by the addition of a 
prefix. This is fairly common in François's poems, as in the rhymes 
tenuz: detenuz {aXV, 94, 96) 
rapporte: porte (XXVIII, 62-3)
Finally, on one occasion, François makes use of the "rime batelée", 
where the last word in the line is rhymed with the cesura of the
1. XXIII, 46, 475 85, 8 6; XXVIII, 44, 45; 6 5, 6 8 .
^ 0 0
following line;
En ton 0script, luysant sans nul obstacle,
Feins en spectacle introniser mon pere ... etc. (XXV, JS etc.) 
Otherwise François Robertet's use of rhyme is not extravagant5 
he avoids the more excessive usages popular among the Rhétoriqueurs - 
the ’’rimes brisée, couronnée, fratrisée, renforcée”, and so on. In 
his most natural and successful poems, the Debat du Boucanier et du 
Gorrier (XXVI), the Arrest de la louenge de la dame sans sy (XXVII) and 
the Appel contre la dame sans sy (^QCVIIl), the versification is very 
simple, using mainly the ’’rime riche” and ’’rime suffisante”.
The alternation of masculine and feminine rhymes, not yet 
obligatory, is not observed by François Robertet.
Verse Forms.
The rondeau. The rondeau in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth
centuries, although its vogue was undiminished, was found most commonly
in the form where the first verse was of five lines, and where the
refrain was generally shortened to a ’’rentrement” Eight rondeaux
composed by François Robertet are known, all written in this form. Two
are on Anne de Bretagne’s motto, ”Hon mudera” (XXIl), and the remaining
six are the rondeaux in which François has adapted the six Trionfi of
Petrarch (XXIII). All are written in lines of ten syllables, with a
refrain of four syllables, and the rhyme scheme 
aabba aabr aabbar 
which predominates in the sixteenth century.
i« Of. p. /Zpy
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Robertet*s adaptation of a lengthy and serious work, Petrarch's 
Trionfi, into the confined form of the rondeau so little suited to the 
development of complex ideas, is indicative of the popularity of this 
form and the tendency to use it even for the expression of moral, 
religious and political subjects, etc., which were really ill able to 
limit themselves to such a verse form.^ François*s use of the rondeau 
for the Triumphes de Pétrarque illustrates also the habit then current 
of summarising or commenting on a lengthier work by the addition of a 
rondeau containing what, to the poet, seem the salient points of the 
work.
The ballad. Only one poem by François Robertet is written in 
ballad form; the Arrest de la louenge de la dame sans sy (XXVIl), 
written in verses of twelve decasyllabic lines, of which the last is 
the refrain;
aabaabbccdcd, with an "envoy”, ccdccd.
2
This form is not very common, but is found once in Chastelain, although
with the difference of an eight-line envoy.
Verses of 9 lines. Two poems are written in verses of nine
lines. The Appel contre la dame sans sy (XXVlIl) and the reply to
Cretin (XXIV), in decasyllabic lines, having the following rhyme scheme;
ababbccdd
1. Of. H. Guy, op.Pit., § 216-8.
2. Of. Chatelain, Recherches sur le vers français au XV^ siècle, p.l78.
3. ed. Lettenhove, VIII, 299-300.
^02
François Robertet’s reason for using this scheme in the epistle to
Cretin must certainly be that Cretin had used it when writing to
1 2 François, otherwise this scheme is uncommon.
One verse of the Debat du Boucanier et du Gorrier (XXVI, 97-105),
which is otherwise made up of octaves, has nine decasyllabic lines,
with the scheme
abaabbcbc
Langlois gives an example of this used by an anonymous poet.^
Verses of 8 lines. Two poems are written in verses of eight 
lines. The reply to Molinet (XXV) is in decasyllabic lines with the 
rhyme scheme
abaabbcc
and this is used also in the greater part of the Debat du Boucanier et 
du Gorrier (XXVl).^ This scheme was very often used by George 
Chastelain, and Jean Robertet used it in his verse .epistle to George , 
Chastelain. Molinet makes a very frequent use of it, and his epistle 
to Fr" ançois Robertet is written in this scheme, hence François 
Robertet*s reply in the same manner.
The remaining verses of the Debat du Boucanier et du Gorrier^ 
have the rhyme scheme
ababbcbc.
Rare in the thirteenth century, this became the usual ballad form in the
1. See Cretin, ed.cit., pp.249-252. 2. Chatelain, op.cit., p.153.
3. E. Langlois, Recueil des Arts de Seconde Rhétorique, VII, p.275, no.16*
4. lines 1-98, 106-209, 226-241, 250-265.
5. Cf. p. /5 /
6. lines 89-96, 210-225, 242-249, 266-273.
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fourteenth., and in the fifteenth became even more common. It is 
found in the Champion des Dames, in A. Chartier ’s I 'Estrif, in George 
Chastelain, Molinet, etc.^
The Débat. François adopts this form in the Débat du Boucanier
et du Gorrier (XXVl). Popular as early as the thirteenth century and
throughout the middle ages, the Débat was cultivated until well into the
sixteenth century. François Robertet’s use of it is not in the
tradition of the scholastic debates, the moral debates or the discussions
of the relative merits of hunting with bird or dog, the superiority of
2
winter or summer, or April or May, and such. The Debat du Boucanier 
et du Gorrier belongs to the group of works of political or social, and 
often satirical, content, where persons of different social class or of 
different modes of life argue each the advantage of their own way of 
life. The religious man is opposed to the worldly, the courtier or the 
soldier to the peasant or bourgeois, etc.^ The model for the majority 
of such works was A. Chartier’s Le Quadrilogue Invectif (1422), which 
must probably have exercised some influence on François Robertet in the 
choice of this form.
The Epître. François Robertet’s two épîtres, to Molinet and 
Cretin, fall into the division described by B. Guy as "épîtres 
naturelles", that is verse letters addressed by a living person to
1. Chatelain, op.cit., p.91.
2. See H. Guy, op.cit., § 185-6.
3.. It. §187, 715-
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someone who will actually receive and read the letter, as opposed to 
the "épître artificielle", supposedly composed hy a mythological 
character or a dead person, a form popular largely through Ovid’s 
Heroides
Neither of these two poems hy François Robertet contains anything
to distinguish it from the other verse letters exchanged copiously
among the Rhétoriqueurs. Neither is written in the sequence of rhyming
2couplets which distinguishes the true épître - in each François has 
adopted the rhyme scheme, the style and tone of his correspondent, and 
both are full therefore of the flattery, exaggerated self-deprecation, 
and complicated versification which typify the épîtres exchanged by the 
Rhétoriqueurs. They cannot be considered of any importance in the 
development of the épître in France.
It can be seen that François Robertet makes no important innovation 
in the sphere of versification, etc., using only the existing verse 
forms, and remaining oblivious to contemporary developments. In fact, 
such details as the fact that in the midst of several verses of eight 
lines he suddenly for no obvious reason inserts a verse of nine lines,^ 
indicate a degree of unconcern about poetic technique which was 
extremely rare at that time. He therefore avoids the main exaggerations 
(except in his letter to Cretin) which disfigure the majority of works 
t»y the Rhétoriqueurs.
1. It., §171-2.
2. Contrast Jean Robertet‘s Epistre à Messire Galmier, see p.
3. See above, p.3oil.
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STYLE
François Robertet’s poetic style is, at its best, simple and 
natural. On the whole he avoids the extravagances of the Rhétoriqueurs 
In only two of the poems by François are the techniques of the 
Rhétoriqueurs found; this is in the epistles to Cretin and Molinet, 
where evidently the poet deliberately imitates the style of his 
correspondent5 adopting in each case the other’s verse form and rhyme 
scheme and most striking stylistic attributes.
The epistle to Cretin is composed almost entirely in punning 
rhymes,  ^in Cretin’s manner. The epistle to Molinet contains the play 
upon Molinet’s name which that poet used almost as a signature in his 
works. François writes
"Par le souffliz du doulx vent zephirin,
Qui les voilles vollitans a tourné 
D'un molinet tant neet, tant eborin,
Famé plus qu’autre de Flandres ne du Rin,
2De grain choisy fourny, bien attourné ..." etc. 
and the prose letter to Florimond Robertet which is found with this 
verse letter (and which imitates the involved constructions of Molinet 
and Chastelain), repeats the same images, always associated with 
Molinet
Both of these epistles contain also the use of proverbs and
1. Cf. p. 2. XX?, lines 28 -32.
3. Cf. Guy, op.cit., § 118.
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"sentences",^ the exaggerated modesty and the extragavant praise of the 
2
other poet typical of the Rhétoriqueurs. Of other typical usages of 
the Rhétoriqueurs - allegory, visions and dreams, and so on, no example 
is found in François Robertet's work. *
Elsewhere, flattery and self-abasement are absent from Robertet*s 
poetry. Such allusions to himself as are made in the Arrest de la 
louenge de la dame sans sy, the Appel contre la dame sans sy and the 
Debat du Boucanier et du Gorrier are only such as ai'e essential to the 
progress of the narrative. It is in this that we find the true nature 
of François Robertet’s talent.
François’s ability is not lyrical, but lies clearly in a simple 
narrative style, in which a straightforward relation of events is 
interspersed with dialogue, as in the Arrest and Appe1, or is set out 
in the form of a dialogue as in the Debat. The Appel and the Debat 
indicate an ability to see a situation in terms of individuals, and it 
is likely that in a different century François Robertet's compositions 
would have been for the theatre. His dialogues are not merely the cold 
exchanges of ideas often found in such works at the time, but in them 
can be heard the accents of individual persons, as when Françoise de 
Talaru, protesting against the Arre st, maliciously adds 
"Tous les escrips ne sont pas véritables 
Que vous fatistes mectez dedans voz tables."^
1. cf. XXIV, 54. 2. XXIV, 1-36; XXV, lines
3. XXVIII, 98-9.
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At the same time, François’s descriptions of the ladies in the
Appel are perfunctory hy the standards of the Rhétoriqueurs, for whom
abundant physical detail was important as a part of poetic technique,
rather than as an indication of the real nature of a person or object.
In the Debat du Boucanier et du Gorrier, however, in the description
of the courtier and the financier, and especially in the description
of their dress, the details indicate the characters of the two men.
In these poems the use of certain procedures common to the
Rhétoriqueurs is purely incidental; the enumeration and the accumulation
of rhetorical questions in the Appel^ is less a matter of poetic
technique than a means of depicting a woman carried away by anger.
Although the type of controversy depicted in the Arrest and Appel has a
precedent in the controversy over Alain Chartier's La Belle Dame Sans
Mercy, François Robertet's treatment of it shows less concern with
presenting opposing arguments than with narrating a sequence of events.
These poems by François, which are his most interesting works, show no
preoccupation with the usual poetic procedures, but a technique that is
essentially dramatic. The sometimes erratic scansion, the unawareness
of new trends in versification, further emphasise François's lack of
interest in the purely technical aspects of poetic composition. Jean
Robertet had already avoided the most exaggerated aspects of the
2
Rhétoriqueurs’ art, and François’s work develops this tendency still
1. XXVIII, 31-47" The enumeration of names from mythology and antiquity 
found in this passage is the only example of such lists of classical 
names found in François Robertet’s work. j
2. Cf. p. iS^. '
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further. For this reason, what we know of François’s poetry is more 
enjoyable than the majority of works by the Rhétoriqueurs. At the 
same time, however, since, unlike Jean Robertet, François shows no 
preoccupation whatsoever with traditional poetic procedure, or with the 
development of new procedure and theories, he made no contribution to 
the progress of lyrical art in France.
THEMES Al^ D SOURCES
A study of François Robertet’s themes and sources is less rewarding 
than in the case of Jean Robertet, due partly to the fact that we know 
so few works by François, but mainly to the fact that he was not an 
innovator in the same way as his father. Although his poetry is more 
attractive than Jean Robertet’s work, François in his choice and 
treatment of themes is perhaps more attached to the Middle Ages than 
his father.
The poems on the motto of Anne de Bretagne, "Non mudera",^ can be
briefly dismissed. Here François Robertet treats the theme of heraldic
2
devices and mottoes which recurs often in official poetry of the time, 
generally with a total lack of sincerity and conviction. François’s 
two rondeaux, in which Anne de Bretagne’s obstinacy is celebrated as a 
virtue, do not diverge from the usual pattern of such poems.
1. XXII.
2. Cf. the use of heraldic animals in poetry; the series of poems on 
Liège (cf. pp. 233-4^) ? oi" Jean Lemaire ’ s references' to the devices of 
various French nobles in the second Epître de l ’Amant Vert (cf. Guy, 
op.cit., § 326).
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Such poems are the work of a courtier, and can he compared with the
rondeaux of an André de la Vigne (although François's style has not
the involved extravagance of la Vigne's). In the same category of
official poetry we can place Francois’s reply to Molinet on behalf of
1
his brother Florimond. Here the poem and the prose letter contain
no originality whatsoever, but repeat the habitual denials of the
poet’s own merit, flattery of the person to whom the letter is
addressed, and reference to the grandeur of the French king. Although
the circumstances which produced this prose letter and epistle were in 
2
part political, the pieces contain nothing original.
François’s epistle to Cretin"^ pursues a political theme. The
poem is a reply to Guillaume Cretin's criticism of the courtier’s life
of display and ambition, in which François agrees with what Cretin had
written to him. In this poem he says little of originality, repeating
only what innumerable poets had said many times in the long tradition
of criticism and satire of the courtier’s life, of which the best known
4
and most imitated example was Alain Chartier*s Le Curial, to which
5
François refers in his poem. The ideas expressed by François, even 
if not actually imitated from Chartier*s work, are much the same; he 
describes the ambition and rivalry which reign at the court, and the 
instability of favour which at one moment gives an individual power and 
fortune, and the next leaves him in want.
1. XXV. 2. Cf. p. 29/, 3. XXIV.
4. written in the early ^fifteenth century; see P. Champion, Histoire 
poétique du XV® siècle, t.I, p.55*
5. XXIV, line 58.
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The Dehat du Boucanier et du Gorrier^ elaborates the same theme 
of the courtier's life at some length, and with some additional 
political significance, for François Robertet in this poem undertakes 
the defence of the national financiers and treasurers, among whom his 
own brother Florimond was prominent. At the same time he defends 
Louis XII whose economies, which had the aim of lessening taxation and 
eliminating the debts left by Charles VIII, were criticised as miserli­
ness by the courtiers. No longer able to rely on gifts from the king 
to supplement the incomes from their estates, inadequate to cover the 
expenses of their extravagant and luxurious mode of life, the courtiers 
were reduced to borrowing from the financiers, and to selling their 
properties to cover their debts. These circumstances are reflected 
in many pieces of the period defending or, more often, attacking the 
financiers, justifying Louis XII, satirising the luxury of the courtiers 
The boucanier, in François's poem, takes the offensive, reproving 
the courtiers for assuming it to be their right to receive pensions and 
gifts from the king who, however, puts his funds to better use: the
relief of Prance:-
"Vous vous fiez tant en ces pensions 
Qu'avez eues par trois ou quatre années 
Qu’il vous semble que de voz possessions 
Et chevances viennent ces donnacions 
Mais maintenant les chanses sont tournées 
1. XXVI.
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Et les finances. Dieu mercyi retournées 
Savez vous où? - au soulage de France,
Qui en avoit plus que vous de souffrance."^
The gorrier on the other hand complains at the increasing power of the 
financiers as opposed to the courtiers:
2
"II n ’est estât que de clercs et marchans."
Jean Bouchet later used very much the same arguments in his Temple de 
Bonne Renommée (I516), justifying Louis All's economies:
"Aulcuns ont dit qu'il n'estoit liberal,
Mais trop gardant, avare et partial 
Par ce que dons ne faisoit par largesse 
Et mesmement aux suppostz de noblesse ...
................ ........ tousjours supporta
Son pauvre peuple, et onques ne exhorta 
Ses officiers à trop fort le grever.
Mais tant qu'il peut tascha le relever."^ 
and criticising the extravagant nobles who blame the king for their 
debts;
"Puis ses bragars quant ilz en sont au bout 
Et que contraincts ilz sont de vendre tout 
Mauldisent le roy, son service et maison.
Disans tout hault qu'on ne leur fait raison.
1. lines 186-193. 2. line 233.
3. J. Bouchet, Le Temple de Bonne Renommée, Paris, Galliot du Pré, I516, 
B.N., Rés. Ye. 357, f0. Ivii ro.
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Et que tout l'or et tout l'argent du royaulme
Sont soubz la plume et non dessoubz le heaulme."^
Satire of the exaggerated fashions cultivated by the young nobles
2
was a long-established tradition, and with the ever-increasing
extravagance of the fashions which followed the Italian campaigns of
Charles VIII,^ satire on this subject became more common. The same
display was apparent in every aspect of the courtier's life: his large
household of servants, the equipment carried on every campaign, François
Robertet's boucanier enumerates these extravagances to the gorrier who
also interpolates a list of the other essentials in his life, which
4
consume all his funds. The courtier in Octovien de Saint Gelais's
Debat du Seigneur de Cour et du Seigneur des Champs describes his gradual
ruin by this luxurious way of life, and though he hopes to be saved by
a gift from the king, he fears the much more likely event of his fall
5
into the hands of his creditors. Jean Bouchet again paints much the 
same picture :
"Mais il n ’y a si petit homme d'armes 
Lequel ne veuille avoir, oultre ses armes
1. Ib., f^. XXX v^.
2. Charles d'Orléans, for example, had written a rondeau mocking the • 
impracticality of modish costume, "Laissez aler ces gorgias ..." (ed. 
Champion, t.II, p.295, no.VIII.)
3. of. Jean Molinet’s description of a "gorgias". Chroniques, ed. Buchon, 
Collection des Chroniques Nationales.^de' France, t .43-7, 1826, 
ch.cccii, p.165.
4. lines 89-95, 97-105-
5- See ÏÏ.J. Molinier, Essai biographique et littéraire sur Octovien de 
Saint-Gelais, Rodez, 8 °, 1910, p.165-6 ; Guy, op.cit., ^ 232-
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Tjng lict de camp, et aussi grant charroy 
Que ung conte ou duc, voire autant que le roy
Plusieurs qui n ’ont trois cens livres de rente
Portent drap d'or en robbe, voire en mente,
Et ont laquoys, barbier, et doubles pages.
Où tout s'en va tant revenu que gages.
By contrast, François Robertet's boucanier presents the picture of
the sensible bourgeois, content to live within his means, well but
unostentatiously, and rising gradually to power through his practical
ability, as the nobles ruin themselves by their extravagances. Here
François Robertet departs from the usual course followed by the
Rhétoriqueurs who, if not themselves of noble birth, generally were in
the service or under the patronage of nobles, and who resented the rise
of these capable bourgeois. Criticism and satire of the financiers i
at that time is widespread; their defence is much less common. Attacks
on the malpractices of treasurers and highly placed officials were
numerous and justified: Jean Bouchet's Temple de Bonne Renommée
contains an accusation of funds converted to the financiers' own 
2
profit; and in François's poem the gorrier makes a threat which
3
foreshadows the fate of Semblançay; !
i
"(Quelque grossier cherra en quelque endroit-
4(Qui tant aura fait amas de finances..."
1. Bouchet j op. cit., f °, xxx r°. 2. , f . xxxi r •
3. cf. Cl. Marot's Balade contre les trésoriers et gens de finance, sur 
la mort de Santblançay; see G. Guiffrey, Chronique du roy François, 
Paris, i8 6 0. Appendice, p.4 4 4.
4. lines 246-7•
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and reproaches the financier with his acquisition of the estates of
bankrupt nobles.^
On the one hand the financiers were blamed for causing France's
misery by embezzling the pay of soldiers who were then forced to pillage 
2
the peasants. This theme had often recurred since Alain Chartier's
Quadrilogue Invectif, where the peasants' misfortune in bearing the
brunt of war was a subject of reproach to the soldier. François
Robertet, whilst sympathising with the soldiers deprived of their pay,^
presents the defence of the financiers, blaming the misery of the
peasantry on the nobles whose need to pillage is brought about by their
4
own senseless display and extravagance.
The arguments of the Debat du Boucanier et du Gorrier are
interesting for their reflection of contemporary social circumstances, 
for although the theme - the debate between a courtier and a man of 
simple taste - is unoriginal, the social and political content - the 
defence of the rising bourgeoisie - is unusual.
The form of the Debat du Boucanier et du Gorrier shows no 
originality, the debat having been in use as early as the thirteenth 
century, and becoming increasingly more popular. It is to a certain 
extent connected with the vast number of literary works reproducing the 
form of legal procedures, many debates being set in a judicial court and
1. lines 258-265.





argued in legal language.^  To this tradition of works in a legal
setting belong also the two poems on the "dame sans sy". The Arrest de
2
la louenge de la dame sans sy follows the tradition of the "arrets des
cours d'amour" popular in the twelfth century, and still current in the
fifteenth century, as in Martial d 'Auvergne's Arrets d'Amour.^  The
second poem, the Appel contre la dame sans sy,^ also takes a legal form,
the appeal against the judgement given, and both poems make use of 
5
judicial terms.
François was here probably partly influenced in his choice of form 
by the poems which made up the controversy over Alain Chartier's Belle 
Dame Sans Merci, many of which took the form of proclamations, judgements 
and appeals: Baudet Serene's Le Parlement d'Amour, the anonymous works
La Dame Loyale en Amour, and Le Jugement du Povre Triste Amant Banny, and 
Achille Gaulier's La Cruelle Femme en Amour, and so on.^ It is the 
more likely that François was indebted to the earlier controversy for his 
inspiration in the Arrest and Appel, in that the circumstances
7
surrounding both the controversies are somewhat similar. Chartier had
1. See A. Fabre, Etudes Historiques sur les Clercs de la Bazoche, Paris, 
1856, p.182 ff.
2. XXVII. 3. cf. A. Fabre, op.cit., p.18?.
4. XXVIII.
5. XXVII, lines 1-4, 28-33; XXVIII, lines 1-2, 52-6, etc.
6. see A. Piag-et, La Belle Dame Sans Merci et ses imitations, Romania, 
t.XXX - XXXIV, '(1901-5 ). .
T« François's two poems, however, unlike the Belle Dame Sans Merci contro­
versy, cannot be said to take a place in the "bataille des femmes".
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been reprimanded by the ladies of the court for the criticisms they
thought were implied in the Belle Dame Sans Merci; François was
reproached for disparaging all other ladies by his praise of one above
all others. Both controversies certainly arose from the courtly search
for distraction in literary entertainments.
The contents of the first poem are to a certain extent imitative
also of the type of ballad in which the poet praises his choice (whether
flower, fruit, town, etc.) above all others. Here the recurrence of
the refrain is conducive to the emphatic repetition of the perfections
of the poet's choice.^
Jean Robertet's most important contribution to literary history lay
in his introduction of ideas found in Italian writers, and in his spread
of the Italian culture. With François Robertet the case is different;
his knowledge of Italian sources was probably less profound than that of
2
his father. A reference to Demorgorgon and Cibelle implies possibly 
that François had a knowledge of Boccaccio's Genealogiae Deorum Gentilium, 
since these are two of the less commonly known deities mentioned in that 
work.^ Again François presumably knew Petrarch's Trionfi, although it 
is true that since his version of them in rondeau form is clearly taken 
only from his father's version (either the tatin or the french text),
1. cf. Jean Robertet's ballad pour une dame appellee la Serise (VIl).
2. XXVIII, line 43.
3. Boccaccio, Genealogiae Deorum Gentilium, Venice, 1472, lib.l, f 
5 ff.; lib.13, chap.ii.
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François may not in fact have laiown Petrarch's texts. The succession 
of ideas is exactly as found in Jean Rohertet's extremely simple reduc­
tion of Petrarch's lengthy and involved work. The first Triumph 
represents, as in Jean's poem, Cupid's conquest of gods and kings, and 
the same recommendation of moderation is made to the world's rulers, in 
almost the same words as Jean had used. Where Jean had written; 
"Princes, mettez frain à voz voluptez.
Car les ceptres qui sont immolerez
Turnbent tantost et ne sont point estables;
Les modérez sont fermes et durables."^
François writes;
"Sceptres qui sont en sublimez courois 
Inmoderez^tombent en désarrois.
Les modérez à regner sont propices.
Mettez donc frain, princes, à voz delyces,
2
Sans plus vivre en si piteulx arrois."
Chastity's Triumph is again symbolised by the conquest of Cupid's bow 
and quiver, and by the restraint exercised by Ceres and Thetis. Here 
Jean had:
"Gar es delices de Cypre 1'opulente.
Ne es fleurs souefves d’Yde Amour n'est pas lente;
Mais par Seres et Thetis refrenée
1. XX, lines 5-8. 2. XXIII, lines IO-I5.
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Est folle Amour et challeur forcenée."^
and François has
"Es delices de Cypre plantureuse
Est nourrye vye voluptueuse,
Mais de Ceres et Thetis les repas
Font refroidir et regler par compas
2Effrenée Jeunesse l’amoureuse."
Similarly, close comparisons can he made between François’s and 
Jean’s texts throughout the remainder of the poem: it is scarcely
necessary to quote the two texts further. There can be no doubt that 
François used Jean’s texts, either the latin or the French, for his 
version of the Trionfi. The philosophical aspects of François's 
Triumphes are therefore exactly as found in Jean’s poem, where the 
medieval picture of Death in the third Triumph is succeeded by the 
Renaissance view of Fame’s power in the fourth Triumph, and where the 
figure of Laura and the theme of love, present throughout Petrarch's 
Trionfi, are completely absent.^ However, even though François's 
source is probably only his father's Triumphes, his version of the 
Trionfi is nonetheless important for the contribution it made to the 
popularity of the Trionfi and thereby to the spread of Petrarch's 
influence in France.
In François Robertet's poetry we encounter none of the themes drawn
1. XX, lines 14-1 7. 2. XXIII, lines 25-29.
3. Cf. pp.^01-/I for a discussion of Jean Robertet’s Triumphes whose 
ideas are found repeated in François's Triumphes, which therefore 
do not require a separate examination.
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mainly from Boccaccio and Petrarch which make Jean Rohertet’s work 
interesting: the ideas of immortality through virtue,^ the theory of
the essential part played hy divine inspiration in all poetical composi­
tion, the display of erudition and the cult of obscurity, are almost 
completely absent in François Rohertet’s poetry. This is doubtless due 
to ,the fact that François remained a dilettante in his poetry. So far 
as we know, he composed none of the major works with which the grand 
rhetoriqueur was accustomed to establish his reputation - the long" 
pieces written in alternating prose and verse, the works intended to 
inculcate moral values, the lengthy déplorations of prominent men. In 
fact, only one work by François is outside the sphere of poetry written 
as an elegant pastime. This is the Debat du Boucanier et du Gorrier, 
where the satire has clearly a serious intention; but here the poem had 
a social and political, rather than a literary, aim.
François Rohertet’s works are interesting in the picture they give 
of contemporary society, and of the man of letters, and to this extent 
they contribute to literary history, but as an indication of the growth 
of new ideas in the culture of the period, they cannot compare with the 
works of Jean Robertet.
1. with the exception of what is found on this subject expressed as an 
intrinsic part of the Triumphes.
K.
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T H E  T E X T S
521
J E A N  R O B E R T E T
i-:
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Rondeau faici; -phx maistre Jehan Robertet, secretaire du roy et 
de monseigneur de Bourbon, envoyé à ung cordelier observantin. 
Allez dehors, ennemys de nature,
Les séducteurs d'humaine creature.
Plus ne serez regnans dedans mon cueur,
4 Pechez Mortelz, Orgueil, Ire et Ranoueur,
Plongé m'avez trop dedans vostre ordure.
Avarice, Convoitise et ardure 
D'acquérir plus m'ont mis en adventure 
8 D'estre perdu ou tomber en malheur.
Allez dehors.
Cruelle Snvye, Glotonnye et Luxure,
Avec Paresse et Ire la parjure,
12 M'ont possédé en blapheme et rigueur
Et fait offendre mon Dieu, mon Créateur,
Text from J2; variants from G.
10 G omits et
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Mercy luy crye, et plus de vous n'ay cure: 
14 Allez dehors.^
14 G omits this line.
1. The whole rondeau is reminiscent of a passage in Charles d'Orléans:
"Ton grant orgueil, glotonnie, peresse,
Convoitise, seins justice tenir,
Et luxure, dont as en abondance,
Ont pourchacié vers Dieu de te punir,
Trescrestien, franc royaume de France I
Ne te vueilles pour tant desesperer,
Car Dieu est plain de merci a largesse.
Va t'en vers lui sa grace demander."
(Poésies, ed. Champion, t.I, p. 258-9> no. IV, lines 14-21)
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II
Bon rondeau fait par maistre Jehan Robertet. 
Je voy sans yeulx, sans oreilles j'escoute, 
Je quiers ma paix en deffiance et doubte,
Et somme toute 
4 Vivant je meurs sans espoir de secoirrs.^ 
Cause pourqupy vertuz n'ont plus le cours 
Aux champs ne cours;
Tous les loyaulx on fuyt, chasse et débouté. 
8 Plateurs ont lieu, trahison puis se boute,
 ^ P
De vérité homme ne suyt la route.
Dont je me doubte
Que Dieu fera noz jours et esbatz cours.
Text from J2, with an emendïêion in line 5 taken from G; variant from G.
5 J2 vertu n'ont. Emended.
11 G noz jeuz.
1. The use of antithetical constructiojris possibly links this rondeau with 
the ballad "Je meurs de soif au près de la fontaine..." (Vl). Cf. p. /yy.
2. G. Chastelain*s Complainte de Fortune contains a similar passage:
"Or regardons le temps qui court 
Partout universelenient
Honnestetet (Ecclésiaste)
Tourne aujourd'huy avec le temps; 
Beaucoup chérient trop en haste. 
Citoyens sont descongnoissans.
32^
12 Ceulx qui n’ont yeulx on dit qu’ilz ne voyant goutte,
Mais tel est sourd, aveugle et plain de goutte,
Q,ni trop mieulx gouste
Les grans dangiers où nous allons le cours,
16 <4ue ne font ceulx à qui on a recours 
Durant le cours
<2ue Fortune les tient soubz son escoute.^
2* (Continued)
Plusieurs aux villes et aux champs 
Sont comme tous désespérés 
Et sont ainsy comme attendans 
Des maulx et des dangiers assés.”
(ed. Kervyn de Letteniiove, t.VIII, p.335)«
A direct influence is, however, hard to ascertain, since the theme was 
so common throughout the Middle Ages.
1. The excessive use of the punning rhyme obscures the meaning here: 
"who savour our present grave danger more than do those to whom they 
turn when fallen on evil days." (lines 14-18)
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III
Rondeau fait par maistre Jehan Robertet le Pere
Q,uant je treuve soubz fresche herbe fleurie
Poignant chardon, et soubz clarté serie
ümbre obscure, nuysant à ma nature,
4 Soubz Bon Espoir toute Malle Adventure,^
2
Merveille n’est si mon propos varie.
^uant ma douleur est anquepres guérie 
Lors nouveau mal me reprent et harie,
8 4ui nourrissant me tue et desnature
Q,uant je treuve, etc.
Grace pour moy est faillie et tarie.
Pitié mussée, et doulceur est perie;
12 Peschez, desdaing ay pour ma nourriture.
Est il vivant au monde creature 
Que Fortune en plus dur sort harie?
Quant je treuve, etc.
Text from F.
1. The personification is taken from the Roman de la Rose.
2. Robertet very probably imitates a rondeau by Charles d’Orléans:
"Quant je voy ce que ne veuil mie.
Et n’ay ce dont suis désirant.
Pensant ce qui m ’est desplaisant.
Est ce merveille s’il m’anuye?"
(Poésies, ed. P.Champion, t.II, p. 317, no. XLIX)
IV
Robert Tait 
En actendant garison ou la mort,
Au lix de pleurs ou je gis presque mort, 
Douleur me mort 
4 Et me tourmente desmesureement,
Et si n*ay bien rors regret seulement, 
incessaument,
Qui pour m'occire à me grever s'amort.
ô Hellasl la cause qui tant me lait douloir
Est raisonnable, car de mon franc vouloir
Pour bien vouloir
Fors vous amer j*ay tout abandonne,
12 Pensant par vous amander et valloir;
Maiz il n'en veuit â vostre cueur chaloir.
Qui trop valoir
Pourroit au mien, s'il avoit ordonne.
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Text from P, with emendations in lines D,g,l2 ,l4 , taken from g; 
variants from
The rondeau has been published oy G. Raynaud, Rondeaux et Autres 
Poesies du XVe siècle, p.DO, no.LXlli; and by M. Loepelmann,
Die Liederhandscnrift des Cardinals de Rohan, p. n  'i, no. 119•
2 E ÜU
D P Umits si. Emended.
R bans qu'aye bien 
^ Et n'ay nul bien 
b ^ Umits this line.
R et grever, 
o R Lasl j'ay raison de tresfort me douloir 
9 R Et de moy plaindre, car 
P Et raisonnable. Emended.
^ car mon fait se vouiioir
11 R J'ay tant
12 R Guidant P amander de. miended.
14 P Tropt. Emended. '
iDQi,R,b S’il 1 * avoit
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'16 Vostre plaisir si en soit fait aufort, 
Maiz se je moeurs par faulte de confort, 
un crira fort
Que vous avez souffert piteusement 
2U Mourir celuy qui tousjours loyaument 
Et longuement
De vous servir a fait tout son effort,
En actendant [garison ou la mort.J ^
17 h Car se
1• Doth the subject and tne form of this bergerette indicate 
that It was probably composed at hiois, when Robertet was 




[ulng droit César en libéralité,
Ung grant Chaton en pure intégrité,
2 3
Ung Fabius en foy non defaillable
4 Vous tient chascun, vray, constant et estable.
Duc d ’Orliens, prince tresredoubté.
fE^n si hault sang, parfonde humilité,
Clemence grant et magnanimité:
8 Cela avez. Mais vous passez sans fable
[U]ng droit César.
Text from 01
The rondeau has been published by P. Champion, ed Charles 
d’Orléans, Poésies, t. II, p. 603; A. Champollbn-Figeac, ed.
Les Poésies du duc Charles d ’Orléans, Paris, 1842, p. 449;
J. M. Guichard, Poésies de Charles d ’Orléans, Paris, 1842, p. 424.
1. The rondeau is in honour of Charles d ’Orléans (line 4), and 
v;as composed before 1463• Pobertet’s connection with the Duke 
of Orleans is unlikely to have been very intimate, but due 
rather to the close links between the houses of Bourbon and 
Orleans: Jean II of Bourbon exchanged verses with Charles of 
Orleans; his younger brother, Pierre of Bourbon, was for a time 
brought up by Charles d’Orléans and Marie de Clèves. Cf. p . /
2. Probably Fabius Cunctator. Robertet may have been thinking 
of the passage in Petrarch’s Trionfi (his most important source 
of inspiration) where Fabius is mentioned simultaneously with 
Cato :
"Ed un gran vecchio il secondava a presso,
Che con arte Hanibale a bada tenne.
Duo altri Fabii, e duo Caton con esso."
(Die Triumphe Francesco Petrarcas, VI, p. 243, lines 30-2)
3. Of. Eustache Deschamps (Oeuvres Complètes, t.II, p.138, lines 2-3)
"Seneque en meurs et Anglus en pratique,
Ovide grans en ta poeterie."
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[E]n vostre bouche tousjours a vérité;
En cuer, amour et ardant charité 
12 Et loyaulté non jamais variable:
Qu’affiert il plus à prince si notable, 
Puisqu’on vous tient, parlant en équité,
droit César.
16 Ung Robertet indigne à porter plume
Pour atouchier après voz haulx escriptz 
Ces petiz vers icy vous a escriptz.
De rude main plus pesant q’un enclume.^
1. Cf. George Chastelain:
...........regart au poix me desconforte
Et me rend main plus pesant que une englume." 




Je meurs de soif au près de la fontaine,
Je trouve doulx ce qui doit estre amer,
J'ayme et tiens chier tous ceulx qui me font hayne,
4 Je hé tous ceulx que fort je deusse amer,
Je loue ceulx que je dusse blasmer,
Je prens en gré plus le mal que le bien,
Je vois querant ce qu'a trouver je doubte,
8 Croire ne puis cela que je sçay bien,
2
Je me tiens seur de ce dont plus j'ay doubte.
Text from 0 ; variants from 01, 0^
The poem has been published by P.Champion, ed. Charles d 'Orleans, 
Poesies , t.I, p. 198, and by J.M, G-uichard, Poesies de Charles 
d'Orleans, p,133.
9 01, 0^  je doubte.
1, The poem is one of the group known as the "Concours de 
Blois", written on the theme "Je meurs de soif au pres de la 
fontaine", between about 1438-1460. There are ten further 
poems in the series; five are anonymous, the others by Villon, 
Berthault de Villesbresme, Jean Gaillau, Cilles des Ourmes and 
Simonnet Caillau. (See p./75-t). They have been published by 
Champion, ed.cit.,p.191 ff.
2. The first verse, given here in order to complete the poem, 
was in fact composed by a certain Montbeton, whose identity has 
not been established with any certainty. There is a 
seigneurie of Montbeton in Lyonnais; and in 1411 a certain 
Jehan de Montbeton was "pannetier" to Philippe of Burgundy,
Count of Revers, who exchanged verses with Charles of Orleans.
See P.Champion, Remarques sur un recueil de poésies du milieu 
du g u i n z i éme s i é c1e (fr .9223), Romania XLVIII (19227, p.lC61
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Je prens plaisir en ce qui ra'est atayne,
Ung peu de chose m ’est grant cormne la mer,
12 Je tiens de près celle qui m ’est loingtaine,
Je garde entier ce que deusse entamer.
Saoul suis de ce qui me fait affamer,
J ’ay largement de tout et si n ’ay rien,
16 J'oublie ce que plus à cuer je boute.
Ce qui me lasche me tient en son lien.
Je me tiens seur de ce dont plus j ’ay doubte.
Je tiens pour basse chose qui est haultaine,
20 Je fuy tous ceulx que je deusse reclamer.
Je croy plus tart le vray que une fredaine,
Tant plus suis froit, plus me sens enflamer. 
Quant j ’ay bon cuer, lors je prens à pasmer;
24 Ce que j ’aquiers je ne tiens pas pour mien;
Je prise peu ce qui bien chier me couste,
Sote maniéré m ’est plus que beau maintien,
Je me tiens seur de ce dont plus j ’ay doubte,
28 Prince, j ’ay tout et si ne sçay combien;
J ’atire à moy ce qui plus me débouté,
Ce que j ’esloigne m ’est plus près qu'autre rien; 
Je me tiens seur de ce dont plus j ’ay doubte.
25 01, 02 peu que bien
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VII
Ballade de maistre Jehan Robertet pour une daiae appellee la Serise 
Divers fruictz sont sur la terre naissans 
D’arbres produictz par l’oeuvre de Nature,
Qui d’an en an sont vers et florissans
Lesquelz sont bons servans à nourriture 
Du corps humain qui en veult prendre usage.
Mais je ne sçay en fruit tel adventaige,
8 Ne si franc goust, ne couleur plus exquise,
Soit en jardin de ville ou de village.
Comme je faiz en la belle Cerise.
Pommes y a de maints arbres yssans,
12 Poires aussi de diverse fainture.
Prunes et coings en beaulx jardins croissons,
Fruictz couiorez de diverse paincture,
Noix avelines, dates de saveur pure,
16 Heures, chastaignes qui font aux champs paraiges.
Cormes, nefles, et autre fruict saulvage
Dont homme peult menger s’il s’en advise.
Tous ces fruictz là je ne prise en courage
20 Tant que je faiz la vermeille serise.
Text from J l ;  variants from G.
4 The line is missing in both manuscripts.
6 G I’usaige
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Lyraons, oranges, cytrons qui sont passans 
En bonne odeur, pommes d'autre figure 
Et grenades à beaulx grains rougissans:
24 Ce sont beaulx fruictz dont l'on doit avoir cure;
Fruictz d'oultremer, fruictz venons d'aventure,
Fruictz incongneuz qu'on voit en long voyage,
Tous fruictz sont bons qui ne portent dommage.
28 II est des fruictz partout de mainte guise,
Mais fruict ne voy tel en nul ortelage 
Comme je faiz la vermeille serise,
Prince, il n’y a fruict d’icy en Cartage
32 Soit ne aux champs, en vergier, n'en bocage.
En Ytallie, à Romme, n’a Venize,
Que tant je loue sans parler par oultrage
Comme je faiz la vermeille serise.^
22 G bon '
32 G verger ne
1. The ballad in which the poet praises his choice above all others is a 
convention, cf. Deschamps's two ballads on Paris, with the refrain 
"Riens ne se puet comparer à Paris"
(E.Deschamps. Oeuvres Completes, ed. Queux de Saint-Hilaire and G.Raynaud, 
S.A.T.F., t.I, p.301, no. CLXIX, p.302, no. CLXX). 
and Froissart's ballad on the marguerite:
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1. (Continued)
"Sus toutes flours tient on la rose à belle 
Et en après, je croi, la violette.
La flour de lys est belle, et la perselle;
La flour de glay est plaisans et parfette
Mes je vous di, tant que pour ma partie.
Sus toutes flours j'aime la margherite."
(Jean Froissart, Poésies, publ. J.A.Buchon, Collection des Chroniques 
Nationales, t.10, p.124, Le dittié de la flour de la margherite).
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VIII
Fait à 1*encontre /^de Molinet 7 par Robertet.
Historical Note.
The ballad is one of several^ imitating George Chastelain's
2
poem, Lyon rampant en croppe de montaigne, written on the death of 
Philippe de Bourgogne (15 June I467). Jean Molinet was the first to 
imitate it^, introducing violent attacks on Louis XI, which had had 
little or no place in Chastelain’s ballad. The occasion was the second 
or, more probably, third rebellion of the Liégeois against their Bishop, 
Louis of Bourbon, and the Duke of Burgundy, which Louis XI had very 
largely incited through his agents.
The whole group of poems has generally been dated I467. How­
ever, it appears from one line in Robertet’s ballad that this poem at 
least, and therefore probably the others also, was written in I468, some 
time after the second defeat of the Liégeois at the Battle of Brustein on 
28 October I467, and only very shortly before the third rebellion, under 
Guillaume de la Marck, in October I468. Robertet's second line, "Vente, 
Solus; s'appaise la comette", must be a reference to the comet seen on
1. The other ballads are Molinet's, attacking Louis XI, and those by 
Gilles des Ormes, René Tardif, "le Petit Dare de Rouen", and another, 
anonymous, poet. Cf. p. :23/)L.
2. Oeuvres, ed. Kervyn de Lettenhove, t.VII, p.208.
3. Les Faictz et Dictz de Jean Molinet, ed. N. Dupire, "Souffle Trithon 
en ta buse argentine...", t.II, p.851-2.
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September 22, 1468, when Louis XI was encamped facing the Duke of 
Burgundy at Noyon. An account of the comet’s appearance and the 
interpretations of its significance are found in Chastelain’s Chroniques 
des Ducs de Bourgogne. The cornet, which was in the east and appeared 
to be over Burgundy, was held variously to predict disaster for Duke 
Charles, or the ruin of the people of Liège, at that time preparing their 
third rebellion:
"S’apparut alors au ciel une comète, laquelle ... tousjours tiroit 
la queue et se monstroit directement sur orient, comme sur Bourgogne.
Par quoy, comme ce duc estoit en appareil de guerre et de bataille sur 
la frontière de France, et que ceste comète se sambloit monstrer et porter 
signifiance sur ly, pluiseurs y mettoient douteuses significations sur
ly, et diverses conjectures, comme de confusion et de ruyne  Mes
loenge à Dieu! si ceste comète porta aulcune signification sur ly, si 
n’estoit-ce pas en son contraire, mès en haute operacion future en brief, 
et dont l’influence tournoit sur Liège. Car en ce meismes temps, et avec 
l’essorse de ceste comète, Liégeois machinèrent et procurèrent, à 
quelque instance que ce feust, leur dernière et sempiternelle mine et 
confusion, et le doloreux feu de leur noble renommée cité en perpétuel 
opprobre...
1. See Chastelain, Chroniques de Ducs de Bourgogne, publ. J.A.Buchon 
Collection des Chroniques Nationales Françaises, t.42, 45» Paris, 8°; 
chap, cccxxii, p. 158, vol. II, En ce tems-cy se monstra une comète du 
ciel, laquelle se monstra après la my-nuit par une espasse de tems.
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The whole group of poems must therefore have been composed 
between 22 September I468 and the interview at Peronne (9 October); 
had the interview between Louis XI and Charles le Temeraire, and the 
subsequent destruction of Liège (30 October) already taken place, the 
poems would certainly make some reference to this. In fact Molinet’s 
poem contains threats to the Liégeois^ which would certainly not have 
been written after 30 October.
The comet’s appearance provoked several differing interpretations of 
what it portended, connected not only with Louis XI and Charles le 
Temeraire, but wit& several other European monarchs. It is the 
subject of an anonymous treatise. De Cometa, and was recorded by Mathias 
Corvinus. See L. Thorndike, A History of Magic and Experimental Science, 
Columbia University Press, 1923-58, t.IV, p.418-9•
1. "Tremblez, Lyegeois, tremblez par legions..." (line 3l)*
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Souffle, Faustus^, en fleute pastourine;
2 3
Vente, Bolus ; s’appaise la comette ;
Segiste, Mars, gardons qu’il ne recline,
4 Preigne son glefve et plus sus ne le mette;
Des temples Dieu venger on s’entremette,
4
Qui sont brouys par cil qui des lyons 
Se dit seigneur , et tant 1 ’humilions
Text from F.
1. Probably Faunus is intended: a god of the countryside, held to 
be the inventor of the shawm or rustic pipe, he was known by name 
in the Middle Ages.
2. God of the winds, often mentioned in medieval literature, where 
he was known probably through Ovid’s Metamorphoses.
3. The reference is to the comet visible on 22 September, 1468,
cf. supra, p.336-7. PuObertct'’'3 allusion here, although rather obscure, 
is probably a symbolic reference to Charles le Temeraire.
4. Charles le Temeraire had, in August 1466, taken and destroyed 
Dinant, which had rebelled w;ith Liège; Liège on that occasion had 
bought peace. (See Le Doux de Lincy, Chants Historiques et 
Populaires du Temps de Charles VII et de Louis XI, pp. 116-143.)
Molinet had referred to Charles’ defeat of Binant, writing:
"Mais Dieu voyant mes operacions 
M ’a fait avoir victoire en la Champaigne". (lines. 17-18).
3. Charles le Temeraire, Duke of Burgundy. The Burgundian device, a 
lion, had first been used to symbolise Duke Philippe in Chastelain’s 
ballad, Lyon rampant...
34c
8 Que à tous suivans la colepine enseigne 
Il soit trouvé en toutes regions 
Lyon tremblant en crope de raontaigne.
Se pour garder la maison moratine^
12 Du fier lyon, le serf^ y feist sa traicte,
Cela n'est riens, c^ u'il nous dise ou desine 
Que par luy est sa couronne tant nette,^
Cestoit son droit; pour ce plus n ’en barbette; 
16 Et se doulouse des grans perdicions
Qu’il nous a fait, par simulate ions
1. ie. Switzerland. One of the sources of contention between Louis 
XI and Charles of Burgundy was Louis' continual support of the Swiss 
against Burgundy, which he continued until Charles' eventual defeat 
by the Swiss at the Battle of Morat in 1476 (See Cambridge Medieval 
History, t.VIII The Close of the Middle Ages, Cambridge University Press,
1959, pp. 290, 358.)
2. ie. Louis XI, who is symbolised by the "cerf volant", adopted by 
Charles VI as the device of France.
3. Robertet replies here to Molinet’s accusations of Louis XI,
in v/hich Molinet had referred to Louis’ stay at the court of Burgundy 
(1456-1461), when as Dauphin he had fled from his father’s court, 
and to the fact that Philippe de Bourgogne escorted Louis to his 
coronation. Molinet's lines are:
"Le cerf voilant qui nous feit cest actine 
Fut recueilly en nostre maisonette,
Souef nourry sans poison serpentine;
Par nous porte sa noble coronette."
(lines II-I4)
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De Bien Public^; mais que plus on ne feigne;
Il demorra en grans afflictions 
20 Lyon tremblant en croppe de montaigne.
La unité et unxion divine
p
Des nobles armes et la Blanche Groisette 
Feront au serf seureté interine,
24 Ses ennemis tous mis sur la sellette.
Et le lyon, il fauldra que on l'alaicte;
Pour néant crira; sus! à ses legions.
Car bons François comme vrais champions 
28 Le feront fuir jusques en Alemaigne,
OÙ demourra entre petis pions
Lyon tremblant en crope de montaigne.
Lyon tant fier pour tes conclusions 
32 Toutes fuir, sans variacions.
Le temps s’aproche qu’il fault qu’il te mespreigne.
Pour se, tien toy doubtant les orions,
Lyon tremblant en croppe de montaigne.
1. Robertet refers to the Battle of Montihéry (1465), when Charles le Tern- 
eraire had allied himself to the Duke of Bourbon and the other conspirators 
of the "Ligue du Bien Public", and which was followed by the Peace of Con- 
flans, disadvantageous to Louis XI. (See Cambridge Medieval History, t.VIII, 
p.284). The Battle of Montihéry had also been the occasion of several 
poems written by the supporters of Louis XI and of Charles. (See Le Roux
de Lincy, op.cit., pp.80-105)•
2. The V/hite Cross was the emblem by which the French troops recognised 
each other in battle.
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IX
Ballade poétique de maistre Jehan Robertet 
En regardant la beaulté de Venus,^
Au hault manoir où Saturne est allé.
Viz Jupiter le grant dieu de là sus
2
Venir cy bas au mont de Cibellé,
Puis a Mercure et Athlas appellé,
Juno, Maia,^ Galisto.^ Vulcanus,
Et Europa la belle seur Cadmus.^
Text from J2, with the addition of lines 92-96 taken from G; variants from 
F, G, K, L, N. The text has been emended in lines 18, 46, 78, 67 from G*s 
text, and in line 42 from K.
The Ipiécé. has been published by N.Dupire among the works of Jean Molinet;
Les Faictz et Dictz de Jean Molinet, ed. N.Dupire, t.II, p. 714*
2 G Ou hault N Satumus 3 K, L hault dieu
4 K, L, N ça jus F, G ça bas F au mand
5 N et Calcas K, L et Pallas F et Archas
6 K Calipto 7 K Cadinus
1. The meaning here is probably that the poet was looking at the planet Venus; 
the second line would then quite simply mean the sky, as indeed the similar 
phrase in Ovid ("summa arce") does (cf. p.34?, note I ). The meaning would 
probably be immedia.tely clear to Robertet*s contemporaries, in view of the 
widespread belief in astrology at the time.
2. Wife of Saturn, mother of the gods. Her name is not mentioned in Ovid’s 
Metamorphoses (which are otherwise Robertet’s main source in this poem); 
Robertet found it most probably in Boccaccio’s Genealogiae Deorum Gentilium 
(Venice, Vindelin de Spira, 1472, lib. XIII, cap. ii).
3. The Earth, daughter of Atlas, wife of Vulcan, mother of Mercury, according 
to the Genealogiae Deorum Gentilium, where Jean probably found the name (lib. 
XII, cap. Ixx), since again it does not occur in Ovid’s Metamorphoses.
4# A companion of Diana. Her name is found in the Metamorphoses, Liber Sec- 
undus, (P.Ovidi Nasonis Metamorfoseos liber primus, 1475, de Lavagnia, 
fol., Mediolani, pp. not numbered)
5. Mentioned in the Metamorphoses (lib. II)
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8 Par Lactea^ vindrent du hault estage
Poui* commencer le noble mariage
De Zephirus qui le doulx temps aguette, 
2
Et de Flora , dame de hault parage,
12 Pour decorer la joyeuse fleurette.
Neptunus feit preparer ses gallées. 
Voulant servir la pucelle divine; 
Triton souflant assembla par navées 
16 Nymphes, dryades, au son de sa busine. 
Et puis Thetis la deesse marine.
8 N, F grant estage K, L omit this line 9 %, L de noble L inserts
an extra line here: Sans mention d’aulcim concubinaige
10 K, L, N, F le printemps 14 K, L, N pucelle benigne
15 K, L, N Triton hirault assembla
16 K A les deesse au son de la 
L Les deesse au son de la
N Les deesses au son de sa
17 K, L, N Lors vint Thetis
1. The Milky Way, said by Ovid to be the way the gods followed to reach 
Jupiter.
The first passage (lines 1-8), is almost certainly inspired by Ovid’s 
picture of the council of the gods in the Metamorphoses;
"quae pater ut summa vidit Saturhis arce
conciliumque vocat;  ..........
est via sublimis, caelo manifesta sereno;
Lactea nomen habet, candore notabilis ipso, 
hac iter est superis ad magni tecta Tenantis 
regalemque domum. dextra laevaque deorum
atria nobilium valvis celebrantur apertis." (Metamorphoses, Liber l) 
The remainder of the poem, although it nowhere quotes Ovid precisely, is 
very largely inspired by the Metamorphoses, together with Boccaccio's 
Genealogiae Deorum Gentilium; the names, almost without exception, are 
found in either Ovid’s or Boccaccio’s work.
2. Robertet’s version of the marriage of Zephirus and Flora has probably 
as its main source the Genealogiae Deorum Gentilium (lib. IV, cap. Ixi), 
where the marriage of Zephirus with Coris is related. Zephirus later gave 
the name Flora to Coris, putting her in charge of all flowers. Boreas’ 
claim to marry Flora, and his subsequent defeat by Zephirus, appear, 
however, to be Robertet's own invention.
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Deucalion et Pirra son amye^;
2
Nochus les suyt ayant barbe de pluye,
20 Qui arrousa les deeses haultaines
Tant que des undes les nefz si furent plaines. 
Mais en nageant, dieu sçait quelz chansonnettes 
Feit Dorida^ chanter à ses seraines,
24 Pour decorer la joyeuse fleurette.
Phebus, sçaichant le jour de l'espousage,
Feit preparer son chariot d'argent.
Puis admena Climene la tressage 
28 Et Coronis^ son amye au corps gent,
Dido, Palas, des dames plus de cent 
Avec Pheton qui le chario conduict.
18 £2 Deucabion. Emended. 19 K, L les sieult à sa barbe 
20 N haultement 21 K, L, N que les nefz des undes furent 
22 K, L, N en venant K, L, G quel chansonnette 
27 F aiaener 28 G au cueur K, L Corius son ami
N Et son amy Coronis au
29 G et des K, L, N Palas, Dido, dames
30 F curre L Et Phaeton K, L, N charroy
1. For their virtue, Deucalion and his wife Pyrrha were saved when the gods 
destroyed the rest of the world by flood. (Ovid, Metamorphoses, lib. l)
2. God of rain. The name is found in Boccaccio's Genealogiae Deorum 
Gentilium (lib. IV, Gap. liv, Ivi).
3. Doris, daughter of Ocean and Thetis, mother of the mymphs. (Genealogiae 
Deorum Gentilium, lib. Ill, cap. iii; lib. VII, cap vii)
4 . According to Ovid's Metamorphoses, (lib. II) both Climene and Coronis 
were loved by Apollo. Climene was the mother of Phaeton.
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Phebé^ la belle y vint quant il fut nuict 
32 Pour esolerer la noble charretée.
Zephirus prest et Flora préparée 
Vindrent au temple offrir une alouette 
Dessus l'autel; adonc fut espousée,
36 Pour decorer la joyeuse fleurette.
Quand Boreas redoubté et creinus 
Sceut que Flora se devoit marier,
o
Prit son chemin vers 1'hostel Tantalus, 
40 Querant soulders pour y remedier.
Dont Yxion^ feit sa roue appoincter 
Pour tormenter 1'espouse bienheurée^
Car Boreas la, devoit fiancer,
44 Comme il disoit, par juste mariage.^
31 F il fist 35 F Zephions 35 K, L, N alors fut K 1'espousée
38 K, L espouser 40 K, L Querans
41 F omits Dont N Cition K, L, N vault sa
42 J2, F, G perdurable. Emended.
43 F 1*avoit deu K, L s'y 1*avoit fianchée N s'y 1'avoit enflammée
1. Diana.
2# Probably Tartarus, i.e. the Underworld, is intended.
3* Found in the Metamorphoses, lib. IV
4. Cf. p . % 3  , note 2-
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Les Infernaulx, remplyz de malle rage, 
Envers luy ont leur bataille actraicte 
Encontre ceulx qui ont mis leur courage 
48 Pour decorer la joyeuse fleurette.
Lors fut Pluto des batailles en soing,
50 Et Proserpine à la face enfumée.
Thicius vint, son oiseau sur son poing,^
 ^ o
52 Et Àglauros, l'envieuse dannée.
Puis Cerberus y vint à gueulle bée 
Pour engloutir la trèsbenigne espouse 
En leur prison oscure et tenebreuse,
56 Dont Boreas moult se corrobora 
Pour deflorer la joyeuse Flora.
45 K, L forgeurs de N fort meuz par
46 J2 on. Emended. F Eurent tantost làbas bataille traictie
K, L Pour le ravir ont N Pour la ravoir ont la
47 K, L, N, F Contre tous ceulx F qui mectent K, L le coraige
49-96 F omits these lines. 49 E bataille K, L de bataillier
51 G Titig N Cachung vint K, L son ostoir N son austour
53 N la gueulle 54 K, L engloutir Flora la noble
55 K, L En la K, L, N offusque et 57 K, L Pour decorer
1. Ovid's picture of Tityus tormented by the vulture (lib. IV), is 
transformed into a medieval huntsman.
2. Envious of her sister Herse's fortune in being loved by Mercury, 
Aglauros wa,s turned to stone.
(Ovid, Metamorphoses, lib. II)
34?
Mais Zephion d'une seulle croisette 
Le mit à mort et le pertransfora,
60 Pour decorer la joyeuse fleurette.
Pluto caché dedans sa harbacane
Feit ung disner de blanc pain et de vin;
Le grant Mydas o ses oreilles d'asne 
64 Convertissait son menger en or fin.^
Le dieu Bachus coronné de raisin 
Fut aux nopces notablement servy.
Alors Leda croqua son oeuf couvy 
68 De trois enfans qui eurent grant renom.^
Le disner fait, chacun fait oraison 
En rendant grace à Dieu des biens qu'il preste 
A l'ymage que feit Pigmalion,^
72 Pour decorer la joyeuse fleurette.
50 G, K, L Zephirus 59 E Les....les K, L et sy le perfora
61 L cachier N chassé 62 K, L, N on fist
63 K, L Le roy Midas à grandz oreilles
65 K, L Le roy N d'ung raisin
66 K, L, N Aux nopces fut K, L treshaultement
N tresnoblement K, L servis
67 K, L ses oeufz K, L, N couvis J2 cornu. Emended.
68 K, L Des quatre 69 K, L, N chacun fist K, L s'orison
70 K, L Rendant grace de ce que Dieu leur preste
N Rendant graces des biens que Dieu leur prest
1. The story of Midas is taken from the Metamorphoses, lib. XI.
2. In fact there were four children; Pollux and Helen, Castor and Clytemnestra.
3. The story of Pjgmalion is related in the Metamorphoses, lib.X.
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Piranus vint pour dancer à la feste,
Acompaigné de s'amye Thisbée,
Et après eulx Cornus la noire beste^
2
76 Menant Cornix de noir enmantellée.
Jason rnenoit l'amoureuse Medée;
Nictimene, la honteuse hulotte,^
Vouloit chanter et si rÇy sçavoit notte,
80 Liais Appolo de sa iiarpe nouvelle
Une chanson leur joua, dieu sçait quelle, 
Tandiz que Pan soufloit en sa musette,
Et Orpheus accordoit sa vielle,
84 Pour decorer la joyeuse fleurette.
75 K, L vint disner à celle feste
74 K, L Acompaignier de la belle N sa dame
75 G Et puis après K, L, N Et auprès d'eux
76 K, L Menoit K, L, N la noire
78 J2 Nietimene. Emended. K, L Noctimene N Nicticore
81 N luy joua 85 K, L, N Et que Orpheus
1. Probably Robertet means the daughter of Coroneus, whom Minerva transformed 
into a crow to save her from Neptune (Metamorphoses, lib. 11)
2. Probably a confused version of the legend of Coronis, whose infidelity 
was reported to Apollo by a raven. (Metamorphoses, lib. 11)
5. Nictimene was transformed into an owl by Minerva, as a punishment for 
the crime of incest. (Metamorphoses, lib. ll)
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Au sens moral de ceste fiction,
Par Zephirus prens l’espoux pardurable,
Qui désirant nostre salvacion 
88 Voult espouser la fleurette notable.
Par qui j'entens nostre ame raisonnable.
Par Boreas et ceulx du bas hostel.
Puis figurer nostre ennemy mortel 
92 Qui contre nous livre terrible guerre;
Et par les dieux du ciel et de la terre 
Qui l'ont caché en sa pute retraicte,
Prens les autres qui l'ont chassé grand erre, 
96 Pour decorer la joieuse fleurette.^
89 N mon ame
92-96 J2 omits these lines
92 K, L mortelle guerre N cruelle
94 K, L cachier N chassé
95 K, L, N les vertus qui lors vindrent
1. Although the addition of a Christian moral is in the tradition of 
the Ovide Moralisé, the story of Zephirus and Flora has no direct 
source in the medieval work. Cf. p. "J.
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X
Response de Robertet f[à un/3; quidam à luy
_  'I
incongnenj faicte sur le champ
Quelque sçavoir qu*on ait, qui n'a richesse?
2
Horn n'appert point nomplus que ly mors font;
Et s 'aucun a bruyt pour estre riche, est ce
■3
4 Le povre, au près des bien fourrez morfont.
Oil qui plus a, à plus grant remors font"^
Quant le temps est qu'il fault qu'à la fin meure. 
Et de tous biens il n'emporte une meure
15
8 Vaillant, sinon le bien faire et mesfaire:
Pourtant le mal on ne doibt jamais faire.
Text from J2; variants from Oc 
12 0 Je n'escriptz rien.
1. The poem to which Robertet replies is found also in J 2 , 
and is brief enough to be given here: ^
Envoyé à maistre Jehan Robertet par ung quidam a luy 
incongneu;
"Appareillé d'entendre à ta parolle 
Et tes beaulx dictz remettre au plus parfond 
De mon groz cueur, puis escripre^par roolle 
Comme faiteurs qui leurs faictz à part font 
Pensant qu'au monde homme plus expert font 
Et est remys comme suyf morfondu
Hors de chaleur en terre mort fondu." (f®.66rî-v®J 
The identity of the poet is unknown.
2. Prom fondre, to fall upon (Ootgrave).
3. The use is the same as in fourrer son hoqueton, to eat 
copiously.
4. "gives way to".
5. This is associated with the theme of Lazarus, common 
throughout the middle ages, and is possibly derived from 
Chastelain's version of the story:
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Tu m'as escript qu'à mes dictz veulx entendre.
Voulant iceulx rédiger en beaulx comptes;
2
12 Je ne sçay rien en marbre, mais en tendre 
Poible papier mes fables et mes comptes.
Errer te voy, s 'entre facteurs me comptes.
Car mon engin est trop rude et terrestre;
16 Qui ne peult hault voiler doibt à terre estre.
Ton brief escript ay voulentiers receu 
Qui de bon sens et equivoque est plain;
Mais je n'ay tant aller ne courre sceu 
20 Que t'aye peu veoir ne congnoistre à plain. 
Mon escript est en langage tout plain 
Sans appareil comme tu congnoistras:
La science de bien le congnoistre as.
5. (Continued)
"G maulvais riche plain d'iniquité.
Rude aux povres, las! que t'a prouffité 
Ton riche habit et plantureuse table.
Puisque tu es povre pour ta richesse 
Et as soif ores et faim insatiable 
Qui tous jours dure et qui jamais ne cesse". 
(Chastelain, O e u v r e s , ed. cit., t.VII, p. 304, Ballade I V ).
1. Cf. p.3 5 0 ,  note/.
2. i.e. of lasting value.
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XI
Responce de Robertet au Seneschal^
Mon oeil ne puet à si hault ray attaindre,
Ne mon regard telle splendeur, sans faindre, 
Souffrir en soy, comme à moy se présente 
4 Par ung escript si cler qu'on pourroit paindre 
Dessoubz le ciel et de mil couleurs taindre 
En sculpture ou lettre d'or patente.
Si me convient gésir dessoubz ma tente,
8 Tout estonné et remply de merveilhe.
Text from P.
The poem has been published by Baron J. Pichon, Livre de la. Chasse du Grand 
Seneschal de Normaniye, Paris, Trésor des pièces rares, 1888, p. 52.
1. The Seneschal was Jacques de Brezé, count of Maulevrier and grand 
seneschal of Normandy (B.N., Cabinet d'Eozier 65, no.2), the son of Pierre 
de Brezé. Jacques' connection vhLth Anne de France is uncertain. Baron 
Pichon, in his edition (p.vii) suggests that the story related by Jacques 
duFouilbux, of a hunting dog intended as a gift for Anne de France and 
given instead to Jacques de Brezé, was the occasion of the Seneschal's poem 
in praise of Anne de France. However, since his poem makes no mention of 
this trivial circumstance, it is much more probable that his motive was 
quite simply to secure Anne's favour and protection. His trial and the 
harshness of his imprisonment by Louis XI, for the murder (justified by the 
circumstances) in 1477 of his wife Charlotte de France, Louis's half-sister, 
had been the culmination of Louis XI's long hatred of the house of Brezé.
After Louis's death, Jacques de Brezé was pardoned and released in i486, 
but he may well have hoped to obtain further royal favour and to make his 
position more secure, at the time when he v/rote his eulogy of Anna, de France, 
that is, between I488 (when iinne de France became Duchess of Bourbon, see 
line 52) and 1490, the year of Jacqueè de Brezé's death (see B.N., Pieces 
Originales 509» no.5). (For an account of de Brezé's trial and imprisonment, 
see Douet d'iircq. Procès criminel intenté contre Jacques de Brezé, au sujet 
du meurtre de sa femme (1467-1486), Bibliothèque de l'Ecole des Chartes, 
t.X, Paris, I846, p.211)
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Car oncq ne vy escripture pareilhe,
Si hault tissue, ne matiere plus digne 
Que as envoie à moy, ton clerc indigne.^
12 quand j’ay voulu parlire ton escript
De mot à mot, où haulteraent descript 
As les vertus et des biens la grant somme
p
D ’iinne de France , dont jamais n'est prescript 
16 L'honneur nayf qui d'elle est bien transcript
Dedans le livre qui de vie se nomme,
A m^ r voye je m'endors et assomme, 
lï' es baissant de ta haul te eloquence,
20 Et encor plus de la grace et prudence
.ue ceste dame, qui est tant assouvye,
A demonstré tous les jours de sa vye.
1. Jacques de Brezé's poem, Les Loenges de ma dame iinne de France, duchesse 
de Bourbon, faictez par monseigneur le grant seneschal de Normandie, 
envoiez à maistre Jehan Robertet, secretaire du roy et greffier de l'ordre, 
is found with Robertet's reply in F (fo.70 ro. - 72 vO.); cf. also J.Pichon, 
op. cit., p. 47.
2. Daughter of Louis XI, born C.I46O, she married Pierre de Beaujeu in 1474, 
and was, with Pierre, regent during the minority of her brother Charles VIII; 
she died in 1522. This poem was vo*itten after she had become duchess of 
Bourbon in I488 (see line 52), when she was at the height of her political 
power, which decreased after the majority of Charles VIII. Anne was the 
subject of numerous poems in which she was praised as much for her outstand­
ing political abilities as for her beauty (for one such poem, see M.Lancelot 
in the Mémoires de l'Académie Royale des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres,
1756, t.12, p.521). For a study of Anne's political activities, see P. 
Pelicier, Essai éur le gouvernement de la dame de Beau.jeu, Chartres, 1882.
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Quant plus ses jours et ses heureux ans croissent, 
24 Tant plus ses biens et vertus apparoissent;
La faine en voile par le monde univers:
Ses bénins yeulx ire et rancune froissent,^
Anges et hommes le voient et congnoissent 
28 Et en font bruit en maintz lieux et divers.
Maintz autres corps de dames sont couvers 
D ’assez beaulté et de grant apparence.
Mais ceste ci a tout par excellence,
52 Tant de nature que par grace divine.
Pille de roy et des haultz dieux affine.
Il n'est besoin que j'apelle ou invoque 
2
Les Pierides baignans dessoubz la, roque 
56 De Parnasus en l'eau pegaseique^,
1. This is perhaps a reference to Anne's suppression of the "Guerre 
Polle" (1485), which she stifled before the outbreak of real violence, 
by her rapid action and diplomacy.
2. The Muses. The Pierides, nine daughters of King Pireus, were changed 
into magpies for unworthily challenging the Muses. The Muses took over 
their name. Robertet's source is probably Ovid's Metamorphoses (ed. cit., 
lib. V), or Boccaccio's Genealogiae Deorum Gentiliikm (ed. cit., lib. XI, 
cap.ii).
3. Robertet confuses the two fountains on Mount Helicon (ilippocrene and 
Aganippe) which flowed from where Pegasus' hoof had struck the ground, with 
the fountain Gastalia on Mount Parnassus.
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Ne qu'Apollo et les Muses provoque,
Guidant à droit, chantant, toucher la broque^, 
Ne approucher ta haulte rethorique;
40 Gar pour parfaire tel ouvrage ou cantique 
Comme tu as, parlant de ceste dame,
Paracomply, fauldroit que j'eusse l'ame 
Espurée de terrestre sustance,
44 Pour dignement louer Anne de France.
quant Eomere vivroit, Perse^ et Virgile, 
Vates^, poetes et acteurs mille et mille,
Tous enyvrez de la sourse ïïelicone,
48 Langue enbasmée et pleume d'or agille.
1.Probably "le broc" should be understood for "la broque"; the feminine 
form, which is not found elsewhere, would be due to the need of the rhyme, 
and the phrase would then mean to drink the divine draught of inspiration.
2. The fact that Robertet refers to Persius as a panegyrist, and that he
linlcs his name with those of Homer and Virgil might make it seem improbable 
that he knew Persius' work at first hand, since it consists of a short 
prologue and six satires (see Sandys, Companion to latin Studies,§ 932). 
However, elsewhere, Robertet shows knowledge of Persius as a satiric 
writer (XlII, D, line 4I); Persius' works were well-known in the Middle 
Ages, and had already been published when the Response au Seneschal was 
written (ed. princ., Venice, Vindelin de Spira, 1470; see Sandys, History 
of Classical Scholarship, t.2, p.102 f.)
3. Poets; a latinism, not commonly found and not assimilated into the
French language.
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Je ne croy point qu'on trouvast si hault stile 
Combien que assez leur tube cler resonne - 
Pour bien descrire comme la raison donne 
52 Les biens de nostre tant amée duchesse^,
Qui surpasse Penelope de Gresse 
Comme une Hestor surpassoit Bersabée;
Son loz, son bruit, chascun desire et bée.
56 De moy je n'ay de quoy lui faire offerte;
Mon ignorance est à chascun aperte;
Fol d'en escrire et mains sage d'emprendre:
Mon nom, mon bruit n'y puet avoir que perte,
60 Car je n'ay pleume ne langue assez experte
Pour me fourrer à si hault entreprendre,
Mais louer fault ce où n'a que reprendre.
Car tel amas de vertus en trésor,
64 Et que les gemmes precieuses et l'or
Qui onques furent ne valient pas une unde 
De l'eau de grace qui en ceste Anne habonde.
1. Anne became Duchess of Bourbon in I488.
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Ses actes sont tous d'honneur cymentez 
68 Et en vertu bien assiz et plantez;
Plus n'en diray, car c'est trop hault ouvrage 
Pour mon savoir et engin; si m'en tez.
En son vergier sont esparz et plantez 
72 Arbres et fueilles, fleurs et fruitz de parage. 
D'odeur souefve, de saveur et goustage;
Parfait y est tout, partout sans redicte.
Chois de nature, de grace circumscripte,
76 Qui toutes passe, sans des autres mesdire.
Je ne voy pas qu'on en puisse mais dire.
Mais après tout, humblement je proteste 
De maintenir ce que d'elle j'ateste,
80 Car plus y a que dire on n'en sauroit;
Autres dames ne blasme, ne deteste.
Ne contre elles plait ne prens, ne conteste; 
Preuve ne fault à ce que cler on voit;
84 Mais se son loz estoit ainsi qu'il doibt 
Magnifié par Pyndare^ ou Alcée^,
1. Pindar's name was not, on the whole, known in the Middle Ages; it is not 
found, for instance, in the works of Deschamps, Molinet, or in the Roman de la 
Rose. Robertet found it very probably in Petrarch's Trionfi. This is the 
more likely in that in Petrarch's Triumiiiof Fame Pindar's name is linked with 
that of Aleeus, as it is here. Petrarch's lines are:
"Alceo conobbi, a dir d'amor si scorto,
Pindaro, Anacreonte. che rimesse 
Avea sue muse sol d'Amore in porto."
(Die Triumphe Francesco Petrarcas, publ. C. Appel, III, p.209-210, lines lb-18>
2. Greek poet of the fourth century B.C. (For Robertet'8 source for the  ^
name, see the preceding note.)
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Sa gloire et fame seroit en ciel haulsee 
Comme appartient pour resjouir les angelz;
88 Elle seule est digne de telz louenges.
Or prens en gré, chevalier honnoré
Dont Apollo s'est tant enamouré
„ue sa faveur en ta langue se monstre:
92 En faiz d'honneur as si bien labouré,
Et haultz escriptz cogneu et savouré 
..qie armes et lettres tout en ton corps s'accoustre; 
L'un exequte ce que l'autre remoustre,
96 A toy tenue est fort ceste princesse
En laquelle se voit, au vray, sans cesse.
Tout ce dont tu, par oeuvre elabourée.
L'as enrichy de loz et decorée.
100 0 roy regnant, Charles délicieux^
De telle seur avoir estez heureux;
Dieu vous a fait au ciecle deux lumières.
Le demeurant tenebres fumieres 
104 Sont au regard de vostre majesté*
Ici me suis, faisant fin, arresté.
1. Charles VIII, became king in 1483, under the regency of his sister 
and of Pierre de Beaujeu.
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XII
. V q *•
Lectres envoyées a rnessire G-almier, fol de monseigneur 
2
de Bourbon, falot par maistre Jenan R o bertet.
Je ne vous parle point de noise.
Comme font ceulx qui la servoise 
Vous présentent, trèstous confuz,
4 Et de bon vin vous font refuz.
Je me consens et si m'accorde
Que bevez sans miséricorde ;
Et pour estre meilleur devin
8 N'ayez jamais pytié de vin.
Mais en lavez souvent voz trippes
Et puis après lechez voz lippes.
En santé serez maintenu 
12 Si bevez souvent et menu;
Mais scaichez que tout beveur fuyt 
Chair fresche, pommes et tout fruict:
Text from J1^ ; variants from C.
9 C lavez en.
1. Nothing is known of Galmier other than the details given 
by Jean Robertet in this poem and in Galmier's Epitaph (XIV). 
On the tradition of court fools, see J. E. Dreux du Radier, 
Des Eous en titre d'office des Rois de F r a n c e . Paris, 1826.
2. Jean II, Duke of Bourbon (see XII, line 8); he had 
another fool named Guerrande, who was the subject of a poem 
by H. Baude: the bulles du cardinal de Guerrande, fol du r o y . 
qui fut à monseigneur de Bourbon (see J. Quicherat, Les Vers 
de Maître Henri B a u d e . p. 84-6; P. Champion, Histoire 
poétique du XVe s i e c ï e . t. II, p. 261).
36c
Si vous en gardez comme sage.
16 Vous povez bien menger froumage 
En souppe et fondu au cousteau;
Mais qu'en vostre vin n'ait point d'eau. 
Toute salleure vous est bonne,
20 Tous pas tez je vous iiabandonne
Et tous potages plains d'espices.
Ce vous sont vyandes propices.
Dejeuner devez devant prime :
24 C'est le plusfort point du regime 
Que naguieres vous ay permys.
Bon seroit que fussiez servys
Pour vous garder d'estre haie 
28 Aucunesfois de beuf salle.
Qui est chose tresconvenant 
Et n'est point au vin repugnant. 
Pour vous et pour voz commensaulx 
32 Bonne seroit une oye aux aulx;
La couleur aussi fort amende 
Pain d'espices, bonne vyande.
Que les petitz mercerotz vendent, 
36 Qui à ce boire les gens tendent;
25 G Q u i .......est.
34 G d'espice.
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Puis ses saulsisses de Florence
Font boire par experience.
Et les noix aussi, sans l'escorce,
40 Font appétit de boire à force.
Du sucre menger ne devez -
A l'heure aumoins que vous bevez -
Toutes choses doulses aussi
44 Vous devez eschever ainsi;
Pour jamais à vin ne fuyr
Vous fault ce regime ensuyr.
3 'ainsi vinez en vérité,
48 Vous serez en prospérité.
Longuement en vostre bon sens.
De l'ordre des Sainetz Innocenso
Parlons maintenant d'autres choses:
2
52 J'ay receues voz lectres closes
Contenans plusieurs beaulx articles, 
Lesquelz pas n'ay leu aux bericles. 
Car je voy encor. Dieu mercy,
56 Aussi bien par là que par cy.
39 G sans escorce.
44 G debvez bien fuyr.
52 G receu.
54 G n'ay pas leuz.
1. For another version of this common medieval theme, see 
Les faictz et dictz de Jean M o l i n e t , t . II, p. 736, Le chant 
de la p y e .
2. No copy of these letters is known.
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Sans vous faire plus grans esloignes.
Je prandray garde à voz besongnes.
Combien que jambes ay pesantes 
60 Pour aller parler à voz tantes,
V 1
Qui demeurent a Sainct Galmier.
Si me fault reposer premier;
Mais afin que point ne recule,
64 Paictes que j'aye ladicte mulle
2 y
Que Monseigneur m'a octroyée 
A luy naguieres envoyée.
*5
J'ay flac, j'ay patins, j'ay galoches,
68 Je sonne les sainctz et les cloches,
Bourbon"^ tabutel^ et raillart,^
59 G j'ay jambes*
62 G II me fault.
1. Galmier's birthplace. Cf. XIV, line 2.
2* This may be either Duke Jean II of Bourbon who died in 1488, 
or, more probably, Pierre II who was Duke of Bourbon when 
this epistle v/as written. Cf. line 70, note.
3. Prom latin "flatus", a breath.
4. Bourbon v/as the name of a bell in the Church of
Montbrison. Given by Pierre II, it had already hung in the 
Church for some time and was cracked; "II y avoit déjà alors, 
audit clocher, une autre grande cloche qui portoit le nom de 
Bourbon, et qui y avoit été mise par la libéralité de ce D u c ,
laquelle, s'étant depuis cassée, fut refondue aux frais du
Chapitre de la dite eglise" (de la Mure, op.oit. . t. II,
p. 463; entry for the year 1503)o
5. Prom "tabut" or "tabuter; to trouble, disquiet....not to 
let alone one that v/ould faine be quiet." (Cotgrave).




Et Saulveterre d'autre part,
2
Les deux eschinles et retour,
72 G'est ce que je faiz tout le jour 
Par maniéré de passetemps;
Et tousjours icy vous actens.
Or y venez quand vous vouldrez 
76 Et à joie receu serez
A Montbrison^ où je demeure,
Ge samedi après une heure*
1. Saulveterre was a hell given to the church of Montbrison 
by Luke Pierre II in 1502: "Ge fut en cette année (1502) 
que le Chapitre^de l'église collégiale de Notre Lame de 
Montbrison, aidé des pieuses libéralités de ce Luc, fit 
fondre et mettre en son clocher la grosse cloche appelée 
Sauve Terre". (I b . , II, p. 461). This establishes an 
approximate date for the epistle, but more important, for 
the date also of Jean Robertet's death, which must have 
occurred in 1502, soon after he v/rote this epistle, or 
before 3 May 1503, when Molinet refers to him as already 
dead, in a letter to Plorimond Robertet. Of. p. /SO.
2o A form of "eschile" (a bell)*




Les Douze Dames de Rethorique
Historical Note
Les Douze Dames de Rethorique is the title given collectively to
the correspondence between Jean Robertet, George Chastelain, monseigneur
de Montferrand and a certain monseigneur de la Riere. The name is
taken from the verses sent by Montferrand to Robertet, supposedly from
the twelve companions of Rhétorique, and in fact composed by an
anonymous poetess.^ The correspondence cannot have taken place before
2
1461, the year of Charles VII's death, and at the latest not long 
after I464, since Martin Henriquez de Castille, mentioned by Robertet, 
died at about this time.^ In fact, the probability is that it dates 
from 1464, when George Chastelain established himself definitively at 
Valenciennes, where his part of the correspondence was composed.^
Montferrand, when he first met Robertet, admired his work and
5
encouraged him to send some example of it to Chastelain, and to hope
Text from I^; variants from 11^ , I^, 13, 14, P. The text has been 
emended in A, lines 8, 32, 33, 36, 49; B, lines 8, 23, 25; C, line 27; 
D, lines 1, 99; F, line 34. The emended versions are taken from II.
1. Cf. p. 79-?.
2. Referred to by Jean Robertet as "feu le bon roy Charles" (D, line 103)
3. Cf. p.3?7, note;?.
4. See K. Urwin, Georges Chastelain, la vie, les oeuvres, p. 14.
5. Cf. A, lines 21-23.
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for a similar courtesy on Chastelain's part.^ Robertet wrote three 
epistles to Chastelain; one in tatin, one in french prose (c) and one 
in french verse (b), accompanying these with epistles, largely in 
praise of Chastelain, sent to Montferrand and de la Riere (A and B).
Of Montferrand and de la Riere, not a great deal is known. Antoine 
de Vergy, "seigneur de Montferrand et d'Autrey", was the son of Charles 
de Vergy, "seigneur d ’Autrey et de Vaugrenant", senechal of Burgundy
2
(died 1467), married in 1434 to Claudine de la Trimouille, dame d ’Antigni. 
The family of Vergy, distantly related to the Dukes of Burgundy, was a 
cadet branch of an important Burgundian family,^ and Antoine de Vergy 
appears to have been a person of some consequence at the court of 
Burgundy. Manuscript which came originally from the library of 
Montferrant,^ describes him more fully than the other manuscripts as 
"chevallier, conseillier et chambellan de monseigneur le duc de 
Bourgoingne et gouverneur de monseigneur Jaques, filz et frere des ducs 
de Bourbon". ïïe is listed among those who fought with Charles le 
Terneraire in I468 at Liège, in the Anonymous Poème sur la Bataille de 
Liège en I468:^
1. Cf. A, lines 48-50; b, lines 13-17*
2. See Doss. Bleus 663, no.10.
3. See B.N. Pièces Grigs. 2968.
4. See p. 3 /.
5. Of. p. 36^*
6. See Chastellain, Chroniques des ducs de Bourgogne, publ. J.A. Buchon, 
Collection des Chroniques Nationales Françaises, t.42,43, 1827, Paris, 
8°; I, p.245" The poem was published for the first time in Mémoires 
pour servir à l'histoire de France et de Bourgogne, and is found in 
ms.813,769 of the Vat i can Library.
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"Hessire Anthoine de Vergy
Y fu, et le seigneur d'Autry".^
This date conflicts, however, with evidence of his being already dead
in 1467, since on 5 May of that year his wife Bonne de Neuchatel
remarried, her second husband being Jean de la Beaume, count of 
2
Montrevel. Antoine, married to Bonne in 1454? had one daughter. 
Marguerite de Vergy, dame de Montferrant, d'Autrey, Champlitte, Eigney 
(died 1472)1
Of Robertet*8 other correspondant, the seigneur de la Riere, even
less is known. From the information given in the manuscripts, we
4know that he was "escuier d’escurrie de madame de Bourbon". A certain 
Bremond, "seigneur de la Riere, escuier du roy, maistre des portz et 
passages de la seneschaucee de Beaucaire et de Nismes et capitaine de
1. p.248, lines 65-6.
2. See Doss. Bleus 663, no.10.
3. A marriage is said to have been proposed by Charles, Duke of Bourbon, 
between Jacques de Bourbon and his tutor's daughter. Marguerite, but 
refused by her grandfather Charles de Vergy, in favour of a marriage 
with her cousin, Guillaume de Vergy de Champuans. (See Doss. Bleus 
663? no.10; P. Anselme, Histoire généalogique et chronologique de 
la maison royale de France, Paris, 1726-33, t.I, p.307-8; A. du
Che s ne, Histoire généalog-ylique de la maison de Vergy, Paris, 1625, 
p.279.) The fact that a marriage between Marguerite and Jacques 
should have been considered shows Montferrand to have been of some 
importance at the Burgundian court. This is substantiated by Olivier 
de la Marche's description (quoted by du Chesne) of the marriage of 
Antoine de Vergy and Bonne de Neuchatel, where he writes "St de ceste 
alliance de Vergy et de Neufchastel fut faite grande extime en 
Bourgongne, pource que ce sont deux grandes Maisons..." (Mémoires, ' 
livre I, chap.xxxi).
4. Cf. B, title.
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la tour du pont" is mentioned several times in acts "between
1484-95J
2
The whole correspondence has been published by L. Batissier, 
and parts of it by K. Ghesney^ and Kervyn de Lettenhove.^
1. See Pieces Originales 2482, dossier de la Riere, passim. Bremond 
is the nane also of one of the poets with whom François Robertet 
collaborated in 1489 (cf. p.Î 4^ Whether there exists any 
connection between the two, it is impossible to know. Riere’s 
identity is not, in any case, very significant, since Jean's 
letters to him are not of great importance.
2. L. Batissier, ed. Les Douze Dames de Rhétorique, Moulins, 1838.
3. K- Chesney, ed. Fleurs de Rhétorique, Oxford, 1950, P-9 ff* (contains 
Robertet’s pieces A, B, C, D).
4. Kervyn de Lettenhove, ed. Oeuvres de Georges Chastellain, Brussels, 
Académie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de 
Belgique, t.VII, p.145 ff- (contains extracts from Robertet's pieces).
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A
Lectres envoyées par maistre Jehan Robertet, secretaire de
1 . 2monseigneur le duc de Bourbon, à monseigneur de Monferrant,
chevalier, conseillier et chambellan de monseigneur le duc de 
Bourgoingne, et gouverneur de Monseigneur Jaques,^ filz et frere 
des ducs de Bourbon.
Monseigneur de Monferrant, je me recommends à 
vous de aussi bon cuer que oncques vous recommandastes
Title II, 12 Lettres envoyées par maistre Johan Robertet, secretaire 
de monseigneur le duc de Bourbon, à monseigneur de Monferrant, gouverneur 
de monseigneur Jacques de Bourbon. 13 Copie des lettres envoyées par 
maistre Johan Robertet, secretaire de monseigneur de Bourbon, à monseig­
neur de Mont ferrant 5 gouverneur de feu monseigneur Jacques de Bourbon,' 
que Dieu absoille. A cause d ’une epistle que ledit Robertet envoyoit 
audit Montferrant pour presenter audit messire George, alors orateur de 
monseigneur le duc Philippe, duc de Bourgoingne, etc. F does not 
contain this epistle.
1. Jean II, became Duke of Bourbon in 1456. Jean Robertet is first 
referred to as the duke’s secretary in I46I (cf. p . ), and 
remained in his service until the duke’s death in 1488, although 
he was probably little with him after 146?, when he first entered 
the service of Louis XI (of. p./ZZ).
2. Cf. p. 364-6-
3. Jacques de Bourbon was the son of Dulce Charles I of Bourbon and 
Agnes of Burgundy (Duke Philippe’s sister). The youngest brother 
of Jean II of Bourbon,' b o m  in about 1444, he was brought up at 
the Burgundian court, and died at Bruges in May 1468. (see
J.M. de la Mure, Histoire des Ducs de Bourbon et des Comtes de 
Forez, t.II, p.212 n.)
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vostre cas amoureux à vostre dame, j’entens la mieulx et 
plus parfaitement amée. Et combien que je me repute bien 
5 maleureux que une fois en ma vie ne puis avoir moien, ne
achoison bonneste et selon mon fait, d’aler veoir vostre 
tant triumphante court, toutesfois quant il me souvient 
ainçoires des grans biens qui y sont et que je y croy estre 
pour ce que m ’en avez dit, et dont le bruit n ’est mie si
10 grant que 1 ’effect, esperant que une fois vous y voie, je
me repose de mes ennuis sur la souvenance que je en ay.^
2
Car je n ’y sauroie penser, ne en parler, de ce César ne 
de sa sequelle, que 1 ’entendement, la bouche et tout n ’en 
anende. Et se Fortune fust tant m ’amie que bien voudroie,
15 sans convoitier grant avoir, je vous asseure que je vous
8 I_, I^, 14. qui y sont. Emended. omits qui y sont et
9 zk si 10 14 le fait
11 soubz la _I4 l’esperance que
1. It is uncertain when Robertet visited the Burgundian court, but 
links between Bourbon and Burgundy were very close; the mother of 
Jean II of Bourbon was the sister of Philippe of Burgundy; Jacques 
de Bourbon was educated at the Burgundian court (see p.B69Note 3 ); 
Isabelle of Bourbon married Charles of Burgundy. Commines describes 
Philippe of Burgundy; "lequel entre toutes les maisons du monde
aimoit ceste maison de Bourbon". (Mémoires de Philippe de Comines,
publ. M. Petitot, Paris, Collection des Mémoires relatifs à l ’his­
toire de France, série 1, t .XÏ, 1ivre I, chap.II, p.341.)
2. Bulce Pliilippe of Burgundy (died I467). The splendour of the 
Burgundian court at this period is well-known. (See G. Boutrepont,
La littérature française à la cour des ducs de Bourgogne, Bibliothèque
du XVe siècle, t.VIII, Paris, I9O9.)
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yroie volentiers veoir. Mais entre deux, monseigneur de
Monferrant, affin que sachiez qu’il m'est bien souvenu
de vous comme raison est, car de vostre courtoisie m ’avez
atire et fait honneur plustost que le vous eusse desservy,
20 voire et oultre ce que jamais pourroie pour vous faire,
je à vostre requests et souhz vostre conseil me suis
eniiardy d'escripre à George l ’epistre que vous envoie
avec que s ces présentes enclose.^ Ne la prose, ne la rime, ne
le françois ne le latin ne sont pas pour estre mis devant
2
25 si cler orateur qu’il est. Mais il fault que je face 
comme l ’ouvrier qui avec ostil de dur fer tire le bon
et pur or de la parfonde mine. Je presume, si ainsi se
puet dire, puet estre trop avant de provocquier cellui
devant qui moy, ne plus parfait d ’engin, nulle fois en
30 nul endroit ne pourroit demourer invaincu. Neantmoins,
soubz la fiance de son gracieux support et à vostre
I5-I6 I_2 que volentiers vous yroie veoir 
22 12 omits à George l’epistre
26 1A_ oust il z 27 hiir or
29 mille fois
1. C and D .
2. Chastelain was at this time at the height of his fame. First 
attached to the court of Burgundy in 1446, he became the official 
historiographer in 1455? and in 1457 Duke Philippe’s councillor. 
The majority of his most important works had been composed by the 
date of this correspondence. (See K. Urwin, o|).cit. pp.7 ff.,
18 ff.)
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enliortation, je me suis miz à descouvrir ma témérité 
et fol cuider, vous priant que se 1 'escript vous 
semble aucunement mal sonnant, le veuilliez taire et
35 soppir, que nul fors vous ne cognoisse ma foie entreprise.
Et se voyez que puisse seulement manifester mon amour 
au diet George par icellui escript, vous plaise me 
recommender à lui. Vous sçavez et avez peu veoir aussi 
bien la force de mon engin que Hector vit onequez la
40 puissance d'Acbiles en quelque est our. Quant à la,
langue latine, j'escrips tout soubz la bonne correction 
de George.^ Car vous sçavez que loingtain suis du lieu 
où elle ait regne et vigueur, et ne suis pas digne d'en 
ouvrir devant lui ma bouche. Au surplus, monseigneur de
45 Monferrant, pource que vous sçavez que entre les vivans
hommes françois je suis cellui qui espoir a plus amé,
chiery, prisié et recueilly par deçà les haulz et 
acornplis fais dudit George, vous prie que par les 
premiers venans vous plaise m'en envoier aucune chose,
32 !_ omits miz. Emended. 33 1 se l'esperit. Emended.
35 L3_ omits ne
36 1.5 i?5 1^5 lA puisse. Emended.
37 1.2 omits escript 39 ZÀ. omits oncquez
41 ZA tout seul 43 Zà.^  lA en
47 ZA. que ru ZA d^ça de 49 Z m ' envoie r. Emended.
1. The latin epistle, not given in the present edition, contains much
the same material as is found in letters A and C.
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50 ainsi que promis le m'avez, en me recommandant à monseigneur
de la, Riere, ^  et tous jours me mander voz bons plaisirs
pour les acomplir. Priant nostre Seigneur qu’il vous
octroie joye parfaicte de voz plus curieux désirs
2Escript à Bags, le premier jour de mars.
55 Vostre serviteur à jamais, Robertet.
Et au dos A monseigneur de Monferrant, chevalier, 
conseillier et chambellan de monseigneur le duc de Bourgoingne, 
et gouverneur de monseigneur Jaques de Bourbon.
50 I_1 moy recommandant 51 ZA me commander
52 13 omits pour les acomplir 53 13 ottroit
1 . Cf. p.3 6 6 - 7 .
2. Since the letter is written from Bax, it might conceivably indicate 
that Robertet’s part of the correspondence at least was composed 
in 1463; in April of that year, Jean II of Bourbon was with 
Louis XI at his interview with Henry of Castille at Uturbie (see
J. Calmette, Autour de Louis XI, Paris, 1947? p.159)? Jean 
Robertet, as the Duke's secretary, would very probably accompany 
him on that occasion.
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B
Leetre envoyée par maistre Jehan Robertet à monseigneur de la Riere, 
escuier d'escurrie de madame de Bourbon.^
Monseigneur de la Eiere, je me recommende à
vous tant et de si bon cuer que faire je puis. Mais
pourquoy vous escris je maintenant quant j’ay tant
actendu? Au fort, il vault mieulx tard que jamais.
5 Combien que ne paravant ne maintenant je ne vous sauroie
que rescripre, ne n ’eusse sceu pour ce qu’il n ’y a eu de
quoy en mon endroit, si non que je me suis advise de ma
recommender à vous par lettre, doubtant que tous les
messaglers preteris par lesquelz vous avoie envolé mille
10 bons salus les eussent en chemin despendus ou prodigalement
ailleurs bailliez. En oultre, j'ay esté par aucun temps en la 
2
case nostre en repos durant une partie de la brumak froidure. 
Et là recordatus sum verbi quod michi dixit monseigneur 
de Monferrant, vostre ennemy non mortel, c’est assavoir 
15 qu'il se faisoit fort de moy envoier aucune insigne
Title 14 without title. This epistle is omitted in F.
5 Il_ q^e par avant 14 omits vous 
8 I_ tous le. Emended. omits tous
9 . I_l) Zà.9 lA messages 15 ZA m ’envoyer aucun
1. Either Agnes of Burgundy, the dowager duchess of Bourbon (died 1476),
or Jeanne de France, daughter of Charles VII, married to Jean II of
Bourbon in 1447* On de la Eiere, see p.J66 - V-
2. This is the only occasion on which Robertet uses an italianism, in
spite of the importance of Italian influence in his work.
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e livre du trescopieux coffre de George et de son
eloquence procédant, dont tant suis, comme sçavez,
desireusement affamé. Et en milieu de mon oyseuse, pour
satisfaire à 1'ennortacion de mondit seigneur de
20 Montferrant, j'ai fait une petite epistre audit George
de la premiere empainte de mon povre engin, laquelle
envoie par ce porteur, affin que par vous deux soit veue.
Et se digne n'est d'estre bailliéeq dont fort je doubte,
aumoins vous cognoistrerez que si j'avoie le sens et
25 bien de savoir faire, je ne plainderoie point un pou de
paine pour honnourer cellui qui en est digne. Et se ainsi
est qu'il vous semble mieulx de la taire: ployez, rompez,
brûlez et mettez à néant, si que ma foie emprise demeure
au sceu de mes amis, et mon ygnorance ne soit descouverte
30 par une legiere et foie intermission^ mal digeste. De
1 'estât de ce monde, je n ’en sçay rien. Car vous savez
que je suis in extasi, ravy, espris et desireux en
esperit d ’une fois veoir vostre magnificence, laquelle
Dieu immortel conserve à tousjours prospérant.
35 Escript à Dags le premier jour de mars.
Vostre serviteur et amy, Robertet.
Et au dos, A monseigneur de la Riere, escuier d'escurrie 
de madame de Bourbon.
18 Et ou 21 jG omits povre 23 I, baillié. Emended
25 plainderoie pour. Emended.
27 I_4 ployez ou 32 13 suis en 33 _I2 lequel
1. From Aatin intermitto, to leave off, intermit. Robertet, however, 
appears to use the word, not found elsewhere, to signify the letter 
itself.
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(Epistre envoyée à George Chastellain par maistre Jehan Ro'bertet) .
Se par long espace de temps j'ay flotté comme 
naisselie sans gouvernail, en trouble mer d'espoir et 
paour, perplex, hesitant me faire apparoir au salubre 
port de ta cognoissance, pour l'ardant amour et désir 
5 Q.ue j'ay d’estre seulement congneu sur tous autres bien
vueillant de ta gloire et honneur, trescler orateur, 
à present, non mie de mon audace mais à la postulacion 
du bon et sage escuier comme je croy ton entier amy 
Monferrant, lequel après pluiseurs familières conferences 
10 eues entre nous de tes fais loables m ’a enhorté à
t'escrire aucune chose, je soubz le mantel de crainte me 
suis aventuré et non soubz l ’appuy et confiance de mon 
foible engin et rude stile, ains soubz l'ombre de ton 
benigne et gracieux support, à toy ouvrir mon corage 
15 et monstrer mon amour par ceste lettre inculte, te priant
que par ta bonne coustume veulles excuser mon ygnorance 
et rudesse. Non ayant regart à mon gros et confus 
Title 2) Ü ?  12, F without title.
13 9 ’ensieut la copie de 1’epistre envoyée à George Chastellain par 
maistre Jehan Robertet, secretaire de monseigneur de Bourbon.
14 Coppie d’un petit traitié transmis à Georges Chastelain par maistre 
Jehan Robertet, secretaire de monseigneur de Bourbon.
5 seulement d’estre 6 F omits de
7 _I2 non pas 12 14 non sur
17 13 mon rude
j^ 76
langaige, mais à 1'exuberant partie d'amour qui en moy
gist, laquelle pour le demeurant, qui n'attrait fors
20 honte à mes yeulx, vueilles en gré recevoir, sachant, o 
treschier et digne orateur, que s'en moy avoit vertu par 
laquelle je fusse digne de te loer et prisier à ta 
desserte, je esleveroie ton nom immortel par escris à 
toutes postéritéz futures, magnifiant tes haultes et 
25 resplendissans euvres,dignes et méritoires d 'accumulacion
de loenges extremes. Mais tu pues cognoistre par mon 
escript que trop suis de savoir despourveu pour ce faire. 
Or vueilles doncques extimer mon bon et entier vouloir 
en lieu de la faculté deffaillant, me reputant zélateur 
30 de ton nom, et cellui qui desire plus que nul autre ta
gloire, honneur et renommée par tous siècles estre durable.
19 n'acquiert 21 trescler
23 14 t'esleveroye 24 omits et
27 I desprouveu. Emended. 29 13 ou lieu
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3eul le ressort, resplendeur de ton lume. 
Reverberant sur l'obscurté umbrage 
Re mon engin tout l ’enfÏambe et alume 
4 Par les beaux rais issans de maint volume
Que tu as fait et escript en ton eage. 
Embellissant tout autre humain ouvrage 
Par elegante et haute rethorique,
8 Moins ressemblant humaine qu'angelique.
J'ay gros engin et rude entendement.
Dur concevoir et parler trop agreste 
Pour approchier par dit ou sentement
12 De tes escrips, sans plus le fondement.
R*autant taire me seroit plus honeste 
Que de monstrer par euvre manifeste
La folie de mon cuider emprendre,
16 Vueillant dire ce que ne puis comprendre.
Mais quant je voy tes escrips et tes fais,
En remirant mon oeil sur maint beau livre 
Re ceulx qui sont des peu et jadis fais
20 Lesquels on tient à bons et à parfais,
1 2  ressort et resplendeur. Emended. 12 ressort et splendeur
13 le taire
19 T2 de pou ^  depuis et
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En la doulceur des tiens mon oeil s'enyvre;
Ton beau dire sur tous plaisir me livre 
Et m'est ades, soit en rime ou en prose,
24 Trop plus soef qu'en may la belle rose.
Tu ressembles, gorgias léonin,^
2
En oroison Pline second ou Tulle,
En histoire Titulive^ ou Justin^
28 Et ëaluste qui fist le Jugurtin;^
Pour commenter te rens égal à Julie, ^
Nul autre escript le tien point ne recule;
7
Avec les bons, soit hactance ou Homere,
3 2 Te puis logier, car filz es de leur mere.
22 F tout 25 F leontin 28 14 qui fait 29 13 rent
1. The adjective léonin is probably a reference to the lion which was 
the heraldic device of Burgundy, and therefore symbolises Chastel- 
ain's long service at the Burgundian court.
2. One of Pliny the Younger's letters deals with the art of oratory.
(Cf. J.E. Sandys, Companion to Latin Studies, §1010.)
3. There was a translation of Livy, made by Bersuire, available in 
France as early as the fourteenth century. (See K. Urwin, op.cit., 
p.i.)
4. Jean elsewhere quotes Justin (XIX, lines 407-410), whose summary of 
Trogus Pompeius' Universal History was well-known in the Middle Ages.
5. The Bellum Jugurthinum. Sallust's work was known in the fourteenth 
century from an anonymous French translation, of which Jean II's 
library at Bourbon possessed a copy (B.N., ms.fr.689O; see Le Roux de 
Lincy, Catalogue de la Bibliothèque des ducs de Bourbon, p.8l).
S1sewhe re _Robe rtet quote s Sallust. (line s 134-6)
iont emporariS*,*" 'l! u an acFc^ orfe^  ^  mucÊ^Êigâe r place to L act an­
tius than is given him today. He knew thoroughly at least one woi^ c 
by Lactantius, Be divinis institutionibus, which was his main source 
for Les Douze Sebilles (XVIl), cf. P-;Z/5’-'8.
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Legitime héritier de Valere,^
Des fais rommains escripteur auctentique.
Nommer te puis, car cellui fut ton pere
36 Et depuis lui n ’ay veu nul qui s'appere
Plus cler d’engin pour faire euvre publique,
2
Laissons Lucan et 1 ’euvre Thessalique,
Car ainsi que eulx mainte guerre et estour 
40 As haultement puis escript à ton tour.
En toy reluit la satire de Perse,^
4 5De Juvenal, aussi celle d ’Orace;
1. Valerius Maximus’ history was translated by Simon de Hesdin in 
the fourteenth century (Urv^ in, op.cit., p.l); a copy of it 
belonged to the Bourbon library in the fifteenth century (Le Roux 
de Lincy, op.cit., p.95)'
2. Lucan’s Bellum Civile or Pharsalia was well-known in the Middle 
Ages, and is also known to have been represented in the library 
of Jean II of Bourbon (Le Roux de Lincy, op.cit., p.8l).
3. The satires of Persius Placcus (34-62 A.D.) enjoyed considerable 
popularity in the Middle Ages, and were in use as a school text. 
(See J.E. Sandys, Companion to Latin Studies, § 932).
4. Juvenal’s satires were also well-known in the Middle Ages, and 
used as a school text, and were to be, with Persius’ satires, 
among the earliest classical works published in Italy (1470).
(See Sandys, op.cit., §9515 Sandys, A History of Classical 
Scholarship, p.103.)
5. It appears from this reference that Robertet, like many of his 
contemporaries, knew Horace as a satiric, rather than as a lyric 
poet.
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Ton elegant parler Terence^ perse,
44 Et tous poetes soient d’Inde ou de Perse.
2
Pour reciter ne fault quérir Bocace:
J ’en parle cler, il ne me chault qui face,
Mais pour tissir langage triumphant
48 Tu monstres bien que tu n ’ez pas enfant
Que diray je de ceulx qui tant escriprent 
Pour Giceron que Lepidus occist?^
46 P qu’il face
1. Parts of Terence's work were known fairly early (cf. Sandys, History 
of Classical Scholarship, t.II, pp. 6, 12), but it is doubtful 
whether Robertet would know his works directly.
The classical authors quoted in this passage (lines 26-43) were 
known commonly in medieval times. Ifhether Robertet had a close know­
ledge of their works it would be impossible to say; although he 
quotes their names, and occasionally some small detail, it cannot be 
said that his work shows signs of direct influence, except in the 
case of such poets as Ovid and Virgil. (Cf. pp./87“ ^ )• Probably 
he knew well such works as were in the library of Bourbon; but other­
wise his source may possibly have been the thirteenth century Li Fait 
des Romains, a compendium of Latin histories, very widely used by 
medieval writers. (See L.F. Flutre, Li Fait des Romains dans les 
littératures française et italienne du XlIIe au XVTe siècle, Paris, 
1932.)
2. Boccaccio’s De Casibus Illustrium Virorum and the Decameron were 
translated by Laurent de Premierfait, into French, in 1400 and 1414 
respectively; De Claris Mulieribus was available in an anonynous 
translation at the beginning of the fifteenth century. (See H.Fau­
vette, Les plus ancietwies traductions français de Boccace, Bulletin 
Italien, I907, p.281;' Ï 908, p.l, 189, 285; Ï909, p.l, 193P Bach of 
these works were found in the library of Bourbon in the fifteenth 
century. (Le Roux de Lincy, op.cit., pp.73, 94, 98). Robertet how­
ever makes a more considerable use of the Genealogiae Deorum 
Gentilium in his poetry. Cf. p. .
3. Robertet refers to Cicero’s assassination by the Triumvirate in 
43 B.C.
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1 2Asmenius, Basilius y firent;
52 Demianus5  ^Euforbio^ en dirent
Tous les beaulx mes que jamais homme dist;
5 -  6Julianus, Palladin main y mist,
7 8Asclepius, Sristemus hault homme,
56 Qui lors furent tous les milleurs de Homme.
53 F dye 33 Ü ?  14 Eustemus I3_ Eustonius
1. The names in this passage (lines 31-33) are extremely obscure. It 
seems possible that Robertet knew them only in a form already dis­
torted by earlier copyist 5# errors.
Asinius Pollio (c.77 B.C.- 3 A.D.) is most probably intended by the 
name Asmenius; little is known of his poetry, but his historical work 
includes an account of the death of Cicero, in which immortality is 
promised to the orator. (See H.J. Rose, A Handbook of Latin Litera­
ture, London, 1936, p.307-310.)
2. Possibly Basilus Minutius, one of the conspirators against Julius 
Caesar. Although he is not known to have composed anything on the
death of Cicero, he was, however, a friend of Cicero, one of whose
letters is addressed to him. (See Cicero, the letters to his 
friends, W.C.Williams, London, 1927? P*301.)
3 . The name is obscure. Tacitus' Dialogue de Oratoribus contains a 
representation of one Domitius praising Cicero's oratory (H.J. Rose, 
op.cit., p.411), but it is unlikely that this was known to Robertet,
since Tacitus is never mentioned by Robertet.
4 . Ho Latin author of this name is known; the name is, however, 
mentioned by Pliny.
3 . Again the name is obscure. Tacitus mentions one Antonius Julianus 
(Rose, op.cit., p.420), but it is improbable that this was known to 
Robertet.
6. Again, no Latin author of this name is known.
7 . A Greek physician, Asclepiades, is referred to by Cicero in the 
dialogue De Oratore, which may possibly be Robertet's source.
(See Sandys, Companion to Latin Studies, §1079.)
8. Ho Latin author of this name is known. Robertet's source remains 
obscure.
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Tous escrirent epytaphes et diz 
Sur le torn bel du grant orateur Marc,
Les plus tresbeaux qui onques furent diz, 
60 Et en y eut ainçoires plus de dix
Clers orateurs assemblez en un parc.
Mais entre ceulx qu'Atropos de son arc 
Y a férus et à terre cassez 
64 Te sont deues loenges plus qu’assez.
Et non obstant que leurs fais si notables, 
Leurs proverbes et hautes escriptures,
Grans sentences par raisons et notables,
68 Douces d'un lez et d'autres proffitables.
Passent l'odeur de toutes flouritures, 
Toutesvoies s'entre les creatures 
Tu suis plus prez la lueur qui d'eulx part, 
72 De les pareil dois bien avoir ta part.
Entre les vifz en obtiens la couronne 
Pour escripre, soit en prose ou en vers;
Sur la terre que la mer avironne 
76 Hul autre escript au tien cler ne foisonne.
63 14. -A. jà 68 12, 14 d'autre
69 L3 l'ardeur 73 I^, JA tu obtiens
74 F ou vers 75 II? 12, 14? F environne
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Tant as en toy plaisans mos et divers.
Se tous facteurs qui gisent à l'envers 
Ressuscitoient pour aucun honnorer,
80 Pour toy tout seul deveroient labourer.
S'engin parfait en grant acuité.
Tost concevoir et comprendre^ legier,
Sens résolu en euvre exercité,
84 Langaige prompt, tost dit et recité,
Trèscopieux, subtil, aigre jugier 
En mémoire se povoient logier.
En un suppost pour tes haulz fais escripre,
88 Si fauldroit il trop de temps à 1'escripre.
En tous gendres as escript et ditté 
Si hautement que chascun se remire 
En maint livre et en maint beau dicté 
92 Que tu as fait, compris et médité,
Lesquelz sans fin et sans cesse j'admire,
Et me tiennent à la fois lieu de mire 
Dessoubz le fais des curieux ennuis 
96 Que je porte bien souvent jours et nuis.
80 ^  devroient vouldroient 8l F parfait et 86 14 pourroient
87 13 par tes grans I_4 descripre 89 ^  Entre
94 13 le fois 95 14 les faiz n, 13, 14 fais de
1. Robertet's use of comprendre as a substantive is not found in other
writers.
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Lyon bondé,^ as hautement tyssu
2
Parlant des fais de ton César auguste,
Puis que d'amours après en fut yssu
100 L'Outré d'Amours^ saint de mortel tissu.
Longtemps a, fis de sa doleur auguste,^
R
Puis le Miroir des Hobles bel et juste.
Throne Azuré^ pour feu le bon roy Charles:
104 Benoite soyes, bouche qui si bien parles.
De tes euvres c'est la moindre partie,
Pas n'ay tout veu le surplus en un monde;
Que pleust à Dieu que m'en fust départie
108 Quelque chose de ta plume partie,
99 2? 12 fus. Emended. 101 I_2 as fait 102 T2 et gent
106 I_4, F surplus est ung 107 14 qu'il
1. The image is taken from Chastelain's Epistre au Bon Duc Philippe de 
Bourgongne (1456), where, however, it is more apposite than in 
Robertet's rather obscure version; Chastelain addresses Duke 
Philippe as the heraldic Burgundian lion;
"Lyon bandé de riche lyoison
D'or et d'asur, qui de lis reflamboye..."
(Chastelain, Oeuvres, ed.cit., t.VI, p.147)
whereas.in Robertet*s use of the phrase, this significance is lost.
2. Philippe of Burgundy.
3. I'Oultre d,'Amour, written before 1450 (see K. Uiwin, op.cit., p. 18).
4. In fact, the Outré d 'Amour has as its subject Pierre de Brezé's
bereavement, and has no connection with Duke Philippe (ib., p.56-7).
3. The Miroer des Hobles Hommes de France, written in 1457. (See 
K. Urwin, op.cit., p.19.)
6. Le Throne Azuré, offered by Chastelain to Charles VII in 1450, on the 
delivery of Normandy. (ib., p.18.)
7. Charles VII, died 1461.
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Gar sur tes dis plus qu'en autre me fonde, 
Magnifiant ta grace et ta faconde,
Ton excellent, exquis et joyeux stile 
112 Qui n'est de riens plus bas que de Virgile.
Et jà soit ce que ton duc glorieux 
Par sa vertu luisant et immortele 
Ait desservi d'estre eslevé aux cieulx 
116 Gomme treshault prince victorieux
Tout enchâssé en mémoire eternele,
Bien lui duisoit aussi personne tele 
Que toy. George, qui de lui fist histoire 
120 Pour pardurer à tousjoursmais sa gloire.
Car il n'est fer, achier, n'autre matière 
Qu'à trait de temps ne consume vieliesse; 
Corps finissent en terre et cymitiere;
124 Tout prendra fin et par divers mistere.
Mais 1 'escript tient fais passez en jonesse 
Et fait fleurir par souvenance expresse;
Ce sont les huis et les cleres fenestres 
128 Dont nouS'veons les fais de noz ancestres.
109 I^, F autres
121 I_1 omits il n'achier II, F ne autre
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Qui a des Grecs et des Athéniens 
Tant eslevé les fais et les conquestes?
Combien qu’ilz soient bien vielz et anciens,
132 Plus que Rommains et Macédoniens,
Toutesfois sont merveilleuses leurs gestes. 
Crispe respond que ce furent les testes 
Et clers engins qui en ce lieu fleurirent,
136 Qui si treshault comme ilz sceurent les mirent.
Doncques s 'amour en ardant charité
Me fait parler de toy en pluiseurs lieux
Pour reciter en disant vérité
140 Les loenges que tu as mérité.
Infinies à tousjours, si m ’ait Dieux,
Pas ne le fais pour en rapporter raieulx,
2
Ne calengier vers toy loyer semblable,
144 Car je sçay bien que point n ’en suis cappable.
134 11, 12, B ,  14, F firent 137 14 et ardant
1. It is unlikely that this is an exact quotation from Sallust, since 
Robertet occasionally summarises lengthy passages from other authors, 
in a few lines. (cf. XVIII B, lines 57-60; XIX, lines 399 ff.)
2. The use of chalengier with vers is unusual. Godefroy quotes one 
much earlier example of it; "Par Deu! dom chevalier, la damoisele 
ne poez vous mener, si vers moi ne la poez chalengier" (S. Graal, 
1 .451? Hucher).
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Mais seulement pour m ’acquittier vers toy 
Et t ’honnourer comme il est de raison,
Car en ton corps tant d’excellens biens voy 
148 Que pour faire d ’un empereur ou roy.
Ou d’un hault chief de triumphant maison^ 
Comme est cellui qui porte la Toison,^
Dont les vertus passent humaine fame ;
152 Plus digne en es que nul de ce royame.
Or prens en gré, George, mon epistre 
A laquelle fay fin et me vueil taire.
Autre parler plus bel je ne sçay tistre,
156 Mais se tu veuls plus sçavoir de mon tiltre.
Je suis sans plus un simple secretaire.
Qui desire moult ton amour attraire 
Pour te servir quant te semblera bon 
160 Des biens que j’ay en l ’ostel de Bourbon.
150 omits est I5I 14 vertus portent
152 F que homme 153 F ceste epistre
155 F plus beau 159 %1 Pour toy
1. Philippe II of Burgundy founded the Order of the Golden Fleece
at Bruges in 1429*
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lîj
(Lectres envolées par Ro'bertet à Montferrant)^
Frappé en l’oeil d’une clarté terrible.
Attaint au cuer d’eloquence incredible,
A humain sons difficile à produire,
4 Tout offusqué de lumière incendible
Oultre perchant de ray presque impossible
Sur obscur corps qui jamais ne puet luire,
2
Ravy, abstrait, me treuve en mon déduire
Title I, II, 12 without title
13, 14 Renvoy fait par maistre Johan Robertet appres ce qu'il 
eut (l^ a) veu les choses dessusdittes à luy trarnises par 
ledit me8sire George.
F omits the entire prose passage.
1 I3_ Frappé à
1. Chastelain's reply to the preceding letters was considerably 
delayed. It was not until Montferrand and several members of the 
court of Burgundy had written urging him to reply, and thus defend 
both his own and the Burgundian honour, that Chastelain composed 
his lengthy poem to Robertet. Robertet’s epistle had excited 
considerable admiration at the Burgundian court, and with Chastelain's 
poem were sent the Enseignes des Douze Dames (see line 48), composed 
for Robertet by an anonymous poetess. (Cf. p. 7^-7 ) The present 
letter to Monferrant, and the following one addressed to de la 
Riere, acknowledging Chastelain’s epistle, express such an excessive 
gratitude and exaggerated praise that Chastelain in a final letter 
disclaims them, asking for Robertet's friendship only. (Cf. p. //ÿ )
2. No other example of deduire used as a substantive is known. Godefroy 
quotes Robertet’s text as his sole example.
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G En extaxe, corps gisant à la terre,
Foible esperit, perplex à voie enquerre 
Pour trouver lieu et oportune yssue 
Du pas estroit où je suis mis en serre,
12 Pris à la retz qu’amour vraie a tissue.
Où est l'oeil capable^ de tel object visible, l'oreille 
pour oyr le hault son argentin et tLntinabule d'or, les
15 sens et puissances organiques d'un pur corps terrestre,
2 . 3  où sont ilz à ton advis disposez à réciproque euvre à celle
surpassant que puis huit jours en ça tu, o cler esperit,
Monferrant, corps d'homme eureux, amy des dieux immortels
et chiery des hommes, hault piz Ulixien, plain de
20 melliflue faconde et courtoisie, oustil et organe des
Muses, m'as envoiée? Qu'est ce, à ton jugier, de ceste
oeuvre? N'est ce pas le trésor dont l'université du monde
mieulx estorée de haulx engins se pourroit facilement
assouvir? N'est ce resplendeur égalé au curre Phebus?
8 F gisant en 16 à rechepvoir
17 1^ que celle puis 23 estorée et de 24 13 agreable au
1. Euguet quotes a similar use by Calvin of the word;
"Moyse ... ne peust jamais obtenir d^oir sa face. Mais au 
contraire luy feust respondu que l'homme n ’est point capable 
d ’une si grande clarté". (Calvin, Instit., III, .130.)
2. Cotgrave; "interchangeable one for another".
3 . Chastelain’s poem, sent to Robertet by Montferrand.
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23 IT’est ce son mélodieux en toutes oreilles plus que
l’armonieuse lire d ’Orpheus ouvrans les parlons enserrez
cuers, la tube d’Amphion^ retentissant? N ’est ce point une
ferveur escliauffant à désir de savoir, et l ’aguillon
incitatif de mieulx valoir? N ’est ce ainçoires l’eaue et
30 doulx ruissel sourdant des inexpuisables fontaines
d’eloquence? N ’est ce la Mercuriale flaliute qui endormy 
2
Argus? Et n ’est ce l’existence scientifique qui souffiroit 
pour unes Athènes reffaire? N ’est ce un presque divin 
spectacle entre les hommes de sa vocation que ton George,
35 o Monferrant? Si est, voir, et plus assouvy corps et 
entendement d’homme que langue ne puet exprimer.
Doncques à present que me loist il, qui suis aveuglé de
sa clarté, telement que ne puis traire mon regard
contre la lumière de ses clariscentes^ euvres et rescriptions?
33 13, 14 presque ung 34 33 comme ton
36 porroit 37 present
38 13, 14 que je ne 39 14 euvres clari scent es
1. Amphion’s name was commonly quoted in the Middle Ages. Elsewhere, 
however, Robertet shows a precise knowledge of the legend of 
Amphion and of the power of his music, which was only at this time 
becoming known through Boccaccio’s Genealoaiae Deorum Gentilium. 
Cf. p.
2. Argus, set by Juno to guard lo, was lulled to sleep by Mercury, 
disguised as a flute-playing shepherd. Robertet’s source for the 
legend is probably Ovid's Metamorphoses (ed.cit., lib.l), through 
which it was fairly commonly known.
3. From latin ôlaresco, to become bright, famous. The word does not 
appear to have been used by other French writers, and is not found 
in Gotgrave.
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40 Car pensant seulement à mon fol hardement, dont l’ay
provocquié par ma legiere témérité, dont tu fus cause
primitive et l’enliorteur qui m'as ad ce constraint, tele
honte m'esprent, tele confusion me charge et tumhe sur la
face que je n ’ose lever l’oeil en l ’aspect de ceulx qui
45 me cognoissent, et n ’oseray jamais applicquier main aprez
si noble plume, après si hault hystorien, après tel
précepteur de totale escripture. Ce ne suis je mie, o
Monferrant, à qui 1 ’envoy des Douze Darnes^ appartienne,
2
qui ne vey onequez de leur affaire que par loingtive
50 recitation mal comprise. Mais ton George, c’est leur
bras dextre executif de leur traditive, leur consistorial
decretaire,^ cil qui en euvre met les gemmes de leur
precieuse mine; c’est l ’inquisiteur et lustrateur de
leurs infinis abismes et parfons secres qui est de
55 leur conclave et estroit conseil. A qui elles sont non
pas sereurs ne nourrices seulement, mais vraies espouses
et à lui inséparablement conjoinctes par acquisition
loable, duisant à prédisposée nature. Et à toy, o
45 2É n'oseray 47 1 ^  je pas 49 1^ loingtaine
50 1 ^  est 52 22 secretaire, met en euvre 2E cellui
52-53 I_4 leurs precieuses mynes ^ 6  1 2  non pas nourrices
1. Robertet refers to the Enseignes des Douze Dames, verse descriptions 
of the twelve companions of Rhétorique, the work of an anonymous 
poetess. They are found in L.Batissier’s edition of Les Douze Dames 
de Rhétorique, (pp. not numbered) Cf. also p. °I*S^ //7.
2. This form does not appear to have been general.
3. Apparently coined by Robertet.
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Montferrant, est immortele gloire deue, qui soyes digne
60 d'avoir recombé sur le hault Parnasus moullié de la
liqueur de la tresclere fontaine pegasienne, dont
George en son bers fut par les Heliconides^ enyvré, et
depuis par le conférer, tu en as esté embeu pour
magnifier ta nature et amplier ton los. Car bien duit
65 à bras chevalereux et coraige heroyque, bouche éloquente
et sens hystorial. Or reviens à parler de mon povre
estât. Tu m'as mis de perplexité doubteuse en impossible
affaire. Tu m'as mis sur l'espaule poix surmontant ma
force et ma vigueur, dont ne puis estre deschargié se
70 à ma honte non. Mais en tant que tu l'as fait pour me
cuider faire meilleur: de ce bon voloir me sens je
obligié à toy et t’en remercie; aussy de la paine que
2
tu longuement as prise au fait de ton riche envoy. Et 
si je ne souffiz à rendre pour icellui graces condignes
39 22 Mont ferrant et 6l 22? 12, 13, 14 pegaseicque
66 22 omits povre 22 mon propre
67 22 perplexité honteuse 22 doubteuse à
71 22 omits je
72 22 omits de 74 13, 14 omit je 22 indignes
1. i.e. the Muse s.
2. Robertet refers here to the trouble talcen by Montferrand in procuring 
Chastelain's reply to Robertet, and not to the Enseignes des Douze 
Dames, which have sometimes been attributed to Montferrand due to a 
miscomprehension of this passage. (For example by L.Batissier, op.cit., 
introduction, p.18.) Montferrand's own words clearly show that the 
Enseignes are the work of a poetess: "je vous envoyé douze descrip­
tions de XII dames ... ce n'est ne le mien fait, ne celui de George
c'est le vostre propre procuré de haulte main; mais obligié en 
requests, j'en suis l’envoyeur ... c’est ouvraige de femme". 
(L.Batissier, op.cit., pp. net numbered.) Cf. also p.
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75 de ton George, simulaclire que je aprez les imniorteles 
essences plus honneure, qui est l'astre irradiant dont 
les ygnées pointes aguillonnent ma foible nature, et 
est cellui qui n'a pas eu regart à mon mal faire, mais 
comme soleil luisant également tant sur vile que sur
80 noble raatere, ainsy sur mon obscur nom a getté son 
ardant flambeau et m'a oultré et sans mérités exauloé 
comme se j*estoie un grant suppost de science, fault il 
neantmoins qu'il prende en gré mon pou comme j'extime 
son grant. Or est ainsy que George par dittiez
85 resonans me loe, prise et magnifie oultre desserte.
Là est il hors de la balance de jugement; là se 
transporte George où il croit plus à tes recors que à 
mon dur et indigeste escrire. Lui, il est mon empereur 
et précepteur; de lui doy je endurer sans répliqué; se
90 autrement le faisoie, ce seroit recalcitrer et doublement 
me poindre. Je ployé soubz lui; je acquiesce à son 
mander. Je jamais n'oseroie plus entreprendre à lui 
mectre ma povreté au devant, qui ne suis digne 
d'aprochier les murs cristalins du hault palais de tes
95 douze dames, ou milieu duquel en throne siet George
75 13, 14 à ton 79 22 vile comme
81 22 mérité 83 21? H ?  12? 12 prengne
88 13 omits il
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plain de tiltres. Là Ini sont les secrez manifestez;
là est sa demeure; là est monté en pynacle pour veoir
choses à son estât scihiles. Là a yl prins sa
nourriture d'enfance ou gyron de dame Clio; là lui
100 aromatiza Caliope sa bouche, qui depuis a tant espars
de ses riches odeurs que la terre en est soef flairant.
En ce lieu par destinée lui fut ordonné d'escrire et
d'avoir pour ce faire le miroir du monde^ en son regart,
où il puet veoir vraie representation des plus haultes
105 choses du monde, où il puet estendre ses nerfz et
puissances dicibles, et plus puisier de biens qu'en
nul autre lieu, n'en a tant soit plain de diverse grace
ou mérité. Et pour abregier, Monferrant, ad ce que
je telement quelement saille de mon escripre et face
110 fin à ma lettre, je ne sçaroie que plus dire, tant
suis surpris de l'excellence de 1'euvre Géorgienne que
96 L4 tiltre 98 12 omits yl
99 II? 14 omit Clio I05 14 omits et
111 22 surpris suy
1. Robertet has taken the image from Chastelain's own letter to
Robertet; „ . j ^"... en mes mains j'ay le miroir du monde
Duquel ce peu que j'ay d'art et faconde,
Ce tout je puise en sa béatitude
Car tant y a de gloire à plénitude
D'honneur, d'exemple et de haulte légende
Que, veulle ou non, il fault que j'en amende."
(Chastellain, Oeuvre s, ed.cit., t.VII, p.178.)
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m ’as envoiée. fors que je l'ay deuement présentée au
tresnoble et excelse duc mon maistre,^ qui de toy et
de George a dit parodies loables, recevant en gré et
115 loant haultement 1’euvre. Au surplus, j ayme George
non de nouvel, et le chieriz plus que oncquez. Voire
je 1’admire et voy en mon esperit incessamment. Et se
je ne puis satisfaire à son escript obstant ma rudesse
et ygnorance, s’il lui plaist il me donra excuse, et se
2
120 fondera sur mon voloir indeficible, considérant la
povreté que j’ay des biens et richesses dont il afflue.
D'amour ne me saroit il surmonter, laquelle envers vous 
deux me tiengne lieu pour le restant. S’il vous plaist riens 
me commander, ayez regard à ma puissance, et jusquez là 
125 vous avez l’omme qui est tel qu’il est.
120 22 mon devoir 125 22 arez
1. Jean II of Bourbon. This offers a sliglit indication of Jean 
Robertet’s position as Maecenas at the court of Bourbon.
Cf. p. IZo-121.
2. The word is not found in other writers.
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P
Je demeure en mon peu de savoir,
En mon petit estroit de concevoir.
Et en un rien de ma grasse ygnorance,
4 Et si ne sçay de riens m 'appercevoir
Que à grant paine de mensonge ou de voir 
Non ygnorant ma petite sçavance 
Et neantmoins à escrire m ’avance 
8 Soubz grant crainte de peur de me mesfaire,
Ga,r fais humains sont tous jours à reffaire 
Se divin euvre n ’y joinct ou participe.
Piz je n ’entens^ne mieulx je ne sçay faire;
12 Ayez regart à la fin et principe.
Monseigneur de la Eiere, je me recommande à vous plus de 
foiz qu’il n ’a de catharactes ou ciel, vous remerciant 
15 ainçoires de la paine que avez prise envers George, celle 
grosse cloche si hault sonnant, pour me faire avoir si 
largement du doulz fruit de son tresplentureux et fertile 
vergier, dont les moindres fueilles sont d ’or, et les 
P omits this epistle.
3 22 grosse 4 2i riens appercevoir
15 13 omits ainçoires
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frais passans la beauté et saveur des pommes Hesperides.^
20 En somme. George est homme; mais quel! Certes, sa renommée
n’est mie si grande ainçoires que son mérité requiert. Nul
ne l ’approche; il surmonte soy inesmes de vraie et immortele
gloire. Son euvre a esté présentée par Dom Martin Henriquez 
2
de Castelle, il a huit jours, à monseigneur nostre maistre,
25 en un banquet qui se faisoit ce jour, prise en gré de lui,
loée de tous, et de moy après recoeillie en tel honneur et
reverence qu’il appertient à si hault et riche envoy. J'en
escripz à monseigneur de Monferrant une petite epistre
3 4testificative de la reception d’icellui. Quant au surplus,
30 que je sceusse plus avant passer ne m ’aventure r envers
George, là fault mon sens. Je demeure scabele soubz son
pié. Vous priant que me recommandez t re shumblement à lui
et audit seigneur Monferrant. Et vous me arez tousjours
en grace. Et à Dieu vous dy, qui vous octroie joye
35 parfaiete.
Escript à Mon, ce derrenier d’aoust.
Vostre serviteur et leal amy Robertet.
20 JA omits est homme 24 II, 12, 13, 14 monseigneur le duc nostre
25 22 26 22 et puis aprèss de moy
33 22 qiie me ayez 34 2 octroit. Emended.
1. The image is taken from Chastelain’s letter to Robertet;
"Je n'ay pas non les precieuses pommes.
De l’arbre d'or croissant en mon vergier."
(Chastellain, Oeuvre s, ed.cit., t.VII, p.lJO.)
2. The king's chamberlain; died soon after 1464? according to Anselme’s 
article on his widow, Jeanne de Montberon. (See P. Anselme, op.cit.,
t .VII, p.1 9 .)
3. testificatoire is the usual form.




Epitaphs de messire G almier, fol de monseigneur 
2
de Bourbon, faict par maistre Jehan Robertet 
Messire Galmier fuz, qui de Forestz fuz né,
/* "R
Du lieu dont le surnom me fut mis et d o n n e .
Du ventre de ma mere de telle heure nasquis 
Que plus creut ma follye plus longuement vesquiz.
Au hailly du pays"^ fuz, qui me trouva bon,
\ 5
Puis a la grant Duchesse Anne fuz, de Bourbon;
Text from £3; variants from G.
The poem has been published in Poésies des X V e et XVIe
SIièci es
J. M. de 
Comtes de
ed. A* Joly, Lyon, 1867, p 




m e r e .
prysT:
41 ; and in 
de Bourbon et des
3 C Ou ventre
4 C longment.
5 G tresbon.
7 G Maint plaisir.
11 G omits quoy. ^ ^
1. Cf. Lectres envoyées a messire Galmier (XIl), p . 357, 
note I . Galmier must have died in 1502 or early in 1503,
since Jean Robertet*s epistle to him was written at that 
1), and Jean Robertet himself died 
Cf. p.
time (cf. p. 3 4.3, note 
in 1503 at the latest.
2. Duke Jean II of Bourbon. Cf. line 8.
3. Saint Galmier, near Montbrison.
4. Possibly Jean Robertet himself, who was "bailli d*Usson" 
Cf. p. 114.
5. Agnes of Burgundy; daughter of Duke Jean Sans Peur,
sister of Philippe le Bon, she married Charles I, Duke of
Bourbon, and was established as Duchess of Bourbon in 1$25, 
after numerous difficulties of political origin. She died 
on 1 December 1476. See J. M. de la Mure, op. cit., t. II,
pp. 140, 142, 165, 204.
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Maints plaisirs eut de moy des follyes que je feiz,
8 Puis elle me donna au bon Duc Jehan son filz.
Le prince tant humain et tant plain de vertuz,
Qui chierement me tint bien nourry et vestu.
2 \Riens ne feit Jenynet a moy quoy que l ’on dye.
12 De ma follye est bruyt jusques en Lombardye;
3 4
Triboulet, Boutineau, qui tant furent parfaictz
En follye nayfve n * approchèrent mes faictz.
S ’oncquez de fol doibt estre fait escript ou hystoire,
16 De moy seul appartient, comme du plus notoire.
Fol, de sens et raison vuyde plus que nul ame;
Aux vers ira le corps. Dieu en gré preigne 1 ’ame.
18 2  prens.
1. Jean II, Duke of Bourbon. He became duke in 1456 and died 
in 1488.
2. Diminutive of Jean.
3. Court fool of Louis XII, and not of Francois I as he is 
traditionally held to be. (His epitaph refers to his tomb ' 
provided by Louis XII:
"Loys douziesme en ce lieu me feit mettre.
Taillé au v i f ........ .
See A. Joly, ed. cit., p. 29, Epitaphe de Triboulet, fol 
du roy Loys X I I . lines 28-9). The most famous of the court 
fools, Triboulet is mentioned by Jean Marot in the Siège 
de Pescaire, by Rabelais, and by Bonaventure des Periers 
(see J. Bernier, Histoire de B l o i s . Paris, 1682, p. xxxix). 
Triboulet’s epitaph also is found in manuscript J3 (f°.
6 v ° . ) and in G (f . 22? v® . )
4. Ho reference has been found to a court fool of this name.
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XV
L * e s Tj i t aphe de Bas que, chien du roy Loys^
Je fuz filz de Gascart qui de Briquet fust filz
Le bon culot lombard de Salines transmis;
2 -  ^
A Genape en Brebant pour certain je fuz né,
4 L'an après que mon maistre partist du Baulphiné^
Loyalment le servy du temps qu'il fust Laulphin,
Aussi plus il m'aymoit que mil eseu d'or fin.
Pour le desduit des champs je luy fuz si propice
8 Que oncques mais ne trouva nul meilleur filz de lice,
Car pour bien arrester caslle ou perdris, j'estoye
Plus renommé que chien qui fust d'icy en Troye.
Text from P; variants from V,
The poem has been published by J.Pichon, Le Livre de la Chasse, 
Paris, 1855, p.35.
1 V Je fu né
5 V le temps
7-8 V omits these lines
10 V Le meilleur chien tenu qui fust de cy
1. Epitaphs of household animals were a commonplace.
Manuscripts J3 and G contain several; Ronsard composed
at least^four, including an Epitaphe de Courte, chienne du 
r o y , and a Prosopopée de Beaumont, levrier"du TO~y. (See H. 
Chamard, Histoire de la Pleiade, t.II, p.215 ff., t,III,p.77).
2. During his exile inTBurgundy, the Dauphin Louis, afterwards 
Louis XI, was established by Philippe of Burgundy at the 
castle of Genappe, (See J .Calmette, Autour de Louis X I ,
Paris, 1947, p.75.).
3. Louis fled to the Burgundian court at Brussels in 145^.
4oi
Suivy I'ay sans faillir estant Laulphin et roy;^
12 Liais maint homme ay navré et mis en grant desroy
Le cruelle morseure, dont maintz coups ay receu
Le hasten et de pié, dont le roy n ’a rien sceu.
Ou royaulme et 1 ’empire j ’ay porté le renom
16 Lu plus fier chien du monde, et fust Basque mon nom.
Or m ’a vieillesse pris, plus n ’y voy goûte d ’oeil
Servir ne puis mon maistre, dont j ’ay regret et dueil. 
Il m'a pourveu garde de vie et de pencion,
20 A six vingt francz par an, et belle mancion
Au 0hasteau des montiz, qui est assez lez Tours;
Lieu doint au roy Loys bonne gré et longs jours.
13 V j ’ay '
14 V bastons piez
15-16 V omits these lines,
19 V de garde de vie et pension
22 V bonne vie
4, Louis was crowned in 1461,





Entre toutes couleurs suis la premiere,
Humilité signiffie et simplesse,
Dont le lys blanc est des fleurs la maistresse;
4 Sainete Escripture en donne foy planiere.
Bleue
Et moy qui suis de couileur celestine,
Dont fin azur a son pris et valleur,
Signiffiant loyaulté pour meilleur.
8 Je doy au blanc par droit estre voisine.
Rouge
Rouge ne doit des autres couleurs moindre 
Soy repputer, car il monstre victoire,
Pompe, orgueil arrogant, veyne gloire,
12 Qui ne peult hault et bas ne veult descendre.
Text from H; variants from G.
Title G Interpretation des couleur par maistre Jehan Robertet
6 G Dont l’azur a son pris et sa valeur
10 G se reputer
12 G Qui hault ne peult
1. The symbolism of colour was treated seriously until well into the six­
teenth century. A treatise was written on it by Sicile, herald of Alphonse 
V of Aragon, in about 145B (Le Blason des Couleurs en armes, livrées et 
devises, published 1528, Paris), and Rabelais refers to it ironically in
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Gris
Je qui suis gris signiffie esperance,
Gouileur moyenne de blanc et noir meslée; 
Et soye seulle ou à autre assemblée,
16 Le moyen tiens en commune actrempence.
Vert
A l’esmeraulde ressemble precieuse.
Me delectant en parfaiote verdeur;
Mal séant suis avec noire couleur 
20 Et n'appartiens qu'à personne joyeuse.
Jaulne
De rouge et blanc entremeslez ensamble.
Ma couileur est ressemblant à soucie.
Qui joyra d'amours ne se soussie^
24 Car il me peult porter se bon luy semble.
Violé
Je suis de noir et rouge composée;
Couileur viollée ainsi m'appelle l'on. 
Vestu en fut le traistre Gannellon,
28 Dont par le monde encor suis diffamée.
16 G à attrempance 22 G la soulcie
the Gargantua (ed. J.Plattard, chap. IX, p.55-6). In the fifteenth and 
early sixteenth centuries, it was frequently a poet's theme.
Of. p. XIS, note a.
kok
Tanne
Je porte ennuy en couverte pencée,
Car ma couileur est de sorte terrestre,
De faitz et ditz qui doubteux peuvent estre,
52 Je suis changeant et de peu de durée.
Noir
Je signiffie dueil et merencolie.
Desplaisance, tristesse, aspre courroux.
Obscure noire couileur desplaist à tous;
36 .^ ui son cueur taint en moy fait grant folie.
Hiolépiolé
Et moy qui suis riolé piolé,
Broille meslé de rouge, noir et blanc,
Comparé suis de sorte à faulx Semblant,^
40 ^ui a maint homme destruit et afollé.
L'acteur
Prince qui veult porter couileur diverse
En devise, cecy luy peult valloir;
Chascun choisisse et preigne à son vouloir;
44 Quant est à moy, j'ay prins la blanche et perse.
35 G et noire 
40 ïï Et ay
1. The personnification is taken from the Roman de la Rose
4o5
XVII
Les Douze Sebilles 
Sebille Libie.^
Du pais fuz extraiete qui s’apelle Libie;
Des choses advenir parlay moult en ma vie;
Je diz que Jhesuscrist nostre jou osteroit,
4 pjnoz colz importable, et nous delieroit
3
Des loix et des liens violens et iniques: 
Ainsi le treuve l’en en mes ditz prophétiques
Text from H, with emendations in lines 17, 34, 4l, 4p, 55, 99 taken 
from E; variants from S.
The order of the verses differs in E, being as follows: Fersique, 
Lybie, Ddlphique, Symerie, Erithrée, Sarnie, Gumane, Helespontique, 
Frigie, Tiburtine, Europe, Agrippe.
Title E Les ditz prophétiques des sibilles tirés du latin et 
composés par feu messire Jehan Robertet, en son vivant notaire 
et secretaire du roy nostre sire et de monseigneur de Bourbon, 
greffier de l’Ordre et du parlement delphinal.
1. These poems were written sometime after l48l, the year of 
publication of Filippo Barbieri’s Tractatus de Discordantia 
inter Eusebium, Hieronymum et Augustinum (Rome, J.P. de Lign- 
mine, l48l; B.N. Res. D.5^50), v/hicii had a wide influence on 
European art and, to a lesser extent, literature. These poems 
are taken almost entirely from Barbieri’s work and Lactantius’s 
De Divinis Institutionibus, 1465, with some details found in 
Boccaccio and Petrarch. For a study of the use of these sources 
by French artists, see E. Mâle, l’Art religieux de la fin du 
moyen âge en France, Paris, 1908, p. 267 ff. (Cf. also pp. 215- 
220) .
2. Robertet takes the name of Sebille Libie, and of all the others 
excepting Agrippa and Europe, from Lactantius, who was following 
an early Christian tradition known also tb Petrarch, Boccaccio 
and Marsilio Ficino. Agrippa and Europe arc mentioned by 
Barbieri, whose sources are unloiown. Cf. p. 214.
5. Of. Lactantius, op.cit., liber 7, cap. xviii, p. 159 vo.
‘'Jugum nostrae servitutis intollerabile in co&lo positum 




Je fuz dicte Sebille, par surnom Erithee,
8 Par mes livres trouvez dedans celle contrée.
En Babillon fuz nee où je feiz maint dicté
\ /
Des choses a venir, selon la vérité,
Du jugement: le signe, terre en sueur madante;
12 Aussi diz que du ciel le Roy feroit descente
Et seroit à tousjours par tous ciecles durable.
Oncques aucteur n’escrist chose plus veritable.
/
Sibille Cumane ou Almathee.
' 2De Cumes fuz native, cite belle en Champaigne;
16 En Italie fuz aux Sibilles compaigne;
Almathea mon nom estoit, ainsi se treuve.
7 E Erithrée ^
8 “E ceste contrée 12 E Ainsi l4 E Oncque
17 HE Amalthea. Emended.
1. Robertet*s source here seems to be in part Boccaccio’s De
Mulieribus Claris, 1473» "Ex quibus venerabilibus omnibus 
hanc fuisse celeberrimam referunt, et eius apud Babilonios 
aliquandiu ante Troyanum bellum fuisse originem." (Boccaccio, 
op. cit., f?21 v°. De Erithrea seu Eriphila Sibilla, cap. xx)
2. Cf. Boccaccio, op. cit., fo.xxvi r®.
"Ex Cumis Calchidiensium campanie '^teri opido originem 
duxisse creditur ... asserunt earn venisse Roma», et 
Tarquinio Prisco novem attulisse libros ... Quos cum 
servasset a posteris comptum est, eos romanorum facta 
omnia continere. Quam ob causam maxima cum diligentia 
post hec romani servavetur, et oportunitatem exigentiam 
de futuris consultari ad eosdem, quasi ad oraculam recurre- 
bant. ’*
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A Tarquinus Priscus neuf livres feiz d'espreuve^
Pour savoir gouverner Rome en choses doubtables,
20 Parquoy furent escriptz les decrectz véritables.
Mais je deiz que le voille du Temple se romproit,
s.
Et a my jour la nuyt obscure se rendroit
2
Par trois heures durant; ainsi vaticinay:
24 Quant Jhesuscrist mourut, fut lors mon descript vray.
Sebille Samie.
/
Samos fut le doulx lieu de ma nativité;
/
Semenonne fuz dicte de tout antiquité.
Esperit prophecial j'euz, et ditz mainte chose 
28 Du temps qui est venu comme en mes escriptz pose.
L ’avenement prediz du Celestiel Aigneau, 
L ’umiliacion de Dieu quant le manteau
Il voulut revestir de nostre humanité
\ /
32 Et joindre a nostre chair lors sa divinité:
Ensemble Dieu et homme, n é ,  nourri de pucelle.
19 E aux chosejB
20 E Pourquoy, decrectz prouffitables 22 E surviendroit
24 E lors fut mon escript
27 E Esprit
1. Cf. Lactantius, op. cit., liber 1, cap.6, f .5 v .
"eamque novem libros attulisse ad regem Targuinium Priscum."
2. Cf. Lactantius, op.cit., lib.4, cap. xix, f .77*r •
"templi vero velum scindetur, et medio die nox erit tenebrosa 
nimis tribus horis."
40 8
En foing repouseroit,^  chose fut moult nouvelle.
Sibille Symerie.
Italie est le pays ou je pris ma naissance.
36 De resurrection de mors j’euz congnoissance;
Je deiz que sours ouroient miraculeusement,
Les aveugles verroyent, muetz pareillement
2
En ce temps parleroyent que Crist, filz Dieu le Pere, 
40 Viendroit pour rachapter l'omme de mort amere.
Sibille Europe.
/
Sibille Europe fuz ainsi nommee et dicte
Par mes ditz prophétiques, ains que loy fust escripte. 
Que Jhesuscrist viendroit sans tarder j’anonçay,
44 Que mons, vaulx et Olimpe passeroit escript j'ay,
/
Dominant en silence, en povrete regnant.
Et de virginal vantre naistroit^, Dieu et enfant.
34 H omits fut. Emended. E Ou foing 
33 E Italie
4l H nomme. Emended.,
43 H silence et purete. Emended.
1. Cf. Barbieri, op.cit.,
"In ultima autem etate humiliabitur Deus et humanabitur proies 
divina jungetur humanitati divinitas. Jacebit in feno agnus et 
officio pue1lari educabitur Deus et homo."
Barbieri attributes these words not to Sarnia but to Erithea.
2. Cf. Lactantius, op.cit., lib.4, cap.xii, f .72 v .
"Mortuorum autem surrectio erit et claudorum cursus velox: 
surdus audiet, ceci videbunt, loquentur non loquentes."
3 . Cf. Barbieri, op.cit.
"Veniet ille et transibit montes et colles et latices silvarum 
Olimpi; regnabit in paupertate et dominabitur in silentio et 




Je fus de Perse nee, dont Persicque appellee.
48 Maincte chose future de Jhesuscrist prediz:
/
Vaticynant parlay au peuple de Judee,
/
Car son Dieu ne congneust la sequelle dampnee,
Qui tresorriblement, comme portent mes ditz,
32 Son tresprecieux chef d‘espines couronnèrent
Et de fiel et vinaigre emmeslez 1*abreverent
Sibille Agrippe.
/
Je fus Sibille Agrippe nommee par droit nom;
De mes ditz prophetaulx par tout est grant regnom. 
36 De l’incarnation du verbe. Dieu palpable
En visibilité, j*escriptz maint mot notable.
Qui mes livres a veu entendra le mistere:
Comment je predisoye que Dieu naistroit de mere,
. / 2
60 Joinct a humanité, et après mainte peine
Regneroit a tousiours en gloire souveraine.
33 H fief. Emended. E du fiel. omits 1’
37 E Imaihs motz ...L
38 E Que mes livres a leu
1. Cf. Lactantius, op.cit., lib.4, cap.xviii, f^.?6 r°.
"Tu enim stulta deum tuum non cognovisti ludentem mortalibus 
mentibus, sed et spinis coronasti corona horridumque fel miscuisti."
2. Cf. Barbieri, op.cit*,
"Invisibile verbum palpabitur  .....  et nascetur ex matre ut Deus,
et conversabitur ut peccator."
4lo
Sibille Tiburtine2
"Se, par ma rectitude et vertu, les Romains 
Comme du monde sire tendent vers moy les mains,
64 Me voulans adorer comme dieu, que t'en semble.
Dame plaine de sens et prophecie ensemble?
Ton conseil avoir vueil pour me garder d'erreur 
Et savoir si de moy est nul plus grant seigneur."
68 "Ta vertu, ta prouesse, Octovian Auguste,
Combien qu'empereur soyes aux Romains bon et juste. 
Il est ung Souverain qui tout soubz sa main tient. 
Qui tout de rien créa, tout gouverne et soustient, 
72 Lieve les yeulx en hault, voy au ciel sa figure:
63 E Comment 64 E voulant
72 E tes yeulx
1. The first stanza here is spoken by the Emperor Octavius Augustus, 
the second by Tiburtine.
Robertet gives, in dialogue form, a comparatively full version 
of a legend (dismissed in one phrase by Barbieri) which had been 
current since the twelfth century and which enjoyed a particular 
vogue in France. His source may be Petrarch's version of the 
story, found in Rerum Memorandum, lib.4, p.320,
"Ilium (Augustinum) successibus licet et eximio favore hominum 
elatum, divinos tamen honores, quos ei populus Romanus obtulerat 
renuentem, in proposito sobrio ac modesto confirmasse, adductosque 
per noctem in Tarpeium collem, et ostensa in coelo virgine 
sydereum infantem ulnis amplexum, unum deum docuisse fama est." 
However, since Robertet gives the name Tiburtine whereas Petrarch 
has Albunea, it is quite possible that Robertet*s source was some 
early piece of French religious writing, or one of the miracle 
plays on this theme. The fact that this section of the poem 
alone is written in dramatic form would perhaps indicate that a 
mystery play is indeed its source. (On these mystery plays, and 
the whole question of the tradition of the sybils in France, see 
E. Male, op.cit.)
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Dieu et homme naistra de vierge necte et pure;
De sa cruelle mort j’ay bien prophétisé;
Et qu’au tiers jour ;apres sera resuscité,
76 Ses disciples voyans; puis au ciel montera.
Aussi deiz que son regne à jamais fin n ’aura."
Sibille Delphique.
En Delphos et au temple d'Apolo je naquis;
Des Troyens je parlay, ains qu’ilz fussent conquis 
80 Par les Grectz, dont Omere maintz dictz a recite
De la perte de Troye et son adversité.^
Aussi j’euz congnoissance de Dieu qui est parfait,
2 / /
Qui ventz et mer appaise, tout a créé et fait,
84 Ciel et terre gouverne et tout le firmament:
Qui n ’a ceste créance ne vit pas saigement.
80 E maintz vers 
82 E Ainsi j’euz
1. Cf. Lactantius, op.cit., lib.l, cap.6 , f^.3 v°.
"AppolloHorus Erythraeus affirmât .... earn .... Graiis Ilium
petentibus vaticinatam, et perituram esse Trojam et Homerum 
mendacia scripturum."
Lactantius says this of Erithrea, not of Delphica.
2. Cf. Lactantius, op.cit., lib.4, cap.xii, f .73 r .
"Ventos compescet, sternet autem insanum mare."
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Sibille Helleponthique.
Du temps du Roy Sirus et de Solon le saige,
\
En Hellespont nasquis, ou je deiz maint presaige,
88 Prophétisant en mainte vaticynacion,
Tant que de Jhesuscrist prédis la Passion.
Qui mes escriptz a veu, mainte chose future
Precongnoistre y pourra en suscincte escripture.
\
92 J'escriptz que eureux estoit qui pendoit a hault fust:
D ’autre je n ’entendoye que Jhesuscrist ne fust.
Sibille Phrigie, Derniere.
Entre grecques matronnes Sibille fuz nommee
Phrigie, dont moult loing voila la renommee.
96 Je diz que Jhesuscrist es mains des infernaulx
Viendroit, qui à son corps donneroient maintz travaulx
De buffes et colaphes,^ les mains et braz liez:
/
Ce jus voult Dieu et homme tant estre humilie
' 2 100 Tout voult en gre souffrir, pacient, sans murmure.
Pour rachapter le monde d’enfer, la chartre obscure.
$6 E aux mains
97 B. qîi«là^  99 E est H,  ^ humiliez. Emended.
1. Cf. Lactantius, op.cit., lib. 4, cap. xviii, f°.?6 r°.
"In manus iniquas et infidelium postea veniet, dabunt
deo alapas manibus incestis."
2. Cf. Lactantius, op.cit. lib.4, cap. xviii, f .7 6 r .
"et colaphas accipiens tacebit."
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XVIII
Exclamacion et regret lamentable pour le despartement cl*Estiennette 
de Maris, fait à Tours par maistre Jehan Robertet, secretaire du roy 
et de monseigneur de Bourbon, et bailly d'Usson 
Historical iNote
The incident wnich produced tiais work, which has its place in the 
"Dataille des femines”\  was the elopement in December 146b of iitiennette 
de desançon or de Haris with Gaston Iv, comte de Foix. The Unronique 
bcandaleuse gives a full account of the elopements
"En après le conte de i'ouez, qui nouvellement estoit venu à Haris au mois 
de décembre ensuivant, devint merveilleusement amoureux d'une moult belle 
bourgoise de Haris, nommé Estiennette de desançons, femme d'un marchant 
de ladicte ville, nommé denry de dans, qui estoit bon marchant et 
puissant homme; et si estoit ladicte bourgoise moult prisée et honnorée 
entre les femmes de bien de ladicte ville, et fort priée et requise de 
estre et soy trouver en tous banquets, restes et honnestes assemblées qui 
se faisoient en iceile ville, communiqua avec ledit conte de douez de 
questions joyeuses et amoureuses, et sur plusieurs requestes, offres.
Text in part A; from Ji, witn variants from jJ; the text nas been emended 
in line 6 , jJ ' s version being used. In parts d, u,D,E,F, text from U^; the 
text has been emended in E, lines 4 1,61,IO5 , n 3. The whole excnange, both 
Robertet's and Uousinot's pieces, nas been published by d. unampion, 
un scandale can si en au AVe siecle, dans, 19^7*
Title ]J S'ensuit 1'exclamacion et regret lamentable fait pour le département 
d'Estiennette de daris, faicte a Tours en l'annee mil llllc Ixviii, par 
Robertet, secretaire de monseigneur de dourbon.
1. Cf. p.jZ3é-g.
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et auitres plaisans Gourdes que luy fist et proraist ledit conte de douez, 
convindrent tellement ensemble que le dimencne douziesme jour dudit mois 
de décembre audit an 'I468, iceile Estiennette se départit de son nostel 
de dans qu'elle laissa et üabandonna ensemble sondit mary, ses enfans, 
père et mère, frères et soeurs, et tous ses parens et amis, et s'en ala 
après ledit üeigneur de douez avecques aucuns de ses gens et serviteurs, 
qui pour ce faire estoient demeurez audit lieu de dans, et 1 'emmenèrent 
a dlois, ou estoit demouré à séjour ledit seigneur, attendant iilec la 
venue d'iceile Estiennette; avecques lequel seigneur iceile Estiennette 
demeura par l'espace de trois jours, et puis s'en partit ledit seigneur 
de douez et s'en ala a Tours par devers le Roy, et en fist mener avecques 
luy iceile Estiennette. Et peu de temps après fut ladicte Estiennette 
envoyée à Front e vaulx jparèever s la prieure dudit" lieu, tante de ladicte^ fsicj 
Estiennette, ou depuis elle demeura par certain long-temps après."
Etiennette came of a nigniy-placed bourgeois family of Paris, one
d
which nad long occupied posts in the darliament of daris. her fatner's
3
name is given occasionally as Jean de Besançon , more generally as 
Guillaume de desançon^. her raotner was Catnerine doncher, aaughter of 
Martin doncner , Etiennette iiad two orotners, 00th in tne darliament 
of dans : Guillaume, the elder, became "conseiller" in '1482, and his
'I. Bee Les Cnroniques de Jean de Troyes, puol. Micdaud et doujoulat,
Mémoires pour servir a I'nistoire de ü'rance, 1 e serie, vol,1V, p.289*
2. One Rugnes de desançon was "conseiller au parlement de daris" in 'i3l5 -
3. dieces originales, 321, dossier Besançon.
4. Pièces Urigÿ. 2I99, doss. dans, no. 5 0; Dossiers Bleus 5'l1, Pans,8,2 5;
Doss. dleus 92, Besançon, no.2 0.
5. Doss. dleus 92, Besançon, no.20.
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descendants neld this position until tne end of the sixteenth century”*.
Tne younger brother, François, was "avocat au parlement de daris"^.
Etiennette‘s husband, Henri de daris, was equally of an ancient and
respected dans family"^. He was the son of Guillaume de dans (died
1453) and Marguerite Ciutin. Ris orotner was a "conseiller au darlement"
in I454. He himself was "echevin de daris" in 1461. Henri de daris
must have married Etiennette in about 1462, for at the time 01 ner
elopement she and Henri nad tnree chilciren, Jean, Hegnauit and Hi colas,
Jean being eleven years old in 1473^. The Cnronique Scandaleuse recounts
tne circumstances of tne elopementa the Count of Foix met Etiennette
in daris and prevailed on her to run away, wnich she did on the twelfth
of December 1460. Etiennette joined the Count at Biois for three days,
tnen accompanied nim to Tours where he joined tne court^, and sne stayed
probably with ner uncie Martin doncner, "marcnand et Bourgeois de Tours"
Etiennette was soon alter wards sent to F.ontevraulj:,where ner aunt was
prioress. However, her retirement probably did not last very long; she
•/
later remarried, probably soon after 1480 , ner second husband being 
Jean le Camus, wnose family also nad strong connections with the
1. H.H. MS. fr. 40I6, dossier Besançon.
2. Doss. Hieus 92, Besançon, no,zU.
j. As early as \dSKj a fnomas de daris was "conseiller"; see f. Biancnara,
Catalogue de tous les conseillers du b^ ariement de daris_, daris, 16^-7 ,p. 1
4. In 1473» as an elevem-year-oid schoolboy, ne was emancipated by j
his latner. dee dieces urigs. 2199» dans, no.pO.
The fifteeritn-century cnronicie by Guillaume Leseur, Histoire de 
Gaston IV, comte de Foix, (puul. H. Courteauit, daris, IÔ93) makes 
no allusion to Etiennette; However a short peern in the book of |
the Cuer d*Amours espris refers to tne Count as a prisoner of Love. j
iSee Th. de Quatreüarbes publ. Oeuvres completes de Rene d"Anjou, i
Angers, 1Ü4 5*
6. Pieces Origs. 2199, fo. 57 v^.
7. 1480 is the last date when there is any reference to her first 
husband, Henri de Paris, who in March was made one of the guardians 
of his brother's children. Bee dieces Urigs. 2199» no.50*
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Parliament of Paris. He was "conseiller secretaire du roi" in 1495^ one
2
of the four "secretaires da la cour du parlement" in I487 , and died in
1518'^. Etiennette v/as still alive in I5OI, when her father divided his
property between her and her two brothers.^
Although Etiennette appears to have returned to society fairly soon,
her elopement caused a consierable scandal; at least one other poem is
5
known on the subject . Jean Robertet‘s exclhmacion was composed in 
January 1469 ,^ and Uousinot's reply must have followed very soon after­
wards,
Cousinot belonged to a family important in the fifteenth century.
One Pierre Oousiqot, "procureur du roi" at Auxerre, was ennobled in 14II;
his son was the Guillaume 1 Uousinot, "avdcat au parlement", who upheld 
the cause of Valentine de Milan on the assassination of her husband,
Louis d'Orléans, by order of Jean bans Peur. The second Guillaume Cousinot, 
author of the reply to Jean Robertet, was probably nephew of the first 
Guillaume and son of Pierre 11 Cousinot. Born in about I4 0 0, he was 
secretary of the king from 1430 onwards^then "maître des requêtes" and 
"conseiller". In 1442 he was "premier president du conseil delphinal"
(which was to become the parliament of Grenoble), and between 1438 and 1444 
was "royal"coraraissaire*,' then from 1444 to I449 took a prominent part in 
the diplomatic relations during the truce between i?*rance and England.
1. See Doss. Bleus I5 0, Le Gamus, no.2.
2. Gab. d'Hozier 7 6, Gamus, no.4 v°.
3. Ib,, id.
4 . See Doss. Bleus 9 2, Besançon, no.20,bb.
5 . Published by P. Champion, who also summarises the circumstances of
the affair, with a certain amount of biographical detail, bee
P. Champion, Un scandale parisien au XV siecle.
6 . The date is given in the title as found in manuscript U^, Ci.p. 4-(3.
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Later he took part in the military campaigns in Normandy. He was knighted 
at the siege oi Rouen, and at the same time made "bailli de Rouen". He 
held a place high in Charles Vll's favour, and was imprisoned soon after 
the accession of Louis Xl. However, he obtained Louis's favour, becoming 
first his chamberlain in 1463-4 , then receiving several other important 
posts and serving him in many important political matters. He continued 
his service under Charles Vlll, until his death soon after 1404. Apart 
from the reply to Robertet, Cousinot was the author of several pieces, 
notably the Chronique de la Pucelle; however, his reply to Robertet 
appears to be the only existing work which has a place in the literary 
rather than the political activities of the time”*.
1. For full details on Guillaume Cousinot, his family, life and works,
see Vallet de viriville. Essais critiques sur les historiens originaux 




Qu est le cueur de mortelle creature qui pourroit 
porter tel desplaisir? Uu est l'humain entendement qui 
pourroit comprendre ce miserable cas advenu? uù est la 
langue suffisante à faire regretz d'une telle despartie,
5 d'un tel changement, d'une telle mutacion et si souodaine, 
de joye en pleurs, de franchise en contraincte, de 
liberté en dure servitude? uù sont les yeulx qui pourroient 
suirire à rendre larmes en abondance? Est il estomach 
dont se puissent tirer si griefz et si partons souspirs
10 comme il affiert a ce lamentable cas deplourer et plaindre?
0 pleurs, o larmes douloureuses, espuisez les tristes 
corps et faictes nouveaulx abismes de cruelle tristesse; 
raraplisiez le grant lac d'amertume et le tenebreux gouffre 
d'angoisseuse saveur; surundez par dessus toute haultesse
15 Je joye et abolissez toyt ^oyeulx souvenir; faites mettre 
en sourde obliance toute plaisance passée; et remplissez 
de desepoir l'actente des biens à venir. Effacez des 
cueurs courageux tout hault vouloir, et n'y laissez plus 
habiter esperance.^ Ah Loyaultéi que direz vous de ce faiat?
6. ^  omits franchise en. Emended.
0. jJ est il cuer
13. U omits ramplisiez le grant lac d'amertume et le
1. This passage, and indeed the whole Exclamacion, is almost certainly
inspired by the controversy oeg-un in 1424 by Alain Chartier's poem.
La Belle Lame bans Merci, and still continuing in the second naif 
of the fifteenth century. (See A. Piaget, La Belle Lame bans Merci
et ses imitations, Romania, t.xxx (19ÜI) pp.24-48, 317-351 ; xxxi(1902) 
pp.315-3 4 9; XXXIii (1904) PP.i79-200; xxxiv (1905) pp.375"42b, 561-602
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20 Et vous Honneur, si longuement gardé? Quelle dure fortune
1
vous a meu ceste envye, o perverse matrone fatalle? mal
nous est advenu quant ainsi en sursault as entrepris
2
d(offendre la targe cristaiine de Mynerve . u Lyane, 
vengez vous d'Âcteonl U Nimphes et Lriades, plaignez de 
25 cas fortunall Et vous, deesses uastaldes, prenez cruelle 
vengence de si grant entreprise contre vostre vueil 
perpétrée, et ne laissez ades ceste injure inferée impunye: 
bien devez soigneusement regarder au miserable cas 
29 IJ ddvenu
1 (contd). In the passage beginning "u pleurs, o larmes...", 
tnere is a reference very probably to Achille Uaulier's cruelle 
Femme en Amour, in which the lady is tried and condemned to be 
drowned in tears for ner cruelty: 
en la cnartre de dueil 
doit plongie contre son vueil.
Et noyé ens ou puis des fermes", 
and to Caulier's description of the execution of this judgment: 
"Puis la boute, en griefment lancnant.
En la chartre où n'a qu'amertume.
Et est la cnartre en un pendant 
Du périlleux ostei Fortune".
(Piaget, op.cit., Romania, t.xxxi, p.344, lines 704-6 , p.348, 
lines 917-2 0).
Robertet's rather obscure implication is that the scandal aroused 
by Etiennette's indiscretion will detrr other women from following 
their inclinations, leading to cruel refusals on their part, and 
despair on the part of those who love tnem. Cf. 170-172.
1. i.e. Fortune (of. E, line 25).
2. The image is taken probably from a passage in Christine de Pisan's 
Cité des Lames, which is one of Robertet's sources in the Exclama- 
cion, (cf. E, line 7 0). Christine de Pisan (according to the 
sixteenth century English transiarion; yhere has been no French 
edition of this work) writes of Minerva: "she had hangynge at
her neeke a targe or a shelde of crystall..." icyte of Ladyes, 
London, 1521, pp. not numbered).
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survenu, et pourvoir par vostre jugement à reparer telle 
30 vyoîLante infraction de liberalle vye. 0 Hyemené,
faictes devoir! Ne laissez eniraindre les loix de vostre 
empire. Sçavez comme cher cousta le ravissement de 
Heleine aux Troyens. Escripvez en dur marbre la playe, 
la dure pointure, 1 ’impétueux oultrage à vous faict; et 
33 revenchez par la ressourse de voz puissances, à l’exemple 
des Grieux^, ceste cuisante playe, laquelle soit en voz 
cueurs refraichie et par mémoire renouvellée, si que à 
nul ne loise doresnavant telles voyes entreprendre, par 
la cremeur du dur vengement que pris en aurez.
B
0 dames honnorées en qui vertu reluist.
Assez secrètement povez avoir déduit:
Qui le fait aultrement en fin tout mal s’ensuit.
4 Ne laissez à amer, mais amez sans reproche;
2
Amours n’est à blasmer se contre honneur ne touche .
Gardez vous de Dangler, aussi de Malle Bouche^,
Sans voz amours changer, ne trop estre farouche.
1. This form was fairly common in Old- French.
2. Robertet’s inspiration here, as in the remainder of this short 
poem, appears to be Alain Chartier’s La Belle Dame Sans Mercy, of 
which large sections are the debate of the lady and her lover on the 
theme of love and honour. * (See La Belle Dame Sans Mercy, ed.
A. Piaget, lines 337-368, 433-462, 313-600, 7Ô3-800.)
3. The original source of these personnifications is the Roman
de la Rose, but they are found in a large number of works relating 
to the "querelle des femmes", and in particular in Alain Chartier’g 
Belle Dame Sans Mercy (ed.cit., lines 644, 713).
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b Tout gist au bien choisir pour faire amours durer; 
Amez à beau loisir pour mieuix vous asseurer;
Mais ne prenez plaisir à trop faire endurer 
Vostre loyal servant, ne trop 1 'adventurer.
12 Qui veult doncques suyvir l'amoureuse doctrine 
Loidt loyaulment servir, gardant la discipline 
Le l'escoile d'onneur, sans qu'en riens on decline, 
Et avoir son désir là où le cuer s'encline.
or
Au nouveau feu qui mon cuer enflamoa. 
Tout altéré de merveille increabie 
Mon corps pasmé jus à terre tumba,
Aussi transsi que t«l qui sa tombe a 
Ja par dessus sa cnar immouvable,
Lonc mémoire n'est plus es cuers estabie 
Comme s'il eust mil ans depuis sa mort. 
Je dommençay à faire ce remort 
Soudainement lequel touche fortune 
Qui grant meschief a commis par fortune.
1. Here again, altnougn the theme of the loyal and patient lover 
winning eventual reward by his long service, was a tradition of 
Provençal poetry, the immediate source is the Belie Lame Sans 
Merci. There is no direct imitation by Robertet, but the ideas 
are those developed in several passages of Alain Chartier's poem, 
(e.g. ed.cit.linesQ343-368)
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Je vous escrips, epistre douloureuse,
12 Mais mieuix me pleust i'escnpre plus joyeuse 
Se à present si ofiroit la matiere.
Le cas est dur et l'oeuvre tenebreuse,
Le toutes pars despite et angoisseuse,
10 Fors dedens cuers qui sont d'amour legiere;
Mais ceulx qui ont de loyaulté entiere 
Leur bonne part, comme telz que bien sçay,
Ceulx là scevent combien en vault i'essay.*
D
r 2 %Ung regret lait par la dessusnommee, parlant a la personne
de la dessusnommée
uù pourray je tant de larmes finer
Com il affiert pour mon dueil affiner.
Qui est si grief et si intolierabie,
4 Qu'à tousjoursmais me semble ingarissable?
Las, plus ne quier que ma vie finer.
uù se pourra désormais recliner 
Mon dolent corps, pour mes yeulx tous myner^ 
b Et fondre en pleurs par regret lamentable?
UÙ pourray je tant de larmes finer?
Tl This 18 again an obscure reference to the unfortunate effect 
which Etiennette's elopement would have on all'who loved 
faithfully.
2. i.e. Etiennette.
3 . Cf. Cotgrave: "to wa»pe, consume or fret away".
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Raison ne sçay en ce cas assigner,
Fors mon raaieur qui a fait machiner^
12 Eut mon propos paravant immuable.
jDien maïoicte me tiens, et pou louaoie, 
Voyant ainsi mon oon los décliner, 
uù pourray je tant ae larmes finer?
10
E
L'acteur imbecilie qui n'en pitié commença 
naguère s i ’ exciamacion premise, àprez avoir ,^ar curieuse 
actente veu et leu les haulx et treselegans escriptz, 
histoires alléguées et raisons remonstrees par maniera 
de response a ladite exclamacion,^ non pas voullant 
confuter iesütes raisons amenées par si hauit engin, 
par si cier entendement, par si résonant tube d‘eloquence, 
par si doulx et si florissant et joyeulx stilie, déduites 
au propos contraire le l'acteur exclamant, non présumant 
aussi par folle arrogance replicquer et recalcitrer 
contre tel aiguillon, contre telle force invincible 
dedire, résister, mais seuilement soustenant les parts 
d'iceulx ditz lamentables, faisans regretz a la lescbarge 
de celle qui par celle fortune s'est trouvée en ce
1. Machiner (to machinate, plot against) is not normally followed by sur,
2. Guillaume Cousinot *s reply to Robertet is found vith Robertet's^  
pieces %n manuscript U (fo, 121 ir®. — 125 r^) s Res'bonse faicte a
1*exclamacion dessuslicte tant pour 1'interest d'iceile a qui le fait 
principalement touche comme pour toutes les auitres qui y peueat 
avoi r Interestz, faicte par messire :iuillaume Gosinout. (On Guillaume 
Oousinot, see historical note, p. 4)6 - 7)
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15 dangler, remonstrer cy après, souDz la correction et
doulce supportacion cLu premier respon.iant, trois choses.
La premiere, soubz ladite correction, se les 
parolles de l'acteur exclamant sont bien regardées et 
entendues, à i‘interpretacion de la meilleure part 
20 il n'y a chose qui durement cherge par aigreur celle
à qui ce meschief inoppiné est advenu ; car ledict acteur 
la nomme et tenoit ferme et entiere comme la targe 
cristaline de Falas, d'onneur tant inconcussible et 
inexpugnable, le parfait mirouer et examplaire de vertu,
25 en se détestant la perverse matrone Fortune qui en
1
sursault impourveuement l'a ainsi 011 endue, en rétorquant
aussi 1'accident fatal advenu sur le povoir de Destinée,
parquoy l'acteur exclamant ne cuide avoir Aailly ne
2
desservy reprenensoire invective.
30 La seconde remonstre que, combien que
plusieurs dames et auitres femmes àe treshault et ciere
renommée, comme furent Olimpias^ et auitres amenées en
' 4exemple par ledit respondant a son propos , les gestes
1. Here, rétorquer means "put to the account of", although used normally 
it meant to retort, to return violently, etc. (Uotgrave).
2. Robertet here replies to Uousinot*s criticism of his supposed attacks 
on Etiennette. In fact, Uousinot had misunderstood the relevant 
passage in the Exclamacion (A) and Robertet's whole intention, 
supposing'that the prose passage of the Exclamacion called for 
vengeance on Etiennette, whereas it was intended only as an attempt
to limit the harm wnich would be done to the hopes of all lovers by
the effects of a public scandal.
3. Wife of King Rhilip of Macedonia, and mother of Alexander the Great.
4 . Uousinot had enumerated all those,who in spite of their mistakes
and follies had retained or achieved high status.
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et histoires en sont de leurs fais; mais se aprez leurs
35 lubricques tumbemens la Donte des doulx couraiges
neroiques, qui tousjours sont enclins à l'amour et
faveur du tresnoble et amyable sexe féminin^les a
recueilliez, restablises et remises en leurs estas,
throsnes et dlgnetez et en leur rranchise et liberté,
40 si n'est il pourtant aboly de la longue mémoire ùumaine
que les cas escripts ne soient aavenuz durs à porter:
laquelle cnose doncques doibt plus estre escripte aux
vertueux nommes qui tant les ont voullu priser. Mais se
celles que ledit respondant allégué n'eussent ainsi lailly,
45 l'onneur et la gloire d'elles en fut beaucoup plus à
recommander. ^  que pourroit on dire d'auitresï combien
en sçaroit on reciter qui sont demourees en exil regretees^
et opprobre et confusion, par une telle si legiere et si
soudaine execucion de volunté au moyen d'une congnoissance
5O nouvelle, d'une amour passant pelerine et pou durable,
plutôt oubliée que legiere fumee n'est en l'air esvanouyeï
%
Moult d'istoires pourroys je alléguer servans a ce propos. 
Mais quant amour s'embat en couraige ouvert ou grant
4 1. Ü escript. linendea. 
1 .
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doulleur n'abite, lors y vient Dianiissant Dame venus
55 faire sa demeure. Uar, couime sont les paroiies au poete 
Iiviaron:
Tant que llion fut triste et aouloureuse,
aile fut Dien par armes defrendu;
Mais aussi tost que par trop fut joyeuse,
2
bO Par le conseil de Ualcas fut perdue.
Plusieurs rassis couraiges sont inexpugnables, 
dignes de grant et infinie louenge, dont maint histoire 
est faicte reluisant; Lucresse vous viengne audevant, 
dont la loy cruelle, par l'excez de Tarquin, abolist aux
o5 dommains le nom des roys, extirpant la lignée des
Tarquins. Portie, fille uathon, deffunct Drutus, ne 
voullu veoir face de nomme; à laquelle, pour ce qu'eiie 
ne se precitast à mort en sa solitude, on osta et esioingna 
tous rerremens dont elle se pourroit avancer à mort; mais ,
‘(V elle availa les vifz charbons ardans, qui fut cas piteux,
procédant de la grant et irrefragable amour qu'elle avoit
à brutus. Pariez de Corneille, la mere de (iraccus, la matrone 
louée.^ Pâmentevez Julie, femme au grant Pompée,
61. jJ ont. iümended.
1. Virgil.
2. Pooertet does not quote virgil, out suizjraarises a passage of some 
two hundred lines in the Aeneid^Dook Ilj. The episode referred 
to 18 the plot of the wooden horse, devised by the (ireeic prophet 
Calchas.
3. Alter the death of her husband bempronius Gracchus, Cornelia 
refused marriage with. Ptolemy of lügypt, in order to devote herself t 
to her two sons.
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qui tant l ’ama tout vaincu et chacié sur les Champs
75 Fursaliques^. Nulles d’icelles, ne d’aulres plusieurs
dont la Cité des Dames est parée, ne le livre de
2
Bonasse aourné, n ’eurent volunté d’abandonner leurs 
biens amez partis. Ou pourroit on ramener en mémoire 
le cas d’aultres en grant nombre qui pour amour se sont
80 livrées à douloureux martire: le cas de Tisbé, cruel
et lamentable, procéda de trop parfonde amour et 
legiere créance; Rodopée en cheust en miserable fin pour
3
Uemophon qui tant ama indiscietement ; la lubricque
Zf
Sapho, quelle durté souifra elle pour Faon de Sicille :
85 Medée, quelz regretz pour Jasson enst elle recongneue
3
de Theseus au mérita de sa desserte! Dido la penoise ,
1. Robertet confuses Julia with Pompey’s second wife Cornelia, who 
remained in exile with her husband after his defeat at Pharsalus.
Both names were, in any case, commonly quoted in medieval literature, 
and especially in works relating to the "querelle des femmes".
2. Christine de Pisan’s Cité des Dames (l4o4-5) drew very largely 
on Boccaccio’s De Mulieribus Claris for the examples which she 
enumerated in defence of women. (See A. Jeanroy, Boccace et 
Christine de Pisan, le De Claris Mulieribus principale source
du livre de la Cité des Dames, Romania, lÜLVlïI (1922), p.95-105).
The names quoted were commonly known in the.Kiddle Ages, and were 
produced indiscriminately by both defenders and attackers of 
the feminine sex. (Of. p.175) Jean Robertet uses them both as 
examples of loyalty and virtue (lines 65-75), and of the unhappy 
victims of love (lines 80-9 0).,
5 . Robertet confuses Rhodopis wit|i Phyllis, abandoned by Demophon.
4. Ovid’s Heroides, or possibly B. lllicino’s commentary on 
Petrarch’s Trionfi, was most probably the source of Robertet’g 
allusion to Sappho’s love for Phaon, who is not mentioned in Boccaccio’s 
or Christine de Pisan’s versions of the story. (Boccaccio, De Mulieribus 
Claris, Ulme, 1475, cap.xlv, f°.xlviii; Christine de Pisan, op.citl. 
Elsewhere, Robertet shows a knowledge of Sappho as a composer of lyric 1 
poetry, which clearly stems from Petrarch and .Boccaccio (cf. pp.195-6).
5 . From the Latin Poenica (Carthaginian); ,the word does not seem to 
have been used other than by Robertet. ...
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qui tant porta de dueil pour Jiinee, quel guerdon fors
doulieui* ex fin ex cruelle anticipation oDtinx elle
de son amour? L‘amour d'Anthoine a Cleopaxre ne lux pas
1
telle de Leandre envers Hero la belle . Huile ouibliance, 
nulle pretermission de souvenir ny entretenir 1'isxoire 
enseigne la chose advenue,
Doncques ne vueil je pas soustenir^ ne moy 
arrester a ce que nulle dame doye avoir charge, porter 
95 paine, avoir reproche pour la coulpe et délit d'aultruy.
Mais je faisoye ma lamentacion blasrnant i^ 'ortune et escryant 
sur celle et sur les dures Destinées qui ont encline la
yf t
belle tant prisee a ce cheoir en ce pas périlleux tant 
preveu.
100 Pour tierce partie et fin de mon entente, je
maintiens que se mon propox est bien entendu, nulle dame 
en qui bon sens et vraye congnoissance seront comprins, 
par la terreur des effrayans parodies que l'en dit estre 
devant touchées ne se debvra mectre ne laisser cheoir en 
1U5 son esperance, ains pourroient toutes dames continuer et
garder les termes de leur franchise sans blesseure de leur
105 ^ pourroit. haended.
1. The whole passage l^ines 00-90; can be compared with similar 
enumerations in unristine de Pisan's Uite des Dames; in martin 
Le iranc's uhampion des Dames IParis, l53o, f°. ccxviii v^.j; 
in the Jardin de Plaisance et lieur de Hethorique led. jü. Droz 
and A. Fiaget, Paris, SATP, 1910,'fo, olxjocv v°.) and in 
innumerable other works of the same period.
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honneur aux fins et désirs de leurs saiges et gracieuses
penssees, observant ce qu'il appartient pour eschiver
les inconveniens advenir a l'exemple ces perilz passez,
110 et par'jce moyen les serviteurs qui auront loyaulment amé
ne seront pour les nouveaulx venus regectez, si loyaulx
amans pour longuement celer et longuement souffrir sont
1
gueredonnables et dignes d'amoureuse recommandacion .
F
Ung assaillant, s'ilireuve resistance 
De ung defrendant qui ait force et aigreur.
Tant doibt il plus esvertuer son cuer 
4 De son savoir demourant 1'existance.
S'il a vertu qui luy lace assistance.
Vaincre pourra sans trop monstrer rigueur 
Ung assaillant.
113. U digne. Emended.
1 Robertet replies here to the fear expressed by Guillaume Uousinot, 
that the attacks on Etiennette would cause other ladies to be 
more cruel, here again, Uousinot had shown a fundamental 
miscomprehension of Robertet's Exclamacion; the poem Q Dames 
honnorees... (B; makes it clear tnat it was the same fear which 
prompted Robertet to condemn Etiennette's indiscretion.
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8 Par corps humains s'exerce la puissance;
Des couraiges procédé la vigueur;
Mais, parsus tout, il fault garder honneur : 
De cela doibt avoir experience 
12 Ung assaillant.
The image of love as a fortress to be stormed was used by Jean 
de Meung in the Roman de la Rose, and became general throughout 
medieval literature. Une of the poems composed in the controversy 
of the Belle Dame Sans Merci in particular makes use of it: 
the anonymous Traité^de Reveille qui dort ^Piaget, op.cit.,
Romania, t.XXXIV, p.5&9, lines 553-60;.
The final lines of the rondeau again recall the debate on love
and honour found in Alain Chartier's Belle Dame bans Merci. Uf.p./^O.
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XIX
Gomplaincte faicte par maistre Jehan Robertet, secretaire du roy et 
de monseigneur de Bourbon, bailly d'Usson, de la mort de rnaistre 
George Ghastellain, tresclair orateur en langue vulgaire galligue.
Historical note
Ghastelain died in 1475> on the 20th March according to his epitaph,
and on 13th February according to the "receveur" of Valenciennes.^
2
Robertet'8 Gomplaincte was completed at the end of April 1476. One 
other of Jean's most important works was also directly connected with 
Ghastelain,^ and was fairly widely known. It was probably for this 
reason that Jean was asked to compose a work on Ghastelain's death,^ 
and it was probably mainly by the Gomplaincte that he was known to his 
contemporaries; Jean Lemaire's Plainte du Désiré (1503) refers 
specifically to this work:
"Ung mien privé, Robertet magnifique,
5
Q,ui mon feu George en grant pleur honnoura. "
Text from Jl, variants from G. The text has been emended in lines 94?.
123? 282; 339? ^&? _G's version being used.
The poem has been published by Kervyn de Lettenhove, ed. Oeuvres de
Georges Ghastellain, Brussels, 1863-6, 8°, t.VIII, p.347 ff.
Title G_ Complainte faicte par maistre Jehan Robertet? secretaire du 
roy et de monseigneur de Bourbon, sur la mort de maistre Georges 
Ghastelain, trescler orateur en langues françoise.
1. See K. Urwin, Georges Ghastelain, la vie, les oeuvres, Paris, 1937? 
p.15; 3. Le Boucq, Histoire ecclésiastique de la ville et comté de
Valenciennes, Valenciennes, fcl., I848, p.47*
2. Cf. lines 397-8.
3 . The poem to Ghastelain in Les Douze Dames de Rethorique, XIII D.
4 . Cf. lines 52-6, 71-5? 91-2.
5 . J. Lemaire, La Plainte du Désiré, ed. Yabsley, Paris, Droz, 1932, 
Discours de Rethorique, p.60, lines 114-5*
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Estant couché souhz ung myrthe^ plaisant
2
Et maintz chasteaulx en Espaigne faisant. 
Triste et pensif sans raison évidente,
4 Senty naguiere douleur tresvyolente
Par touchement d'invisible action,
Qpi me picqua et donna passion 
Si griefve au cueur qu'en fus presque transy, 
8 Et ne spavois dont procedoit cecy.
Lors diz par moy: dont vient ceste douleur,
Veu que je n ’ay matière ne couleur 
De tristesse si forte et si soubdaine?
12 Car je n'avois en mon corps nerf ne vaine
'^ ui ne souffrist aspre et dure poincture
1. The myrtle was generally considered to be symbolic of love, 
cf. Boccaccio: "mirtumque arborem illi (Veneri) sacram
faciunt". (Genealogiae Deorum Gentilium, 1472, liber III, 
cap.xxii, p.43) Here it symbolises the friendship linking 
Robertet and Ghastelain.
2. The expression "faire des chasteaux en Espagne" was current 
already in the fifteenth century, cf. "Et faisoye chasteaulz 
en Sspaigne" (I'Amant rendu cordelier à l'observance d'amours, 
line 822; attributed to Martial d'Auvergne; written c.1440); 
"... veiller / Faire chasteaux en Espaigne" (Le Jugement du 
Povre Triste Amant Banny, lines 906-7; anonymous, fifteenth 
century). See A. Piaget, La Belle Dame Sans Merci et ses 
Imitations, Romania, 1905, t.XXXIV, p.399-
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Plus que ne puis dire par escripture.
Mais je sens bien au cueur comme il m ’en va, 
16 Car mon esperit onques ne se trouva
Plus tormenté, plus troublé et ravy,
Tant que bien près d’expirer je le vy. 
G'estoit au temps que Titan enlumine 
20 L 'hostel Taurus,^ quand revolvant chemine
Au cercle d'or où sont ses mansions,
Que je receuz ces dures passions 
Qui tant mon cueur cruellement mordirent 
24 Que suffoquer et endormir le feirent.
En tel façon que mon corps insensible 
Put par longtemps, et m'estoit impossible 
De respirer, tant fut mon mal austere,
28 Jusques à ce que j'euz veu le mistere
2
Par quoy c'estoit que m'ame estoit ravye.
l6 G omits mon
20 2  L'autel Taurus 23 G Cruellement meurdirent 24 G Que sincoper
1. i.e. in March; astrological terms: Titan is the sun, Taurus the bull, 
a sign of the Zodiac.
2. This is the only instance of Robertet using the device of the dream or 
vision, otherwise so widespread among the Ehétoriqueurs. Guillaume 
Cretin uses this device in several complaintes, notably in the Déplor­
ation sur le trespas de feu Okergan (c.1496-8), where he probably 
imitates Robertet: "Lors sur ung lict du dur travail tendu, / Par
grant courroux me mys plat estendu, / Où je receuz d'ennuy si lourde 
somme, / Que fuz contrainct dormir et prendre somme." (Oeuvres de 
Guillaume Cretin, ed. K.Chesney, Paris, Pirmin-Didot, 1932, Déploration 
dudit Cretin sur le trespas de feu Okergan, Trésorier de Sainct Martin 
de Tours, p.60, lines 17-20). Cretin's poem shows further analogies 
with Robertet's complainte, and he must have imitated Robertet in part, 
although he does not mention Robertet's name in his invocation of the 
great writers of déplorations. On Cretin's imitation of Robertet,
see Introduction, p.
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Car Atropos avoit osté la vye 
A ung suppost, le chef d'euvre du monde,
32 Où plus avoit d'eloquence et faconde,
Langue diserte et melliflue gorge - 
HelasI c'est oit le clair orateur Georg-e,
Qui chastellain^ estoit tant scientifique 
36 D'oratoire art et haulte rethorique,
Ainsi que lors à plain fut remonstré 
A 1'esperit que Dieu avoit oultré 
En mon las corps, qui par conformité 
40 Naturelle sentoit 1'énormité
Du cas fatal que vous orrez après.
Si vous requiers, orateurs, par exprès 
Que vous plourez, plaignez et lamentez 
44 Et ce grief dueil avecques moy sentez
Pour le trespas intempestif d'un tel 
Orateur, grant plus qu'autre homme mortel.
Que Mort a pris et soubstrait de noz yeulx 
48 Pour mettre en terre le corps et l'ame es cieulx,
48 G omits le
1. This is one of the very rare occasions when Robertet uses this device 
o^ play upon a person's name, otherwise typical of the Ehétoriqueurs.
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Sentant en mon cueur douleur immodérée par poincture
50 invisible, en songe eficax et merveilleux receue, dont
mes sens estoient soppiz, mon entendement ravy et
abstrainct, et ma fantasie laborant envers la chose
offerte portant le mistere, dont bref après fuz fai et
certain par l'epistre que tu, o tresclair et tresaorné
55 homme,^ vehement excitateur de mes esperits litargiques,
m ’as escripte et curieusement envoyée. Dont à toy te
rens graces, non mye telles que te devroye mais celles
que je puis. A mon reveil du tresamer, douloureux et
pesant somne dont j'avois esté espris et l’entendement
60 detenu, en ung cloz umbreux semé de divers arbres, estant
soubz l'un d’iceulx reposant les lassez et travaillez
membres de mon corps, j'advisay vers ung endroit de ce
pourpris soubz arphazarahan, arbre sec sans verdure,
dont l'ombre est aux dessoubz reposans et passans
65 mortelle, aucunes figures de moy lors incongneues,
combien que au parler qu'elles tantost firent j'euz
congnoissance de leur estre et de la cause de leur assemblée,
qui estoit sur le dolent et lamentable cas de la mort de
63 Jl has a marginal note here; Arphazaraham arbor arabica, Cuius umbra 
mort ali s est.
1. It is not known whom Robertet addresses here; no letter announcing
Ghastelain's death is known. Montferrand, who formed the original li%k 
between Robertet and Ghastelain, would have appeared to be Robertet's 
most likely informant, but died in about I467. See Introduction,
P" itG ^ aote ; p •
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feu messire George Ghastellain, leur suppost et allumpne, 
70 ymitateur de leurs faietz et vray scrutateur de vertuz
et de claire doctrine. Dont si en moy estoit la grace de 
le sçavoir reciter en obtempérant à l'amoureuse 
obtestacion de ton escript, j'escriproye voulentiers 
aucune chose pour mesmes satisfaire à mon insatiable et 
75 curieux désir que j'ay à l'honneur du mort, mais je n'ay
mye jardin plantureux où je puisse cueillir si belles 
fleurs que tu m'as envolées de ton tresfertille verger, 
demonstrant que tu es ortalin soigneux et labourieux 
cultiveur de la terre fécondé, qui te rend les belles 
80 verdures, fresches roses et doulces vyolettes colorées
de diverse dyapreure et de variant paincture, distinctes, 
plus souef sentans que les precieuses odeurs d'Arabe 
thurifere. Par quoy je n'ose entreprendre de mettre ma 
legiere main sur ce pesant euvre, dont 1'eloquence 
85 d'Athenes et de Pomme assez auroit à faire. Toutesfois
amour fervente et desireuse ardeur me contrainct à 
m'efforcer d'escripre et en lamentant dire aucune chose 
du deplorable cas et mort anticipée dudit messire George, 
dont j'ay l'ame chiere autant que j'amoye le mortel 
90 vestement ennobly et décoré de vertu, dont elle estoit
89 G que j'avoie
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couverte. Mais ce fol hardement, auquel tu par ta 
doulceur vyolente et vehemente persuasion me contrainctz, 
gist soubz la benigne et gracieuse supportacion des 
treshaulx et tresclairs entendemens que espoir 
95 verront 1’oultreouidance mienne et indignité de 1'euvre 
par moy commencée, et lesquelz, comme je croy, ont jà 
faiet ouvres excellentes^ sur la plaincte et lamentacion
de ce cas miserable. Ayant doncques recours aux Muses
abruvées de la claire fontaine de Helicon, et icelles 
100 appellant à mon assistance, commenceray ainsi;
Dame Glio, dont j'ay tant désiré
La grace avoir, plus que de dame née,
Or est venu le temps de mon afaire.
104 Galioppe, que j'ay tant invoquée
A mon besoing, et tousjours évoquée
En mes actes quant j'ay riens voulu faire,
Je vous requiers aidez moy à parfaire
108 Ma dure plaincte et regret lamentable.
Dont j'ay au cueur douleur insupportable.
94 Jl trescrairs. Emended. 101 J]^  marginal note Glio musa est poet arum 
104 ^  marginal note Galiope, altera musa.
1. It is impossible to know to whom Jean refers here. No other work is 
known on the death of Ghastelain, excepting one composed in 1510, 
after Robertet's death, by Jean Lemaire, and also Molinet's epitaph 
of Ghastelain. See K. Urwin, op.cit., p.15*
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Je vous supply que ne faietes refuz 
De m'aspirer; car vous sçavez que fuz 
112 De mon enfance de vostre laiet nourry.^
Sans vostre ayde je demourray confuz;
2
Si m'envoyez l'esperit de Saphus 
Pour hault louer en langage flory 
116 Les grans vertuz d'un corps desjà pourry,
Qui n'est pas mort mais est tant plain de gloire 
Qu'à tousjoursmais il en sera mémoire.^
G'estoit celluy qui jadis reposa 
120 Soubz Parnassus et sa bouche arrosa
112 G Des mon
114 ^  marginal note, Saphos, vates elegantissimus.
1. This may have been suggested in a passage by Montferrand in his 
Collogue des Douze Dames, in which the twelve companions of
Ehetorique describe Robertet; "Qui nourri est et tout parcreu de 
nostre lait, qui suchié a de noz seins nostre plus interiors 
substance par faveur. " (l_, f°. 20r°.)
2. Sappho. It is unlikely that Robertet actually knew her work.
The probable source of this reference is Boccaccio's De Mulieribus 
Claris (fo. xliiii ro.) which Robertet certainly knew, and which 
mentions the elegiac quality of her work. His changing the name 
here to Saphus is probably due only to the need of the rhyme, since 
in line 305 he has Saphos, and in XVIII,E,line 21+ he has Sapho.
Sappho is mentioned also in Petrarch's Trionfi (cf. p.4-50 n o t e ) 
but without specific reference to the elegiac nature of her poetry.
3. This theme is taken from Petrarch's Triumph of Fame, cf. 
introduction, p. 2.06-7.
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Au vray sourjon de l'eau pegaseique.
Nature à ce si 'bien le disposa 
Qu'il sceut après escripi-e et composa 
124 Maint beau dittié de naulte rethorique,
Suivant ades profonde théorique,
Sens et raison, facilité tresclaire,
Dont sa splendeur l'univers monde esclaire.
123 Si trop j'emprens et follement m 'advance,
Veu que je n ’ay esperit ne sçavance 
Pour escripre de si claire personne,
Pardonnez moy ma folle outrecuidance,
132 Ce fait amour dont j'ay la souvenance.^
Pour telle notte ma harpe trop bas sonne,
Car la vei-tu du mort si hault resonne 
Que langue et main ne sçauroient acteIndre 
136 A la louer et dignement despeindre.
123 Qu'il fit après escripr et compose. Emended.
1. Cretin imitates this passage (lines 128-132) in the he .pi oration 
sur le trespas de feu Okergan (c. 1496-8):
"Ardant désir ad ce mon cueur allume.
Mais mon gros sens, dur comme fer d'anclume,
N 'approche en riens le don que vous avez;
Si toutesfois quelque chose en resume.
Excusez moy si de tant je presume:
Affection m'esmeut, vous le sçavez."
(ed.cit., p.69, lines 283-288.)
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Dont puis qu'en ce tant perplex je me treuve,
Meilleur seroit qu'en laissasse l'espreuve 
A autre qui raieulx sceust acomplir 1'euvre.
140 En commencer ne gist grant fait ne prouve :
On s’esjouyst souvent de chose neufve,
Mais chose ardue les haultz engins descoeuvre,
Poihle principe louable fin recoeuvre^
144 Et entresuit 1'euvre bien comencée;
2
Bonne effect vient de chose bien pencée.
Las, que n'ay je d'Amphion^ 1'eloquence,
138 _G que laissasse
146 21 marginal note, Amphion, armonia Thebarum.
1. "louable fin" is the subject, "foible pricipe" the direct object.
2. This is one of the very rare occasions when Jean uses a number of 
these "sentences", otherwise frequent in the poetry of the 
Ehétoriqueurs.
3 . Amphion, a son of Zeus and Antiope, by the music of his lyre made 
stones move, so that the walls of Thebes rose up by themselves. 
Robertet's source for this legend is almost certainly Boccaccio's 
Genealogiae Deorum Gentilium;
"Eum autem cythera movisse saxa in muros thebanos construendos 
dicit Albericus" (lib.5, cap.xxx, f^. 91rO.)
Robertet seems to be the first French poet to use Amphion’s name 
in the correct context of this story. Molinet malces use of it 
later in La Journée de Therouenne (written after 1479)s 
"Chante, Amphion, desgorge ta voisette,
Qui de ta herpe assés propre et doucette 
Edifias la cité thebeine."
(Les Faietz et dictz de Jean Molinet, publ. N. Dupire, Paris,
S.A.T.F., 1936-9, t.Il, p.127, lines 3-5-)
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Qui Thebes feit par doulce resonance
148 Faisant les pierres en rang et ordre mettre;
Ou d'Appolo la grace et refulgence
Pour dignement en grant magnificence
De plume ouvrer, soit en prose ou en mettre,
152 Ce qu’appartient pour hault loger le maistre
De l’humaine art en trosne et tabernacle.
Qui fust aux siècles perpetual spectacle.^
Que ne fuz je de Pallas famillier,
156 Ou de Nestor quelque temps escollier,
Qui tant estoit eloquent et affable,
154 G Qu'il fust au cielz
155 22. niarginal note, Palas, eloquentie numen.
156 22 marginal note, Nestor, facundia clarus.
1. This whole passage (lines 137-9, 146-163) in which Robertet, regret­
ting his inability to praise Ghastelain as the latter merits, recalls 
the names of antiquity, seems to have been imitated by Cretin in a 
similar passage in the Déploration sur le trespas de feu Okergan, with 
the difference that Robertet calls on the names of antique mythology, 
Cretin on the great poets:
"Je suis perplex; en l'affaire qu’ay pris 
Besoing me fust que aultre acteur mieulx apris 
Vint à present mon sens ressusciter.
Que n'euz je lors 1'eloquence de Tulle,
Ou de Virgile, ou ceulx qu'on intitulle 
Grands orateurs et poetes lauie z?
Boece où est il, qui ne me congratulle?
Où est Properce et Tiburce ou Catulle,
Pour recueillir tous leurs escriptz dorez?
Hél Ghastelain et Maistre Alain Chartier 
Où estes vous? Il me fust bien mestier 
Avoir de vous quelque bonne leçon, etc."
(ed.cit., p.68, lines 250-267.)
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Ou d ’Arpinas,^ qui fut ferme pillier 
D ’eloquence pour doctrine bailler,
160 En dictz plaisant et en faictz proufitable,
Pour maintenant faire ung euvre notable,
Qui peust les faictz du mort mettre en lumière 
Pour decorer son tombel et sa biere.
164 Or ne suis je sçavant ne bien apris
Pour sçavoir tistre euvre de si hault pris;
2
Mon stille est bas et mon parler puerille.
Si pourroye par droit estre repris
168 D ’avoir en moy telle charge entrepris;
L ’escript descoeuvre mon engin imbecille.
Mais regardant bonnesteté civille
Qui me semont par vraye amour acquise,
158 Jl marginal note, Arpinas, eloquentie princeps.
167 G pourroie donc par
1. Cicero, born at Arpinum, and sometimes designated by the name of 
his birthplace,
2. Jean Lemaire imitates this passage (lines 133-6, 164-6) in the 
Plainte du Désiré:
"Qu’en diray je, moy, lasse, povre, humblette.
Peu affluente aux biens que vertu preste.
Et peu duysant à grant chose assener?
Mon sens petit et ma langue sobrette 
Ne suffiroit à si haultaine emplette:
Car point ne suis si saige ne si preste 
Que bien je sceusse ung tel cas terminer.
Là où ton sens se pert et se debrise ...
. Il ne fault jà que d'actaindre j’y vise:
Car tel object est trop hault pour mon oeil." 
(ed.cit., p.77, lines 8-14 •• 18 .. 20-1)
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172 Soubz ce support ay cy ma plume mise.
Si diray donc la vision planiere 
Que lors je vy, et toute la maniéré 
De l’assemblée des dames que je vy.
176 Trois estoient, dont toute la premiere
Marchoit devant et portoit la baniere;
La seconde de bien près la suyvy,
Et la tierce -^noit à leur convy;
180 Les deux à l’une servoient par ententes
Là mit mon oeil son regard et actente.
Nature estoit la premiere en ce nombre,
Et puis venoit Art la suivant à l’ombre,
2
184 La tierce estoit Dame Ymitacion;
L ’une à l’autre ne faisait nul encombre,
Car à la fois Art la Nature obumbre 
Et luy ayde à son intension;
186 G l’Art
1. It is possible that the idea of the vision in which Ghastelain is 
regretted and lauded by Nature and Art may have been suggested to 
Robertet by Montferrand’s Collogue des Douze Dames, in which Rhétori­
que ’8 twelve companions appear to Montferrand in an orchard, with long 
praises of Robertet. (l f°. 19r^. - 21v°.) However, the allegorical 
group is of course typical of the period - appearing in both poetry 
and allegorical paintings and tapestries - so that a definite 
influence or source is hard to establish.
2. Robertet’s three allegorical figures, Nature, Art and Ymitacion, 
probably suggested to Jean Lemaire the figures of Nature, Peinture 
Parée and Riche Rhétorique in the Plainte du Désiré (1503). Cf. 
Introduction, p. 2.G7
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188 La tierce avoit sa limitacion
Bien riglée selon vieille doctrine,
Qui les engins modernes enlumine.
Ces trois dames regretant leur suppost, 
192 Leur champion, chevallier de leur ost,
Qui militoit souvent leur excercite,
J'ouy plourer à plein non en repost.
En m'aprochant plus près j'ouy tantost 
196 Dame Nature qui les autres excite
A faire dueil, et lamenter incite,
Disant: Helasî depuis le premier aage
Je ne receu plusgrant perte et dommage,
200 Que j'ay receu par la Mort aspre et felle,
Fi
Qui a ravy et pris dessoubz mon elle 
Celluy où tant avoit perfaiction 
De sens humain et raison naturelle.
204 Osté le m'a, que maulditte soit elle,
La murdriere de ma production.
Quant du venin de son infection 
La vye osta d'un corps tant acomply,
208 Qui de vertu estoit comble et remply.
Quand je le mis et produisi au monde,
Je luy donnay nature necte et monde,
445
Apte et propre pour sciences acquerre.
212 Oncq Ulixes n ’ot tel grace et faconde,
IT'autre qui soit soubz la machine ronde.
Mieulx escripvant que nul qui fust sur terre,
En croniques, soit de paix ou de guerre,
216 Ses dignes faictz, où il n'a que reprendre,
Sont si treshaultz qu'on ne les peult comprendre.
Je luy donnay entendement haultain.
Engin subtil, parler doulx et humain,
220 Apprehensive^ et mémoire tenable.
Corps sobre et neet, travaillant soir et main
Pour mettre en oeuvre laborieuse main
Dont sa vertu estoit communiquable,
224 Regard courtois, propoz ferme et estable,
Cueur magnanime, franc et amoderé,
Dont ennobly estoit et décoré.
0 Atropos, trop fûtes temeraire
228 D'oser toucher à l'oeuvre élémentaire
Que fait avois de qualité si bonne.
211 G science 212 Jl_ marginal note, facundus Ulixes.
216 G où n'y a que
227 22 marginal note, Atropos, prima sororum.
1. Robertet appears to use "apprehensive" as a substantive, although no 
other example of its use in this way is known.
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De vostre orgueil, las, je ne me puis taire;
Trop rigoreuse estes et deputaire,
232 Qui n ’espargnez nj sceptre ny coronne.
Tout ruez jus, le bas siege et le trosne.
De vous me plains et ne vous ayme mye,
Vous declarant ma mortelle ennemye
236 A tousjoursmais vous quicte et vous renonce;
Plus fort poignez que chardon ne que ronce.
Trop faulse estes, traistresse et desloyalle.
En vous jamais n ’eut de pitié une once,
240 Mais cruaulté plus qu'en tigre et leonce.
A bon droit estes vous nommée fataile,
Detracteresse de nature totalle,
Et celle qui met fin aux destinées
244 Des personnes qui sont et seront nées.
Lors Nature ses parolles fina.
En souspirant de douleur qui fin n'a,
Et demeura comme pasmée et mue.
1. Here, Cretin has again probably borrowed from Robertet in the Déplor­
ation sur le trespas de feu Okqrgan, although this theme is of course 
common throughout the Middle Ages;
"....-.........  la fiere Atropos,
Qui frappe, fiert et rue à tout propos 
Sur papes, roys, empereurs, ducs et contes;
Pensant aussi qu'elle meet en ses comptes 
Tant clercz que layz, tant nobles que villains.
Tant grans prelatz que paovres chapellains."
(ed.cit., p.6 1, lines $-10)
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248 Mais je vy Art qui tantost chemina
Devers elle, où pris son chemin a,
Et sembloit bien esfrayée et esmue,
Car de courroux toute sa couleur mue;^
252 Tremble et palist comme femme enragée
Qui d'un raesfaict desire estre vengée.
Ses seurs appelle, les Sept Ars Liberalles,
Leur remonstrant les causes principalles 
256 De son courroux et de son aspre dueil,
Disant: Fault il que ces Umbres Fatailes
Engloutissent en leurs obscures salles 
Soubz la terre, en biere ou en cercueil,
260 Tout ce que naist et peult regarder d'oeil?
Trop est leur loy sur la nostre puissante
2
Quant personne n'est d'elles nulle exempte.
Vous sçavez bien, mes seurs, qu'il estoit George 
264 Qui fait estoit en nostre belle forge.
Clair et luysant par acquisicion 
De science qui s'y bat et s'y forge.
262 G personne n'a 263 G quel estoit
1. The subject of "mue" is "Art".
2. "nulle" qualifies "personne".
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G ’estoit la plus tresdoulce et digne gorge 
268 Qui sallit one de nostre invencion;
Bien en devons cy faire mencion.
Car sa langue en pur nectar mouillée 
Oneque s ne fut d’un villain mot souillée.
272 Si je le, plains et regrette et lamente
J ’ay bien raison, car trop en suis dolente,
J'ay trop perdu et plus que ne puis dire.
Nulle n'y a de vous qui ne se sente 
276 De ceste Mort trèsdure et vyolente.
Mort cruelle que Dieu vueilie mauldire;
Par ceste mort tout bel escript expire,
Plus n'y congnois personne si experte;
280 Rethorique, trop falotes cy grant pertei
G'estoit Celluy qui de près ensuivoit
Marc Cicero quand haultz faictz escrivoit;
C'estoit ung Pline ou Arquias^ le saige,
2
284 Maistre de Tulle comme en escript on voit,
G la plus doulcë et plus digne 
270 2" trop dure §32 £1 Mar. Emended.
283 £1 marginal note, Arquias poeta Tullii preceptor.
1. Greek poet. Robertet would know Archias's name through Cicero's 
speech. Pro Archia (c.62 B.C.), delivered on his behalf, which was 
known to the early Italian humanists. See J.S. Sandys, A Companion 
to Latin Studies, Cambridge University Press, 1921, § 9^4^ 9^1 •
2. Marcus Tullius Cicero.
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üng Tibulle^ qui matières trouvoit 
Tresnouvelles, hors de commun usaige;
G'estoit Orne re ou Virgile en ouvrage ;
288 Orateurs maintz sont dont l'on tient grant compte,
Mais les vivans certes George surmonte.
Demostenes il alla conduisant,
Et Sschines de vertu reluisant,
292 Solon d*Athènes et les Saiges de Grece,
Varron, Romain, de langaige cuisant.
Les vicieux rudement accusant.
Louant les bons chascun en son espece,
296 Les chevalliers de force et de prouesse.
Selon son cas à chascun donnant tiltre.
Comme il appert par mainte sienne epistre.
11 approcha de près Crispe Saluste,
300 De doulx engin et courage robuste,
290£1 marginal note, Deraostenes, orator grecus.
291 £1 marginal note, Eschines contemporaneus.
1. Robertet would find Tibullus's name in Petrarch's Trionfi (ed. Appel, 
p.211, line 24) but Tibullus was in any case known in the Middle 
Ages by name at least, being mentioned by, for example, the authors 
of the Roman de la Rose.
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Et Pollion equiparaMe à Tulle.^
Trop luy despleut tort faiet et chose injuste 
Car il estoit d'entier vouloir et juste,
304 Q,ui n'eust souffert delict pour chose nulle.
2
L'exquis stille de Saphos ou Catulle 
L'excede en riens la heaulté de ses faictz,
Tant sont poliz, Lien limez et parfaictz.
305 marginal note, Saphos vates; Catullus poeta clarissimus.
1. The names in lines 290-301 occur in precisely the same order in 
Petrarch's Trionfi:
"hope venia Bemostene, che fori
E di sperança omai del primo loco
Eschine il dica, che'l poteo sentire
Vidi Solon, di cui fu 1'util pianta
Co gli altri sei di che Grecia si vanta.
Qui vid'io nostra gente aver per duce
Varrone .......................
Crespo Salustio; .............
Con pollion (che'n tal superhia salse),
Che contra quel d'Arpino arrnar le lingue."
(ed.cit., p.259-60, lines 22-3, 26, 34, 36-8, 40, 52-3)
It must have heen at ahout the time of the Complaincte's composition 
that Pohertet first read the Trionfi whose influence is apparent 
throughout the Complaincte. It is for this reason that Pohertet 
correctly groups, according to the type of work they composed, the 
names of writers unknown in the Middle Ages, and only at this time 
becoming known by name in France. On Jean Robertet's use of the 
Trionfi as a source, see Introduction, p. /96 ff.
2. Again Robertet’s source is Petrarch, where Sappho and Catullus are 
mentioned together, with particular emphasis on the beauty of Sappho's 
style; "L'uno era Ovidio, e I'altro era Catullo,
L'altro Propertio, che d'amor cantaro 
Pervidamente, e'l altro era Tibullo.
Una giovemgreca a paro a paro
Coi nobili poeti iva cantando,
Ed avea un suo stil.soave e rare."
(ed.cit., p.211, lines 22-7.)
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308 Ung Zenocrat^ comme ung roc solde et dur
S’est demonstré, trop plus ferme q'un mur
De marbre fai et, lyé de fort cyment;
2
Plus curieux que Dicerarque, et meur 
312 Gomme ung Gathon où il n ’a riens d’obscur;
Ung Seneque pour parler moralment;
Quintillian ressembloit proprement,
Grant précepteur de l’art d ’humanité^
316 Qui escripvoit tout à la vérité.
312 G où n ’y a rien
1. Greek philosopher, disciple of Plato, 406-314 B.C. The simile, as
well as the name, is taken from Petrarch’s Triumph of Fame, which is
Robertet’s source also for the majority of the names in this passage
(lines 290-33l)î -r , -i . . , ^ "S kenocrate piu saldo ch’un sasso,
Che nulla força volse ad atto vile."
(ed.cit. p.261, lines 74-5)
2. Philosopher and historian, a disciple of Aristotle, fourth century
B.C. Again the description is taken from Petrarchs
".... il curioso Dicearco".
(ed.cit., p.262, line 88)
3. The description of Quintilian is probably an obscure allusion 
to his Institutio Oratoria, which had been published six years 
earlier^ (Ed. princ. by Campanus: Phil, de Ligiiamine, Rome,
I47O; see J.S. Sandys, A History of Classical Scholarship,
Cambridge University Press, 1921, t.2, pp.73, 102.j
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Carneades^ en parler neet et prest,
2
Et Cleantes, portant le ferme arrest 
D'opinion veritable et tresseure,
320 George ymita, et tousjours monstre s’est
En ses escriptz de grant et noble approst 
De doctrine bien digeste et bien meure.
A remonstrer par cecy je labeure 
324 Que George avoit engin clair et eburne;
Grant dommaige est qu’il ne fut plus diuturne.
J'ay regardé es Triumpbes Pétrarque,
Qui d'bystoires reciter fut monarque,
3 28 Où j’ay trouvé maint homme de renom:
Herodotus, Periande^ et Plutarque,
1. Greek philosopher (214-129 B.C.), influenced by the Sceptics, the 
founder of probabilism, and a critic of Stoic and Epicurean dogmatism. 
Again Robertet’s description of Garneades is taken from Petrarch:
’’Carneade vidi in sue’ studi si desto 
Che, parlando egli, il vero e ’l false a pena 
Si discernea; cosi nel dir fu presto."
(ed.cit., p.262-3, lines 97-9)
2. Stoic philosopher, third century B.C. A disciple of Zeno, he taught 
a belief in Divine Providence, and the idea of virtue as the supreme 
good. Again the details are from Petrarch:
"E per ferrnar sua be 11a intentione 
La sua tela gentil pinger Cleante 
Che tira al ver la vaga opinione."
(ed.cit., p.263-4, lines 118-20).
In the whole passage from line 308-318, the names are, with the 
exception only of Cato, talcen from one passage of Petrarch, even the 
order being scarcely changed.
3. One of the seven Sages of Greece, 625-585 B.C. Not, in fact, men­
tioned separately by Petrarch; however, the other names in this verse 
are all taken from Petrarch’s Triumph of Fame. (ed.cit., p.263, 
lines 112-7.)
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1 2  3Metrodore, Grixippe et Anaxarque,
4 5Intrépide Aristipe et Zenon,
332 Et cent autres dont je laisse le nom.
Qui tous ont bruit et louange extresme:
Georges peult bien estre loué de mesme.
Digne est pource que de luy plaincte on face,
336 Afin que Temps par son long traiet n'efface
Sa mémoire tant digne de louange.
Decorer fault son tombel et sa place.
Où Lâchesis luy a couvert sa face;
340 A cela fault que tout homme se range;
339 21 couver. Emended. Marginal note, Lachesis, altera sororum.
1. Metrodorus of Lampsacus, died c.277 B.C., a pupil of Epicurus. 
(Petrarch, ed.cit., p.263, line 112)
2. Greek stoic philosopher (c.280-204 B.C.); a disciple of Zeno, and
third head of the Stoic School, he systematised and taught the
doctrines of Stoicism: belief in divine providence and virtue
as the supreme good.
(Petrarch, ed.cit., p.263, line 114)
3. Greek philosopher, a disciple of Democritus, fourth century B.C. 
(Petrarch, ed.cit., p.261, line 73)
4. Aristippus of Gyrene (early fourth century B.G.) Greek philosopher,
a disciple of Socrates, he founded the Gyrenaic school of philosophy,
regarding pleasure as the chief good.
(Petrarch, ed.cit., p.263, line 112)
5. Petrarch, ed.cit., p.263, line 116.
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George estoit né homme mortel, non ange; 
Mais son bon loz la Mort ne peult tollir. 
N ’envie aussi ses biensfaictz abollir.
344 Puisque la vie des hommes est donc si briefve
Et bon renom ceste faulte relieve.
Vivre sans loz est plus dit mort que vye. 
Claire vertu les hommes hault eslieve 
348 Et le vice les actraiet bas et griefve
Et à mourir en obscur les convie.
Il fault avoir d’estre bon telle envie 
Et faire tant pour ensuyvre vertu 
352 Que d’elle on meure couvert et revestu.^
Pleurez doncques et lamentez haultz hommes 
Qui fait avez dignes faietz à grans sommes: 
Expire est et mort vostre exalteur,
356 Cil qui portoit les pesans faiz et sommes,
Pour escripre perdant repoz et sommes.
344 G omits si 357 .G omits this line.
1. This passage (lines 335-52) must have inspired the following lines 
in Jean Lemaire’s Plainte du Desire:
’’Le corps pourra bien retourner en cendre,
Mais le renom ne peut en oubly tendre:
Car nul bienfait jamais ne desperit.
Pourquoy vueillez, sans longuement actendre.
Tant labourer, et à ces fins prétendre.
Que du bon conte on puist le los entendre.
Qui par tout siecle en triumphe fleurit.’’
(ed.cit., p.89, lines 442-8)
k35
Vaccant adez pour louer vostre haulteur,
Des grans vertuz le vray excitateur:
360 Trépassé est et mis dessoubz la lame;
Priez à Dieu qu'il en vueilie avoir l'ame.
Cy mettray fin à mes douloureux vers;
Je n ’en puis plus, car dueil aspre et divers 
364 A prévenu mon engin et ma plume.
Je pleure et plains George gisant envers 
Soubz la lame, chair rédigée en vers - 
Mais sa vertu tout mon désir allume;
368 Helasi c'estoit clarté de divin lume.
Donné luy soit d'honneur le vray collier 
Par Hobertet son petit escollier.
L'amertume et acerbité doloreuse, tombée en mon bouche 
et sur mon pis par la surhabondance de pleur et de courroux 
que j'ay eu par l'accident de la tant de moy piteusement 
regrettée mort de l'homme tresdigne, reluisant et plain
375 de tiltre vertueux, messire George Chastellain, 
chevalier en sa vye,^ treselegant et trèssingulier 
orateur, dont l'ame j'espere estre en voye de salut et
372 G sur mon vis ... superhabundance
376 G_ omits et tressingulier
1. Chastelain was created Knight of the Golden Fleece in 1473.
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OU chemin des bien heurez, m ’a preclu et esté toute 
faculté de dire ce que mon courage eust bien voulu à 
380 l ’honneur et exaltacion de son nom, et d'autre part la
petitesse de mon rude engin et l'indigence que j'ay en 
ma boutique, dont ne peult saillir si povreté non, 
contrariant à mon vouloir et au désir ardent que j'avoye 
de le par mes escriptz povoir honnorer en sepulture à 
385 1 'equipollent et deu de sa vallue. Par quoy je te prie, o
tresaorné homme," par l'amour que tu one que s portais au 
trépassé, dont le deces piteusement je regrette, que tu 
donnes pardon à ma folle audace et leglere entreprise, 
excusant les faultes de ceste petite et foible escripture 
390 en laquelle si riens a de louable soit attribué à l'honneur
et mérité du mort, qui vivant produisoit les belles fleurs 
et iruictz délectables dont victorieux roys, haultz 
princes et veriueux hommes, de mémoire et de louange 
dignes, ont esté decorez et selon leurs mérités et vertuz 
395 hault louez et faietz reluisans, et par gloire immortelle
recommandez à toirs joursmais.
Flxià par Hobertet le derrnier jour d'avril
l'an mil iiij^ Ixxvj, à Tours.
3^33r, désir I ' 586 g trèshonnoré' homme^
^"rait a Tours l'an mil quatre cens soixante et seize- le
dernier jour d'ai^vril.
1* Cf. note /,
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Pétrarque 
La Mort mordant toute chose mortelle 
400 Fame triumphe et soubz ses piedz oppresse,
Et les haultz faietz en obscur point ne laisse.
Mais les suscite en mémoire eternelle.^
Tite Live
La raison veult que vertu bien pencée
404 4lit mérité et après mort guerdon;
Bon loz au corps et à l'ame pardon,
2De cela doibt estre recompencée.
Justin
Qui a vescu clairement, sans diffame,
408 Par ses beaulx faietz faisant son nom reluire.
Est il chose qui mieulx luy doye duire 
Qu'après la mort avoir bon bruit et fame?^
1. The four lines are not actually a quotation from Petrarch, but a very
free summary of the basic idea of Petrarch's Triumph of Fame, in much
the same manner as is found in Robertet's Les Six Triumphes de
Pétrarque (XX, lines 28-33.).
2. It is very unlikely that this represents a direct translation from
Livy. It could possibly stem even from one of the medieval Li fait
des Romains (cf. L.-F. Flutre, Li fait des Romains dans les 
literatures française et italienne du Xllle au XVIe siècle, Paris,
1932).
3. Again, • apparently^: - not an exact quotation. Justin was the author of 
a synopsis of Pompeius Trogus's Universal History, in the third or 
second century B.G. His work was published six years before the 
composition of the Complaincte. (Ed. princ. 1470, N.Jenson, Venice.) 
See J.B. Sandys, A Companion to Latin Studies §982, and A History of 
Classical Scholarship, t.II, p.102.
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Bocace
Il fault mourir tout ce que prent naissance, 
412 Mais qui meurt bien sans avoir en reproche,
Cil est heureux quant de ^ieu tant aproche 
Qu’il laisse nom de claire congnoissance
Epitaphe en la personne de George. 
Arrestez vous devant ce cymâtiere,
4l6 Hommes vivans du monde en la misere;'
Considérez que vault honneur mondain,
Beaulté de corps, vye doulce ou austere.
Puis que la Mort en jouant son mistere 
420 Peult tout prendre si tost huy que demain.
George suys, surnommé Chastellain,
Qui maint ditié ay fait d ’art oratoire;
Si bien y a, à Dieu en soit la gloire.
424 J ’ay fait mon temps; à terre rens le corps,
A mes amys avoir de moy mémoire.
Et l ’ame à Dieu juste et misericors.
Title G Epitaphe dudit Georges par ledit hobertet
1, Again, apparently not a direct quotation.
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XX
Les Six Triomphes de Pétrarque^
Cupido a de son dart prosternez 
Jovis, Neptunne et HLuton couronnez,
Roys ensuivans folle amour et plaisance,
2
D ’eulx triumphant nonobstant leur puissance. 
Princes, mettez frain a voz voluptez,
Car les ceptres qui sont immoderez 
Tumbent tantost et ne sont point estables;
Text from H, with emendakidns in lines 28, 49. Variants from F, J2, 
G, El, H2, H3.
2 El Platon
4 El D'eulx triumphans B2 Dieux triumphans J2 Eulx triumphans
5 E2 mettez fin
1. Composed probably in about l4?6, Robertet’s poem is the earliest 
known of the many French adaptations of the Trionfi. The poem is an 
extremely abbreviated and simplified version of Petrarch’s long and 
involved.work, the personal and lyrical elements of the original 
being eliminated. Cf. pp.2ro-2ff.
2. Robertet takes from Petrarch’s first Triumph the picture of 
the gods' subjection to Love, thereby expressing the idea of Love’s 
complete power over high and low, without describing at length,
as Petrarch does, the immense procession of Love’s victims. The 
lines which he takes from Petrarch are:
"Non poria mai di tutti il nome dirti,
Che non huomini pur, ma dei gran parte 
Empion del bosco e degli ombrosi mirti.
E Plutone e Proserpina in disparte!
Ven catenate Giove innançi al carro.’’
(Die Triumphe Francesco Petrarcas, publ. C. Appel, p.191, lines 
148-150, 153, 160).
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8 Les modérez sont fermes et durables.^
2
Amour vainc le mund.
L ’arc Cupido a este surmonte
/ 3
Par les armes de Dame Chastete,
12 Qui ce seigneur conculque et tient en presse
4
Et ses membres trop rebellans cppresse.
Car es delices de Cypre l ’opulente,^
8 G inviables
9 F, G, J2, Hl, H2 omit this line.
13 G rebelles
1. The moral is Robertet’s own addition, being only implicit in 
Petrarch. Cf. p.
2. Robertet gives also latin verses for each of the Triumphes, 
expressing the same ideas in the same sequence as is found in his 
French texts. The latin text for the first Triumph is:
"Ecce coronati telo sternumtur Amoris 
Cum love Nettunus, cum love Pluto subit.
Lora voluptati reges imponite: septra
Immoderata ruunt et moderata durant.
Amor vineit mundum.
His telis supero reges, mare, sidera, terras,  ^ ^
Plusque arcus noster quam lovis arma potest. (H, f .2v .)
3. This personification is Robertet’s summary of the whole host of 
Virtues accompanying Laura in Petrarch’s description, (ed.cit., p.231, 
lines 7 6-9 0).
4. Robertet here reduces to one line Petrarch’s detailed account of 
Love’s defeat by Laura, the Virtues and the heroines of antiquity, 
who bind him and break his now powerless weapons, (ed.cit.. p.229-233,
lines 4 9-3 4 , 64-133).
3 . Petrarch does not mention Cyprus by name in the Triumph of Chastity, 
but it is clearly implied by the lines:
"Giace oltra ove I’Egeo sospira e piagne 
Un’ isoletta dilicata e molle
Plu d ’altra che’l sol scalde, o che’l mar bagne.
...(cont. over page)
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Ne es fleurs souefves d'Yde Amour n'est pas lente;
/
16 Mais par Seres et Tethis refrenee
Est folle Amour et challeur fordenee.^
/ 2 
Chastete vainc Amour.
Combien que l ’omme soit chaste et tout pudicque, 
20 Les seurs fatalles par leur loy auctentique
Tranchent les nerfz et filletz de la vie;^
A ce la Mort tous les vivans convie.
Le chaste au fort plus sainement peult vivre,
24 Qui ce treuve de grans vices délivré,
15 H2, J2, G omit Ne El, H2, E3, J2, G n'es pas
18 F, El, H2 omit this line.
23 E2, J2, G peult sainement plus
5 (cont.) Nel mieçço e un ombroso e chiusi colle 
Con si soavi odor, con si dolci acque,
Ch'ogni maschio pensier de I'alma tolle."
(ed.cit., p.2 1 7, lines 10 0-1 0 3 , and editor's introduction, p.xxii).
1. The reference to Ceres and Tethys is obscure.
2. Robertet's Latin version of the Triumph of Chastity follows the 
same sequence:
"Arma Pudicicie superando Cupidinis arcum 
Et dominum calcant, et sua membra premunt.
Nec pingui Cipro, nec mollis floribus Yde 
In Serere et Theti supeditatur Amor.
Pudicicia vincit Amorem.
Vinco Pudicicia armatos ego inermis Amores ^ ^
Et sine me virtus non placet ulla dies." (E, f .3 r •)
3 . Robertet introduces the classical figures of the three Fates.
These are not found in Petrarch's Triumph, where Death is represented 
by a single figure, but were to become general in France in re­
presentations of Death's Triumph.
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Mais en la fin il n'y a roy ne pape,
Grant ne petit qui de ses las eschappe.^
' 2La Mort vainc Chastete.
/
28 La Mort mort tout, mais Clere Renommee
/
Sur Mort triumphe et la tient deprimee 
30 Dessoubz ses piedz. Mais après ces effors
Fame suscite les haulx faitz des gens mors,
25 Hl, H2, H3, J2, G a la fin
27 Hl, H2, G omit this line.
28 G tous H, F Remommee. Emended.
31 G effectz
1. Although this theme is common throughout the poetry of the 
Middle Ages, Robertet was doubtless inspired here by Petrarch's 
lines in the Triumph of Death;
"Ivi eran quei che fur detti felici:
Pontefici, regnanti, imperadori;
Or sono ignudi, miseri e mendici.
U'sono or le richeççe? ü' son gli honori?
E le gemme, e gli sceptri e le corone,
E le mitre e i purpurei colori?"
(ed.cit., p.2 3 9, lines 79-84).
2. In this Triumph, Robertet has reduced to general statements 
Petrarch's lyrical description of Death's gentleness with Laura, 
one of the most inspired passages of the Trionfi. (Of. p.2o4--5 ) 
The Latin version of this Triumph is similarly abbreviated:
"Celibis abscindunt nervos et fila sorores 
Nec durât fragilli vita pudica solo 
Sanior hac longa poterit valitudine celebs 
Ecce, sed heu tandem singula morte cadunt.
Mors vincit Pudiciciam.
Tergemine gladio dum claudunt fata sorores 
Ambo sunt nostra sub dicione poli."
(H, f°.4 r°.)
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32" Qui par vertu ont meritee gloire,^
Qu'après leur mort de leur fait soit mémoire.
34 Inclite Fame n'eust jamais congnoissance
2
De Letheus, le grant lac d'oubliance.
I 3
Bonne Renommee vainc la Mort.
/
32 G mérité
33 F leur faiz Hl, J2, G leurs faictz
J2, G est mémoire
H2 Car après mort de leur faict est mémoire
33 G, J2, H2 Lethes H2 grant fleuve
36 F, Hl, H2, ^  omit this line.
1. Robertet here, and elsewhere in passages inspired by Petrarch's 
Triumph of Fame (e.g. XIX, lines 344-332), emphasises the fact that 
virtue alone has as its reward fame after death. This is only 
implicit in Petrarch's poem. (Cf. p. -2t>7) Again, Robertet 
has summarised in a general statement a very lengthy enumeration 
(more than a hundred lines) by Petrarch of all those who had won 
fame by their lives; warriors, philosophers and writers.
2. These two lines are taken from a passage in Petrarch's Triumph 
of Time :
"Poi ch'io ebbi veduto, e veggio, aperto 
II volar e'l fuggir del gran pianeta,
Ond'io o danni ed inganni assai sofferto,
Vidi una gente andarsen queta quêta,
Sença temer di Tempo o di sua rabbia
Che gli avea in guardia historico o poeta."
(ed.cit., p. 2 6 8, lines 83-9 0 ).
3 . Robertet expresses the same ideas in his Latin version of the 
Triumph of Fame:
"Omnia Mors mordet, sed Morte Fama triumphal 
Cetera mordentem sub pede Fama premit 
Egregium facinus post mortem suscitât ipsa 
Nec sit Letheos inclita Fama lacus.
Fama vincit Mortem,
Inscia sum Mortis nece ego invenesto sepultos 
Expecto sum Claris vita secunda viris."
(H, f°.5 r°)
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Quoy que Fame inclite et honnoree
Apres la Mort soit de longue durée
Clere et luysant, neantmoings tout se passe,
40 Tout s'oblie par temps et long espace.^
2
Longuement vivre , que t’aura proffite
Quant tu seras es latebres gecte
De ce vieil Temps, qui tout ronge et affine
44 Et dure après que Fame meurt et fine.
! 3
Le Temps vainc Bonne Renommee.
39 F s * efface
40 H2 se oublie
42 H2, G tenebres J2, G gite
44 F Fame dure
45 F, Hl, H2, J2, G omit this line.
1. Robertet omits Petrarch’s description of how the suk, envious of 
Fame, accelerates its course so that thought, memory and Fame are left 
behind; he takes only the basic idea as found in Petrarch’s lines:
"In questi humani, a dir proprio ligustri,
Di cieca oblivion che 'scuri abissil
Volgerk il sol, non pure anni, ma lustri 
E secoli, victor d’ogni cerebro,
E vedra’ i vaneggiar di questi illustri."
(ed.cit., p.2 6 9, lines 101-105).
2. "vivre" here must be understood in the sense of living in human 
memory, as is implied by Petrarch’s lines:
"Tutto Vince e rito^lie il Tempo avaro;
Chiamasi Fama, ed è morir secondo.
Ne piu che contra'1 primo e alcun riparo."
(ed.cit., p. 2 7 1, lines 142-144).
3 . The sequence is the same in the Latin lines by Robertet:
"Temporibus fulcor quantumlibet inclita Fama 
Ipsa me clauserunt tempora serapiam 
Quid prodest vixisse diu confortiter evo,
Abdidit in latebris iam mea Tempus edax.
Tempus vincit Famam.
Tempore Fama perit. Mors et Pudor atque Cupido,
Preterunt Tempus Morsque secunda vecor." (H,f°.6 r9)
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Je suis séant au hault triumphal throsne;
)
Du Temps passe porte palme et couronne
48 Joyeusement comme victorieuse,
' ' 1 Sur les choses creees glorieuse.
Mondaine Amour et Chastete pudicque.
Mort, Fame et Temps, tant soit vieil et anticque:
52 Tout prandra fin, mais j’ay ma mention
2
Eterne au ciel en clere vision.
I 3
Eternité vainc tout.
46 H2, G ou
49 H, El, E2, H^, F, G crées. Emended.
52 F, H2, J2, G mansion
53 G eternelle
54 F, Hl omit this line.
1. Robertet has again considerably simplified Petrarch’s last 
Triumph, taking only the picture of Fame’s victory over Time:
"Non avra loco fu, sark ned era,
Ma e solo, in presente, ed ora, ed oggi,
E sola eternitk raccolta e’ntera."
(ed.cit., p.275, lines 67-9 ).
2. The obscurity of this line is clarified by Petrarch's lines 
describing the perfect and unhindered communication which in Eternity 
will be possible between souls:
"Passa il penser sx come sole in vetro,
Anqi piu assai, pero che nulla il tene."
(ed.cit., p.273, lines 34-5).
3. The basic ideas of Robertet’s Latin version are again the same:
"Ipsa triumphali sedens Regina tropheo 
De vetere palmam Tempore leta gero 
Rex Amor atque Pudor, Mors, Fama et Tempus adibunt 
Celestem patriam regia nostra tenet.
Eternitas omnia vincit, omnia superat.
Tempora, Fama, Mors, Virtus, Amor efugit omnis 




Soubz une meschante paincture faicte de mauvaises couleurs et
du plus me8chaut peinetre du monde, pax maniéré dVyronnie,
par maistre Jehan Hobertet
Pas n'approchent les faictz 'Maistre Rogier,^
2
Du Parusin qui est si grant ouvrier,
Text from variants from G.
The poem has been published in the Bibliothèque de l'Ecole des Chartes, 
t.Vil, 1846, p.69, Sur 1 'epigræimie de Jean Robertet contre un mauvais 
peintre.
Title G Dit composé par maistre Jehan Robertet, soubz une meschante paincture 
faicte de mauvaise couleur et d'un mauvais paintre, par maniéré de 
mocquerie.
1. Genitive of apposition.
Roger Van der Vfeyden (1400-1464;. Later, Jean Lemaire also names him 
in his enumeration of famous painters in La Plainte du Desire (ed. cit.,
p.119, line 19).
2. Jean may have seen examples of Perugino's work in Italy. In any 
case, with Leonardo da Vinci and Mantegna, Perugino enjoyed a veiy 
great reputation at the beginning of the sixteenth century. Jean 
Lemaire also mentions him,
"Perusin, qui si bien couleurs mesle", (ib., id., line 125), 
and from this time on, references to him become more frequent 
in France.
46?
Ne des painctres du feu roy de CecilleJ 
4 Au chef d’oeuvre que voyez cy entier;
Et semble bien qu'il n'est pas savetier, 
Le compaignon, mais homme tresabille.
1. René d'Anjou, King of Jerusalem and Sicily (1409-8O), had 
under his patronage Flemish, French and Italian painters, and 
was himself a miniaturist. (See A. Lecoy de la Marché, Le Roi René, 
Paris, 1875).
The union of these three names clearly places the poet in the period 
when late Flemish art had replaced purely medieval art in France, 
from about the mid-fifteenth century, and was first beginning 
to be combined with Italian influence. Jean mentions painters 
from both the Flemish and Italian schools, preferring them to 
provincial medieval art. Although Robertet links Rogier's and 
Perugino's names, the two are in fact dissimilar in most respects. 
Roger Van der Weyden's paintings are effective for the emotion 
and drama they express, and he is not much preoccupied with 
questions of perspective, Perugino, on the other hand, "kept 
away from unseemly expression of emotion", and his pictures 
impress by the feeling of distance and space and freedom imparted 
by his use of perspective, (See B.Berenson, The Italian painters 
of the Renaissance, London, Fontana, I96O, p.152-7).
It is curious that Jean did not here mention Jean Fouquet, who 
enjoyed considerable fame at this time, and whom Robertet must 
have known personally, since they collabora.ted between 1469-72 
on a copy of the Statuts de l'Ordre de Saint Michel for Louis 
XI. Cf. p. IZ5’
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En perspective est ung peu inutille,
8 Pareillement à faire ung doulx visaige,^
Liais il m’a dit qu’à Sainct Lo est l’usaige 
D'ainsi le faire par les hostelleries,
Et qu'au mestier fut en apprentissaige 
12 Trente six ans non compris les feries.
12 G Trente et six
1. Robertet summarises in lines 7-8 two of the most important aspects 
of Renaissance art. The study of perspective, begun by Brunelleschi, 
Ucello, Ghiberti and Piero de' Franceschi contributed largely to the 
emancipation of art from the medieval ideal, in which man was 
subordinated to his environment, his insignificance emphasised by
the small place he occupied in the pictures, where every object dwarfed 
him.
The phrase "faire ung doulx visaige" is a reminder that it was 
not until the Renaissance that art was sufficiently freed from Christian 
domination for portraiture to be practised outside a religious context.
It is interesting that Robertet should have summarised, although probably 
unconsciously, two of the most important trends of Renaissance art.
(See Berenson, op. cit., loc.cit., and pp. 149-151; cf. also p. 22 .
2. A small town in Normandy. In 1487 Anne de Beau jeu's itinerary 
through Normandjr, during the measures she took against the plotted 
abduction of the young Charles 7111, included Saint Lô. (See J.M. de la 
Mure, Histoire des ducs de Bourbon et des comtes de Forez, t.II, p.557 u.) 
It is very probable that Jean Robertet would accompany her in his 
capacity of secretary, and it is possible that his attention was drawn
to the work of some local artist, and that the poem was written at 
about this time. On the other hand he may use the name only to 
express the utmost provinciality.
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Faict par maistre Francois Robertet, secretaire du 
roy et de monseigneur de Bourbon 
2
Non mudera moins que le pol artique^
Qui est estoille fixe, non erratique.
La fermeté de mon entier courage.
4 Cueur magnanime ne doibt estre volage.
Qui suit vertu et du tout s'y applique.
Espoir, crainte, menée ne pratique.
Ne quelque chose que l'on die ou répliqué 
8 N'y ont puissance, car mon franc arbitrage
Non mudera.
Text from J2; variant in B from G.
1. François's two rondeaux are found with a third, anonymous, 
rondeau under the collective title : Ensuivent trois 
rondeaulx faictz sur la devise de la feue royne Anne de 
Bretaigne. They were, however, most probably composed during 
Anne de Bretagne's life, possibly in about 1498, when 
François Robertet was appointed secretary to the king, and
first became a member of the royal court. (Of. p.2 77). On
Anne de Bretagne, her life, her court, her patronage of 
artists and men of letters, see Le Roux de Lincy, Vie de la 
Reine Anne de Bretagne, Paris, 1860-61.
2. From the Spanish mudar, to change.
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Qui fait louer la geste et la cronique 
Des souverains en povoir magnifique,
12 Fors^renom de constant personnage?
Plustost languir, ou mourir en servage. 




Faict par ledict Robertet 
Non mudera pour quelque vent qui vente 
Le mien vouloir, qui domine et regente 
En fermeté de propoz inmuable,
4 La où il doibt, aydant et secourable.
Sans varier, de cela je me vante.
Il n'est fortune adversaire apparente. 
Prospérité, ne parent ne parente 
8 Qui ma firmesse puisse faire muable;
Non mudera.
J'estime ceulx qui mettent leur entente 
Les vertueux vouloir suyvir la sente 
12 Qui tout cueur noble contrainct estre amyable.
Il n'est chose aujourdui tant louable
Qu'en grans affaires estre ferme et constante: 
Non mudera.
13 G n'y a chose.
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mil
Les Triumphes letrarque en rondeaulx, I'aitz par maistre rrançois 
hobertet, secretaire au roy e~p ae monseigneur le due de houibon, 
et receveur de Forestz
Triumphe de Uupiao
ÜOUUZ Cupido sont prosternez les roys,
Et les coronnes soubz ses piedz et charrois,
Qui vont suyvant les voluptez et vices;
4 Grans et rayneurs, jusques au plus novices,
JN‘en sont exempt z, tant soient iors eo roidz.
Il n'est au monde si dangereux surcrois 
D'honneurs et biens estre mis en descrois,
8 Comme l’on voit souvent les l’olz et nioes 
Soubz Cupido.
Text from J3; variants from G, from the manuscript corrections made 
by Je an-Jacques Robertet in J3 (cf.p.î(r7), in the Triumph of Cupid 
from T1_, and in the sixth Tripmph, of Eternity or Glaire Vision, 
from T2. The text has been emended in line 79j G's version being used.
Title G Le Triumphe Cupido. ^  without title.
2 T1_ Et leur couronne aux piedz de ses charroys
3 T1_ leurs voluptés
4 T1_ Jovis, Deptun, Platon en leurs offices
6 T1_ Au monde n'a si regretez surcroys
7 T1_ biens qu'estre
8 T1 Comment souvent on veoit les
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Sceptres qui sont en sublimez conrois 
Immoderez, tombent en désarrois;
12 Les modérez a regner sont propices.
Mettez donc Train, princes, à voz delyces. 
Sans plus vivre en si piteulz arrois 
Soubz CupidoJ
13 G donc fin
14 vivre plus
1. This, and each subsequent Triumph, follows almost exactly the sequence 
of ideas found in Jean hobertet*s Les bix Triumphes de Pétrarque IXX) 
J^Tançois clearly modelled his Triumphes on his father's version, 
and not on Petrarch's Trionfi (cf. p . T h e  only change made by 
François is that of adopting therrondeau as his verse form.
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y
Triumphe de Uhastete 
16 Chastete vaine toute Aiîiour furieuse;
Arc, pharetre et flambe impétueuse 
De Uupiüo conculque et meÿ au bas,
En le privant de plaisirs et d ’esbaz,
20 Comme dame puissante et vertueuse.
La personne repute bien heureuse 
De l ’ensuyvir sans cesser envyeuse.
En temps de paix, de guerre et de débata 
24 Chastete vainq.
Es delices de Cypre plantureuse 
Est nourrye vye voluptueuse;
Mais de Ceres et Thetis les repas 
28 Font refroidir et regler par compas 
Effrenee jeunesse l'amoureuse;
Chastete vainq.
Title G Le Triumphe de chastete.
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Triumphe de la Mort
La Mort prent tout, sans espargner personne ;
32 Eon hault povoir à cela se consonne
Qu'il n'est si chaste, qui ne perde la vye; 
Quand il luy plaist, il fault que l'on desyve; 
Chascun fait jou quand sa grand cloche sonne.
36 OÙ est celluy, pour avoir qu'on luy donne.
Tant soit il grand, à qui elle pardonne?
11 n'en est nul; quelque chose qu’on dye.
La Mort prent tout.
40 Celluy vit sain qui point ne s'abandonne 
Estre lubrique, Car qui trop s'y addonne,
Al mille maulx s'expose et se desdye.
Tar accident, fortune ou maladye,
44 wully n'eschappe. Quand le Eaulveur l'ordonne 
La Mort prent tout.
Title G Le Triumphe de la Mort.
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ÇLe l'rlumphe de Donne itenomméj
Far Kenommetdes mémorables faictz
De ceulx qui furent jadis choisis et faictz,
48 iMoz ancestres seans en haultz portoires, 
ivianifestez nous soht les inventaires 
De leurs actes, jamais par Mort deffaictz.
En leurs gestes reluisent les effects 
52 Tant des Homains, jà pieça putrefaictz,
Que d'autres mille, d'honneur les repertoires. 
Far Kenommée.
Ce firent ceulx qui soustindrent le faiz 
3c Virilement contre les imparfaictz.
Et conquirent si loingtains territoires,
En leurs vieilz jours plains de loz méritoires. 
Qui soubz marbre les rend clers et parfaictz,
60 Far Kenommee.
Title J3 without title.
33 G Ce furent
37 G Et qui conquirent
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Triumphe du Temps
Far traict ae Temps tout chet en decadence; 
Tout se passe sans nulle difference;
Il n'est Chose que vieil Temps ne termine: 
o4 Henonimee dépérit et se myne,
Et si s‘en perd enxiere congnoissance.
Longuement vivre et avoir sa plaisance, 
Auctorite, et biens en abondance, 
bb Proufite peu, puisqu'il fault que tout fine. 
Par trait de Temps.
uù sont les preux et tant de roys de i*rance. 
Qui decorerent leurs noms par leur vaillance? 
(2 11 n'en reste mémoire ne cousine ,
Fors par escript qui les haultz faictz desine. 
De leur renom, qu'on meet en obliance 
Far traict de Temps.
Title Gr Le Triumphe du Temps.
b2 ^  passe altered the manuscript to perist
53 J3 11 n'est Chose altered to itiens il n'y a
54 ^  Kenommee dépérit altered to La Kenommee et sè myne 
50 u puisque fault
71 J3. decorerent leurs noms altered to leur renom creurent
72 J3 11 n'en reste altered first to En reste il, then to En demeure il
1. I.e. a sign; Huguet gives François hobertet's use as his sole 
example.
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Vie Triumphe et germer, de maire vision 
76 A tousjours mais en la gloire eternelle 
Fardureront les estans soubz mon elle,
Car j‘ay en main, comme victorieuse.
La palme verte, xiorissant si neureuse 
bO Que nulle c&ose la peult faire mortelle.
Au hault triumphe reluisant comme estoille. 
Farde8sus tout j’ay la puissance telle 
Que je demeure royne tresglorieuse 
o4 A tousjours mais.
L'arc Cupide, son carcas, et sequelle 
Fudioicie, Atropoz et ce qu'eiie 
A de povoir, Fama la vertueuse, 
ôO Et ce vieil Temps, ce n est chose doubteuse. 
Deviendront rien; mais je suis immortelle 
À tousjours mais. ___
Title G Le dernier Triumpne ae lüternite.
T2 Fondeau : la Divinité parle.
70 G ta gloire T2 la vie
77 J3 les estans altered to ceulx qui sont
79 sil heureuse. Emended,
La palme verte florissant altered to Palme ilorye estant 
T2 verd
80 J3 nulle chose la peult faire altered to riens n'y a qui la face 
T2 nulle rien
81 ^  Au hault triumphe altered to En trosne hault 
T2 en lueur comme




Responce dudit Robertet audit Grestin.^
J'ay ton escript receu non en seigneur^, 
liais en vassal tout bien de cueur parfaict,
Ou j'ay congneu que tu es enseigneur 
Des modernes fatistes par effect,
Et avec ce, il est d’autre part faict 
Si tresnouveau et plaisant à merveille 
Qu’il n’est homme qui sur terre ou mer veille 
Qui ne te tienne, je le dy en conscience,
Le parrag'on de ceulx qui ont science.
En une chose as ung peu excédé
De la raison, qui ne t’est pardonnable,
Text from J2, with emendatio-ns in lines 9? 15> 52; variants from G.
7 G Qui 9 2^, G tous ceulx qu'ont. Emended.
lo Robertet replies to Guillaume Cretin’s Epistre à maistre François 
Robertet, secretaire du roy et de monseigneur de Bourbon, bailly d’ïïsson, 
esleu d’Auvergne et receveur de Forestz (see Gu. Cretin, Oeuvres poétiques, 
ed. K.Chesney, p.249-352). Robertet’s friendship with Cretin dated probably 
from 1489> the year in which they and others collaborated in the choice of 
the "dame sans sy" (cf. p.27^), but the letters they exchanged were written 
probably in I304, when Cretin left the court for Vincennes. Robertet wrote 
at least one other epistle (now lost) to Cretin; the latter refers to it 
in writing to Robertet. Cf. p.iZS2.
2. Cretin had addressed Robertet as "mon bon seigneur" (ed.cit. loc.oit., 
line 82), begging him to excuse the poverty of his invention.
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12 D'avoir ainsi tant a mes yeulx cédé
De loz non deu, et de ta part sonnable.
Ce n'est offence neantmoins oondannable 
Que peu d'amende abolir ne le face;
16 Pardon t'en fais, mais que plus ne le face,
Car louer chose de néant est étrange.
Plus que d'un beuf, veoir, devenir estre ange,^
15 J2 l'efface. Emended.
1. Cretin's letter in fact contained a not inconsiderable 
amount of the conventional flattery:
"C'est toy qui es, et puis nommer or a ce 
Ung Tite Live ou ung second Orace,
L'aultre Lucan, Ovide retrouvé:
Bon nom vault mieulx que or sur terre trouvé.
Celluy seroit par semblant bien sourd se 
Il n'entendoit le doulx chant de tes muses,
Qui tant en la pegaseique sourse.
Fontaine dicte et dediée aux Muses,
Jadiz puissans qu'à bien coucher ne muses;
Car promptement ta plume d'or rédigé 
Plaisant propoz, c'est doncques erré di je 
Mais trop failly qui ne les met à pris:
Loz doibt avoir onneur si bien apris."
(ed.cit., lines 55-63)
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Et toutesfois je te doy les mercys 
20 De si exquis, gracieux labourage,
Que j'ayme autant que sçauroye amer six 
Bien groz presens. Car à ce labour ay je 
Trouvé tel myel, tel cresme et tel beuvrage 
24 Que plus le gouste et plus je m'y delyte, 
Comme chose prinse au choix et d'eslite,
Qui me semont et fait avoir envye 
Estre ton serf, tant que seray en vye.
28 Où est celluy qui sceust riens amender
Ta traditive en nul pas ou endroit?
Quant on auroit les plus grans à mander 
Venir bon nombre en discuter en droit,
52 Le plus habille, pardieu, y apprendrait
Plus tost beaucoup, que d'y oser reprendre. 
Et comme tous les oiseaulx à retz prendre 
En ung instant est chose difficille,
36 Te corriger encor est moins facille.
Or je lairray tout ce propoz là court,
Et viens à ce que tu m'as fait sçavoir,
1
Que à chascun ne rit tousjours la court ,
40 Comme l'on peult partout là et ça voir.
1. Cretin in his letter to François had expressed his weariness with court
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Si l'un en prent, l'autre en veult avoir; 
Chascun poursuyt, chascun quiert 1'avantage ; 
Mais le pys est quant il fault avant aage 
44 Le pris à tort tout souhdain desmascher 
Sans guieres avoir loisir de desmarcher.^
Le sens si est comme tu mieulx l'entens; 
Humble et loyal se bien entretenir,
48 Et cependant qu'on a bruit et le temps
p
Trousser son cas , laissant autre tenir 
Lieu après luy; car tousjours maintenir 
On ne se peult en dominacion.
life, and his intention of leaving the court:
"Or à propoz de ceste court bragarde,
Retraicte veulx avant trois mois sonner,
Car j'ay malheur qui si grant umbre agarde 
Qu'après labeur ne puis bien moissonner.
Je croy chascun quiert contre moy sonner.
Gaillard m'en vaiz à ce qu'ay de paisson.
Combien pourtant qu'en ma bourse ait poy son,
Content me pars, sans plus longues demeures:
Mais c'est ainsi que regnard dit des meures."
(ed.cit., loc.cit., lines 46-54)•
1. François possibly has recourse to the ideas expressed by Alain Chartier in 
Le Curial (mentioned by François in line 58), where the envy, corruption
and instability which characterise court life are described, (see Les 
Oeuvres de m. Alain Chartier, ed. Du Chesne, p.392-5).
2. Cf. Modem French "trousser bagage".
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52 Non icelluy qui domina Sion
St le peuple, n'en fut pas tousjours maistre. 
A ses brebis ne fault pastours l'ourds mettre.
La retraicte de cour ou la demeure;
56 L'un et l'autre puis choisir et eslire.
Pas n'est discret qui tousjours là demeure;
Au Curial^ Maistre Alain l'as peu lyre.
Et davantage il n'est rien qui tant l'yre 
60 De Dieu provoque que d'en faire mestier;
Car tel eut grange, qui n'est que mesteier,
Et tel souloit haultement triumpher
2
Qui n'a luette ne diz pour triumpher,
64 Je proteste de n'enseigner Minerve,
Car j'en parle ainsi que fait clerc d'armes.
52 J2, G icelluy là. Emended.
1. Le Curial, composed early in the fourteenth century, was sent T?y 
Chart ier to his brother, counselling him against entering the court, 
and extolling the advantages of an independent, if obscure, life. See 
P. Champion, Histoire poétique du XVe siècle, t.I, p.46.ff.
2. The meaning here is rather obscure; "luette" was a card-game; "triumpher" 
was used also with the meaning to trump at cards. Perhaps "diz" should
be understood as "dés".
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Mais toutesfois, qui moins qu'à demy nerve
68 Belle à armer, ne va seur aux alarmes.
Pas n'est expert qui n'y va sagement.
Soit sur coursier ou dessus sa jument.
Les plus hardiz et vaillans soy sentans,
72 Y prennent garde jusques à soixante ans.
Et toutesfois, quelque aage qu'on ait,
Ung bon rustre n'est jamais veu vieillart. 
Aussi la chose mortellement qu'on hait - 
76 Soit embellye par nouveau ou vieil art - 
N'est agreable, non plus que de vieil lart. 
Mais ce que vient de main qui est amée, 
Petite ou grande, entiere ou entamée,
80 Est acceptable, joyeuse et benivoile.
A peine en cage nul oiseau bien ne voile.
Révéré maistre, mes genoulx se ployent.
Le chef enclin vers toy, ung entre cent,
84 Que plus j'ayme, dont mes forses s'employant 
A toy servii' de cueur en lieu decent.
Voire d'amour, qui jamais ne descent 
Mais montera, croissant et augmentant.
67 The line is missing in both J2 and G.
80 G acceptée 82 G mes deux genoulx
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88 Sans plus braire - ung chascun hault m’entent - 
Excusé soit ce fatras mal dressé,
Car tel qu’il est, je le t’ay adressé.
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XXV
Responce aux lectres precedences faicte par maistre 
François Robertet, notaire et secretaire du roy et de 
monseigneur le Duc de Bourbon, esleu du Bas Aulvergne 
et receveur pour le roy en Forestz, pour et au nom 
dudit messire Florimond, son frere.^
Apres lecture de 1 ’envoy et epistre cydevant posée, 
que je à bonne cause treuve treselegante et subtillement 
couchée par ce magistral ouvrier, voire vieil routier, 
extolleur et hystoriographe de-la tresexcelse et
5 triumphante maison archiducalle, l ’honneur du pays,
2
recreation et devin trésor des Vallenciennois, le bon 
Text from variants from G.
The reply to Molinet has been published by N. Dupire, Les faictz 
et dictz de Jean Molinet, t. II, p. 483-5-
2 G j’ay à bonne cause trouvée
6 G Valentinois
1. François Robertet replies, on behalf of his brother Florimond, 
to Jean Molinet, who had sent an epistle to Florimond Robertet, 
Lectres de Molinet à maistre Florimond Robertet (see Les faictz 
et dictai ed.cit., t. II, p.482). The year of Molinet’s epistle 
is established as 1503 by allusions v/ithin the poem (cf. p.
note 3); the precise day and month, 3 May, are given in Molinet’s 
signature :
"Escript ce jour saincte Croix,
Par le petit Molinet
Qui de viellesse a tel surcroix
Que plus n’a d ’ancre en son cornet."
(ed.cit., loc.cit., lines 33-36; cf. N. Dupire, Jean Molinet, la 
vie, les oeuvres, Paris, 1932, p. 36).
The prose passage of François Robertet’s reply is addressed 
to his brother (cf. line 7)-
2. Jean Molinet (1435-1507) attached himself to George Chastelain 
at Valenciennes sometime after 1433* His first works celebrating
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Moulinet, que puisnaguieres, treshonneré seigneur et frere, 
t’a pieu m ’envoyer, par laquelle on peult clairement 
veoir que encores en son grenier avoit moulture et grains 
10 à foison mis en reserve, partie desquelz il a bien voullu
mettre en avant et au vent, et n ’espargner voilles ventillans, 
rouetz tournans, ne raeulles moulans en son bannier et 
croculaire^molinet, que tout n ’ait esté mis en besongne
2
pour en tirer la belle moture, pure et fine farine blanche,
15 et plaine de louanges et cantiques doublées et multipliées
à toy et à ta postérité, je à ceste cause, soubz la
supportacion tienne et de tout ton bon entendement, ay 
assez legierement pris la hardiesse de faire la responce 
à ton envoyeur, qui respond à propoz nom plus que Magnificat 
20 à Matines. Toutesfois, le motif en a esté afin que Molinet
15 G cantiques doulcet 
19 G qui ne respond
2. (continued)
the house of Burgundy were written in l464 and 1465 (the Complainte 
de Grece and the Dictier des quatre vins franchois), and after 
Chastelain’s death in l4?5, Molinet acquired his office of 
historiographer to the house of Burgundy, which he retained under 
the Duchess Marie and Maximilien of Austria (see N. Dupire, op.cit., 
p. 7 if.; H. Guy, 1 ’Ecole des Rhétoriqueurs, § 274. ff.).
1. The word appears to be Robertet’s own invention, and derives 
probably from "croquer", or from "croqueter", to break into small 
pieces.
2. François adopts Molinet’s own style and images, not otherwise 
typical of his work. Cf. for example the opening lines of 
Molinet’s la ressource du petit peuple:
"Pour ce que naguaires vent failli aux volané de mon molinet, 
qui multitude de nouvelles histoires debvoit tourner entre ses 
meules, pour en tirer fleur et farine...."
(ed.cit., t. I, p. 157, lines 1-4).
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congnoisse son escript et labeur avoir esté veu et leu, 
esperant aussi icelle responce tenir lieu pour toy envers 
luy de reinercyment, non condigne mais par manière d’acquict 
et souvenir. Et certes, mon frere, je cuyde qu’il la prendra 
25 autant gayement en gré que peult estre procédant de plus
friande et fine plume, ensuyvant sa bonne coustume, parquoy 
ne vueil différer à y commencer en ceste maniéré;
28 Par le souffliz du doulx vent zephirin,
Qui les voilles vollitans a tourné 
D ’un molinet tant nect, tant eborin.
Famé plus qu’autre de Flandres ne du Pin,
32 De grain choisy fourny, bien attourné,
Suis tellement estonné, bestourné 
Et escorné d ’ouyr de moy louange^
Qui suffiroit à decorer ung ange.
36 . En ton escript luysant sans nul obstacle
Feins en spectacle introniser mon pere 
Et ton George, tous deux en receptacle 
Pieça roidiz eslever en pinacle 
40 Ou tabernacle, en la plus haulte sphere.
34 G Et escolé 35 G Qu’il suffiroit
36 G sans aucun 39 G eslevez
1. Molinet’s poem consisted almost entirely of the conventional 
flattery; he addressed Florimond Robertet as 
"Chef d’euvre exquis, sintilant Florymond,
Soleil luysant au franc asuré throsne..." etc.
(ed.cit., loc.cit., lines 1-2).
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Helas, compere, si à eulx loz appere,
Pour tant n ’espere ne veul qu’on attribue 
A moy 1’extime à eulx justement deue.^
44 Non familier du souverain princier,
2
Mais serviteur du plus grant de la terre, 
Tresmalaisé à hurter ou pincier 
De nul qui vive portant fer ou acier,
48 Soit Allemand, d ’Espaigne ou Angleterre;
Sa puissance est ung fouldroyant tonnerre. 
Non telle veue puis le temps des Romains;
A peine verse à qui Dieu tend les mains.
48 G d ’Angleterre 
50 G depuis temps
1. François replies here (on Florimond’s behalf) to Molinet’s 
reference to Jean Robertet’s and George Chastelain’s renown, 
which, he daims, Florimond has surpassed;
"George, mon maistre, et ton elegant pere,
En temps prospéré, eurent loz autenticque 
De bien dicter, qui sur tous ars impere;
Mais toy, j’espere, es en plus haulte sphere.
Qui récupéré et passe rethorique;
Ton angelique engin du tout s’applique 
Au bien publique et où ton salut gist:
Gloria, laus et honor tibi sit."
(lines 9-16)
2. Molinet’s letter referred to Ebrimond’s closeness to Louis XII
"Familier es du très chrestien roy 
Qui est, je croy, le plus grant de ce monde," etc.
(lines 17 ff.)
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52 Les trois rainceaulx^ pour hostage tenuz
Dont de souches françoises retirez,
De trois grans princes par Clotho detenuz.
Très regretez de grans et de menuz,
56 Laissans ces jeunes esticques et tirez.
Dieu doint qu’ilz soient si pourtraictz et tirez 
Auprès du vif à leurs predecesseurs
?
Q u ’à leurs vertuz ils soient successeurs.
1. The young counts of Foix, Vendôme and Montpensier; cf. Jean 
Molinet:
"Trois jouvenceaulx, vistes, bien affinez.
En France nez, veons à nostre choix;
Par gens discretz fort bien moriginez,
Endoctrinez, fessez, disciplinez 
Et gouvernez soubz notables François;
Mais touteffoisy Montpencier à la fois 
Vendosme et Foix sentent les vergeonceaulx:
Au moys de mars ployé on les vers rainceaulx."
(lines 25-32).
2. This is a form of the verb estachier, estekier, esticquier, 
etc., meaning to attach, to drive in, to plant.
3 . François alludes to the circumstances which first caused 
Molinet to write to Florimond Robertet. In January 1503, the 
Archduke Philippe of Austria requested hostages to ensure his safe 
journey from Spain across France: "Entour la feste Saincte Hylaire,
1 ’archiduc Philippes d ’Autriche, qui lors estoit en Espagne, voulut 
retourner en ses pays; lequel manda au roy que, pour le bien et 
amytyé de luy et dudit roy d ’Espaigne, avoit charge et procuracion
expresse pour trecter de la paix d’entre eulx et pour ce
voulloit passer en France pour trecter de ceste affaire. Mais, 
premier que voulloir entrer es pays du roy, demandoit pour la seurté 
de luy avoir ostages; ce que le roy trouva assez estrange, veu
l ’alyence qui entre luy et ledit archiduc estoit..... Toutesfoys
pour ostages luy furent baillez René, duc d ’Allençon, Anthoyne, conte 
de Foix, Charles de Bourbon, conte de Montpencier, lesquelz furent 
menez à Vallencyennes en Renault; et là au devant desdits hostages 
fut, pour les recepvoir, le conte de Cymays, avecques grande noblece 
de Flandres, lesquelz les enmenerent audit lieu et les treetarent 
honorablement." (See Jean d ’Auton, Chroniques de Louis XII, ed. R. de 
Maulde la Claviers, Paris, 1893, t.3, ch.xxiv, Comment Phelippes, 
Archiduc d’Autriche, retorna d’Espaigne en France, et des ostages qui 
luy furent baillez, p.102-3; cf. N. Dupire, op.cit., p.22).
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XXVI
1 2 Le Debat du Boucanier et du Gorrier , faict par maistre
François Robertet, secretaire du roy et de monseigneur de
Bourbon, esleu d'Auvergne, receveur de Forestz, et trésorier
de Bourbonnois et bailly d'ïïsson .^
Ung jour passe dans le parc du Plessis 
Me pourmenant pour ennuy éviter,
Vins rencontrer au près d'un arbre assis 
4 Deux jeunes gens, dont l'un sembloit rassis
Plus que l'autre, ainsi que peuz noter;
Et pour au vray la façon d[enoter 
De leur estât, maniéré et contenance,
8 H z  sembloient gens d'assez bonne apparence.
L'un estoit fort et gorrier a merveilles. 
Beau gentilhomme et de tresbonne sorte;
Des bigarreures avoit il nonpareilles;
Text from J3* The text has been emended in lines 33» 66, 96, 169*
1. Old-fashioned. '’Old, stale, past taste, out of use, out of 
season" (Cotgrave).
2. Elegant, galant, well-dressed.
3- The poem must have been written in the first years of the six­
teenth century, probably soon after 1304, since it contains 
references to incidents which occurred in that year. Cf. p.SOS’ , note H,
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12 De ses manches n ’ay point veu les pareilles,
Et ne say homme qui si larges les porte.
Et au contraire, l'autre se desporte 
De telz abitz, et, a sa manche estroicte,
16 Semble bien homme n'avoir pas grant soufrette.
J'ouys que l'un tresfort se guermentoit.
Et puis l'autre respond et se combat;
Et pour sçavoir le propoz que c'estoit,
\
20 Comme celluy qui la riens ne guettoit.
Que passetemps et quérir son esbat.
Sans mener bruyt, ne faire autre desbat,
Tout doulcement devers eulx je me tire,
24 Pour escouter ung petit de leur dire.
Le gorgias se nommoit le Gorrier,
Et l'autre, qui ne tenoit pas grans termes, 
Sembloit trop mieulx ung changeur q'un fourrier; 
28 Son nom estoit toutesfois Boucanier,
Sa geste triste, et vesture de mesmes.
Son parler froit, ses conclusions fermes,
Point estourdi, et escoutait sans feinte 
32 Nostre Gorrier commencer sa complainte.
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Le Gorrier
En est il encores ung tel au monde,
Ne plus du rang des maleureux que moy?
Enquerez bien par la machine ronde,
36 Lisez cronique, pancarte et mappe monde,
Si verrez homme en si piteux arroy:
Il n'en est point soubz puissance de roy,
/
Pays estrange, en quelque autre contrée,
40 ou malheurte se soit tant rencontres.
Que ne suis je dedans ung mur cloistrier.
Sans jamais veoir ne souleil, ne lumyere,
Ou par les bois ung coureur, ung murtrier,
44 Ou sur la mer pirate adventurier,
Ung boute feu, ung faiseur de funiiere?
Est il point rage au monde si planiere.
Que d'avoir eu des biens en habondance 
48 Et puis n'avoir or, argent, ne chevance?
Plus vaiz avant, et plus mes maulx accroissent. 
Quant je cuyde mon cas esvertuer,
Toutes choses que veul ployer se froissent,
32 Et en effect tous mes beaulx jours descroissent
33 encores altered to encor in the manuscript. Emended
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A veue d'oeil; je m'en pourrois tuer.
Je ne sçay art dequoy m'abituer 
Pour ung remede tout seul y povoir mettre: 
56 A l'ouvrage congnoist on le bon maistre.
Mon bon amy, dites, que vous en semble?
Ne suis je pas en merveilleux propoz?
J'ay autresfois eu de grans biens ensemble,
60 Et maintenant n'ay riens, si je ne l'amble:
/
Tout est rifle, platz, flascons, pintespotz. 
Il m'est advis que n'estes des suppotz 
De nostre bende, a veoir vostre maniéré,
64 Car vous faites, comme voy, bonne chiere.
Le Boucanier
Quant est de moy, certes, je me contente 
A tout le moins, si ne puis mieulx tenir, 
J'ay, Dieu mercy, cinq cens livres de rente,
68 Bonne maison, et mon demeine a rente,
\
Et baille a ferme pour mieulx m'entretenir.
Il est tout clair qu'il se fault maintenir
/
Selon son cas; c'est la reigle enseignee
\ /
72 Que a tel bras, telle fault la saignee
66 J3 mieulx avoir. Emended.
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Le Gorrier
Il me semble que si vous aviez fait 
Comme j’ay fait, et vesou de tel sorte. 
Il parust bien ores à vostre faict 
76 Tout imparfaict et de raison deffaict 
Que despence à soustenir est forte;
Et de cela m ’en rernetz et rapporte 
A entre vous messieurs les boucaniers, 
80 Qui avez plus, que d ’aniys, créanciers.
Le Boucanier
Il n ’a tenu qu’à moy que n ’ay menée 
Telle vye, j’en avois bon vouloir.
Mais il est force qu’en fin de l ’année, 
84 Soit de son cas ou de chose donnée. 
Fault regarder s’on en est en devoir 
Ou en reste, pour après y pouvoir.
Et se garder d ’un nisi^ par escript;
88 Car cela rend ung homme tost proscript.
1. Demand for payment, obligation to pay
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Et d'autre part, vous tenez ung grant train. 
Pour demonstrer qu'estes de grant maison, 
Parquoy vous fault plus qu'a nous avoir grain, 
92 Foing, paille et vivres a plus grande foison.
D'autre couste, maintesfois sans raison,
Prenez varletz, qui ne servent de gueres
\
Fors en despens, pratiquer a choison 
96 Voz chambrières, hostesses et commeres.^
Le Gorrier
Impossible est que me peusse passer 
De sept ou huict chevaulx pour ma personne.
Mon lict de camp je ne pourrois laisser,
100 Ne mes coffres; et puis pour tracasser.
96 J3 chambriere. Emended.
/
1. Cf. Octovien de Saint-Gelais's Débat du Seigneur de cour et du 
Seigneur des champs, in which the seigneur de cour describes the 
extravagant train of life, which he fears will eventually lead to 
his ruin, leaving him in the hands of his creditors, as is the 
case of François Robertet's gorrier. (See H.J. Molinier, Essai 
biographique et littéraire sur Octovien de Saint-Gelays (1468-1502) 
p . 163 ff.). Jean Bouchet, in the Temple de Bonne Renommee also 
describes the extravagances and pretensions of the petty nobility: 
"Plusieurs qui n'ont trois cens livres de rente 
Portent drap d'or en robbe, voire en mente.
Et ont laquoys, barbier, et doubles pages,
OÙ tout s'en va, tant revenu que g^ges."
(see J. Bouchet, le Temple de Bonne Renommee, Paris, Galliot 
du Pré, 1 5 1 6, B.N. Res, Ye. 357, f". xxx r".)
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t
Le courtault trappe, la haquenee bonne.
Et pour la guerre, qui au mestier consonne.
Deux grans coursiers, dont l'un est pour la barde,
104 Pour estrader, genet de Barcelonne.
' 1 
Qui n'est monte, ne vault qu'on le regarde.
Le Boucanier
Vous avez tant de chevaulx et de paiges.
Tant de veneurs et tant de faulconniers,
108 Que voz rentes, pensions, biensfaictz, gaiges.
Ne les fermes de voz forestz et péages 
Ne vous peuent assez fournir de deniers.
Les povres gens, laboureurs, moissonniers,
\
112 Ja que bons homs, payent tous ces pillages
2
De vostre train, quant tenez les villaiges.
1. Jean Bouchet's Temple de Bonne Renommee contains a similar attack 
"contre les delicktz et gorriers gens d'armes":
"Mais il n'y a si petit homme d'armes 
Lequel ne veuille avoir, oultre ses armes,
Ung lict de camp, et aussi grant charroy
Que ung conte, ou duc, voire gutant que le roy."
^Ib., id.)
2. Cf. P.50S, note 3 -
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Le Gorrier
J'ay puis ung an pris à  l'argenterie,
1 2 Tant pour mes sayes , frangez et gironnez
ll6 En drap de soye, pour la gendarmerie
■ \
Et pour mes robes a la grant gorrerie,
Pour mille escutz, dont sont malassignez. 
Depuis j'ay eu, que le roy m'a donnez,
120 Deux mille francs que receuz tout content,
Mais en ma bourse n'en a ne tant ne quant.
Le Boucanier
Il vaulsist mieulx estre ung peu boucanier.
Et avoir plus d'argent que vous n'avez.
124 J 'ay bonne robe, dont ne doy ung denier ;
De vieulx escuz suis plain comme ung saunier^; 
D'aussi bon vin je boy que vous buvez.
1 . Not the woollen material (Cotgrave: "sey"), but "sayon" a smock­
like garment; cf. Gu. de Jaligny's description of a member of
Charles VIII's army in 1495:
"Au regard de la compagnie que le Roy avoit avec luy, 
c'estoit la plus gorgiase chose, et Ig plus triumphante qu'on
vid jamais  Jean Daunoy estoit arme de toutes pieces; avec
ce, il avoit un sayon de cramoisy decouppe bien menu, sur sondit 
harnois, monte sur un grand coursier de Peulle bien barde de 
riches bardes."
(see D. Godefroy, Histoire de Charles VIII, Roy de France, p.147).
2. Godefroy, Dictionnaire : "qui a des pans, qui a des bandes coupees
en biais, divisées en pans".
3. The sait merchant's was a highly profitable business.
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Et maintesfois alors que vous huez 
128 Et gettez l'oeil ou vous pourrez percher;
1
^e suis a table et vous l'aller chercher.
2
Pour bien garder de rire les Lombars,
Portez pourpoins de fusteines et de sarges;
\
132 Ne mettez plus a faire voz tabars
Les quinze aulnes de veloux - quelz coquars! - 
Vous destruysez avec voz manches larges.
•5
Les estrangiers ont l'or, et vous les targes;^ 
136 Encor bien peu entendez vostre cas,
Car dessoubz l'esle ilz croquent voz ducatz.
1. Cf. Alain Chartier's criticism of the courtier's life in the Curial, 
in which he comments on the misery of courtiers, perpetually de­
pendent on the whims and tastes of others, whilst the private 
citizen is master of himself and of his household. (See Les Oeuvres 
de maistre Alain Chartier, ed. A. Du Chesne, Paris, I6 1 7, p.395 ff).
2. Already under Louis XI, there had been a considerable number of 
Italian bankers established in France, especially at Lyon. (See
E. H o o t , Les Italiens en France au XVle siècle, le. serie. Extrait 
du Bulletin Italien, 1901, Bordeaux, I9OI). Their unpopularity 
increased steadily; they were imprisoned more than once by 
François I, during his differences with Italy; and under the regency 
of Catherine of Medicis the Italians, financiers and others, were 
to b^keld accountable for all ills, and were the subject of frequent 
attacks, for example:
"Sardini les daces invente,
Gondi les tient et les augmente,
Diacette espuise l'argent:
Par la le François indigent".
(See E. Picot, op.cit., loc. cit.)
3 . i.e. small change; cf. "il n’a escu ny targe: the divell may freely 




Je suis jeune, et jeunesse s'acquitte;
Avec les’loups aux champs il fault huer.
l40 Apres ma mort je seray du tout quicte.
Il fault jouer, ou dire: je le quicte;
Pour mes enfans ne me veulx pas tuer:
Vous seul cuydez les biens perpétuer,
l44 Qui ont este mal acquis et tenuz;^
\
Toutes choses vont d'ou il sont venuz.
Le Boucanier
Les biens sont faictz, voirement, pour despendre. 
Mais il y a partout forme et raison; 
l48 On vous pourroit de vostre estât suspendre,
Ou au gibet noyer, brûler ou pendre,
\
Pour ung escu a la fin de saison;
Car vous voulez tenir grosse maison.
1. The malpractices of financiers were well-known. In 1504 
several members of the "chambre des comptes" were arrested, 
tried, and imprisoned for their embezzlements (see J. d'Auton, 
Chroniques de Louis XII, ed. R. de Maulde la Claviere, Paris, 
1 8 9 5, t.5, P*335 ff., Commant aucuns trésoriers et autres furent 
priz et pugnys pour avoir pille l'argent du roy.)
^02
152 Estre bien aise et souvent banqueter:^
Ce sont receptes pour ne guieres acquester.
Les ung acquièrent, et tout vous despendez;
H z  proufitent, et vous ne gaignez rien;
156 H z  s'enrichissent, et povres vous rendez;
H z  ont la proye des gluons^ que tendez;
Jamais ne baillent, et vous leur dites: tien;
H z  sont tressages, et pour telz je les tien, 
160 Et vous très folz de vouloir vivre ainsi
Sans autre soing en avoir ou soucy.
Le Gorrier
H  y a plus: quant j'ayme quelque femme,
Je ne me puis tenir de luy donner, 
l64 Ou autrement serois lasche et infâme;
Qui ayme bien de cueur nayf sa dame,
1. Cf. Jean Bouchet's description of the petty nobleman's self- 
indulgence :
"Car il n'y a si petit gentilhomme 
Qui n'a vaillant a grant peine une pomme.
Qui cuysinier n'entretienne a grans gages 
Pour aux repas avoir divers potages.
Et veulent bien ces gens délicieux 
Vivre partout plus aises que les dieux".
(Le Temple de Bonne Renommée, f . li r^.)
2. Lime-twig; i.e., all the gorrier's sources of income serve only 
. to enrich others.
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Et corps et biens luy doibt abandonner.
!
J'ay achepte, mais n'en veul mot sonner,
168 Plusieurs bagues dont je suis bien taille
/
N'avoir en piece la terre qu'ay baillee.
Le Boucanier
Et d'autrepart, tant de nouvelletez,
Tant de bottes, souliers et brodequins
172 Que vous portez, taillez et descouppez.
Et de rubans nouez, lardez^, couppez
Et puis tenduz comme beaulx carnequins.
Tant de pourpoins changer tous les matins;
176 Puis vous bendez voz chausses de drap d'or
2
Quelz principes pour amasser trésor!
Le Gorrier
Trésor/(fait il) mais qui l'amasseroit
A vivre en court par les hostelleries?
169 J3 baille. Emended.
1. Here, "lardez" probably means "threaded"; cf., Cotgrave; "also, 
to pricke or pierce as with a larding pricke".
2. For an example of the extravagance of costume at the time, see 
J. Molinet's description of a "gorgias" at the wedding of 
Philibert de Savoie and Marguerite d'Autriche in I5OI. 
(Chroniques, ed. J.A.C. Buchon, Collection des Chroniques 
Nationales de France, t. 43-7, 102^, ch. cccii, p.1 6 5).
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l80 Je ne sçay pas qui dyable ce seroit;
Tout est si cher que plus on n'oseroit 
Tenir maison; ce sont escorcheries;^  
Depuis ung an noz boites sont taries. 
l84 Bref, je ne sçay plus ou argent pescher;
Je ne pourroye en court tant pourchasser
Le Boucanier
Vous vous fiez tant en ces pensions
/
Qu’avez eues par trois ou quatre années,
188 Qu'il vous semble que de voz possessions
2
Et chevances viennent ces donnacions.
1. A later member of the Robertet family (Florimond Robertet de Fresne, 
François Robertet's grandson), besides playing an important part in 
the negotiations between Huguenots and Catholics during the regency
of Catherine of Medicis, found time to pass a bill on this very matter 
(see Conde, Mémoires, t.5, p.194).
2. Robertet here defends Louis XII, who was preoccupied with paying the 
debts accumulated by Charles VIII, against the accusations of avarice 
made against him by the courtiers, as in the sottie, l'Ancien Monde:
"Libéralité interdite 
Est aux nobles par avarice;
Le chief mesme y est propice.
Et les subjects sont si marchans 
Qu'ilz se font laiz, sales marchans."
(See A. Fabre, Etudes Historiques sur les clercj^  de la Bazoche, Paris,
1 8 5 6, p.2 7 1.)
Cf. also the passage in Jean Bouchet's Temple de Bonne Renommee:
"Puis ces bragars, quant ilz en sont au bout 
Et que contraincts ilz sont de vendre tout,
Mauldisent roy, son service et maison.
Disans tout hault qu'on ne leur fait raison.
Et que tout l'or et tout l'argent du royaulme 




Mais maintenant les chanses sount tournees
i
Et les finances, Dieu mercy, retournées, 
192 Savez vous ou? au soulage de France,
Qui en avoit plus que vous de souffrance.^
Le Gorrier
Four vous parler ung peu de nostre faict.
Il vaulsist mieulx que l'on nous eust chassez,
196 Car nous cuydions nostre payement fait
De trois quartiers, sans avoir autre plait.
2
Mais de tout rien; puis on nous a cassez;
1. Jean Bouchet also undertakes Louis XII's defence in the same manner: 
"Aulcuns ont dit qu'il n'estoit liberal,
Mais trop gardant, avare et partial.
Par ce que dons ne faisoit par largesse 
Et mesmement aux suppostz de noblesse
................  tousjours supporta
Son pauvre peuple, et onques ne exhorta 
Ses officiers a trop fort le grever,
Mais tant qu'il peut, tascha le relever."
(Le Temple de Bonne ^^nommee, f . Ivii. r .)
2. This had long been a problem, and was to remain so for some time: the
Journal d'un bourgeois de Paris sous François I describes the ravages, 
in 1 5 2 6, of bands of soldiers who claimed that they were reduced to 
plundering only because they had not been paid:
"Au diet an 1525 (a. st.) en janvier et février, courroient en 
plusieurs villes et plat pais plusieurs maulvais garçons qui se 
disoient avanturiers, et y avoit des gens de cheval parmy qui 
alloient et desroboient partout, efforpoient filles et femmes, 
tueoient et faisoient des maulx sans nombre; pilloient les aucuns 
des faulxbourgs de la ville de Chartres et environ, aussi a Meleun, 
a Provins et en Brie, et en plusieurs autres lieux, et estoient en 
gros nombre comme environ de six a sept mil hommes, tant de cheval 
que de pied, et faisoient maulx infinis, et disoient estre d'ordon­
nance et au Roy, et qu'ilz n'estoient point paiez, et n'y sçavoit 
on mettre remede au moien du gros nombre qui y estoit".
cont.over page
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Le capitaine dit: messieurs, pourchassez
200 Envers le roy. Je n'ay pas les deniers -
Vela 1*estât de nous autres gorriers.
Le Boucanier
C'est tresmal fait tenir le payement
Des gens d'armes, quant ilz ont bien servy.
204 Mais maintenant on en fait autrement,
Car on baille, je ne sçay pas comment,
A tel peult estre qui ne l'a desservy.
Il me semble que l'autre jour je vy 
208 Lever descharge de trois ou quatre mille
s
Voire bons francs, pour livrer a quelque fille.
2 (cont.) ...(See Journal d'un bourgeois de Paris sous le regne de 
François I , ed. Bourrilly, p.232)7
However, the incident most likely to have inspired Francois Robertet
occurred in 1304, when several arrests were maâe by Louis XII, who 
was "grandement desceu et trompe par aucuns cappitaines, commis et 
clercs qui avoient la charge de payer lesdicts gens de pie, car 
l'argent et finance nécessaire pour faire lesdites,payes a este par 
luy fourny pour autant de mois que la guerre a dur^; mais, en lieu 
de le bien employer au payement desdits gens de pie,^lesdits cap­
pitaines, trésoriers et commissaires ont pris, dérobé et pille la
pluspart desdits deniers". (See Jean d'Auton, Chroniques de Louis XII,
t. 3, p.357, note).
1.Whether this constitutes a reference to aiyr precise case, it is 
impossible to tell; the corruption and malpractices of the paying 
officers were, however, notorious.
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Le Gorrier
Trois povres dyables de nostre compaignie
/ \
En eussent este a jamais relevez.
212 Helas! les rustres sont en peine infinie,
A la pluye, au vent, tousjours armez.
Et, qui pys est, jamais ne sont amez:
L ’un et l ’autre les blasme en tel façon 
216 Que maintenant veullent estre exemptez
De nous avoir et mettre en garnison.
Le Boucanier
Si vous me dites: Boucanier, sus! or parles,
Diz je pas vray? - Guy! Mais pourquoy est ce? 
22o Car on vivoit du temps du bon roy Charles^
Tout autrement; on tenoit sa promesse.
On payoit bien, on labouroit sans cesse;
Sur le bon homme n’estoit fait si grant guerre; 
224 Mais au jourd’huy n ’a homme qui ne laisse
De labourer seurement sur la terre.
1. The reference here is to Charles VIII, but the theme is old.
Cf. for example, Martial d'Auvergne, who regrets the good days 
of Charles VII’s reign in somewhat similar terms:
"Chacun vivoit joyeusement,
Selon son estât et menage ;
L ’on pouvoit partout seurement 
Labourer en son heritage."
(See A. Fabre, op.cit. p.l87, Martial d*Auvergne, le Bon Temps).
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Le Gorrier
Vous en parlez, certes, bien a vostre aise,
Et droittement comme fait ung clerc d’armes,
228 Mais il nous fault aller, plaise ou non plaise.
Au près d’un arbre plantez comme Sainet Biaise,^
Aux escouttes, aux guetz et aux allarmes.
Et vous estes, pour éviter les chermes,
232 En voz maisons, et nous dessus les champs;
2
Il n’est estât que de clercs et marchans.
Le Boucanier
Voyla de quoy! pour ce que nous gardons
Ce peu qu’avons, trop mieulx que vous ne faites,
236 Nous avons tout: ce sont de voz lardons.
Bref, nous amons mieulx menger des chardons
Que tant devoir, et a diverses testes.
Vous diray je quelles sont les conquestes
240 De telz mignons, qui dient monts et vaulx
3
D’un hospital a deux ou trois chevaulx?
1. Saint Biaise was martyred bound to a tree. ,
2. The courtier in Jean Bouchet’s Le Temple de Bonne Renommee makes the 
same complaint:
".... tout I ’or et tout l’argent du royaulme 
Sont soubz la plume et non dessoubz le heaulme’*. (f .xxx v .)
3 . Cf. Jean Bouchet’s lines "contre ceulx qui se vantent de leurs armes",
"D’autres y a quant sont à leurs repos 
En leurs maisons, près de verres et pos,
Comptent qu’ilz ont fait en guerre merveilles:




Ung temps ne peult tousjours avoir son cours, 
Ou aultrement la reigle en fauldroit;
244 En la sepmaine ne sont pas tous beaulx jours.
Toutes choses ne vont tousjours a droit. 
Quelque grossier cherra en quelque endroit. 
Qui tant aura fait amas de finances:^
248 Vela marchant releve tout adroit.
2
Support de court est de peu de fiance.
3 (cont.) ...
Tousjours marche quant et quant 1 *avantgarde,
Donne grans coups de pic que ou halebarde.
Et ces gros veaulx n ’ont rien fait que piller,
Prandre et ravir, le bon homme estriller.
Et s ’en aller de village en village,
Puis se trouver seulement au pillage".
(Le Temple de Bonne Renommee, f . xxxii r .)
1. The menace foreshadows Semblançay’s fate in 152? (cf. Clement
Marot, Balade contre les trésoriers et gens de finance, sur la
mort de Santblançay; see G. Guiffrey, Chronique du roy François, 
p.444), and is only one among innumerable accusations of em­
bezzlement made against the national financiers. Jean Bouchet 
again uses the same argument :
"Les financiers n ’avoient ung tel credit 
Comme a present; car en trois moys sont riches 
Par larrecins, et non pour estre chiches.
Je ne le dy pour aucun accuser.
Mais impossible il est les excuser.
Car en estatz et bonbans plus despendent 
Que leur salaire et gages ne se extendent.
Et plus d’argent ilz ont, l’an révolu.
Que les seigneurs,que ce leur fust tolu."
(Temple de Bonne Renommee, f . xxx v . - xxxi r .)
2. Cf. Alain Chartier’s Curial on the inconstance of favour at court, 




Quant vous aurez menge tous voz chevaulx,
Robes, chaînes et harnois et estriers,
232 Tost que l ’on charge dessus ces generaulx,^
Vous en dites plus de cent mille maulx,
De ces payeurs et de ces trésoriers.
S'ilz prestent argent pour deux ou trois quartiers,
236 Vous dites tous que ce sont gens de bien;
H z  sont larrons quant ilz n ’avancent rien.
Le Gorrier
Vous n ’avez garde de point les excuser;
Vous estes tous boucanyers de leur bende.
260 Ce que j’en diz, nul n’entens accuser,
Mais on sçait bien de quoy sçavez user.
Il ne fault jà que plus on le demande ;
Et s’il y a homme qui baille ou vende
264 Une place ou quelzques bonnes terres,
2
Ung financier en baillera les erres.
1."généraux des finances." (On their functions, see R. Doucet, Les 
institutions de la France au XVIe siecle, Paris, 1948, t.l, p.286.)
2.The accusation was commonly made: cf. Jean Bouchet:
"Ainsi ne font ung tas de groz marchans
Et usuriers, lesquelz sont si meschans 
Que non obstant que leurs debteurs ilz sachent 
Estre empeschez en quelque guerre, ilz taschent 
Au paiement de leur debte et debvoir 
Pour a la fin leurs dommaines avoir.
Car il advient souvent que telz debteurs 
N ’ont lors de quoy paier leurs créditeurs,
Et que a la guerre ilz ont tout despendu.
Puis tout leur bien^sera prins et vendu."
(Le Temple de Bonne Renommee, f? liiii r° . - v° .)
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Le Boucanier
Ce sera mon et sera son devoir.
C'est de boucan^ que de grans biens acquerre, 
268 Et au contraire, la guerre au vray sçavoir
Que de vendre ou engager sa terre.
Vous amez mieulx de chercher ou enquerre
!
La maniéré et la nouvellete 
272 De vous destruyre. Et puis vela la guerre,
Quant il fault rendre ce qu'on a emprunté.
1. Usually used to mean something old-fashioned, outworn ideas, 
"boucan" here must be taken to mean "common sense".
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XXVII
L'arest de la louenKe de la dame sans sy  ^
Puis que les dieux par leur consentement 
Ont tint conseil d’un commun sentement 
En la gxant chambre et noble consistoire^ 
4 Pour prononcer 1’arrest publiquement 
De celle là qu’on dit communément 
Dame sans sy^ par oeuvre méritoire
Text from W, variants from X, Y, N, The text has been emended in lines 
14, 16, 22, 41, the emended version being taken from Y, and in line 31, 
where the e m e n â m t i ù i n is taken from X and N.
Title N L’arrest et la louenge de la dame sans per ou sans sy.
Y L'arrest et la louenge de la dame sans sy.
1. The Arest de la louenge de la daane sans sy and the following poem,
1'Appel inter.jecte par telles nommées dedans contre la dame sans sy 
(XXVIIl) were written at the court of Anne de Bretagne (cf. XXVIII, line 
lO), very probably in the first half of 1498. Cf. p. 2 7 T -  8,
A c t e  (
2. Generally meaning the judge’s bench or the sovereign’s throne, 
consistoire here designates the hall where judgement is given.
3. Sans sy, perfect, without fault or defect (Cotgrave). The identity
of the ’’dame sans sy’’ remains uncertain. Because the two poems are found 
generally with the Epitaph of Madame de Bal sac (cf. p. 57-8, , 63-4),
it has been assumed that Madame de Balsac was the ’’dame sans sy”, and for
a long time she was thought to be Anne de Graville, daughter of Louis
Malet de Graville, amiral de Prance. (See Le Roux de Lincy, Vie de la 
Reine Anne de Bretagne, t.l, lib.4, pp.138-141; Maulde la Claviere, Louise 
de Savoie et François I, 1895, p.292; H. Guy, l’Ecole des Rhétoriqueurs,
§ 262; H.J.Molinier, Essai biographique et littéraire sur Qctovien de 
Saint-Gelays, p.l44). Anne was, however, in I498 only about ten years old 
(see M. de Montmorand, Anne de Graville, sa famille, son oeuvre, sa 
postérité, Paris, 1917, p. 59)- It has therefore been alternatively 
suggested that the dame de Balsac in question was Anne’s mother, Marie de 
Balsac (Montmorand, op.cit., p. 271-2; Le Roux de Lincy, Notice d’un beau 
manuscrit, p.45 E.Quentin-Bauchart, Les Femmes Bibliophiles de France, 
Paris, 1886, t.II, p.380). Marie, the daughter of Rauffet II de Balsac, 
died only a few years after the composition of the Arest and the Appel, 
on 23 March I503 (see Montmorand, op.cit., p.38, Le Roux de Lincy, Notice, 
p. 4-5), but her lengthy verse epitaph implies that she was comparatively
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Qu'on la juge comme parfait notoire 
8 Dit a esté veu 1'information
<t,ue la dame tiendroit possession ^  
D'immortel loz sur toutes damoiselles 
Et proclamée en toute nacion 
12 Seulle sans per, la plus belle des belles.
7 X la loue comme ung parfait 
9 N Où la 
11 X proclamer
young when she died,
"En jeunes ans, dont le cueur me remort" (W, f .^ ciii v^., line 18)
However, there is not necessarily a connection between the 
Arest and Appel on the one hand and the Epitaphe on the other - as E.Droz 
has rightly pointed out (E.Droz, Notice sur un manuscrit ignoré de la 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Romania, I9I8-I9, t. XLV, p.503 ff.) E. Droz 
further adds that the Arest and Appel probably do not refer to Marie de 
Balsac as she was already dead and a posthumous eulogy would not offend 
the other ladies of the court, so that the Appel would never have been 
composed; by a curious oversight, this disregards the fact that Marie 
did not in fact die until about five years after the Arest and Appel 
were written; the fact that the Epitaphe precedes the texts of the 
Arest and Appel cannot be held to indicate the relative dates of 
composition.
Although the "dame sans sy" may possibly be Marie de 
Balsac, it is unlikely that her identity will be established with 
any certainty.
1 . Legal term. Almost the whole of this and the following poem 
(XXVIIl) is written in the language of the law-courts.
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Les depputez pour diligentement 
Faire l'enqueste y ont songneusement
Employé temps en divers territoire.
1 2 16 Premier Crétin , Robertet promptement,
Lctovian,^ Bremont'^  semblablement
Ont travaillé pour faire 1'inventoire.
14 W omits Faire. Emended. X Faire enqueste
15 X divers méritoire Y ;rui plore tant N Employé tant
16 W Pommer Cretin Hebertet. Emended.
17 Y, N Qctovien Hemond
1. Guillaume Cretin (died 1525) was not a member of the court, and at this 
date had composed only a small number of works: the Epître au nom des dames 
de Paris, and possibly the Déploration sur Qckeghem and the Epitrès à 
Jacques de Biflue (see K.Chesney, ed. Oeuvres, p. xxxiv;. He remained in 
friendly contact with François Robertet after their association in the 
choice of the "dame sans sy", corresponding with him from Vincennes in
1504. Of. p. 2ii //
2. Clearly this refers to François Robertet, and not to his father; at this 
date, Jean Robertet was quite old, and in retirement at Montbrison (cf. p . ) 
whereas certain lines of the Appel show that the author must be a young man:
"Pour passer temps et eschever soucy.
Comme souvent jeunes gens se festoyent.
Je m ’en allé où les dames estoient,
Cuidant estre le bien venu leans" (XXVIII, lines 5-8)
5. Qctovien de Saint-Gelais (1468-I502), already Bishop of Angoulême in 
1494, was at the height of his career in 1498; the Débat de l’homme de cour 
et de 1’homme des champs. Le Séjour d’Honneur, La Translation des Héroides, 
had already been composed, and his popularity at the court, where he had 
the favour of Charles VIII, was extreme. The two poems, the Arest de la 
louen,p;e de la dame sans sy and the Appel contre la dame sans sy, have been 
attributed to Saint-Gelais (see H.Gny, op.cit., § 262;, but are much more 
probably the work of François Robertet. Cf. p.
On Qctovien de Saint-Gelais, see H.Guy, op.cit., §222-273; Molinier, op.cit.
4 . The identity of this poet remains obscure: his very name is not known 
with certainty, since Y and N give it as Hemond. There are, however, 
references to a certain Bremend, seigneur de la Riere, in the service of 
the King, and to a Bremond, seigneur d© la Liere, in the service of 
Bourbon; possibly they are the same person. Several acts between 1484-1495 
refer to a Bremond, "seigneur de la Riere, escuier du roy, maistre des 
portz et passages de la seneschaucée de Beaucaire et de Nismes et capitaine 
de la tour du pont" (B.N., Pièces Originales 2482, dossier de la Riere, 
passim). The accounts of Anne of Bourbon record a gift of three hundred ;
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Il n ’est livre, cronique, ne histoire,
20 Ditz ou escrips qui facent mention 
De loz, d’onneur ou de description,
Qu’ilz n ’ayent veuz par menues parcelles; 
Mais ceste seulle est pour conclusion 
24 Seulle sans per, la plus belle des belles
Tout doncques veu et leu esgaiement,
Je, secretaire^, ay par commandement
19 X ne cronicque ne
21 X loz donner
22 W Qu’il n’ait menuz. Emended. X vuiez Y, N veu 
26 X aye
livrées a year for six years made on 6 January I5IO (n.s.) by Anne de 
Bourbon, to ’’Demoiselle Catherine de Thalaru, veuve de Bremont de Vi try, 
seigneur de la Liere, en recompense des services que ce seigneur et cette 
dame lui avoient rendus, et pour l’aider à payer les dettes du défunt"
(j.M. de la Mure, Histoire des ducs de Bourbon, t.Il, p.51? n.; the 
accounts are found in the manuscript mémoires of Aubret.) Since one of the 
ladies mentioned in the Appel is Françoise de Talaru, also in the service 
of Anne of Bourbon (cf. p.5Z$,n. I ), it seems likely that there was some 
relationship between her and Bremond. In fact, accordizig to Anselme, she 
had a daughter named Catherine, but who was the wife of Cuichard d’Albon 
(p.Anselme, Histoire Généalogique et Chronologique de la Maison Royale de 
France, t.VII, p.202). Since Guichard d’Albon died before 1502 (Ib., id.), 
Bremond was perhaps Catherine’s second husband.
Since Bremond appears to have been in the service of the Duke and 
Duchess of Bourbon, it is further very possible that there was some connec­
tion between François Robertet’s collaborator, and the seigneur de la Riere 
to whom Jean Robertet addressed two of his epistles (cf. p.36 A^7). It is 
impossible to know more about Bremond, who does not appear to be the author 
of any other known poetical works.
1. This reference allows the poem to be attributed to François Robertet, 
since he alone at this time could be qualified secretary. Already secre­
tary of the Duchess of Bourbon in 1492, he was secretary to the king in May 
1498, only a few months after the composition of the Arest and Appel.
Cf. pp. 2 77.
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Prins plume et ancre, papier et escriptoire^, 
28 Et mis 1’arrest articulierement 
En registre de ce grant parlement 
Où tous les dieux trouvent leur auditoire.
En prohibant tout fait comminatoire,
32 Sans recepvoir à opposition
Femme que soit, car c'est l'oppinion 
Des assistens, cessans toutes querelles;
Et demoura par confirmation 
36 Seulle sans per, la plus belle des belles.
2
Prince , veez ceste decision;
Plus ne reste que vostre intention 
Pour prononcer les publicques nouvelles.
40 Sans procéder d'ayne ou d'affection,
Chascun la tient par vostre eslection 
Seulle sans per, la plus belle des belles.
27 X Prins police entre papier 28 N, Y Ay mys 29 X parlement 
30 X, N, Y tiennent 31 N prohibent W, Y communatoire. Emended.
35 X sans confirmacion 37-42 X omits these lines. 4I W se tient. Emended.
1. The scene was depicted in a miniature of manuscript Z (now lost), which 
was described by Le Roux de Lincy;
"Dans la seconde des miniatures de cette partie, on voit une dame 
vêtue d'une robe grise, doublée d'hermine, qui dicte l'arrêt de la dame 
sans sy à un scribe vêtu de rouge, assis à une table couverte d'un tapis 
bleu. La scène doit se passer dans une salle du château de Blois."
(Le Roux de Lincy, Notice d'un beau manuscrit, p.5-6); cf. also p. 6^-6m 
poisibljj h, Robertet here ^address es Pierre II of Bourbon, who in the Appel is called 
upon to give judgement in the controversy between the "dame sans sy" and 
the ladies of the court. Cf. p. S  Z , Kole /.
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XXVIII
L'appel inter.jecte par telles nommées dedans 
contre la dame sans sy^
Apres 1'arrest et sentence donnée 
Au seul proffit de la dame sans sy,
Que tous les dieux avoient guerdonnée 
De si haulx lotz pour demourer ainsi.
Pour passer temps et eschever soucy.
Comme souvent jeunes gens se festoyent.
Je m’en allé où les dames estoient,
Cuidant estre le bien venu leans.
Sans estre pris aux amoureux lyans.
Text from W; variants froia X, Y. The text has been emended in the title 
and in lines 4 2, 55, 59, 63, ^5 90, 101, the emended version being taken 
from X.
Title W nommés. Emended.
1-34 X omits these lines and the title of the poem.
1 Y omits et
3 Y guerre donnée
4 Y hault
6 Y s'esbatoient
1. The indignation felt by the ladies of the court at the praise of one 
above all others appears to have occasioned a controversy similar to that 
which raged over Alain Chartier's Belle Dame Sans Merci some seventy 
years earlier. Cf. p. 3/5—6.
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Là, viz la royne^ et les dames ensemble 
De maintz propos desduire et deviser;
12 De les louer selon leur deu me semble 
Ung impossible qu'on ne peut espuser. 
Incontinant si me vont adviser 
Trois ou quatre qui appart se tenoient 
16 Et dueil secret, ne sçay pourquoy, menoient 
Tout acourant me firent appeller.
Disant que à moy desiroient parler^.
Si m'aprouche d'icelles promptement,
20 Car le refuz n'eust esté convenable;
Lors commença parler premièrement
Une des trois, moult belle et acointable.
16 Y Et d'une seulle ne sçay qu’en devisoient 
17-85 Y omits these lines
1. Anne de Bretagne. The lost manuscript Z had a miniature depicting 
the queen with her three ladies-in-waiting, which Le Roux de Lincy has 
described:
"Enfin la troisième miniature, divisée aussi en deux compartiments nous 
montre dans le premier la reine Anne de Bretagne, vue de face en pied, 
assise sous le dais royale, entourée de ses trois dames."
(Le Roux de Lincy, Notice, p.6)
2. Again a miniature of the lost manuscript depicted this scene:
"Dans le compartiment du bas, ces mêmes dames font comparaître 
devant elles l'acteur ou poète, pour lui adresser leurs reproches. Cette 
scène a dû pejpasser dans une galerie du château de Blois" (lb.,id.)
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Que Montsoreau^ on appelle sans fable,
24 ^n me disant: "N’estes vous pas l'acteur 
Mal informé et nouvel inventeur.
Qui tant avez une seule louée
Que la beaulté de toute aultre est foullée?
1. There was in Anne de Bretagne's service one Jeanne Chabot, 
dame de Montsoreau, who has been generally thought to be the 
person mentioned by Robertet. However, she was married as early 
as 1445 to Jean de Chambes, "premier chambellan et naître d'hôtel 
du roi" (Anselme, op.cit., t.IV, p.562; t.III, p.384; t.II, p.620), 
was in the queen's service as early as 1475 (ib., t.IV, p.562), and 
was still in royal service from 1496-8. She T/as mentioned in 
1492: "A Jehanne Chabot, dame de Montsoreau, la somme de 
50 l.t. pour (ses gaiges de neuf mois)" (see Le Roux de Lincy,
Vie de la Reine Anne de Bretagne, t.IV, App.2, p.10, Etat de la 
Maison de la Reine Anne de Bretagne en 1492). Godefroy refers to 
her in the Bstat des Officiers de la Maison de la Reyne Anne de 
Bretagne, femme du Roy Charles VIII pour les années 1496, 1497 et 
1498, extrait des comptes de Jacques de Beaune le Jeune, Trésorier 
Général des Finances de la Reyne, "Dame Jeanne Chabot, Dame de 
Montsoreau et du Petit Chasteau", receives an allowance of one 
thousand pounds, among the Dames and Demoiselles of the queen.
(see D.Godefroy, Histoire de Charles VIII, Roy de France, Paris, 
1684, p.708).
In view of this long service, Jeanne Chabot's age appears 
rather advanced for François Robertet's description,
"Une des trois, moult belle et acointable".
It is probably one of her daughters who is indicated here:
Marie or Nicole de Chambes (see Anselme, op.cit., t.II, p.620; 
t.III, p.384; t.VII, p.122), even though they are not mentioned 
among Anne de Bretagne's ladies.
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28 Et dea, beau sire, qu'ont les aultres fait 
Pour les priver de tiltre de louenge,
En cest cy, ung chef demeure parfait,
Que tant louez?^ Est ce deesse ou ange?
32 Est elle plus merveilleuse ou estrange
En bruit, en lotz, en triumphe ou en ditz. 
Qu'autres ne sont? Ou est ce ung paradis 
D'esbat tarestre ou de joye mondaine,
36 Pour la monter en gloire si souldaine?
Est elle plus prudente que Palas,
En chasteté plus digne que Lucresse,
De qui Turquin tant ayma le soulas?
40 Esse Juno là, pleine de richesse?
Esse Medée ou Helaine de Grece,
Qui de beaulté portoit le parragon,
Ou Sibelle^, femme de Mongourgon?^
35 X de bas terrestre et 
39 X Qui de Tarquin 
42 W paragron. Emended.
1. Possibly a reference to Robertet's description of the members of the 
court as gods (XXVII, lines 1,30).
2. Mother of the gods.
3. Demorgorgon, creator of all the gods. The reference to Cibele and 
Demorgorgon may have been found in Boccaccio's Genealogiae Deorum 
Gentilium (Venice, 1472, lib.l, f°. 5 ff*; lib.l3, chap.ii). Classical 
mythology plays, however, a very small part in François Robertet's work.
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44 Esse Dido, la royne de Cartage,
La plus belle qui fust point en quart age?^
Quel bien, quel nom a ceste mérité 
Plus que n ’ont fait toutes les dessusdictes? 
48 Si vous voulez ensuivre vérité.
Raison permect que de ce vous desdictes.
Les injures ne sont mie petites.
Que de nommer ceste dame sans sy;
52 Quant est de moy, je m ’oppose à cecy 
Formellement, et pour certain appelle,
Car la sentence est par trop criminelle.
Pourtant vous prie que mon appel soit mis
256 Dedans le sac contre partie adverse.
45 X point du
51 X nommer celle
52 X me oppose
55 W s’appelle. Emended.
56 X Sac d'entre partie
1. The names enumerated in this passage are those commonly known to 
all writers of the period. Cf., for example, Jean Robertet's lists 
of much the same names found in XVIII, S, lines 6J ff.
2. Contre here means with; this usage was rare, but is cited in 
a few examples by Godefroy and Huguet.
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Nous trouverons peut estre des amis 
Pour revocquer la sentence d'averse;
Mais si l'on veult mectre la controverse 
60 En arbitrage, tous reproches cesseiris, 
Tresvoulentiers à cela me consens 
Et de tous poins à cela me rapporte 
Au noir amant qui noire couleur porte.^
64 Et tant finist la dame sans devis.
Me requérant acte de tout son dire,
2
Et puis Mombrom , qui estoit viz à viz, 
Qui pas n'avoit pour lors talant de rire, 
68 Me commença souldainement à dire 
En langaige familier et court;
58 X sentence diverse
59 E omils la. Emended. X si non 
62 X poins de ce cas
65 W Au onir. Emended.
64 X Actant finit son devis
1. Cf. p.5 24» note I.
2. There were at Anne de Bretagne's court three ladies-in-waiting, sisters, 
named Monberon. They were Jeanne, Blanche and Marie, daughters of Eustache 
de Monberon (died after 1520), "vicomte d'Aunay, baron de Maulevrier et
de Mastas, chambellan du roi." (Anselme, op.cit., t.VII, p.19-20). A 
salary is paid to "Marie de Montbron, dame de La Palisse, damoiselle de 
ladite dame (Anne de Bretagne)" in 1492 (see Le Roux de Lincy, Vie de la 
Reine Anne de Bretagne, t.IV, App. 2, p.11, Etat de la Maison de la Reine 
Anne de Bretagne en 1492; she is mentioned again as receiving a gift from 
the queen in the same year; Argenterie de la Reine, An 1492, Arch.Imp.;
Le Roux de Lincy, op.cit., t.IV, App. 2, p.l5).
The second sister is Jehanne de Monberon, mentioned in Anne de 
Bretagne's household in 1498: "A Jehanne de Montberon, dame de Hommes, 
damoiselle de ladicte dame et gouvernante de ses filles, la somme de 
huict vingts quinze livres tournois, en cent escuz d'or à la couronne, à
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"Quoy, estes vous venu en ceste court 
Pour y dresser entre les dames noises 
72 Et en louer une seulle à vostre aise?
Qui vous a meu ce concilie tenir.
Et vos censors? dont vient ceste requests? 
Si vous voulez ceste erreur maintenir,
76 Je diz qu'estes favorable à 1'enqueste. 
C'est petit loz et bien pouvre conquests, 
Mectre le pris de dames tout apert 
Pour en faire à une seulle part,
80 Que vous avez par voz escrips nommée 
Seulle sans per; telle est la renommée.
70 X Ou estes venus
71 X noise
75 X meus ce conseil là
75 X cest
76 X favorable en
78 X des dames tout appart
elle ordonné par ladicte dame pour ses gaiges et pension de ceste dicte 
présente année." (Le Roux de Lincy, op.cit., t.IV, App. 2, p.l6, Reg. 
de Nantes, An 1498, f° . 28 r° .). Her description as "gouvernante" again 
implies that she was of an older generation than the "dame sans sy".
Blanche de Monberon, the third sister, is mentioned among the filles 
d'honneur of Anne de Bretagne from 1496-8 (see D.Godefroy, op.cit., loc.cit.) 
According to Anselme, she became the wife of Jacques de Rochefoucauld, 
"seigneur de MeHerand, d'Aunac et de Noûans" (Anselme, op.cit., t.VII, p.20). 
It is probably she, younger than Jeanne, who is alluded to in the poem.
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Pour ce doncques que le cas touche apoint 
Le sens, l’onneur, la louenge de maintes, 
84 Non contente je m ’oppose à ce point,
Pour estre aussi receue à faire plainctes; 
Et de noz griefz^injures et complaintes, 
Qûi plus à plain seront à desclairer,
88 En temps, en lieu, me veulx desliherer, 
Entièrement me soubzmectre et en croire 
L'amant royal portant livrée noire.
82 X touche et point 
85 X Le sang
85 X receue aussi
86 Y griefz maulx injures et
88 Y temps et
89 Y me soubzmectz
90 X L'amant loial W livrée de. Emended.
1. The concurrence of the dates at which the three ladies who appealed 
were in the service either of Anne de Bretagne or of the Duchess Anne of 
Bourbon (who as Charles VIII's sister was often at the royal court), make 
it likely that the Arest and the Apoel were composed in the last years of 
the fifteenth century. pp.
The person in that period most likely to merit the description,
"L'amant royal portant livrée noire", was Pierre II of Bourbon, as has 
been pointed out by E.Droz (art. cit.). "Royal" by his marriage with 
Anne of France, he had lost his two brothers, Jean II, Duke of Bourbon, 
and the Cardinal Charles of Bourbon, in 1488. This date was too early 
for him still to be in mourning; however, in 1498, Charles, the young son 
of Pierre and Anne, died: "1498 le jeune fils de ce duc, nommé Charles de 
Bourbon et communément appelé le comte de Clermont, mourut et par sa mort 
causa une grande tristesse en la maison de Bourbon." (j.M. de la Mure, 
op.cit., t.II, p.447), 80 that it is very probable that the poems the 
Arest and Appel were written after this and before the death of Charles 
VIII a few months later on 7 April 1498.
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Dist Tallaru^, "Je m ’y consens aussi 
92 Et devant luy et sa justice appelle.
Pour ce, escripve-/; et mectez tout cecy 
Pour soustenir nostre appel contre celle 
viu'on a voulu sans cause nommer belle,
96 Voire sans sy. C ’est ung mortel venin 
En descripvant du sexe féminin.
Tout les escrips ne sont pas véritables 
J,ue vous fatistes mectez dedans voz tables.’’
91 X Tallaon
94 X Pour produire
95 X ^ui l'a
97 X En de8tournant Y En deslouant de
99 X vous faictes mectre
1. Françoise du Bois, demoiselle de Talaru. In 1492 she was one of the 
maids-in-waiting of Anne de Bretagne, when she received a gift of 57 1.,
10 s.t. (Le Roux de Lincy, op.cit., t.IV, App. 2, p.11, Etat de la liaison
de la Reine Anne de Bretagne en 1492). Her husband was Antoine de Talaru,
seigneur de la Grange et de Noiiailly (Anselme, op.cit., t.IV, p.41; t.VII,
p.202), whose family vf&s of the Forez (Jean de Talaru and Gaspard de 
Talaru are referred to as seigneur de Chalmazel in Forez in I4II and I503 
respectively; see P.L.J. de Bétencourt, Noms Féodaux, 919)* Their eldest 
son, Àime de Talaru, seigneur de Chalmazel, married Louise de Levis in 
1495 (Anselme, t.IV, p.4 1), and one daughter, Claude, married a certain 
Pierre de Eaint-Romain, "écuyer, seigneur de Lurcy", who was in the 
service of the Duchess Anne of Bourbon, (de la Mure, op.cit., t.II, p.5^5 n.) 
Another daughter, Catherine, was the wife of Bremont de Vitry, seigneur de 
la Liere (cf. p.5^4? note Françoise de Talaru herself was probably
a lady-in-waiting of Anne de Bourbon, from whom she received a pension 
in 1498 (14 February 1497 a.s.): "A madame de Talaru, Françoise du Boys, la 
somme de 24O livres tournois pour sa pension à elle ordonnée par madite 
dame (Anne de France) pour l’année de ce present compte", (de la Pure, 
op.cit., t.II, p.454 n., Comptes de Hughes Pinelle, un des receveurs de 
la Duchesse de Bourbon).
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100 Ainsi m ’en pars sans propos leur toucher;
Riens n ’eust servi mon reppliquer pour l’eure.
Tantost après le roy^ se alla coucher,
Doncques m ’en vins sans faire autre demeure.
104 Lors tant me peine et si très fort laheure, 
qu’en celle nuyt leur appel redigay,
Lequel en vers pour vous, sire,2 mis ay;
Voyez que c'est. La cause se renvoyé 
108 Pardevant vous; faictes que l’on y voye.
Cy finist l’apel des trois dames contre la belle sans sy.
100 X sans procès
101 W Riens n ’est. Emended.
102 X s’alla Y s’en alla
104 Y me pence
105 X,Y kue celle
106 X mis j’ ay Y Par plusieurs foys en delieu de songe
1. Charles VIII.
2. Duke Pierre II of Bourbon. Cf. p. 524, note L
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abstraire, XIII L 7, XIX 52,
to carry away 
achoison, XIII A 6, reason, 
motive
acoustrer (s’), XI 94, to 
display oneself, itself 
acointable, XXVIII 22, affable, 
gracious 
acquester, XXVI 155,to gain, 
acquire
actrempence, XVI 16, moderation 
acuité, XIII D 8l, acuity, 
subtlety 
ades, XIII D 25 and passim, now 
advenir, XVIII A 5, 22, E 21, 
92, to happen 
afferir, XVIII A 10, D 2, to 
befit, be suitable 
affin, XI 55, close to, 
related to 
affiner, XVIII D 2; XX 45, to 
end
affluer de, XIII E 121, to have 
in abundance 
aguetter, IX 10, to watch for, 
wait for 
ains, XIII C 15, but 
ains que, XVII 79, before 
allumpne, XIX 69, nurseling 
amander (intransitive), IV 12, 
to improve 
ambler, XXVI 60, to steal 
amoderé, XIX 225, sober, 
restrained, temperate 
amordre à (s’), IV 7, to be 
bent on
amour, XVIII E 50 and passim, 
feminine (modern meaning) 
amplier, XIII E 64, to magnify 
anquepres. III 6, almost (?) 
apert”, XI 57, obvious; XXVIII 
78, exposed 
apparoir, X2, to be of good 
appearance; XXV 4l, to be 
evident
apparoir (s’), XIII C 5, D 56, to 
show oneself, appear 
appoincter, IX 4l, to prepare 
apprehensive, XIX 220, comprehension 
apprest, XIX 521, style (in 
writing)
arbitrage, )CXII A 8, choice, will 
ardure, T 6, eagerness 
argenterie, XXVI l4^ yearly fund in 
- the royal treasury' ' '
arphazarahan, XIX 65, an Arabian tree 
arrois, arroy, XXIII 14; XXVI 57,
state, situation 
articulierenient, XXVII 28, clause 
by clause 
aspect, XIII E 44, gaze, sight 
aspirer, XIX 111, inspire 
assouvy, XI 21, perfect 
atayne, VI 10, vexation, annoyance 
attourner, XXV 52, to provide 
attraire, actraire, XIII D I58, to 
attract; IX 46, to draw up 
auctentique, XIII D 54, praiseworthy, 
excellent 
aucun, XIII D 79, someone, anyone 
aucun, XIX 74; XIII B 15, C 11, 
some, any 
aucunement, XIII A 54, in any way 
avers, XXVIII 58, contrary
bannier, )[XV 12, common 
barbeter, VIII 15, to gossip 
benivolle, XXIV 80, welcome, 
agreeable 
bers, XIII E 62, cradle 
bestourner, XXV 55, to discompose 
blapheme, I 12, blasphemy 
boucan, XXVI 267, common sense 
boucanier, XXVI passim, one who 
is old-fashioned 
boute feu, XXVI 45, incendiary 
bouter, VI I6, to put, place 
braire, XXIV 88, to cry 
broque (feminine), XI 58, contents 
of a pitcher 
buffe, XVII 98, blow
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calengier, XIII D 143, to claim 
capable de, XIII E 1, able to 
conceive, see 
carnequin (cranequin), XiVI 1?4, 
”a fashion of horseman’s head- 
peece , resembling the Helmet" 
(Gotgrave) 
caslle, XV 9, quail 
casser, XIII D 63, to strike 
down
celestin, XVI 5, blue 
charrois, XXIII 2, chariot 
cheoir (subst.), XVIII E 98, 
fall
chevance, XXVI 48, riches, 
possessions 
choison (à), XXVI 95, according 
to choice 
clariscentes, XIII E 39, famous 
cloistrier, XXVI 4l, of a 
monastery 
colaphe, XVII 98, blow 
colepine, VIII 8, punishment (?) 
compas (par), XXIII 28, with 
moderation
comprendre (subst.), XIII D §2, 
comprehension 
concevoir, XIII D 82, conception 
concilie, XXVIII 73, assembly, 
council
conclave, XIII E 55, council, 
meeting
conculquer, .X 12, XXIII I8, to 
trample underfoot 
condigne, XXV 23, worthy 
confuter, XVIII E 6, to refute 
conrois, XXIII 10, state 
consine, XXIII 72, sign 
consistoire, XXVII 5, court­
room
contrariant à, XIX 583, 
contrary to 
convy, XIX 179, action of 
accompanying 
corroborer (se), IX 56, to 
brace oneself 
couleur, XIX 10, pretext 
coulpe, XVIII E 95, fault
courage, VII 19; XVIII F 9; XIX 300, 
379, mind, thoughts, intention; 
XVIII E 35, 75, 61, heart, feelings 
coureur, XXVI 45, plunderer 
cremeur, XVIII A 39, fear 
cremus, IX 37, feared
croculaire, XXV I5, which grinds into 
small pieces (?) 
croquer, IX 67, to crack (?) 
cuider, XIII E 71; XVIII E 28; XXV 24;
XXVI 50; 196; XXVIII 8, to think 
cuider (subst.), XIII A 55, D 15, 
pride, arrogance 
culot, XV 2, basset-hound 
cultiveur, XIX 79, cultivator 
curieux, XIII A 55; XIX 75, eager, 
desirous; curieusement, XIX 56, 
with care, attentively • 
curre, XIII E 24, chariot
dea, XXVIII 28, interjection 
débouter, II 7; VI 29, to drive out 
decretaire, XIII E 52, one who makes 
decrees (?) 
dedire, XVIII S 12, to contradict 
deduire, XXVIII 11, to chat 
deduire (subst.), XIII E 7, joy, 
rapture
deffaillable, V 5, weak, lacking 
demeine, XjCVI 68, estate 
demeurant, XVIII F 4, during (?) 
département, XVIII title, departure 
deputaire, XIX 251, wicked 
descharge, XXVI 208, tax 
descrois, XXIII 7, decline 
desliberer de (se), XXVIII 88, to 
deliberate upon 
desmascher (desmacquer), XXIV 44,
"to loose or let goe" (Gotgrave) 
despartie, XVIII A 4, departure 
despendre, XXVI l46, to spend 
despit, XVIII G 15, wretched, 
unhappy
desroi, XV 12, disorder, confusion 
desserte, XIII G 25, merit, deserts 
desservir, XVIII E 29, to deserve
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desvyer, XXIII 54, to die 
detracteresse, XXX 242, detrac­
tor
devis, XXVIII 64, interruption, 
pause
diffame, AIX 407, dishonour 
dittié, ditié, dicté, XIX 124, 
422; XIII D 91, XVII 9, poem, 
composition 
divers, XIX 565, grievous, cruel 
diz, XXIV 65, dice (?) 
dont, XVI 2o and passim, for 
which reason 
doubter, XIII B 8, to fear 
doulouser (se), VIII l6, to 
grieve
droit, V 1, true, veritable 
duire, duyre, XIX 409; XIII D 
ll8, E 58, to suit, befit
eborin, }[XV 50, precious like 
ivory
eburne, XIX 524, solid and 
precious like ivory 
effect, XIII A 10, reality 
eficax, XIX 50, striking, 
efficacious 
élémentaire, XIX 228, divine, 
celestial 
ernbattre (s’), XVIII E 55, to 
fall upon 
empainte, XIII B 21, impetus, 
impulse
emprendre, XIX 128; XIII D 15;
XI 58, to undertake 
emprise, XIII B 28, undertaking, 
venture 
en, X 12, upon 
en ça,XIII E 17, ago 
endurer, XIII E 89, to bear 
with
engin, XI 70 and passim,
understanding, intelligence, 
spirit, mind
enhortation, ennortacion, XIII A 52;
B 19, exhotation 
enhorter, XIII 0 10, to exhort, 
encourage 
enhorteur, XIII E 42, encourager 
enquerre, XXVI 270, to seek 
ensuyr, ensuyvir, XX 5; XXIII 22, 
to follow; XII 46, to conform 
to
entier, XIII C 8, loyal; XIX 505,
just, honest 
entre deux, XIII A I6, in the 
meantime 
entremettre de (s’), VIII 5, to 
undertake to 
equiparable, XIX 501, comparable, 
worthy to be compared 
erre (arrhes), X2ÎVI 2o5, security, 
pledge
grand erre, IX 95, quickly 
eschever, XXVIII 5, escape, avoid 
eschinle, XII 71, bell 
escorné, XXV 54, ashamed 
escoute, II lo, watch, 
observation 
eslire, XXIV 56, to choose 
esloigne, XII 57, delay 
espreuve (d’), XVII I8, neverfailing 
espuser, XXVIII 15, to exhaust 
estable, v 4, strong, stable;
XVIII C 6, durable 
esticquer, XXV 56, to attach, 
drive in, plant 
estoré, XIII E 25, supplied, 
provided 
estour, XIII A 4c, D 59, combat 
estrader, XXVI 104, to travel 
estre (subst.), XIX 67, identity 
esvertuer, XVIII F 5; XXVI 50, 
to strengthen, animate 
exaulcier, XIII E Si, to exalt, 
magnify 
excelse, XXV 4, eminent 
exercite, XIX 195, army
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exerciter, XIII D 85, to 
practise, put into use 
extaxe, XIII. Ë 8-, ecstasy 
extolleur, XXV 4, panegyrist
faindre, XI 2, to lose courage;
VIII 18, to hesitate 
fainture, VII 12, form, 
appearance 
fatiste, ](XIV 4, X1ŒIII 99, 
poet, author 
favorable, 'XfVIII 76, prejudiced 
fel (feminine felle), XIX 200, 
cruel, pitiless 
ferir, XIII D 65, to strike 
fillet, XX 21, thread 
finer, XIX 24p; XVIII D 1, 5, 
to finish, put an end to 
flac, XII 67, breath (?) 
flairant, XIII E 101, scented 
flouriture, XIII D 69, flowers 
foisonner, XIII D 76, to 
prosper (?) 
fondre, X 2, to fall upon; X 5, 
to give v/ay to, sink into 
fors, IV 5, 11; XXII A 12, 
except
fort (au), IV 16, anyway 
fortunal, XVIII A 25, 
fortuitous 
fourré, X 4, well-fed (?) 
fourrer (se), XI 6I, to throw 
oneself into 
froisser, XI,26, to overcome, 
subdue
froisser (se), XXVI 51, to break 
down
fumiere, XI 105; XXVI 45, smoke 
fust, XVII 92, beam (of v/ood)
gallee, IX 15, galley 
gent, IX 28, pretty 
gironné, XXVI 115, bias-cut in 
sections
glefve (masculine), VIII 4, spear, 
lance
gluons, XXVI 157, lime-twig 
gorgias, XIII D 25; XXVI 25, well- 
dressed, elegant, graceful 
gorrerie, XXVI 117, luxury, 
display
gorrier, XXVI passim, elegant, 
galant, well-dressed 
goustage, XI 75, flavour 
guerdon, XVIII E 86; XIX 4o4, 
reward
guerdonner, ..XVIII 5 to reward 
gueredonnable, XVIII E 115, worthy 
of reward 
guermenter (se), XXVI 17, to 
complain
hardement, XIX 91; XIII E 4o, 
boldness, effrontery 
harier. III l4, to harass, torment 
haultesse, XVIII A l4, heights 
(of joy) 
hui, XIII D 127, door 
huy, XIX 420, today 
hystorial, XIII E 66, historical, 
veracious
immouvable, XVIII C 5, immo*vable 
importable, XVII 4, unbearable 
impourveuement, XVIII E 26, 
unexpectedly 
incendible, XIII E 4, which 
inflames 
incitatif, XIII E 29, inciting, 
urging on 
indite, XX 57, illustrious 
inconcussible, XVIII E 25, 
unshakeable, immovable 
increable, XVIII C 2, incredible 
indeficible, XIII E 120, never- 
failing
inferer, XVIII A 27, to deal (a 
blow)
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inquisiteur, XIII E 53, one who 
studies, carries out research 
interine, XIII 23, complete 
intermission, XIII B 30, letter 
irradiant, XIII E , brilliant, 
sparkling
jà que, XXVI 112, although 
jou (faire), XXIII 35, to 
submit 
jus, XVII 99, low, down
labourage, XXIV 20, work 
labourer, XI 92, to work 
laisser, XVIII B 4, to cease 
lame, XIX 360, tombstone 
lardé, XXVI 173, threaded (?) 
lardon, l-.XVI 236, jest 
latebre, XX 42, hiding-place, 
secret place 
leal, XIII F 37, loyal 
leans, XTFIII 8, there 
lez, XIII D 68, side 
lice, XV 8, hound bitch 
loingtive, ..III E 37, distant 
loisiri'-XIII E 37, to be 
permitted 
los, loz, XIII E 64; XXV 4l, 
praise
luette, XXIV 6p, a card-game 
lume, XIII I) 1, light 
lustrateur, XIII E 53, surveyor, 
examiner
machiner, XVIII D 11, to plot, 
conspire against 
madante, XVII 11, damp, moist 
mains, XI 58, less 
mais, XI 77, more 
malassigné, XXVI ll8, unpaid 
(debt)
malheurté, XXVI 40, unhappy 
state
manoir, IX 2, residence, 
dwelling-place
melliflu, XIX 33; XIII E 20, sweet,
harmonious 
gantion (mansion) (avoir), XX 52, 
to dwell 
mercerot, XII 35, shopkeeper, 
tradesman 
merencolie, I-B/I 55, melancholy 
méritoire, XIII C 25, worthy (of) 
meschief, XVIII C 10, E 21,' 
misfortune 
mesprendre (impersonal), VIII 55, 
to meet with disaster 
meurdriere, XIX 205, murderess 
militer, XIX 195, to command 
mistere, XIII D 124 and passim, 
event, ceremony 
m onde, XIX 210, pur e
morfondre (intrans.), X 4, to be cold, 
v;ait in vain 
moult, XIII D 158: XVII 5 4 , 95, 
much, very; moult de XVIII E 52, 
many
muer (trans.), XIX 251, to change 
musse, III 11, hidden 
myner, XVIII D 7; (reflex.) :{XIII 64, 
"to weare, consume or fret away" 
(Gotgrave)
nayf, XI I6 ; XIV l4, innate 
nerver, XXIV 66, to fortify 
nice, XXIII 8, mad, stupid 
nisi, XXVI 87, demand for payment, 
obligation to pay 
nonobstant que, XIII D 6 5V although 
nully, XXIII 44, no-rone
obstant, XIII E II8 , because of 
obtestacion, XIX 75, exhortation 
obumbrer, XIX I8 6 , to veil, conceal 
offusqué, XIII E 4, blinded, 
dazzled
onques, oncques, XI 65, and passim, 
ever; oncques mais, XV 28, never; 
ne ...oncques, XVII l4, never 
orateur, XIX 54 and passim, writer, 
poet
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ores, or, XXVI 5 and passim, 
now
organe, XIII E 20, instrument 
ortalin, XIX ?8, gardener 
ortelage, VII 29, produce of 
orchard or garden 
ost, XIX 192, army 
ouibliance, obliance, XVIII E 
90; XXIII 74, oblivion 
oultrage, VII p4, exaggeration 
outrer, XIII S 8I, to praise 
beyond measure 
ouvrer, XIX 151 and passim, to 
work, fashion 
oyseuse, XIII B I8, leisure, 
idleness
paracomplir, Xi 42, accomplish 
fully
parage (de), XI 72, of quality, 
high degree 
pardurable, IX 86, eternal 
pardurer (intrans.), XXIII 77, 
to endure; (trans.), XIII D 
120, to make to last 
parfon, V 6; XVIII E 8I, deep, 
profound 
parler, XIII D 155, speech, 
language 
parlire, XI 12, to read in full 
parsus, XVIII E 10, above 
pastourin, VIII 1, of a 
shepherd 
pelerin, XVIII E 50, strange, 
unknown
penoise, XVIII E 86, Carthaginian 
pharetre, XXIII 17, quiver 
pieça, XXIII 52; XXV 59, now for 
a long time 
pintespot, XXVI 6I, pint-pot 
pis, XIX 572, breast 
plaisance, XX 5; XVIII A I6, 
pleasure
plait, XI 82; XXVI 197, quarrel, 
dispute
ployer (se), XXIV 82, to bend 
pointure, poincture, XIX 15; XVIII 
A 54, wound, pain 
portoires, XXIII 48, precincts 
pourchasser, XXVI lo5, 199, to 
demand, seek 
pourmener (se), XXVI 2, to walk 
pourpris, XIX 65, enclosure 
preclure, XIX 578, to prevent 
prescrire, XI 15, to limit 
preterit, XIII B 9, past 
propice, XV 7, well-suited 
provoquer, XI 57, to appeal to 
puisnaguieres, hlXV 7, very 
recently (?) 
pute, IX 94, foul, filthy
querir, ll 2 and passim, to seek
raillard, XII 69, railing, 
mocking 
rainceau, )IXV p2, scion 
ramentever, XVIII E 75, to 
remember 
receptacle, XXV 58, tomb (?), 
place of assembly 
réciproque, XIII E I6, 
interchangeable one for 
another 
recliner, VIII 5, to return 
recoeuvrer, XIX 145, to repair, 
make amends 
recomber, XIII E 60, to recline 
recors, XIII E 87, reports, 
memories 
reculer (trans.), XIII D 50, 
to surpass (?) 
redicte, XI 74, blemish,
something with which to find 
fault
rediger, XIX 566, to reduce
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refulgence, XIX 149, brilliance, 
splendour 
remirer, ( se ) , ..III D 90, to 
learn, t ak o e xaripl e 
remonstrer, XVIII Ê 15; XIX 57, 
to show, set forth 
remort, ..VIII C 8, act of 
remembering 
repreliensoire, XVIII S 29, 
mocking, satirical 
reproche , .IX 412, slia...e , fault 
rescriptions, .-^ III 1 59, "a
writing backe; an answer given 
in writing" (Gotgrave) 
resort, XIII D 1, aid 
reswlendeur, .III D 1, splendeur, 
brilliance 
rétorquer, XVIII E 26, to gut to 
t:'e account of 
rifler, ..XVI 6l, to steal, 
pillage 
rigueur, I 12, ingratitude, 
revolt
riolépiolé, XVI 57, motley 
rude, XIX 581, ignorant, 
incapable 
rudesse, XIII C 17, ignorance, 
incapability 
ruer, XIX 255, to throw 
ruissel,(masculine), XIII E 50, 
stream
saillir (trans.), XIII E 109, 
to take out 
sarges, XXVI 151, serge 
saye (sayon), XXVI 115, smock­
like overshirt 
sçabele, XIII F 51, footstool 
sçavance, XIX 129, knowledge, 
learning 
scibile, XIII S 98, knowable 
se, IV 17 and passim, if 
segister, VIII 5, to shoot 
arrows
sentement, XIII D 11; XXVII 2, 
feeling, opinion 
sequelle, XIII A 15, race, 
following (non-pejorative)
seri. III 2, serene 
serre, XIII E 11, prison 
si, IV 5 and passim, so, thus; VI 28 
and passim, yet, nevertheless; si 
que, XVIII A 57 and passim, so that 
simplesse, XVI 2, natural simplicity 
solde, XIX 508, solid 
somme (masculine), XIX 554, quantity 
sonnable, ...XIV 15, resounding 
soppi, XIX 51, sleeping, dozing 
soppir, XIII A 55, to suppress 
souffrette, XXVI I6, need, poverty 
soulage, .XVI 192, land 
soulas, XXVIII 59, pleasure 
souldar, IX 4o, soldier 
sour3on, XIX 121, spring, fountain 
(Gotgrave) 
supportacion, XVIII E I6; XIX 95;
XXV 17, support, assistance 
suppost, XIIl'D 87, E 82; XIX 51,
69, 191, deputy, disciple, pupil 
susciter, XX 51, to resuscitate 
suyvir, XXII B 11, to follow 
sy (sans), XXVII, XXVIII passim, 
without fault or defect, perfect
table, XXVIII 99, writing-tablets 
tabutel, XII 69, troublesome, noisy 
tailler, XDCVI I68, to tax 
tant que, XIX 21 and passim, until 
tant : ne tant ne quant, XXVI 121, 
not at all 
terme, XXVI 26, appearance, show 
testificatif, XIII F 29, testifying 
to
tiltre, XIII D I56, position,
place
tintinabule, XIII E l4, bell 
tissir, XIII D 47, to weave 
tistre, XIII D 155; XIX 165, to
weave
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tollir, XIX 542, to take away, 
suppress 
tombel, XIII D 58; XIX I65, 
tomb
touchement, XIX 5, touch 
tousjoursmais (à), XIII D 120; 
XIX 256, 596; XXIII 76, 84, 
90, for evermore 
tracasser, XXVI 100, to trot 
traditive, XIII E 51, a method 
of teaching or speailing 
traicte, VIII 12, treaty 
traire, XIII E 58, to turn 
trappe, XXVI 101, sturdy 
trousser son cas, XXIV 49, to 
depart
tube, XI 50; XIII E 27; XVIII 
E 7, trumpet 
tumbenien, XVIII E 55, fall
ventiller, XXV 11, to be moved 
by the wind 
voire, voir, XIII E II6 and
pcLSSJ-IIi, -LilUCeu.
voirement, XXVI l46, indeed, 
truly
vue il, XVIII A 26, will, v/ish
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A8iïILdS, XIII 4o 
ACTEON, XVIII A 24 
AGI.AUS03, IX 52; see note 
.'.GRIPPE, .VII 54: a sibyl 
ALAIN, MAISTRB, XXIV 58:
Alain Chartier 
ALCEE, XI 85 
Alemaigne, VIII 28 
AII'LITHEA, XVII 17: a sibyl 
AMOUR, IX 1 and passim: 
personnif icatbn 
AMPHION, XIII E 27; XIX 146: 
see note 
ANAXARIUl, XIX 530 
Angleterre, XXV 48 
ANNE DE FRANCE, XI passim:
Anne, daughter of Louis XI, 
duchess of Bourbon 
nNTHOINE, XVIII E 89: Mark 
Antony
APOLLO, APOLO, APPOLO, IX 80;
XI 57, 90; XVII 78; XIX 149 
Arabie, XIX 82 
ARGUS, XIII E 52 
ARISTIPPE, XIX 551 
ARPINAS, XIX 1 5 8 : Cicero 
AR^UIAS, XIX 2 8 5 : see note 
ART, XIX 1 8 5 , 1 8 6 , 248:
personnif ication 
ASCLEPIUS, XIII D 55: see note
ASMENIUS, XIII D 51: Asinius 
Pollio
Athènes, XIII E 55; XIX 8 5 , 292 
ATÜLAS, IX 5
ATROPOS, ATTROPOS, XIII I o2;
XIX 3 0 , 227; XXIII 86 
Babillon, XVII 9 
BACHUS, IX 65  
Barcelonne, XXVI 104 
BASILIUS, XIII D 51: see note 
Basque, XV title, I6 : a dog 
belonging to Louis XI
BEHSABEE, XI 54: Bathsheba 
BLAISE, SAINCT, X]<VI 229 
BOCCACE, B0CÂS3E, XIII D 45; XVIII 
E 77; XIX 410-11 
BOREAS, IX 37, 43, 5 6 , 90  
ECUHBCN, XIII D I6 0 : house of 
Bourbon
Bourbon, j.II 69 : a bell 
BOURBON, ANNE, XIII B title; XIV 6: 
Agnes, duchess of Bourbon 
BOURBON, UACQUiS DE, ^VIII A title: 
see note
BOURBON, DUC Dl, .U  title; .XIIIA 
title, E 1 1 5 , F 4; XIV title; 8; 
XVIII title; XIX title: Jean II, 
duke of Bourbon 
BOURBON, tUC DE, .XII title; XklII 
title, XXV title;XXVI title: 
Pierre II, duke of Bourboh 
BOüRGlIGHE, OIIC DE, XIII D 9 8 , 113, 
1 5 0 : Philippe, duke of Burguhdy 
BCUTINEAU, XÎV 15: court jester 
Brebant, XV 5
BREMONT, XXVII 17: see note 
Briquet, XV 1: a dog 
BRUTUS, XVIII E 66, 62
CADMUS, IX 7
CALCAS, XVIII E 60
CALIOPE, XIII E 100; XIX 104
CALISTO, IX 6
CARNEADES, XIX 517
Cartage, VII 51; XXVIII 44
CASTALIDES, XVIII A 25
CATHON, CHATON, V 2; XVIII E 66;
XIX 512 
CATULLE, XIX 505 
CECILLE, ROY DE, XXI 5: 3enë 6f 
Anjou, King of Jerusalem and 
Sicily 
Cerberus, IX 55
1, The names of persons are in capitals, names of places, etc. 
in Roman lettering.
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CERES ; SERES, XX l6; XXIII 2?
G harnp a ign e , XVII 15 
Champs Fursaliques, ^57111 E 75: 
Pharsalus 
CHARLES, XI ICO: Charles VIII 
CHASTELAIN, GEORGE, XIII A 22 
and passim; XIX title and 
passim; XXV 58 
CHAST'TE, XX l8, 2?, 50; XXIII 
l6, 24, 50: personnification 
CIBELLE, SIBELLE, IX 4; XXVIII 
CICERON, MARC, TULLE, AR1INAS, 
XIII D 26, 50, 58; XIX 158, 
282, 284, 501: Marcus Tullius 
Cicero
Cité des Dames, XVIII E 76 
CLEANTES, XIX 518 
CLEOPATRE, XVIII E 89 
CLIMENE, IX 27 
CLIO, XIII E 99; XIX 101 
ULOTHO, XXV 54 
CORNEILLE, ^VIII E 72 
CORNIX, IX 76: see note 
CORNUS, IX 75: see note 
CORONIS, IX 28 
CRETIN, CRESTIN, XXIV title;
XXVII 16: Guillaume Cretin 
CRISPE.: see Saluste 
CRIXIPf \ XIX 550: see note 
CUMANE, XVII 14-15: a sibyl 
Cumes, XVII 15 
CUPIDC, XX 1 and passim 
Cypre, XX l4; XXIÏI 25
45
ENEE, XVIII E 97 
EOLUS, VIII 2
ERISTELUS, XIII D 55: see note 
CRITHEE, XVII 7: a sibyl 
ESCHINES, XIX 291 
Espaigne, XIX 2; XXV 48 
ETERNITE, XX 54: personnification 
EUEORBIO, XIII D 52: see note 
EUROPA, IX 7 
PUROPE, XVII 4l: a sibyl
FABIUS, V 5 : Fabius Cunctator 
FAME, FAMA, XX 54, 51; XXIII 87: 
personnification 
FAON, XVIII E 84: see note 
FAULX SEMBLANT, XVI 59 
FAUSTUS, VIII I: see note 
Flandres, XXV 51 
FLORA, IX 11 and passim 
Florence, XII 57 
Forests, XIV 1
FORTUNE, II 18; III 14; XIII A l4;
XVIII E 25, 96: personnification 
France, XXVI 192
GANNELON, XVI 27
Gascart, XV 1: a dog
Genappe, XV 5
GEORGE, see Chastelain
GRACCUS, XVIII E 72: see note
Grece, Grosse, XI 55; XIX 292;
XXVIII 4l
Dags, XIII A 54, B 55: Dax 
Daulphine, XV 4 
DELPHiqUE, XVII 77-8: a sibyl 
Delphos, XVII 78 
DEMOPHON, XVIII E 85 
DEMOSTENES, XIX 590 
DESTINEES, XVIII E 97: 
personnification 
DEÜCABION, IX 18: see note 
DICERARqUE, XIX 511 
DIDO, IX 29; XVIII E 86;
XXVIII 44 
DOMIANUS, XIII D 52: see note 
DOHIDA, I : 23 
DYAHE, XVIII A 23
HECTOR, XIII A 39
HELEIÎÏE, KELAINE, XVIII A 33;
XXVIII 4l 
Helicon, XI 99
HELIGONIDES, XIII E 62: the Muses 
HELLEPONTHiq'QE, XVII 85-6: a sibyl 
Hellespont, XVII 8?
HERO, XYIII E 90
HERODOTUS, XIX 329
HESÏOE, XI 54: Esther
HOMERS, OMEHE, XIII D 31; XI 4y;
XVII 80; XIX 287 
HONNEUR, XVIII A 20: personnification 
HYEMENE, XVIII A 30
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Inde, XIII D 44 
IRE, I 4: personnification 
Italie, Italie, Ytallie; VII 55; 
XVII 16, 55
JASON, JASoCN, IX 77; XVIII E o5 
JENYNET, XIV 11: Jean II of 
Bourbon
JHESbSCRIST, XVII 5 and passim 
JOVIS, XX 2 
Judée, XVII 49
Jugurtin, XIII D 28: Sallustius’ 
Bellum Jugurthinum 
JULIANUS, XIII D 54: see note 
JULIE, XVIII E 75 
JULLE, XIII D 29: Julius Caesar 
JUNO, IX 6 
JUPITER, IX 5
JUSTIN, XIII D 27; XIX 407-410 
JUVENAL, XIII D 42
LACHESIS, XIX 559 
LACTANCE, XIII D51 
Ladtea, IX 8: the Milky Way 
LEANIRE, XVIII E 90 
LEDA, IX 67 
LEPIDUS, XIII D 50 
Letlieus, XX 55 
Libie, XVII 1 
LIBIE, XVII 1: a sibyl 
Lombardie, XIV:12 
LOYAULTE, XVIII A 19: personnif­
ication
LOYS, XV title, 22: Louis XI
LUCAN, XIII D 58
LUCRESSE, XVIII E 65; XXVIII 58
MAIA, IX 6: see note 
MARC, see Ciceron 
MARON, see Virgile 
MARS, VIII e
MARTIN HENRiqUEZ DE CASTELLE, 
XIII F 25-4: see note 
MEDEE, IX 77; XVIII E 85; XXVIII 
41
MERCURE, IX 5 
METRODORE, XIX 550 
MOLINET, MOULINET, XXV 7 and 
passin; Jean Molinet
MCHBROM, iXvIIl 66: Blanche de 
Konberon, see note 
Mon, XIII F 56: Mons 
MONFERRANT, XIII A title and passim: 
Anthoine de Vergy, seigneur de 
Monferrand 
MCNGOURGCN, ^kVIlI 45: Demogorgon 
Montbrison, XII 77
Montiz, Chasteau des, .1/ 21: Xlessis- 
les-Tours 
MONTSORiXU, XXVIII 25: see note 
MORT, XI^ 20v and passim; XXIII 51 
and passim: personnification 
MUSES,"XI 57; XIX 98 
MYDAS, IX 65 
HYNANV'i, ..VIII A 23
NATDAS, .:.IX 182 and passim: 
personnification 
NEPTUNU8, NEPTUNNE, IX 15; XX 2 
nASiOK, ...IX 156 
NIGTIHENE, IX 78: see note 
KOCHUS, IX 19
OCIOVlAl;, ..aVII 17: Octavien de 
Saint-Gela.is 
OCTOVIÂN AUGUSTE, XVII 68 
Climpe, :;VII 44 
CLIMITAS, XVIII E 32 
GRACE, XIII D 42 
ORGUEIL, I 4: personnification 
ÜEL1EN3, V 3; Charles of Orleans 
ORPHEUS, IX 83; XIII E 26
FALAS, PALLAS, IX 29; .;WIII S 23;
XIX 135; XXVIII 37 
FALLADIN, XIII D 54: see note 
PAN, IX 82
FilRIS, E3TIBÏ5NETÏE DE, XVIII title 
Farnasns, Parnassus, XI 56; XIII E 
60; XIX 120 
PENELOPE, XI 55 
PERIANDE, XIX 329 
PERSE, XI 45; XIII D 4l: Fersius 
Flaccus 
Perse, XVII 47 
PERSiqUE, XVII 47: a sibyl 
PSEUSIN, XXI 2: Perugino 




PHEBUS, IX 25; XIII B 24 
PHE'TON, IX 50 
PHPIGIE, XVII 95: a sibyl 
PIERIDES, XI 55: the Muses 
PIGMALIOPT, IX 71 
PINDARB, XI 85 
IIRAMUS, IX 75 
PIRRA, IX l8: see note 
FTessis, Fare du, XXVI 1 
PLINX, XIII D 26; XIX 285: 
rliny the Younger 
ÏTÜTARQUE, XIX 329 ,
PLUTO, PLUTON, IX 49, 6l; tJz 
POLLIOK, XIX 301 '
POMFSS, XVIII P 75 
POETIE, XVIII E 66: Brutus’ wife 
PROSERPINE, IX 50 
PUDICICIE, :CXIII 86: personnifi- 
cation
qUINTILLIAN, XIX 514
RANGUEUR, I 4: personnification 
RENOMMEE, IX 28, 56, 45; XXIII 
46 and passim: personnification 
RIERE, MONSEIGNEUR DE LA, XIII B 
title and passim, see note 
Rin, XXV 51: the Rhine 
ROBERTET, FLORIMOND, XXV title 
ROBERTET, FRANÇOIS, XXVII title 
ROBERTET, JEAN, V l6 
RODOPEE, XVIII E 82 
ROGIER, XXI 1: Roger Van der 
7/eyden
Rome', Romme, VII 55; XIII D 56; 
XVII 19; XIX 85
Sainct Galmier, XII 6l 
Sainct Lo, XXI 9 
Salines, XV 2
SALUSTE, CRISPE, XIII D 28, 154;
XIX 299 
SAMIE, XVII 24-5: a sibyl 
Samos, XVII 25
SAPHUS, SAPHOS, SAPHO, KVIII E 
84; XIX 114, 505 
SATURNE, IX 2
Saulveterre, XII 70: a bell 
SEMENONNj^, .\.VII 26: a sibyl
SEiIEiUE, XIX 515
xENESCEviL, LE, XI title: Jacques de 
Erezé, grand senechal of Normendy 
SIBELLE, see Cibellé 
Sicille, ..VIII E 84 
Sion, :XIV 52 
SIRUS, XVII 86: Cyrus 
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